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Abstract
We have discovered original symmetric presentations for several finite groups, includ-
ing 22 :• (24 : (2•S3)), M11, 3 : (PSL(3, 3) : 2), S8, and 2
•M12. We have found ho-
momorphic images of several progenitors, including 2∗18 : ((6 × 2) : 6), 2∗24 : (2•S4),
2∗105 : A7, 3
∗3 :m (2
3 : 3), 7∗8 :m (PSL(2, 7) : 2), 3
∗4 :m (4
2 : 22), 7∗5 : (2 × A5), and
5∗6 :m S5. We have provided the isomorphism type of all of the finite images that
we have discovered. We have found 22 :• (24 : (2•S3)), M11, 3 : (PSL(3, 3) : 2),
S8, and 2
•M12 as homomorphic images of the progenitor 2
∗24 : (2•S4). We have con-
structed, through our technique of double coset enumeration, 22 :• (24 : (2•S3)) =
2∗24:(2•S4)
(x∗y∗t)2,(x∗y∗ty∗x)4 , M11 =
2∗24:(2•S4)
(x∗y∗x−1∗tx)2,(x∗y∗x−1∗tyx )5,(x∗y∗ty∗x)5 , 3 : (PSL(3, 3) : 2) =
2∗24:(2•S4)
(x∗y∗x−1∗ty∗x)3,(x∗y∗t)2,(x∗y∗ty∗x)6 , S8 =
2∗24:(2•S4)
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Let us start by defining a progenitor. LetG be a group with T = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} ⊆
G and T̄ = {T1, T2, . . . , Tn}, where Ti =< ti > is cyclic. Also, let N = NG(T̄ ) be the
normalizer of T̄ in G. Curtis defines T as a symmetric generating set if G =< T > and
if N permutes T̄ transitively. Here N is called the control subgroup of our progenitor
and G is a homomorphic image of m∗n : N , where m∗n is a free product of n tis of Zm
with m = |ti|. We can also say that N is a group of automorphisms of the symmetric
generator m∗n that permutes Zm by conjugation. Then for π ∈ N , tπi = trj , where r ∈ Z
and r is coprime to m. So every element in a progenitor can be expressed as π ∗w, where
w is a word in the symmetric generator. Then any relation of G will be of the form
π ∗ w(t1, t2, . . . , tn) with w being a word in T . Hence any finite homomorphic images of
progenitors will be of the form m∗n : Nπ1w1,...,πnwn . For conciseness, we will now refer to
any cyclic groups as m, rather than Zm. We focus on progenitors of the form 2
∗n.
In chapter 2 we first focus on solving extension problems for several groups; that
is, we identify whether the given group is a direct product, semi-direct product, central
extension, or mixed extension.
In chapters 3 and 4 we construct permutation and monomial progenitors for
several control groups. The progenitor constructed by the control group 2•S4, the Dou-
ble Cover of S4, receives particular attention throughout this paper. We construct the
progenitors in these chapters both by hand and with the aid of Magma. However, we
2
obtain the character tables of all examples from Magma. Using Magma, we factor those
progenitors by first and second order relations to obtain finite homomorphic images. We
call additional relations the relations we factor the control group by. We evaluate each
image produced to determine if they are faithful and isomorphic to our control group. If
these conditions are satisfied, we discuss the rough shape of each image and work with
any groups that, to our knowledge, have yet to be discovered. To ensure the groups’
existence we perform double coset enumeration of these images.
In chapters 5 and 6, our first example is performed entirely by hand, but as our
images have increasingly large orders, we use Magma to aid in some of our calculations.
One important group we are able to discover a unique presentation for is the Double
Cover of M12, 2
•M12. This image of order 190, 080 was produced by factoring the pro-
genitor 2∗24 : (2•S4) by first order relations. Within each example we include visual aids
of Cayley Graphs for the reader.
We start by recalling important definitions and theorems from the study of
Group Theory. We re-number any definitions, but keep the original numbering of theo-
rems as used by Rotman.
3
1.1 Preliminary Definitions
We will remind our readers of the following definitions from Group Theory. At the start
of each chapter we will also include any relevant definitions and theorems.
Definition 2.1.1. (Permutation) A permutation of X, where X 6= ∅, is the bijective
mapping α : X → X. SX is the set of all permutations of X. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.2. (Disjoint Permutations) The permutations α, β ∈ SX are disjoint
if α(y) 6= y, then β(y) = y, and if α(z) = z, then β(z) 6= z. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.3. (Commute) Let α and β be permutations. Then α and β are said to
commute if αβ = βα. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.4. (Transposition) A permutation is called a transposition whenever
it interchanges a pair of elements. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.5. (Operation) For the set G 6= ∅, a (binary) operation is a function
µ : G×G→ G. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.6. (Associative) The operation * for a set G is associative if (a∗b)∗c =
a ∗ (b ∗ c), ∀a, b, c ∈ G. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.7. (Semigroup) For G 6= ∅, (G, ∗) is a semigroup with the associative
operation ∗. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.8. (Group). G is a group if G is a semigroup with the identity, e ∈ G,
and inverse, b ∈ G, such that
(i) Identity: e ∗ a = a = a ∗ e,∀a ∈ G
(ii) Inverse: ∃b ∈ G where a ∗ b = e = b ∗ a,∀a ∈ G. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.9. (Order) Let G be a group. Then the number of elements in G is
called the order of G, denoted by |G|. [Rot95]
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Definition 2.1.10. (Symmetric Group on n Letters) For the set X = {1, 2, . . . , n},
Sn is called the symmetric group on n letters, where |Sn| = n!. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.11. (Fixes, Moves) Let x ∈ X,α ∈ SX . We say α fixes x if α(x) = x.
We also say α moves x if α(x) 6= x. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.13. (Center) Let G be a group. The set of all x ∈ G who commute with
every element of G is called the center of G. We denote the center as Z(G). [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.14. (Abelian Group) G is an abelian group if a ∗ b = b ∗a,∀a, b ∈ G.
[Rot95]
Definition 2.1.15. (Subgroup) Let G be a group and S be a subset of G,S ⊂ G, with
S 6= ∅. If s ∈ G→ s−1 ∈ G and s, t ∈ G→ st ∈ G, then S is a subgroup of G, denoted
by S ≤ G. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.16. (Word) Let X ⊂ G with X 6= ∅. Then an element w ∈ G of the
form w = xe11 x
e2
2 . . . x
en
n , where xi ∈ X, ei = ±1, n ≥ 1, is called a word on X. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.17. (Generator) Let X ⊂ G. Then the smallest subgroup of G contain-
ing X is called the subgroup generated by X, denoted as < X >. We also say that X
generates < X >. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.18. (Proper Subgroup) Let G be a group and H ≤ G, with H 6= G.
Then H is called a proper subgroup of G, denoted by H < G. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.19. (Normal Subgroup) Let G be a group and K be a subgroup of
G,K ≤ G. If gKg−1 = K,∀g ∈ G, then K is a normal subgroup of G, denoted by
K / G. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.20. (Simple) Let G be a group with G 6= 1. Then G is simple if it has
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no other normal subgroups than G and 1. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.21. (Maximal Normal Subgroup) Let G be a group and H ≤ G. H
is a maximal normal subgroup of G if @N ≤ G with H < N < G . [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.22. (G-set, Action) Let X be a set and G be a group. Then X is a
G-set if there exists a function α : G×X → X, called an action, such that
(i) Identity: 1x = x,∀x ∈ X
and
(ii) Commutative: g(hx) = (gh)x, ∀g, h, x ∈ X [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.23. (Transitive) A G-set X is transitive iff for every x, y ∈ X,∃σ ∈ G
such that y = σx.[Rot95]
Definition 2.1.24. (Homomorphism) Let G and H be groups with operations ∗
and ◦, respectively. Then there exists a homomorphism f : G → H if f(a ∗ b) =
f(a) ◦ f(b), ∀a, b ∈ G. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.25. (Isomorphism) Let G and H be groups. Then G is isomorphic
to H, denoted by G ∼= H, if the homomorphic mapping f : G → H is also a bijection.
[Rot95]
Definition 2.1.26. (Kernel, Image) Let G and H be groups with H ≤ G and the ho-
momorphic mapping f : G→ H. Then the kernel of f is the set K = {a inG : f(a) = 1}
and the image of f is the set I = {h ∈ H : h = f(a) for some a ∈ G}, where K ≤ G
and I ≤ H. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.27. (Automorphism) An automorphism of the group G is the iso-
morphism ϕ : G→ G. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.28. (Representative, Right Coset, Left Coset) Let S ≤ G and
t ∈ G. Then the subset of G, St = {st|s ∈ S}, is a right coset of S in G, where t is a
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representative of St. Also, the subset of G, tS = {ts|s ∈ S}, is a left coset of S in G,
where t is a representative of tS. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.29. (Index) Let S ≤ G. Then the number of right cosets of S in G is
the index of S in G, denoted [G : S]. [Rot95]
1.2 Preliminary Theorems and Lemmas
Theorem 1.1:
Every permutation α ∈ Sn can be written as either a cycle or the product of disjoint
cycles. [Rot95]
Theorem 1.3:
Every permutation α ∈ Sn can be written as a product of transpositions. [Rot95]
Theorem 1.13:
Let f : (G, ∗)→ (G, ◦) be a homomorphic mapping, then we have the following:
(i) f(e) = e′, where e, e′ are the identities in G,G′, respectively.
(ii) If x ∈ G, then f(x−1) = f(x)−1.
(iii) If x ∈ G,n ∈ Z, then f(xn) = f(x)n. [Rot95]
Theorem 2.11, (Lagrange’s Theorem):
Let G be a finite group with S ≤ G. Then |S|||G| and [G : S] = |G||S| . [Rot95]
Corollary 2.12:
Let G be a finite group with a ∈ G. Then |a|||G|. [Rot95]
Theorem 2.24, (First Isomorphism Theorem - FIT):





2.1 Relevant Definitions and Theorems
In this chapter we identify the isomorphism type of several groups. We work with groups
transitive on both 8 and 36 letters. In order to distinguish the isomorphism type of each
group we first examine its Composition Factors and Normal Lattice to find the largest
normal abelian subgroup. We include images of the normal lattice for each group. We
then determine the extension of each group by a quotient group. Once we verify the
isomorphism types we can then write our presentations. Before we begin we will remind
the reader of some important terminology and theorems.
Definition 2.1.1. (Normal Series) Let G be a group. The sequence of subgroups
G = G0 ≥ G1 ≥ · · · ≥ Gn = 1, where Gi+1 /Gi, ∀i, is called the normal series. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.2. (Factor Groups) The factor groups of the normal series (G =
G0 ≥ G1 ≥ · · · ≥ Gn = 1) are the groups Gi/Gi+1, for i = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.3. (Composition Series) The normal series G = G0 ≥ G1 ≥ · · · ≥
Gn = 1 is a composition series if Gi+1 is a maximal normal subgroup of Gi or
Gi+1 = Gi, ∀i. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.4. (Composition Factors) The factor groups of a composition series
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are called the composition factors of that group. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.5. (Direct Product) Let H and K be groups. The direct product of
H and K, denoted H×K, is the group with all elements as ordered pairs having the form
(h, k), where h ∈ H, k ∈ K, and with operation (h, k)(h′, k′) = (hh′, kk′). [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.6. (Extension) Let K and Q be groups. Then the group G, with K1 /G,
is an extension of K by Q where K1 ∼= K and G/K1 ∼= Q. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.7. (Complement) Let K ≤ G. Then Q, the complement of K in G,
exists if K ∩Q = 1 and KQ = G. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.8. (Semidirect Product) Let G be a group. Then G is a semidirect
product of K by Q if K / G and K has a complement of Q1 ∼= Q. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.9. (Central Extension) Let G be a group with H ≤ G and N ≤ G such
that |G| = |N ||H|. Then G is a central extension by H, denoted G ∼= N•H, if N is
the center of G. [Rot95]
Definition 2.1.10. (Mixed Extension) Let G be a group with H ≤ G, N ≤ G, and
N/G such that |G| = |N ||H|. Then G is a mixed extension by H, denoted G ∼= N• : H,
if G is formed by both central extensions and semi-direct products. [Rot95]
Theorem 2.29:
Let G be a group with H /G and K /G. If HK = G and H ∩K = 1, then G ∼= H ×K.
[Rot95]
Theorem 2.20, (Product Formula):
Let G be a finite group with S ≤ G and T ≤ G. Then |ST ||S ∩ T | = |S||T |. [Rot95]
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2.2 Direct Product, 6× A5
Largest Normal Abelian Subgroup
We are given N , a transitive group on 36 letters, which is generated by
xx = (1, 3, 6, 2, 4, 5)(7, 29, 36, 13, 21, 12, 27, 33, 17, 20, 9, 25, 31, 15, 24, 8, 30, 35, 14, 22, 11,
28, 34, 18, 19, 10, 26, 32, 16, 23) and
yy = (1, 36)(2, 35)(3, 32)(4, 31)(5, 33)(6, 34)(7, 8)(9, 10)(11, 12)(13, 28)(14, 27)(15, 29)
(16, 30)(17, 26)(18, 25)(19, 20)(21, 22)(23, 24).
Since our goal is to determine the isomorphism type we look at the composition factors
and normal lattice of N using the Magma codes below:
> S := Sym(36);
> xx := S!(1, 3, 6, 2, 4, 5)(7, 29, 36, 13, 21, 12, 27, 33, 17, 20, 9, 25, 31, 15, 24, 8, 30,
35, 14, 22, 11, 28, 34, 18, 19, 10, 26, 32, 16, 23);
> yy := S!(1, 36)(2, 35)(3, 32)(4, 31)(5, 33)(6, 34)(7, 8)(9, 10)(11, 12)(13, 28)(14, 27)
(15, 29)(16, 30)(17, 26)(18, 25)(19, 20)(21, 22)(23, 24);




> NL := NormalLattice(N);
> NL;
Figure 2.1 shows the Normal Lattice of N .
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Figure 2.1: Normal Lattice of N ∼= 6×A5
The largest normal abelian subgroup of N can be found using the following magma code:
> for i in [1..#NL] do if IsAbelian(NL[i]) then i; end if ; end for;
Then NL[4] is the largest normal abelian subgroup. The order of NL[4] is 6 and the
order of N is 360. From our normal lattice it is clear that N has only one normal sub-
group of order 360/6 = 60, NL[5], and NL[4]∩NL[5] = 1. Thus N is a direct product of
NL[4] and NL[5]. On Magma, we can check that N ∼= NL[4]×NL[5] using the following.
> IsIsomorphic(N,DirectProduct(NL[4], NL[5]));
true
We next aim to find the presentation of N ∼= NL[4]×NL[5]. We first find the presenta-




> for A in NL[4] do if Order(A) eq 6 and NL[4] eq sub < NL[4]|A > then
A; end if ; end for;
Then NL[4] ∼= 6, where NL[4] is generated by
A ∼ (1, 5, 4, 2, 6, 3)(7, 12, 9, 8, 11, 10)(13, 17, 15, 14, 18, 16)(19, 23, 21, 20, 24, 22)
(25, 30, 28, 26, 29, 27)(31, 35, 34, 32, 36, 33). So the presentation of NL[4] is < a|a6 >.
NL[5]









> for B,C in NL[5] do if Order(B) eq 2 and Order(C) eq 3 and NL[5] eq
sub < NL[5]|B,C > then B,C; end if ; end for;
So NL[5] ∼= A5 where NL[5] is generated by B ∼ (1, 36)(2, 35)(3, 32)(4, 31)(5, 33)(6, 34)
(7, 8)(9, 10)(11, 12)(13, 28)(14, 27)(15, 29)(16, 30)(17, 26)(18, 25)(19, 20)(21, 22)(23, 24) and
C ∼ (1, 18, 25)(2, 17, 26)(3, 14, 27)(4, 13, 28)(5, 16, 30)(6, 15, 29)(7, 32, 19)(8, 31, 20)
(9, 33, 21)(10, 34, 22)(11, 35, 24)(12, 36, 23). So the presentation of NL[5] is
< b, c|b2, c3, (b ∗ c−1)5 >.
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Direct Product of NL[4] by NL[5]
Since N is a direct product, then we need A to commute with B and C. So
we include in our presentation (a, b) and (a, c). We will now write our presentation of
NL[4]×NL[5] and verify that it is isomorphic to N .
> G < a, b, c >:= Group < a, b, c|a6, b2, c3, (b ∗ c−1)5, (a, b), (a, c) >;
> #G;
360





Thus N is the direct product 6×A5 and the presentation of N is
< a, b, c|a6, b2, c3, (b ∗ c−1)5, (a, b), (a, c) >.
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2.3 Semi-direct Product, 42 : 22
Largest Normal Abelian Subgroup
We are given N , a transitive group on 8 letters, which is generated by xx =
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8), yy = (1, 5)(4, 8) and zz = (1, 7)(3, 5)(4, 8). We aim to identify the
isomorphism type of N , so we first examine the composition factors and normal lattice
of N .
> S := Sym(8);
> xx := S!(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8);
> yy := S!(1, 5)(4, 8);
> zz := S!(1, 7)(3, 5)(4, 8);




> NL := NormalLattice(N);
> NL;
Figure 2.2 shows the normal lattice of N .
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Figure 2.2: Normal Lattice of N ∼= 42 : 22
We find the isomorphism type of N by first examining the largest normal abelian sub-
group of N using the code below.
> for i in [1..#NL] do if IsAbelian(NL[i]) then i; end if ; end for;
Then NL[17] is the largest normal abelian subgroup. The order of NL[17] is 16 and
the order of N is 64. It can be seen from our normal lattice of N that N has three
normal subgroups of order 64/16 = 4, but they are all contained in NL[17]. Thus N
is not a direct product. Instead, N is an extension of NL[17] by a group, say q, where
q = N/NL[17]. Figure 2.3 shows the path we will follow for this proof.
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Figure 2.3: Normal Lattice of the path followed to prove N ∼= 42 : 22
We now check if N is the semi-direct product of NL[17] by q. We use the factors of
|NL[17]| = 16 to find the generators of a group isomorphic to NL[17]. We find the gen-
erators of NL[17] on Magma using:
> X := AbelianGroup(GrpPerm, [4, 4]);
> IsIsomorphic(NL[17], X));
true
> for A,B in NL[17] do if Order(A) eq 4 and Order(B) eq 4 and NL[17] eq
sub < NL[17]|A,B > then A,B; end if ; end for;
Then NL[17] ∼= 4 × 4 = 42, where NL[17] is generated by A ∼ (1, 3, 5, 7)(2, 4, 6, 8) and
B ∼ (1, 3, 5, 7). So the presentation of NL[17] is < a, b|a4, b4, (a, b) >.
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The Quotient N by NL[17]
We also find that q = N/NL[17] is generated by C ∼ (1, 2)(3, 4) and D ∼
(1, 3)(2, 4). So q ∼= 2× 2 = 22. Then the presentation of q ∼= 22 is < c, d|c2, d2, (c ∗ d)2 >.
Semi-Direct Product of NL[17] by N/NL[17]
We now check if N is the semi-direct product NL[17] : q ∼= 42 : 22, where
NL[17] ∼= 42 =< A,B > and q ∼= 22 =< C,D >. Then we must conjugate A and B by
C and D. We find that ad = a3 ∗ b4, bd = a4 ∗ b3, ac = a ∗ b4, and bc = a ∗ b3. We will
include these in our presentation of G and verify that it is isomorphic to N .
> G < a, b, c >:= Group < a, b, c, d|a4, b4, (a, b), c2, d2, (c ∗d)2, ad = a3 ∗ b4, bd =
a4 ∗ b3, ac = a ∗ b4, bc = a ∗ b3 >;
> #G;
64
> f,G1, k := CosetAction(G, sub < G|Id(G) >);
> #G1;
64
> s := IsIsomorphic(N,G1); s;
true
Thus N is the semi-direct product 42 : 22 and the presentation of N is < a, b, c, d|a4, b4,
(a, b), c2, d2, (c ∗ d)2, ac = a3 ∗ b4, bc = a4 ∗ b3, ad = a ∗ b4, bd = a ∗ b3 >.
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2.4 Semi-direct Product, (18× 9) : 2
Largest Normal Abelian Subgroup
We are given N , a transitive group on 36 letters, which is generated by
xx = (1, 26, 17, 23, 7, 33, 6, 29, 15, 21, 11, 31, 3, 27, 13, 20, 10, 35)(2, 25, 18, 24, 8, 34, 5, 30,
16, 22, 12, 32, 4, 28, 14, 19, 9, 36) and
yy = (1, 34, 15, 28, 10, 24, 6, 32, 13, 25, 7, 22, 3, 36, 17, 30, 11, 19)(2, 33, 16, 27, 9, 23, 5, 31,
14, 26, 8, 21, 4, 35, 18, 29, 12, 20). Since we want to find the isomorphism type of N , then
we must examine the composition factors and normal lattice of N .
> S := Sym(36);
> xx := S!(1, 26, 17, 23, 7, 33, 6, 29, 15, 21, 11, 31, 3, 27, 13, 20, 10, 35)
(2, 25, 18, 24, 8, 34, 5, 30, 16, 22, 12, 32, 4, 28, 14, 19, 9, 36);
> yy := S!(1, 34, 15, 28, 10, 24, 6, 32, 13, 25, 7, 22, 3, 36, 17, 30, 11, 19)
(2, 33, 16, 27, 9, 23, 5, 31, 14, 26, 8, 21, 4, 35, 18, 29, 12, 20);




> NL := NormalLattice(N);
> NL;
Figure 2.4 shows the normal lattice of N .
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Figure 2.4: Normal Lattice of N ∼= (18× 9) : 2
To find the isomorphism type of N we first find the largest normal abelian subgroup of
N by using the following code.
> for i in [1..#NL] do if IsAbelian(NL[i]) then i; end if ; end for;
Then NL[26] is the largest normal abelian subgroup. The order of NL[26] is 162 and the
order of N is 324. N has 1 normal subgroup of order 324/162 = 2, but it is contained
in NL[26]. Thus N is not a direct product. Instead, N is an extension of NL[26] by
a group, say q, where q = N/NL[26]. Figure 2.5 shows the path we will follow for this
proof.
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Figure 2.5: Normal Lattice of the path followed to prove N ∼= (18× 9) : 2
We now check if N is the semi-direct product of NL[26] by q. We use the factors of
|NL[26]| = 162 to find the generators of a group isomorphic to NL[26]. We find the
generators of NL[26] on Magma using:
> X := AbelianGroup(GrpPerm, [18, 9]);
> IsIsomorphic(NL[26], X);
true
> for A,B in NL[26] do if Order(A) eq 18 and Order(B) eq 9 and NL[26]
eq sub < NL[26]|A,B > then A,B; end if ; end for;
Then NL[26] ∼= 18× 9, where NL[26] is generated by
A ∼ (1, 8, 15, 4, 10, 18, 6, 12, 13, 2, 7, 16, 3, 9, 17, 5, 11, 14)(19, 23, 22, 20, 24, 21)(25, 29, 28, 26,
30, 27)(31, 36, 33, 32, 35, 34) and
B ∼ (1, 10, 13, 3, 11, 15, 6, 7, 17)(2, 9, 14, 4, 12, 16, 5, 8, 18)(19, 36, 25, 24, 34, 30, 22, 32, 28)
(20, 35, 26, 23, 33, 29, 21, 31, 27). So the presentation of NL[26] is < a, b|a18, b9, (a, b) >.
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The Quotient N by NL[26]
The factor group q = N/NL[26] is generated by C ∼ (1, 2). So q ∼= 2. Then the
presentation of q ∼= 2 is < c|c2 >.
Semi-Direct Product of NL[26] by N/NL[26]
We now check if N is the semi-direct product NL[26] : q ∼= (18 × 9) : 2, where
NL[26] ∼= 18 × 9 =< A,B > and q ∼= 2 =< C >. Then we must conjugate A and B by
C. We find that ac = a1 ∗ b8 and bc = a18 ∗ b8. We will include these in our presentation
of G and verify that it is isomorphic to N .
> G < a, b, c >:= Group < a, b, c|a18, b9, c2, (a, b), ac = a1 ∗ b8, bc = a18 ∗ b8 >;
> #G;
324
> f,G1, k := CosetAction(G, sub < G|Id(G) >);
> #G1;
324
> s := IsIsomorphic(N,G1); s;
true
Thus N is the semi-direct product (18×9) : 2 and the presentation of N is < a, b, c|a18, b9,
c2, (a, b), ac = a1 ∗ b8, bc = a18 ∗ b8 >.
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2.5 Mixed Extension, (12× 3) :• 6
Largest Normal Abelian Subgroup
We are given N , a transitive group on 36 letters, which is generated by
xx = (1, 8, 36, 13, 19, 12, 27, 31, 21, 3, 6, 34, 16, 17, 9, 25, 29, 24, 2, 7, 35, 14, 20, 11, 28, 32,
22, 4, 5, 33, 15, 18, 10, 26, 30, 23) and
yy = (1, 29, 21, 16, 5, 35, 28, 19, 10)(2, 30, 22, 15, 6, 36, 27, 20, 9)(3, 31, 24, 13, 8, 34, 26, 18,
12, 4, 32, 23, 14, 7, 33, 25, 17, 11). We begin by looking at the composition factors and nor-
mal lattice of N :
> S := Sym(36);
> xx := S!(1, 8, 36, 13, 19, 12, 27, 31, 21, 3, 6, 34, 16, 17, 9, 25, 29, 24, 2, 7, 35, 14, 20,
11, 28, 32, 22, 4, 5, 33, 15, 18, 10, 26, 30, 23);
> yy := S!(1, 29, 21, 16, 5, 35, 28, 19, 10)(2, 30, 22, 15, 6, 36, 27, 20, 9)(3, 31, 24, 13,
8, 34, 26, 18, 12, 4, 32, 23, 14, 7, 33, 25, 17, 11);




> NL := NormalLattice(N);
> NL;
Figure 2.7 shows the normal lattice of N .
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Figure 2.6: Normal Lattice of N ∼= (12× 3) :• 6
Then NL[33] is the largest normal abelian subgroup. The order of NL[33] is 36 and
the order of N is 216. Our normal lattice shows N has one normal subgroup of order
216/36 = 6, but it is contained in NL[26]. Thus N is not a direct product. Instead, N
is an extension of NL[33] by a group, say q, where q = N/NL[33]. Figure 2.6 shows the
path we will follow for this proof.
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Figure 2.7: Normal Lattice of the path followed to prove N ∼= (12× 3) :• 6
We now check if N is the semi-direct product (split extension) of NL[33] by q. We use
the factors of |NL[33]| = 36 to find the generators of a group isomorphic to NL[33]. We
find the generators on Magma using:
> X := AbelianGroup(GrpPerm, [12, 3]);
> IsIsomorphic(NL[33], X));
true
> for A,B in NL[33] do if Order(A) eq 12 and Order(B) eq 3 and NL[33]
eq sub < NL[33]|A,B > then A,B; end if ; end for;
Then NL[33] ∼= 12× 3, where NL[33] is generated by
A ∼ (1, 13, 27, 3, 16, 25, 2, 14, 28, 4, 15, 26)(5, 18, 30, 8, 19, 31, 6, 17, 29, 7, 20, 32)
(9, 24, 35, 11, 22, 33, 10, 23, 36, 12, 21, 34) and B ∼ (5, 29, 19)(6, 30, 20)(7, 31, 18)(8, 32, 17)
(9, 22, 36)(10, 21, 35)(11, 23, 34)(12, 24, 33). So the presentation of NL[33] is
< a, b|a12, b3, (a, b) >.
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The Quotient N by NL[33]
Now we find the isomorphism type of q. We can see that q = N/NL[33] is
generated by C ∼ (1, 3, 4, 6, 2, 5). So q ∼= 6. We can verify below.
> IsIsomorphic(q, CyclicGroup(6));
true
So q ∼= 6 and the presentation of q is < c|c6 >.
Mixed Extension of NL[33] by N/NL[33]
First we check if N is the semi-direct product of NL[33] by q. Since NL[33] ∼=
12× 3 =< A,B > and q ∼= 6 =< C >, then we must conjugate A and B by C. We find
that ac = a7 ∗ b3 and bc = a4 ∗ b1. We include these in our presentation of G and verify
that it is isomorphic to N .










Thus N is not the semi-direct product NL[33] : q ∼= (12 × 3) : 6. So there must be
elements of q that can be written in terms of elements of NL[33]. We can use the isomor-
phism ff : N/NL[33]→ q to rewrite these elements. Since C is the second element in q
(q.2) we will compare |q.2| and the order of the transversal from NL[33] that corresponds






Since ff(T [3]) = q.2 = C, then there exists the natural map N → N/NL[33] ∼= q. So
T [3] ∈ N . Since |q.2| = 6, then (NL[33]T [3])6 = NL[33]→ NL[33]T [3]6 = NL[33]. Since
|T [3]| = 18, then T [3]6 6= e. Thus T [3]6 ∈ NL[33]. So c6 can be re-written as a8 ∗ b3. Let
us check this new presentation of N .
> G < a, b, c >:= Group < a, b, c|a12, b3, (a, b), c6 = a8 ∗ b3, ac = a7 ∗ b3, bc =










Thus N is the mixed extension (12× 3) :• 6 and the presentation of N is
< a12, b3, (a, b), c6 = a8 ∗ b3, ac = a7 ∗ b3, bc = a4 ∗ b1 >.
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2.6 Mixed Extension, (24 × 3) :• 6
Largest Normal Abelian Subgroup
We are given N , a transitive group on 36 letters, which is generated by
xx = (1, 12, 19, 27, 36, 6, 13, 22, 31)(2, 11, 20, 28, 35, 5, 14, 21, 32)(3, 9, 18, 25, 33, 7, 16, 23, 30)
(4, 10, 17, 26, 34, 8, 15, 24, 29) and
yy = (1, 17, 36, 16, 31, 10, 27, 8, 22, 3, 19, 34, 13, 29, 12, 25, 6, 24)(2, 18, 35, 15, 32, 9, 28, 7, 21,
4, 20, 33, 14, 30, 11, 26, 5, 23). We begin by examining the composition factors and normal
lattice of N .
> S := Sym(36);
> xx := S!(1, 12, 19, 27, 36, 6, 13, 22, 31)(2, 11, 20, 28, 35, 5, 14, 21, 32)(3, 9, 18, 25,
33, 7, 16, 23, 30)(4, 10, 17, 26, 34, 8, 15, 24, 29);
> yy := S!(1, 17, 36, 16, 31, 10, 27, 8, 22, 3, 19, 34, 13, 29, 12, 25, 6, 24)(2, 18, 35, 15,
32, 9, 28, 7, 21, 4, 20, 33, 14, 30, 11, 26, 5, 23);




> NL := NormalLattice(N);
> NL;
Figure 2.10 shows the normal lattice of N .
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Figure 2.8: Normal Lattice of N ∼= (24 × 3) :• 6
The largest Normal Abelian subgroup of N can be found using the following magma code:
> for i in [1..#NL] do if IsAbelian(NL[i]) then i; end if ; end for;
ThenNL[9] is the largest normal abelian subgroup. The order ofNL[9] is 48 and the order
of N is 288. Our normal lattice shows N has one normal subgroup of order 288/48 = 6.
Thus N is not a direct product. Instead, N is an extension of NL[9] by a group, say q,
where q = N/NL[9]. Figure 2.8 shows the path we will follow for this proof.
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Figure 2.9: Normal Lattice of the path followed to prove N ∼= (24 × 3) :• 6
We now check if N is the semi-direct product of NL[9] by q. We use the factors of
|NL[9]| = 48 to find the generators of a group isomorphic to NL[9]. We find the genera-
tors on Magma using:
> X := AbelianGroup(GrpPerm, [2, 2, 2, 2, 3]);
> IsIsomorphic(NL[9], X));
true
> for A,B,C,D,E in NL[9] do if Order(A) eq 2 and Order(B) eq 2 and
Order(C) eq 2 and Order(D) eq 2 and Order(E) eq 3 and NL[9] eq
sub < NL[9]|A,B,C,D,E > then A,B,C,D,E; end if ; end for;
Then NL[9] ∼= 24 × 3, where NL[9] is generated by
A ∼ (1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6)(9, 10)(13, 14)(15, 16)(19, 20)(23, 24)(25, 26)(27, 28)(31, 32)(33, 34),
B ∼ (3, 4)(5, 6)(7, 8)(11, 12)(15, 16)(17, 18)(19, 20)(21, 22)(25, 26)(29, 30)(31, 32)(35, 36),
C ∼ (5, 6)(11, 12)(19, 20)(21, 22)(31, 32)(35, 36),
D ∼ (7, 8)(9, 10)(17, 18)(23, 24)(29, 30)(33, 34),
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and
E ∼ (1, 13, 27)(2, 14, 28)(3, 16, 25)(4, 15, 26)(5, 20, 32)(6, 19, 31)(7, 18, 30)(8, 17, 29)(9, 23, 33)
(10, 24, 34)(11, 21, 35)(12, 22, 36). So the presentation of NL[9] is
< a, b, c, d, e|a2, b2, c2, d2, e3, (a, b), (a, c), (a, d), (a, e), (b, c), (b, d), (b, e), (c, d), (c, e), (d, e) >.
The Quotient N by NL[9]
Now we find the isomorphism type of q. We can see that q = N/NL[9] is
generated by F ∼ (1, 3, 2, 5, 4, 6). So q ∼= 6. Then the presentation of q ∼= 6 is < f |f6 >.
Mixed Extension of NL[9] by N/NL[9]
We now check if N is the semi-direct product of NL[9] by q. Since NL[9] ∼=
24 × 3 =< A,B,C,D,E > and q =< F >, then we must conjugate A,B,C,D, and E by
F . We find that af = a ∗ b ∗ c ∗ d2 ∗ e3,
bf = a2∗b∗c2∗d∗e3, cf = a2∗b∗c∗d∗e3, df = a∗b∗c2∗d∗e3, and ef = a2∗b2∗c2∗d2∗e.
We include these in our presentation of G and verify that it is isomorphic to N .
> G < a, b, c, d, e, f >:= Group < a, b, c, d, e, f |a2, b2, c2, d2, e3, (a, b), (a, c), (a, d),
(a, e), (b, c), (b, d), (b, e), (c, d), (c, e), (d, e), f6, af = a ∗ b ∗ c ∗ d2 ∗ e3, bf = a2 ∗ b ∗










Thus N is not the semi-direct product NL[9] : q ∼= (24 × 3) : 6. So there must be ele-
ments of q that can be written in terms of elements of NL[9]. We can use the isomorphism
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ff : N/NL[9] → q to rewrite these elements. Since F is the second element in q (q.2)





Since ff(T [3]) = q.2 = F , then there exists the natural map N → N/NL[9] ∼= q.
So T [3] ∈ N . Since |q.2| = 6, then (NL[9]T [3])6 = NL[9] → NL[9]T [3]6 = NL[9].
Since |T [3]| = 18, then T [3]6 6= e. Thus T [3]6 ∈ NL[9]. So f6 can be re-written as
a2 ∗ b2 ∗ c2 ∗ d2 ∗ e2. Let us check this new presentation of N .
> G < a, b, c, d, e, f >:= Group < a, b, c, d, e, f |a2, b2, c2, d2, e3, (a, b), (a, c), (a, d),
(a, e), (b, c), (b, d), (b, e), (c, d), (c, e), (d, e), f6 = a2 ∗ b2 ∗ c2 ∗ d2 ∗ e2, af = a ∗ b ∗
c ∗ d2 ∗ e3, bf = a2 ∗ b ∗ c2 ∗ d ∗ e3, cf = a2 ∗ b ∗ c ∗ d ∗ e3, df = a ∗ b ∗ c2 ∗ d ∗ e3, ef =










Thus N is the mixed extension (24 × 3) :• 6 and the presentation of N is
< a, b, c, d, e, f |a2, b2, c2, d2, e3, (a, b), (a, c), (a, d), (a, e), (b, c), (b, d), (b, e), (c, d), (c, e), (d, e),
f6 = a2∗b2∗c2∗d2∗e2, af = a∗b∗c∗d2∗e3, bf = a2∗b∗c2∗d∗e3, cf = a2∗b∗c∗d∗e3, df =
a ∗ b ∗ c2 ∗ d ∗ e3, ef = a2 ∗ b2 ∗ c2 ∗ d2 ∗ e >.
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2.7 Mixed Extension, (62 × 4) :• 3
Largest Normal Abelian Subgroup
We are given N , a transitive group on 36 letters, which is generated by
xx = (1, 33, 19, 26, 21, 8, 16, 12, 29, 4, 35, 17, 27, 24, 5, 13, 9, 31, 2, 34, 20, 25, 22, 7, 15, 11, 30,
3, 36, 18, 28, 23, 6, 14, 10, 32) and
yy = (1, 28, 15, 2, 27, 16)(3, 25, 13, 4, 26, 14)(9, 22, 36, 10, 21, 35)(11, 23, 33, 12, 24, 34). We
aim to identify the isomorphism type of N , so we begin by examining the composition
factors and normal lattice of N .
> S := Sym(36);
> xx := S!(1, 33, 19, 26, 21, 8, 16, 12, 29, 4, 35, 17, 27, 24, 5, 13, 9, 31, 2, 34, 20, 25, 22,
7, 15, 11, 30, 3, 36, 18, 28, 23, 6, 14, 10, 32);
> yy := S!(1, 28, 15, 2, 27, 16)(3, 25, 13, 4, 26, 14)(9, 22, 36, 10, 21, 35)(11, 23, 33, 12,
24, 34);




> NL := NormalLattice(N);
> NL;
Figure 2.9 shows the normal lattice of N .
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Figure 2.10: Normal Lattice of N ∼= (62 × 4) :• 3
NL[26] is the largest normal abelian subgroup of N . The order of NL[26] is 144 and
the order of N is 432. Our normal lattice shows that N has only one normal subgroup
of order 432/144 = 3, but it is contained in NL[26]. Thus N is not a direct product.
Instead, N is an extension of NL[26] by a group, say q, where q = N/NL[26]. Figure
2.11 shows the path we will follow to find the isomorphism type of N .
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Figure 2.11: Normal Lattice of the path followed to prove N ∼= (62 × 4) :• 3
We now check if N is the semi-direct product of NL[26] by q. We use the factors of
|NL[26]| = 144 to find the generators of a group isomorphic to NL[26]. We find the
generators below.
> X := AbelianGroup(GrpPerm, [6, 6, 4]);
> IsIsomorphic(NL[26], X));
true
> for A,B,C in NL[26] do if Order(A) eq 6 and Order(B) eq 6 and Order(C)
eq 4 and NL[26] eq sub < NL[26]|A,B,C > then A,B,C; end if ; end for;
Then NL[26] ∼= 62 × 4, where NL[26] is generated by
A ∼ (1, 28, 15, 2, 27, 16)(3, 25, 13, 4, 26, 14)(5, 29, 19, 6, 30, 20)(7, 31, 17, 8, 32, 18)(9, 36, 21)
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(10, 35, 22)(11, 33, 24)(12, 34, 23),
B ∼ (1, 28, 15, 2, 27, 16)(3, 25, 13, 4, 26, 14)(9, 22, 36, 10, 21, 35)(11, 23, 33, 12, 24, 34), and
C ∼ (1, 4, 2, 3)(5, 7, 6, 8)(9, 11, 10, 12)(13, 15, 14, 16)(17, 20, 18, 19)(21, 24, 22, 23)
(25, 28, 26, 27)(29, 31, 30, 32)(33, 35, 34, 36). So the presentation of NL[26] is
< a, b, c|a6, b6, c4, (a, b), (a, c), (b, c) >.
The Quotient N by NL[26]
We now find the isomorphism type of q. Since q = N/NL[26] is generated by
D ∼ (1, 2, 3), then q ∼= 3. So the presentation of q ∼= 3 is < d|d3 >.
Mixed Extension of NL[26] by N/NL[26]
We first check if N is the semi-direct product of NL[26] by q. Since NL[26] ∼=
62 × 4 =< A,B,C > and q =< D >, then we must conjugate A, B, and C by D. We
find that ad = a4 ∗ b3 ∗ c4, bd = a5 ∗ b ∗ c4, and cd = a6 ∗ b6 ∗ c. We include these in our
presentation of G and verify that it is isomorphic to N .
> G < a, b, c, d >:= Group < a, b, c, d|a6, b6, c4, (a, b), (a, c), (b, c), d3, ad =










Thus N is not the semi-direct product (62 × 4) : 3. So there must be elements of
q that can be written in terms of elements of NL[26]. We can use the isomorphism
ff : N/NL[26]→ q to rewrite these elements. Since D is the first element in q (q.1) and
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Since ff(T [2]) = q.1 = D, then there exists the natural map N → N/NL[26] ∼= q. So
T [2] ∈ N . Since |q.1| = 3, then (NL[26]T [2])3 = NL[26]→ NL[26]T [2]3 = NL[26]. Since
|T [2]| = 36, then T [2]3 6= e. Thus T [2]3 ∈ NL[26]. So d3 can be re-written as a4 ∗ b6 ∗ c3.
Let us check this new presentation of N .
> G < a, b, c, d >:= Group < a, b, c, d|a6, b6, c4, (a, b), (a, c), (b, c), d3 = a4 ∗ b6 ∗










ThusN is the mixed extension (62×4) :• 3 and the presentation ofN is< a, b, c, d|a6, b6, c4, (a, b), (a, c), (b, c), d3 =
a4 ∗ b6 ∗ c3, ad = a4 ∗ b3 ∗ c4,





3.1 Relevant Definitions and Theorems
In this chapter we find symmetric presentations for several permutation progeni-
tors and then evaluate their homomorphic images. In the first few sections of this chapter
we focus on creating and testing our progenitors. In the later sections we provide the
reader with tables containing some of the finite images each progenitor has produced. For
each progenitor we first identify the isomorphism type of the control group. We then write
the presentation of each progenitor by including the presentation of its control group, the
order of our ts, and the stabilizer of 1. Once we write our progenitor we can verify its
presentation by implementing Grindstaff’s Lemma, which forces each t to commute with
one another. After verifying our progenitor is correct we factor it by both first and sec-
ond order relations in order to produce finite homomorphic images. We then run these
progenitors in the background of Magma and create lists of images for each progenitor.
Our goal is to discover new constructions of groups that, to our knowledge, have yet to
be discovered. Let us remind the readers of some useful definitions and theorems before
we begin.
Definition 3.1.1. (G-Orbit) Let X be a G-set with x ∈ X. Then the G-orbit of x is
O(x) = {gx|g ∈ G} ⊂ X. [Rot95]
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Definition 3.1.2. (Stabilizer) Let X be a G-set with x ∈ X. Then the stabilizer of x,
denoted Gx, is the subgroup Gx = {g ∈ G|gx = x} ≤ G. [Rot95]
Definition 3.1.3. (Point Stabilizer) Let N be a group with w ∈ N . Then the point
stabilizer of w in N is Nw = {n ∈ N |wn = w}, where w is a word in the ti’s. [Rot95]
Definition 3.1.4. (Coset Stabilizer) Let N be a group with w ∈ N . Then the coset
stabiliser of Nw in N is N (w) = {n ∈ N |Nwn = Nw}, where w is a word of the ti’s.
[Rot95]
Definition 3.1.5. (Faithful) Let X be a G-set with action α. If α̃ : G→ SX is injective,
then X is faithful. [Rot95]
Definition 3.1.6. (Conjugacy Class) Let G be a group with a ∈ G. Then the conju-
gacy class of a, denoted aG, is {ag|g ∈ G} = {g−1ag|g ∈ G}. [Rot95]
Definition 3.1.7. (Centralizer) Let G be a group with a ∈ G. Then the centralizer
of a, denoted CG(a), is the set of all x ∈ G that commute with a. [Rot95]
Definition 3.1.8. (Relations, Presentation) Let X be a set with a family of words,
δ on X. Let G be a group with generators X, let F be a free group with basis X, and let
R / F , where R =< δ >. Then δ is a relation of G if G ∼= F/R and the presentation
of G is written as < X|δ >. [Rot95]
Definition 3.1.9. (Free Group) Let X ⊂ F , where F is a group, then F is a free
group with basis X if, for every group G and every function f : X → G, there exists a
unique homomorphism ϕ : F → G extending f . [Rot95]
Lemma 3.1.10. (Factoring Lemma) (Grindstaff Lemma) Factoring the progenitor
m∗n:N by (ti, tj) for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n gives the group mn:N.[Grind15]
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3.2 Permutation Progenitor 2∗18 : ((6× 2) : 6)
Isomorphism Type of Control Group, G
We are given G, a transitive group on 18 letters, which is generated by
xx = (1, 16, 2, 3, 11, 6)(4, 10, 7, 9, 5, 13)(8, 18, 12)(14, 15, 17)
and
yy = (1, 5, 7)(2, 4, 11)(3, 15, 13, 8, 10, 17)(6, 14, 16, 12, 9, 18),
where xx ∼ x, yy ∼ y, and t1 ∼ t. We first identify the isomorphism type of G using the
process described in Chapter 2.
> S := Sym(18);
> xx := S!(1, 16, 2, 3, 11, 6)(4, 10, 7, 9, 5, 13)(8, 18, 12)(14, 15, 17);
> yy := S!(1, 5, 7)(2, 4, 11)(3, 15, 13, 8, 10, 17)(6, 14, 16, 12, 9, 18);




> NL := NormalLattice(G);NL;
From our composition factors and normal lattice we determine that our group is not a
direct product since |G| = 72 and the largest normal abelian subgroup, NL[6], has or-
der 12, but there is a normal subgroup of order 72/12 = 6 contained in NL[6]. Then
G/NL[6] ∼= q. We now determine whether or not G is a semi-direct product. We find
that NL[6] is generated by A,B, where
A (1, 3, 8)(2, 13, 12, 7, 6, 17)(4, 9, 14)(5, 16, 15, 11, 10, 18) and
B (1, 4)(3, 9)(5, 11)(8, 14)(10, 16)(15, 18). Therefore NL[6] ∼= 6 × 2. Our factor group, q
is generated by C (1, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2). So q ∼= 6. For a semi-direct product we conjugate A
and B by C and include that in our presentation. We finally check that our presentation
is isomorphic to our original G.
> H < a, b, c >:= Group < a, b, c|a6, b2, a−1 ∗ b ∗ a ∗ b, (a, b), c6, ac = a5 ∗ b1,
bc = a3 ∗ b2 >;
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> #H eq #G;
true
> f,H1, k := CosetAction(H, sub < H|Id(H) >);




Thus our group is the semi-direct product (6 × 2) : 6. We have included more detailed
work in the appendix for our readers.
Progenitor Presentation of 2∗18 : ((6× 2) : 6)
We now want to construct our progenitor between the free product 2∗18 and the
control group (6 × 2) : 6. We include in our progenitor presentation the presentation of
(6× 2) : 6, the order of ts, and the stabilizer of 1. We find them using the Magma codes
below.
> N1 := Stabiliser(N, 1);
> Generators(N1);
> A := N !(3, 8)(6, 12)(9, 14)(10, 15)(13, 17)(16, 18);
> B := N !(2, 7)(5, 11)(6, 13)(10, 16)(12, 17)(15, 18);
> FPGroup(N);
Then the presentation of (6× 2) : 6 is
< a, b|a6, b6, (a ∗ b ∗ a)2, b−1 ∗ a−1 ∗ b−1 ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a, b−1 ∗ a ∗ b−1 ∗ a2 ∗ b−1 ∗ a ∗ b−1 >. But
we must also include the stabilizer of 1, N (1). As we can see, the permutations A and B
take 1 to 1 so they are in N (1). However, we desire to write these permutations in words
to include them in our presentation. We use the Schreier System to do so.
> word := function(A)
Sch := SchreierSystem(NN, sub < NN |Id(NN) >);
for i in [2..#NN ] do P := [Id(N) : l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
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for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P [j] := xx; end if ;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq −1 then P [j] := xx−1; end if ;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P [j] := yy; end if ;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq −2 then P [j] := yy−1; end if ; end for;
PP := Id(N); for k in [1..#P ] do PP := PP ∗ P [k]; end for;
if A eq PP then B := Sch[i]; end if ; end for; return B; end function;
> word(A);
> word(B);
Before writing our stabilizer of 1 we state the order of our ts, in this case |t| = 2. So the
presentation of the progenitor 2∗18 : ((6× 2) : 6) is < x, y, t|x6, y6, (x ∗ y ∗ x)2, y−1 ∗ x−1 ∗
y−1 ∗ x ∗ y ∗ x, y−1 ∗ x ∗ y−1 ∗ x2 ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y−1, t2, (t, y3), (t, x ∗ y−2 ∗ x) >.
Testing Progenitor of 2∗18 : ((6× 2) : 2)
To ensure we have the correct presentation of 2∗18 : ((6×2) : 6) we utilize Grind-
staff’s Lemma. To begin, we find the orbits of N (1) and then the stabilizer of each of
these. We then factor our progenitor by each of these. The index of this new presentation
should be equal to 218. Below we test our progenitor:
> Orbits(N1);
> temp := {4, 2, 3, 5, 9, 6, 10};
> for n in N do for j in temp do if 1n eq j then word(n), j;
temp := temp diff {j}; end if ; end
for; end for;
> G < x, y, t >:= Group < x, y, t|x6, y6, (x ∗ y ∗ x)2, y−1 ∗ x−1 ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y ∗ x,








> print Index(G, sub < G|x, y >: CosetLimit := 910, Hard := true,
Print := 2);
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When we test the index of this progenitor we get 218 = 262, 144. Thus verifying our
progenitor. However, this progenitor has infinite order. We include additional relations
to obtain finite images.
First Order Relations
Using the classes of (6 × 2) : 6 we can find our first order relations. These
relations are of the form nti with n ∈ N , and 1 ≤ i ≤ 18. Since our progenitor in on 18
t’s and |(6× 2) : 6| = 72, there will be 72 ∗ 18 = 1296 relations. We can shorten this list
of relations by applying the following procedure. We first find a representative from each
class. Then we use that representative to find the centralizer of each class and the orbit
of each respective centralizer. Using the centralizer help us to produce only 31 relations
instead of the 1296 relations.
> C := Classes(N);
> #C;
> for i in [2..#C] do i, C[i][3]; word(C[i][3]); Orbits(Centraliser(N,C[i][3]));
end for;
> for j in [2..#N ] do for i in [1..#Setseq(Set(N))] do if 1Setseq(Set(N))[i] eq
j then j, word(Setseq(Set(N))[i]);
break; end if ; end for; end for;
We use the information given from above to write 10 first order relations. For the second
class we get the relations (x3 ∗ t) and (x3 ∗ t(y∗x−1)2). For the third class we get the
relations (x−2 ∗ y2 ∗ t), (x−2 ∗ y2 ∗ tx−2∗y), and (x−2 ∗ y2 ∗ ty2∗x2). For the fourth class
we get the relations (x2 ∗ y ∗ t), (x2 ∗ y ∗ tx−2∗y), (x2 ∗ y ∗ ty2∗x2), (x2 ∗ y ∗ tx∗y−1
2
), and
(x2 ∗ y ∗ tx∗y∗x−1∗y). We include these relations in the presentation of the progenitor
2∗18 : ((6× 2) : 6) in order to find homomorphic images of our control group (6× 2) : 6.
We run the below code in the background of Magma.
> for a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j in [0..10] do
G < x, y, t >:= Group < x, y, t|x6, y6, (x ∗ y ∗ x)2, y−1 ∗ x−1 ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y ∗ x,
y−1 ∗x∗y−1 ∗x2 ∗y−1 ∗x∗y−1, t2, (t, y3), (t, x∗y−2 ∗x), (x3 ∗ t(y∗x−1)2)a, (x3 ∗ t)b,
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(x−2 ∗y2 ∗ t)c, (x−2 ∗y2 ∗ tx−2∗y)d, (x−2 ∗y2 ∗ ty2∗x2)e, (x2 ∗y ∗ t)f , (x2 ∗y ∗ tx−2∗y)g,
(x2 ∗ y ∗ ty2∗x2)h, (x2 ∗ y ∗ t(x∗y−1)2)i, (x2 ∗ y ∗ tx∗y∗x−1∗y)j >;
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, #G; end for;
Second Order Relations
In order to find additional homomorphic images we can factor our progenitor
with second order relations, along with our first order relations. For the second order
relations we find representatives for each class and then the centralizer of each one. Dif-
ferent than the first order relations, we will first find the stabilizer of each centralizer in
respect to which orbit they came from and then the orbit of that stabilizer. Our work
from Magma is shown below.
> C[2][3]; word(C[2][3]); Orbits(Centraliser(N,C[2][3]));
> Orbits(Stabiliser(Centraliser(N, xx3), 8));
> Orbits(Stabiliser(Centraliser(N, xx3), 1));
Since the second order relations run slower in the background of Magma, we only use
4 second order relations along with 6 first order relations that we previously used. For
the second class we get the relations (x3 ∗ t(y∗x−1)2 ∗ t(y∗x−1)2), (x3 ∗ t(y∗x−1)2 ∗ tx3∗y−1∗x),
(x3 ∗ t(y∗x−1)2 ∗ t), and (x3 ∗ t(y∗x−1)2 ∗ tx2∗y−2). We will again include these relations
in the presentation of the progenitor 2∗18 : ((6 × 2) : 6) in order to create more finite
homomorphic images. We run the below code in the background of Magma.
> for a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j in [0..10] do
G < x, y, t >:= Group < x, y, t|x6, y6, (x ∗ y ∗ x)2, y−1 ∗ x−1 ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y ∗ x,
y−1 ∗ x ∗ y−1 ∗ x2 ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y−1, t2, (t, y3), (t, x ∗ y−2 ∗ x), (x3 ∗ t(y∗x−1)2)a,
(x3 ∗ t(y∗x−1)2 ∗ t(y∗x−1)2)b, (x3 ∗ t)c, (x3 ∗ t(y∗x−1)2 ∗ tx3∗y−1∗x)d, (x−2 ∗ y2 ∗ t)e,
(x3 ∗ t(y∗x−1)2 ∗ t)f , (x−2 ∗ y2 ∗ tx−2∗y)g, (x3 ∗ t(y∗x−1)2 ∗ tx2∗y−2)h,
(x−2 ∗ y2 ∗ ty2∗x2)i, (x3 ∗ t(y∗x−1)2 ∗ ty2∗x∗y−1)j >;
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, #G; end for;
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3.3 Permutation Progenitor 2∗24 : (2•S4)
Isomorphism Type of Control Group, G
We are given G, a transitive group on 24 letters, which is generated by
xx = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18)
and
yy = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23),
where xx ∼ x, yy ∼ y, and t1 = t. We first identify the isomorphism type of G using the
process described in Chapter 2.
> S := Sym(24);
> xx := S!(1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18);
> yy := S!(1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23);




> NL := NormalLattice(G);NL;
> Center(G);
From our composition factors and normal lattice we can determine that our group is
not a direct product since |G| = 48 and the largest normal abelian subgroup, NL[2],
has order 2, but there is a normal subgroup of order 48/2 = 24 contained in NL[2].
However, if we look at our center of G we can see that NL[2] is the center of G.
Then G must be a central extension. We find that NL[2] is generated by A, where
A (1, 6)(2, 10)(3, 14)(4, 7)(5, 21)(8, 22)(9, 18)(11, 16)(12, 15)(13, 23)(17, 20)(19, 24). There-
fore NL[2] ∼= 2. Our factor group, q is generated by C (1, 2, 3, 4) and D (1, 2). So q ∼= S4.
For a central extension we will make A commute with both B and C. We will also write
B and C in terms of A. We finally check that our presentation is isomorphic to our
original G.
> H < a, b, c >:= Group < a, b, c|a2, b4 = a, c2, (c ∗ b−1)3, (a, b), (a, c) >;
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> #H eq #G;
true
> f,H1, k := CosetAction(H, sub < H|Id(H) >);




Thus our group is 2•S4. We have included more detailed work in the appendix for our
readers.
Progenitor Presentation of 2•S4
We now construct our progenitor between the free product 2∗24 and the control
group 2•S4. We include in our progenitor presentation the presentation of 2
•S4, the order
of ts, and the stabilizer of 1. We find them using the Magma codes below.
> N1 := Stabiliser(N, 1);
> Generators(N1);
> A := N !(2, 13)(3, 8)(4, 7)(5, 20)(9, 11)(10, 23)(12, 19)(14, 22)(15, 24)(16, 18)
(17, 21);
> FPGroup(N);
So the presentation of 2•S4 is < a, b|b2,
(b ∗ a−1)3, a8, a−1 ∗ b ∗ a4 ∗ b ∗ a−3 >. We must also include the stabilizer of 1, which is
A. However this is a permutation so we need to find A in words. We use the Schreier
System to convert our generator, A, into words.
> word := function(A)
Sch := SchreierSystem(NN, sub < NN |Id(NN) >);
for i in [2..#NN ] do P := [Id(N) : l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P [j] := xx; end if ;
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if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq −1 then P [j] := xx−1; end if ;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P [j] := yy; end if ;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq −2 then P [j] := yy−1; end if ; end for;
PP := Id(N); for k in [1..#P ] do PP := PP ∗ P [k]; end for;
if A eq PP then B := Sch[i]; end if ; end for; return B; end function;
> word(A);
Before writing our stabilizer of 1 we state the order of our ts, in this case |t| = 2. So the
presentation of the progenitor 2∗24 : 2•S4 is < x, y, t|y2, (y ∗ x−1)3, x8, x−1 ∗ y ∗ x4 ∗ y ∗
x−3, t2, (t, y ∗ x2 ∗ y ∗ x) >.
Testing Progenitor of 2•S4
To ensure we have the correct presentation of 2•S4 we implement Grindstaff’s
Lemma. To begin, we find the orbits of N (1) and then the stabilizer of each. We then
factor our progenitor by each of these. The index of this presentation should be the same
as 224. Below we test our progenitor:
> Orbits(N1);
> temp := {6, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17};
> for n in N do for j in temp do if 1n eq j then word(n), j; temp := temp
diff {j}; end if ; end for; end for;
> G < x, y, t >:= Group < x, y, t|y2, (y ∗ x−1)3, x8, x−1 ∗ y ∗ x4 ∗ y ∗ x−3, t2,








> print Index(G, sub < G|x, y >: CosetLimit := 910, Hard := true,
Print := 2);
When we test the index of this progenitor we get 224 = 16, 777, 216. Thus verifying our
progenitor. However, this progenitor has infinite order. We factor by additional relations
to obtain finite images.
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First Order Relations
Using the classes of 2•S4 we can find our first order relations. These relations
are of the form nti with n ∈ N , and 1 ≤ i ≤ 24. Since our progenitor in on 24 t’s and
|2•S4| = 48, there will be 48∗24 = 1, 152 relations. Instead of writing all of these relations
we can first find a representative from each class. Then we can use that representative to
find the centralizer of each class and the orbit of each respective centralizer. Using the
centralizer helps us to produce far less relations.
> C := Classes(N);
> #C;
> for i in [2..#C] do i, C[i][3]; word(C[i][3]); Orbits(Centraliser(N,C[i][3]));
end for;
> for j in [2..#N ] do for i in [1..#Setseq(Set(N))] do if 1Setseq(Set(N))[i] eq
j then j, word(Setseq(Set(N))[i]); break; end if ; end for; end for;
We use the information from above to find 10 first order relations. For the second class
we get the relation (x4 ∗ t). For the third class we get the relations (x ∗ y ∗x−1 ∗ tx∗y∗x−2),
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ tx−1∗y∗x2), (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ t), (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ tx2∗y∗x2), (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ ty∗x),
(x ∗ y ∗x−1 ∗ tx), and (x ∗ y ∗x−1 ∗ tyx). For the fourth class we get the relations (x ∗ y ∗ t)
and (x ∗ y ∗ ty∗x). We can include these relations in the presentation of the progenitor
2∗24 : 2•S4 in order to find homomorphic images of our control group 2
•S4. We will run
the below code in the background of Magma.
> for a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j in [0..10] do
G < x, y, t >:= Group < x, y, t|y2, (y ∗ x−1)3, x8, x−1 ∗ y ∗ x4 ∗ y ∗ x−3, t2,
(t, y ∗ x2 ∗ y ∗ x), (x4 ∗ t)a, (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ tx∗y∗x−2)b, (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ tx−1∗y∗x2)c,
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ t)d, (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ tx2∗y∗x2)e, (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ ty∗x)f , (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ tx)g,
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ tyx)h, (x ∗ y ∗ t)i, (x ∗ y ∗ ty∗x)j >;
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, #G; end for;
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Second Order Relations
In order to find additional homomorphic images we can factor our progenitor
with second order relations along with our first order relations. For the second order
relations we will find representatives for each class and then the centralizer of each one.
Different than the first order relations, we will first find the stabilizer of each centralizer
in respect to which orbit they came from and then the orbit of that stabilizer. Our work
from Magma is shown below.
> C[2][3]; word(C[2][3]); Orbits(Centraliser(N,C[2][3]));
> Orbits(Stabiliser(Centraliser(N, xx4), 1));
We will use only 4 second order relations along with 6 first order relations that we pre-
viously used. For the second class we get the relations (x4 ∗ t ∗ t), (x4 ∗ t ∗ ty∗x−2∗y∗x),
(x4 ∗ t ∗ tx2∗y∗x2), and (x4 ∗ t ∗ ty∗x). We will again include these relations in the presen-
tation of the progenitor 2∗24 : 2•S4 in order to find more finite homomorphic images. We
will run the below code in the background of Magma.
> for a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j in [0..10] do
G < x, y, t >:= Group < x, y, t|y2, (y ∗ x−1)3, x8, x−1 ∗ y ∗ x4 ∗ y ∗ x−3, t2,
(t, y ∗x2 ∗y ∗x), (x4 ∗ t)a, (x4 ∗ t∗ t)b, (x∗y ∗x−1 ∗ tx−1∗y∗x2)c, (x4 ∗ t∗ ty∗x−2∗y∗x)d,
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ tx2∗y∗x2)e, (x4 ∗ t ∗ tx2∗y∗x2)f , (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ tx)g, (x4 ∗ t ∗ ty∗x)h,
(x ∗ y ∗ t)i, (x ∗ y ∗ ty∗x)j >;
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, #G; end for;
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3.4 Permutation Progenitor 2∗105 : A7
Isomorphism Type of Control Group, G
We are given G, a transitive group on 105 letters, which is generated by
xx = (1, 3, 7, 15, 29)(2, 5, 11, 22, 43)(4, 9, 18, 35, 64)(6, 13, 25, 47, 79)(8, 16, 31, 57, 87)
(10, 20, 39, 69, 95)(12, 23, 32, 59, 90)(14, 27, 51, 30, 55)(17, 33, 61, 54, 28)(19, 37, 66, 40, 71)
(21, 41, 73, 96, 72)(24, 45, 36, 42, 74)(26, 49, 50, 81, 103)(34, 62, 92, 104, 98)(38, 68, 80, 85, 63)
(44, 75, 56, 86, 60)(46, 78, 101, 77, 100)(48, 53, 83, 84, 105)(52, 82, 58, 65, 76)(67, 94, 99, 102, 70)
(88, 91, 89, 97, 93)
and
yy = (1, 2, 4, 8, 15, 28, 52)(3, 6, 12, 11, 21, 40, 70)(5, 10, 19, 36, 65, 92, 71)(7, 14, 26, 48, 57, 74, 97)
(9, 17, 32, 58, 88, 37, 49)(13, 24, 31, 56, 85, 95, 78)(16, 30, 54, 33, 60, 81, 102)(18, 34, 35, 63, 82, 41, 72)
(20, 38, 67, 22, 42, 73, 51)(23, 44, 43, 25, 46, 77, 99)(27, 50, 80, 61, 91, 75, 39)(29, 53, 69, 79, 59, 89, 68)
(45, 76, 98, 87, 100, 105, 64)(47, 66, 93, 90, 86, 101, 103)(55, 84, 83, 104, 94, 96, 62),
where xx ∼ x, yy ∼ y, and t1 = t. We first identify the isomorphism type of G using the
process described in Chapter 2.
> S := Sym(105);
> xx := S!(1, 3, 7, 15, 29)(2, 5, 11, 22, 43)(4, 9, 18, 35, 64)(6, 13, 25, 47, 79)
(8, 16, 31, 57, 87)(10, 20, 39, 69, 95)(12, 23, 32, 59, 90)(14, 27, 51, 30, 55)
(17, 33, 61, 54, 28)(19, 37, 66, 40, 71)(21, 41, 73, 96, 72)(24, 45, 36, 42, 74)
(26, 49, 50, 81, 103)(34, 62, 92, 104, 98)(38, 68, 80, 85, 63)(44, 75, 56, 86, 60)
(46, 78, 101, 77, 100)(48, 53, 83, 84, 105)(52, 82, 58, 65, 76)(67, 94, 99, 102, 70)
(88, 91, 89, 97, 93);
> yy := S!(1, 2, 4, 8, 15, 28, 52)(3, 6, 12, 11, 21, 40, 70)(5, 10, 19, 36, 65, 92, 71)
(7, 14, 26, 48, 57, 74, 97)(9, 17, 32, 58, 88, 37, 49)(13, 24, 31, 56, 85, 95, 78)
(16, 30, 54, 33, 60, 81, 102)(18, 34, 35, 63, 82, 41, 72)(20, 38, 67, 22, 42, 73, 51)
(23, 44, 43, 25, 46, 77, 99)(27, 50, 80, 61, 91, 75, 39)(29, 53, 69, 79, 59, 89, 68)
(45, 76, 98, 87, 100, 105, 64)(47, 66, 93, 90, 86, 101, 103)(55, 84, 83, 104, 94, 96, 62);





> NL := NormalLattice(G);NL;
From our composition factors and normal lattice we can see that our group should be A7.
We will verify on Magma that our presentation is isomorphic to our original G.
> IsIsomorphic(G,Alt(7));
true
> H < a, b >:= Group < a, b|a5, b3, (a ∗ b−1 ∗ a−1 ∗ b−1)2,
(a ∗ b−1 ∗ a−2 ∗ b−1 ∗ a)2, (a−1 ∗ b−1 ∗ a−1 ∗ b)3 >;
> #H eq #G;
true
> f,H1, k := CosetAction(H, sub < H|Id(H) >);




Thus our group is A7. We have included more detailed work in the appendix for our
readers.
Progenitor Presentation of 2∗105 : A7
We now construct our progenitor between the free product 2∗105 and the control
group A7. We include in our progenitor presentation the presentation of A7, the order of
ts, and the stabilizer of 1. We find them using the Magma codes below.
> N1 := Stabiliser(N, 1);
> Generators(N1);
> A := N !(2, 13, 57, 72)(3, 55, 99, 54)(4, 71, 35, 50)(5, 33, 31, 51)(6, 82, 37, 66)(7, 11)
(8, 70)(9, 65, 10, 28)(12, 67, 48, 102)(14, 74, 78, 86)(15, 43)(16, 95, 63, 42)(17, 59, 32, 21)
(18, 46, 39, 47)(19, 34, 90, 105)(20, 24)(22, 75, 85, 64)(23, 49, 91, 53)(25, 83, 84, 27)
(26, 103, 61, 101)(29, 73, 94, 79)(30, 93, 88, 76)(36, 87, 69, 80)(38, 52, 68, 77)
50
(40, 97, 81, 104)(41, 45, 58, 60)(44, 98, 56, 89)(62, 100, 96, 92);
> B := N !(2, 68)(3, 67)(4, 39)(5, 31)(6, 103)(8, 11)(9, 74)(10, 86)(12, 79)(14, 98)
(15, 70)(17, 83)(18, 35)(19, 61)(20, 24)(21, 97)(22, 80)(23, 82)(25, 81)(26, 90)(27, 32)
(28, 71)(29, 94)(30, 34)(33, 77)(36, 69)(37, 101)(38, 57)(40, 84)(41, 46)(42, 64)(44, 60)
(45, 56)(47, 58)(48, 73)(49, 92)(50, 65)(51, 52)(53, 100)(59, 104)(62, 76)(66, 91)
(75, 95)(78, 89)(85, 87)(88, 105)(93, 96)(99, 102);
> C := N !(4, 10)(5, 68)(6, 53)(7, 70)(8, 43)(9, 35)(12, 54)(13, 77)(14, 28)(16, 22)
(17, 81)(18, 60)(19, 76)(20, 24)(21, 25)(23, 96)(26, 66)(27, 97)(29, 67)(30, 100)
(31, 38)(32, 40)(33, 51)(34, 101)(36, 75)(37, 49)(39, 45)(41, 98)(44, 86)(46, 50)
(47, 71)(48, 55)(52, 72)(56, 74)(58, 89)(59, 84)(61, 82)(62, 91)(63, 85)(64, 69)
(65, 78)(73, 79)(80, 87)(83, 104)(88, 92)(90, 93)(94, 102)(103, 105);
> FPGroup(N);
Then the presentation of A7 is < a, b|a5, b7, (a−1 ∗ b−1)4, a ∗ b ∗ a ∗ b−1 ∗ a−2 ∗ b−1 ∗ a ∗
b−3, b2 ∗a∗b−2 ∗a−1 ∗b∗a−1 ∗b∗a∗b >. But we must also include the stabilizer of 1, N (1).
As we can see, the permutations A, B, and C take 1 to 1 so they are in N (1). However,
we desire to write these permutations in words to include them in our presentation. We
will use the Schreier System to do so.
> word := function(A)
Sch := SchreierSystem(NN, sub < NN |Id(NN) >);
for i in [2..#NN ] do P := [Id(N) : l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P [j] := xx; end if ;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq −1 then P [j] := xx−1; end if ;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P [j] := yy; end if ;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq −2 then P [j] := yy−1; end if ; end for;
PP := Id(N); for k in [1..#P ] do PP := PP ∗ P [k]; end for;





Before writing our stabilizer of 1 we state the order of our t, in this case t is of order 2.
So the presentation of the progenitor 2∗105 : A7 is < x, y, t|x5, y7, (x−1 ∗ y−1)4, x ∗ y ∗ x ∗
y−1 ∗ x−2 ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y−3, y2 ∗ x ∗ y−2 ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y, t2, (t, x−1 ∗ y−1 ∗ x−2 ∗ y ∗
x−1 ∗ y), (t, x ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y ∗ x), (t, y ∗ x ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y) >.
Testing Progenitor of 2∗105 : A7
To ensure we have the correct presentation of 2∗105 : A7 we utilize Grindstaff’s
Lemma. To begin, we find the orbits of N (1) and then the stabilizer of each. We then
factor our progenitor by each of these. The index of this presentation should be the same
as 2105. Below we test our progenitor:
> Orbits(N1);
> temp := {20, 7, 2, 3, 16, 17, 4, 6};
> for n in N do for j in temp do if 1n eq j then word(n), j; temp := temp
diff {j}; end if ; end for; end for;
> G < x, y, t >:= Group < x, y, t|x5, y7, (x−1 ∗ y−1)4,
x ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y−1 ∗ x−2 ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y−3, y2 ∗ x ∗ y−2 ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y,
t2, (t, x−1 ∗ y−1 ∗ x−2 ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ y), (t, x ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y ∗ x),




> print Index(G, sub < G|x, y >: CosetLimit := 910, Hard := true,
Print := 2);
When we test the index of this progenitor we get 2105 = 4.05648192×1031. Thus verifying
our progenitor. However, this progenitor has infinite order. We factor by additional
relations to obtain finite images.
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First Order Relations
Using the classes of A7 we can find our first order relations. These relations are
of the form nti with n ∈ N , and 1 ≤ i ≤ 105. Since our progenitor in on 105 t’s and
|A7| = 2520, there will be 2520 ∗ 105 = 264600 relations. Instead of writing all of these
relations we can first find a representative from each class. Then we can use that repre-
sentative to find the centralizer of each class and the orbit of each respective centralizer.
Using the centralizer help us to produce only 120 relations instead of the 264600 relations.
> C := Classes(N);
> #C;
> for i in [2..#C] do i, C[i][3]; word(C[i][3]); Orbits(Centraliser(N,C[i][3]));
end for;
> for j in [2..#N ] do for i in [1..#Setseq(Set(N))] do if 1Setseq(Set(N))[i] eq
j then j, word(Setseq(Set(N))[i]); break; end if ; end for; end for;
We use the information given from above to write 14 first order relations. For the second
class we get the relations ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tyx), ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tx∗y−2∗x−2), ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tx−2∗y−1∗x2∗y−2),
((x∗y)2 ∗ t), ((x∗y)2 ∗ tx−2∗y∗x∗y−1∗x−1), ((x∗y)2 ∗ ty∗x−1∗y−2∗x∗y−2), ((x∗y)2 ∗ tx∗y−2∗x∗y3),
((x ∗ y)2 ∗ ty∗x∗y−1∗x−1∗y2), and ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ ty2∗x∗y−1∗x2∗y2).For the third class we get the
relations ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tyx), ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tx∗y−2∗x−2), ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tx−2∗y−1∗x2∗y−2), ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ t),
and ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tx−2∗y∗x∗y−1∗x−1). We include these relations in the presentation of the
progenitor 2∗105 : A7 in order to find finite homomorphic images of our control group A7.
We will run the below code in the background of Magma.
> for a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, in [0..10] do
G < x, y, t >:= Group < x, y, t|x5, y7, (x−1 ∗ y−1)4,
x ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y−1 ∗ x−2 ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y−3, y2 ∗ x ∗ y−2 ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y, t2,
(t, x−1 ∗ y−1 ∗ x−2 ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ y), (t, x ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y ∗ x),
(t, y ∗ x ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y), ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tyx)a, ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tx∗y−2∗x−2)b,
((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tx−2∗y−1∗x2∗y−2)c, ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ t)d, ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tx−2∗y∗x∗y−1∗x−1)e,
((x ∗ y)2 ∗ ty∗x−1∗y−2∗x∗y−2)f , ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tx∗y−2∗x∗y3)g, ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ ty∗x∗y−1∗x−1∗y2)h,
((x ∗ y)2 ∗ ty2∗x∗y−1∗x2∗y2)i, ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tyx)j , ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tx∗y−2∗x−2)k,
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((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tx−2∗y−1∗x2∗y−2)l, ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ t)m, ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tx−2∗y∗x∗y−1∗x−1)n >;
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l,m, n #G; end for;
Second Order Relations
In order to find additional finite homomorphic images we can factor our progen-
itor with second order relations along with our first order relations. For the second order
relations we will find representatives for each class and then the centralizer of each one.
Different than the first order relations, we will first find the stabilizer of each centralizer
in respect to which orbit they came from and then the orbit of that stabilizer. Our work
from Magma is shown below.
> C[2][3]; word(C[2][3]); Orbits(Centraliser(N,C[2][3]));
> Orbits(Stabiliser(Centraliser(N, (xx ∗ yy)2), 1));
We will use only 4 second order relations along with 6 first order relations that we previ-
ously used. For the second class we get the relations ((x∗y)2 ∗ t∗ t), ((x∗y)2 ∗ t∗ t(x2∗y)2),
((x ∗ y)2 ∗ t ∗ ty2∗x−2∗y3∗x−1), and ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ t ∗ ty−1∗x∗y−1∗x−1∗y−3). We will again include
these relations in the presentation of the progenitor 2∗105 : A7 in order to create more
images. We will run the below code in the background of Magma.
> for a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j in [0..10] do
G < x, y, t >:= Group < x, y, t|x5, y7, (x−1 ∗ y−1)4,
x ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y−1 ∗ x−2 ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y−3, y2 ∗ x ∗ y−2 ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y, t2,
(t, x−1 ∗ y−1 ∗ x−2 ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ y), (t, x ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y ∗ x),
(t, y ∗ x ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y), ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tyx)a, ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ t ∗ t)b,
((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tx∗y−2∗x−2)c, ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ t ∗ t(x2∗y)2)d, ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tx−2∗y−1∗x2∗y−2)e,
((x ∗ y)2 ∗ t ∗ ty2∗x−2∗y3∗x−1)f , ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ t)g, ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ t ∗ ty−1∗x∗y−1∗x−1∗y−3)h,
((x ∗ y)2 ∗ tx−2∗y∗x∗y−1∗x−1)i, ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ ty∗x−1∗y−2∗x∗y−2)j >;
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, #G; end for;
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3.5 Additional Permutation Progenitors
We will now find the permutation progenitors of all six groups from Chapter
2. We will use the same process as the previous three permutation progenitors. We will
omit our work and simply list the progenitors formed by factoring by first order relations
and having ts of order 3 for our readers.
3.5.1 Permutation Progenitor 3∗36 : (6× A5)



















































































3.6 Images of Permutation Progenitor 2∗18 : ((6× 2) : 6)
List of Images
In Section 3.2 we created the progenitor 2∗18 : ((6× 2) : 6) by factoring by both
first and second order relations and let it run in the background of Magma. We have
gone through the outputs and listed each image that has a unique order greater than
the order of our control group. Recall that our control group is a transitive group on 18
letters, generated by
xx = (1, 16, 2, 3, 11, 6)(4, 10, 7, 9, 5, 13)(8, 18, 12)(14, 15, 17)
and
yy = (1, 5, 7)(2, 4, 11)(3, 15, 13, 8, 10, 17)(6, 14, 16, 12, 9, 18), where xx ∼ x, yy ∼ y, and
t ∼ t1. So the order is 72. The progenitor and images are listed below.








Image # a b c d e f g h i j k #G
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 96
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 192
3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 6 2592
4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 8 6144
5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 10 12000
Table 3.1: Images of Progenitor 2∗18 : ((6× 2) : 6)
Checking Each Image
We evaluate each image of the progenitor 2∗18 : ((6× 2) : 6). We desire images
that are faithful and whose number of subgroups generated by x and y are equal to the
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order of our control group. Let us begin.










Since our first image has k 6= 1, it is unfaithful. We will not use this image.










Since our second image has k 6= 1, it is unfaithful. We will not use this image.













Although our third image is faithful, #sub < G|x, y > 6= 72. We will not use this image.












Although our fourth image is faithful, #sub < G|x, y > 6= 72. We will not use this image.












Although our fifth image is faithful, #sub < G|x, y > 6= 72. We will not use this image.
We have yet to find an image of the progenitor 2∗18 : ((6×2) : 6) that is both faithful and
whose number of subgroups generated by x and y are equal to the order of our control
group. However, Magma will continue to produce images so we can always check again
at a later time for any new images that satisfy our desired result.
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3.7 Images of Permutation Progenitor 2∗24 : (2•S4)
List of Images
In Section 3.3 we created the progenitor 2∗24 : (2•S4) by factoring by first order
relations and let it run in the background of Magma. We have gone through the outputs
and listed each image that has a unique order greater than the order of our control group.
Recall that our control group is a transitive group on 24 letters, generated by
xx = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18)
and
yy = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23), where xx ∼
x, yy ∼ y, and t ∼ t1. So the order is 48. We have found there to be 45 unique images
with their order greater than 48. However, we have only listed for the readers images
that are faithful and whose number of subgroups generated by x and y is equal to the
order of our control group. The progenitor and images are listed below.






Image # a b c d e f g h i j #G Rough Shape
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 432 32 : (2•S4)
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 768 22 : (24 : (2× S3))
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 1920 24 : S5
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 3 3072 26 : (2•S4)
5 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 0 0 4 3840 25 : S5
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 6144 24 : (24 : S4)
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 4 7680 22 : (24 : S5)
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 0 5 7920 M11 (Exact Shape)
9 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 4 0 0 12288 28 : (2•S4)
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 6 3 24576 29 : (2•S4)
11 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 4 8 27648 (6× 12× 2) : (23 : S4)
12 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 2 6 33696 (3× PSL(3, 3)) : 2
13 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 6 2 7 40320 S8
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 3 49152 (25 × 4) : (24 : S4)
15 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 6 0 104976 (3× 92) : (32 : 2•S4)
16 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 3 3 0 190080 2•M12
17 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 10 8 270000 (32 × 54) : (2•S4)
18 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 3 6 7 344064 28 : (23 : PSL(2, 7))
19 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 8 8 442368 (122 × 22 × 4) : (23 : S4)
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 3 786432 28 : (26 : (2•S4))
21 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 10 0 1350000 (32 × 5) : (54 : (2•S4))
Table 3.2: Images of Progenitor 2∗24 : (2•S4)
Checking Each Image
We evaluate each image of the progenitor 2∗24 : (2•S4). Since we have only
noted images that are faithful and whose number of subgroups generated by x and y are
equal to the order of our control group, we will now focus on the composition factors to
find the rough shape of the images. We will regard the rough shape as the isomorphism
type of the groups, without semi-direct products or mixed extensions distinguished. We
will attempt to find images that, to our knowledge, have yet to be discovered. Let us
begin.























































/* Then G1 ~ 3^2:(2^(dot)S_4) */
























































/* Then G1 ~ 2^2:(2^4:(2xS_3)) */
We will complete the double coset enumeration of this group in a later chapter.











































/* Then G1 ~ 2^4:S_5 */































































/* Then G1 ~ 2^6:(2^(dot)S_4) */













































/* Then G1 ~ 2^5:S_5 */






























































/* Then G1 ~ 2^4:(2^4:S_4) */
























































/* Then G1 ~ 2^2:(2^4:S_5) */
























/* Then G1 ~ M11 */
We will complete the double coset enumeration of this group in a later chapter.



































































/* Then G1 ~ 2^8:(2^(dot)S_4) */




































































/* Then G1 ~ 2^9:(2^(dot)S_4) */














































for i in [1..#NL] do if IsAbelian(NL[i]) then i; end if; end for;
NL[18];
Generators(NL[18]);
/* Since the first element is of order 6 we will make 144 using first


















/* Then G1 ~ (6x12x2):(2^3:S_4) */
































/* Then G1 ~ (3xPSL(3,3)):2 */
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We will complete the double coset enumeration of this group in a later chapter, but we
will have to do so using maximal subgroups.


























/* Then G1 ~ S_8 */
We will complete the double coset enumeration of this group in a later chapter, but we
will have to do so using maximal subgroups.





































































/* Then G1 ~ (2^5x4):(2^4:S_4) */





























































for i in [1..#Nl] do if IsAbelian(Nl[i]) then i; end if; end for;
/* 2 */
Nl[2] eq Center(qq);







/* Then G1 ~ (3x9^2):(3^2:2^(dot)S_4) */























for i in [1..#NL] do if IsAbelian(NL[i]) then i; end if; end for;
NL[2];
NL[2] eq Center(G1);







/* Note that G is the group M12 now */
IsIsomorphic(q,G);
/* true */
/* Then G1 ~ 2^(dot)M_12 */





























































/* Then G1 ~ (3^2x5^4):(2^(dot)S4) */

































































/* Then G1 ~ 2^8:(2^3:PSL(2,7)) */









































































/* Then G1 ~ (12^2x2^2x4):(2^3:Sym(4)) */












































































for i in [1..#Nl] do if IsAbelian(Nl[i]) then i; end if; end for;
/* 2 */
Nl[2] eq Center(qq);






/* Then G1 ~ 2^8:(2^6:(2^(dot)Sym(4))) */





























































for i in [1..#Nl] do if IsAbelian(Nl[i]) then i; end if; end for;
/* 2 */
Nl[2] eq Center(qq);







/* Then G1 ~ (3^2x5):(5^4:(2^(dot)Sym(4))) */
We have found many interesting images of the progenitor 2∗24 : (2•S4) that are both
faithful and whose number of subgroups generated by x and y are equal to the order of
our control group. Magma will continue to produce images so we can always check again
at a later time for any new images that satisfy our desired result.
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3.8 Images of Permutation Progenitor 2∗105 : A7
List of Images
In Section 3.4 we created the progenitor 2∗105 : A7 by factoring by first order
relations and let it run it in the background of Magma. We have gone through the out-
puts and listed each image that has a unique order greater than the order of our control
group. Recall that our control group is a transitive group on 105 letters, generated by
xx = (1, 3, 7, 15, 29)(2, 5, 11, 22, 43)(4, 9, 18, 35, 64)(6, 13, 25, 47, 79)(8, 16, 31, 57, 87)
(10, 20, 39, 69, 95)(12, 23, 32, 59, 90)(14, 27, 51, 30, 55)(17, 33, 61, 54, 28)(19, 37, 66, 40, 71)
(21, 41, 73, 96, 72)(24, 45, 36, 42, 74)(26, 49, 50, 81, 103)(34, 62, 92, 104, 98)(38, 68, 80, 85, 63)
(44, 75, 56, 86, 60)(46, 78, 101, 77, 100)(48, 53, 83, 84, 105)(52, 82, 58, 65, 76)(67, 94, 99, 102, 70)
(88, 91, 89, 97, 93)
and
yy = (1, 2, 4, 8, 15, 28, 52)(3, 6, 12, 11, 21, 40, 70)(5, 10, 19, 36, 65, 92, 71)(7, 14, 26, 48, 57, 74, 97)
(9, 17, 32, 58, 88, 37, 49)(13, 24, 31, 56, 85, 95, 78)(16, 30, 54, 33, 60, 81, 102)
(18, 34, 35, 63, 82, 41, 72)(20, 38, 67, 22, 42, 73, 51)(23, 44, 43, 25, 46, 77, 99)
(27, 50, 80, 61, 91, 75, 39)(29, 53, 69, 79, 59, 89, 68)(45, 76, 98, 87, 100, 105, 64)
(47, 66, 93, 90, 86, 101, 103)(55, 84, 83, 104, 94, 96, 62), where xx ∼ x, yy ∼ y, and t ∼ t1.
So the order is 2520. The progenitor and images are listed below.











Image # a b c d e f g h i j #G Rough Shape
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 5040
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 161280 26 : A7
Table 3.3: Images of Progenitor 2∗105 : A7
Checking Each Image
We evaluate each image of the progenitor 2∗105 : A7. We desire images that
are faithful and whose number of subgroups generated by x and y are equal to the order
of our control group. Once these conditions are met we will focus on the composition
factors to find the rough shape of the images. We will attempt to find images that, to
our knowledge, have yet to be discovered. Let us begin.












Since our first image has k 6= 1, it is unfaithful. We will not use this image.












































/* Then G1 ~ 2^6:A7 */
We have found only one image of the progenitor 2∗105 : (A7) that is both faithful and has
the number of subgroups generated by x and y equal to the order of its control group.
Regardless, Magma will continue to produce images so we can always check again at a
later time for any new images that satisfy our desired result.
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3.9 Images of Additional Permutation Progenitors
We have allowed the progenitors discussed in Section 3.5 to run in the back-
ground of Magma. In this section we evaluate the images produced by each progenitor
and try to find any faithful images with the same number of subgroups generated by x
and y as the order of its control group. We have not yet found any unique images who or-
der is greater than the control group for the permutation progenitors 3∗36 : ((18× 9) : 2),
3∗36 : ((12 × 3) : 6, 3∗36 : ((24 × 3) : 6), or 3∗36 : ((62 × 4) : 3). We have, however, found
images for the permutation progenitors 2∗36 : (6×A5), 3∗36 : (6×A5) and 3∗8 : (42 : 22).
We list these progenitors and their images below.
3.9.1 Images of Permutation Progenitor 2∗36 : (6× A5)
Recall the group discussed from Section 2.2, 6 × A5, whose order is 360. The
progenitor and images produced are listed below.
Progenitor of 2∗36 : (6× A5) using First Order Relations












Image # a b c d e f g h i j #G Rough Shape
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1440
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 86400
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 345600 23 : ((S3 ×A5 ×A5) : 2)
Table 3.4: Images of Progenitor 2∗36 : (6×A5)
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Checking Each Image
We evaluate each image of the progenitor 2∗36 : (6×A5). We desire images that
are faithful and have |sub < G|x, y > | = |6× A5| = 360. Once these conditions are met
we will identify the rough shape of each image. We aim to find any groups that, to our
knowledge, have yet to be discovered.
First Image of 2∗36 : (6× A5)










Our first image is not faithful so we will not use it.
Second Image of 2∗36 : (6× A5)











This image may be of interest to further investigate.
Third Image of 2∗36 : (6× A5)






















































/* Then G1 ~ 2^3:( (S_3xA_5xA_5):2) */
We have only found one image that we may desire to further explore. However, our
progenitor will continue to produce images so we can check again at a later time.
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3.9.2 Images of Permutation Progenitor 3∗36 : (6× A5)
Recall the group discussed from Section 2.2, 6 × A5, whose order is 360. The
progenitor and images produced are listed below.
Progenitor of 3∗36 : (6× A5) using First Order Relations












Image # a b c d e f g h i j #G
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 0 5 1080
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 1440
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 3240
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 3 5760
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 3 9000
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 3 12960
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 3 17640
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 3 23040
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 3 29160
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 3 36000
Table 3.5: Images of Progenitor 3∗36 : (6×A5)
Checking Each Image
We evaluate each image of the progenitor 3∗36 : (6×A5). We desire images that
are faithful and with |sub < G|x, y > | = |6 × A5| = 360. Once these conditions are
met we identify the rough shape of each image. We aim to find any groups that, to our
knowledge, have yet to be discovered.
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First Image of 3∗36 : (6× A5)














Our first image has #sub < G|x, y > 6= 360, so we will not use it.
Second Image of 3∗36 : (6× A5)











Since our second image is unfaithful we will not use it.
Third Image of 3∗36 : (6× A5)












Since our third image is unfaithful we will not use it.
Fourth Image of 3∗36 : (6× A5)











Since our fourth image is unfaithful we will not use it.
Fifth Image of 3∗36 : (6× A5)











Since our fifth image is unfaithful we will not use it.
Sixth Image of 3∗36 : (6× A5)












Since our sixth image is unfaithful we will not use it.
Seventh Image of 3∗36 : (6× A5)











Since our seventh image is unfaithful we will not use it.
Eighth Image of 3∗36 : (6× A5)











Since our eighth image is unfaithful we will not use it.
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Ninth Image of 3∗36 : (6× A5)











Since our ninth image is unfaithful we will not use it.
Tenth Image of 3∗36 : (6× A5)











Since our tenth image is unfaithful we will not use it.
We have not found any images that we will explore further. However our progenitor will
continue to produce images so we can check again at a later time.
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3.9.3 Images of Permutation Progenitor 3∗8 : (42 : 22)
Recall the group discussed from Section 2.3, 3∗8 : (42 : 22), whose order is 64.
The progenitor and faithful images are listed below.













Image # a b c d e f g h i j #G
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 6144
Table 3.6: Images of Progenitor 3∗8 : (42 : 22)
Checking Each Image
We evaluate each image of the progenitor 3∗8 : (42 : 22). Since the images we
listed are faithful, we will check if each image has |sub < G|x, y > | = |42 : 22| = 64.
Once we verify this we can identify the rough shape of each image. We aim to find any
groups that, to our knowledge, have yet to be discovered.














Since our first image has #sub < G|x, y > 6= 64, then we will not use it.
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Chapter 4
Monomial Progenitors and Images
4.1 Relevant Definitions and Theorems
In this chapter we construct monomial progenitors for several groups. With the
aid of Magma we are able to view the character table of each group with the goal of
writing the monomial representation of each respective control group, G. In our control
group’s character table we look for characters with degrees greater than 1 that are also
faithful. Our group is guaranteed a faithful irreducible monomial representation if the
group has a subgroup, H, with an index value the same as the degree greater than 1 and
if H has a linear character that will induce up to the same character of G. We also work
with an example where H is not abelian so we must obtain linear characters of H by a
process called lifting. Then this lifted character of H is then induced up to G to give the
desired character of G. We then obtain the faithful irreducible monomial representation
of the given group. We then convert those matrices into permutations. Once we have
our presentations we construct a monomial progenitor for each example. We do so in a
similar fashion as Chapter 3, except we will include the Normalizer of t. Again, we will
verify our progenitor by implementing Grindstaff’s Lemma and then factoring by first
(and even) second order relations to produce finite homomorphic images. After running
these progenitors in the background of Magma we discuss any images produced. We still
aim to find any symmetric presentation of groups that, to our knowledge, have yet to
be discovered. Let us first remind our readers of some important definitions and theorems.
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Definition 4.1.1. (Character) Let G be a group with a, b ∈ G. Then the commutator
of a and b, denoted [a, b], is [a, b] = aba−1b−1. [Rot95]
Definition 4.1.2. (Commutator) Let G be a group with a, b ∈ G. Then the commu-
tator of a and b, denoted [a, b], is [a, b] = aba−1b−1. [Rot95]
Definition 4.1.3. (Derived Group) Let G be a group. Then the set of all commutators
of G is called the derived group of G, denoted G′, where G′ ≤ G. [Rot95]
Definition 4.1.4. (General Linear Group) The set of all n×n matrices with non-zero
determinants over the field F is called the general linear group GL(n,F). [Rot95]
Definition 4.1.5. (Special Linear Group) The set of all n × n matrices with deter-
minant 1 over the field F is called the special linear group SL(n,F). [Rot95]
Definition 4.1.6. (Projective Special Linear Group) The set of all n× n matrices
with determinant 1 over the field F factored by its center is called the projective special
linear group PSL(n,F). [Rot95]
Definition 4.1.7. (Normalizer) Let G be a group with H ≤ G. Then the normalizer
of H in G is the set {a ∈ G|aHa−1 = H}. [Rot95]
Definition 4.1.8. (Induced Character) The character of A(x), which is called the










= ϕ(ω), α = 1, 2, 3, ...,m
.
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4.2 Monomial Progenitor 3∗3 :m (2
3 : 3)
Isomorphism Type of G
We are given G, a transitive group on 6 letters, which is generated by
xx = (3, 6) and yy = (1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6). We first identify the isomorphism type of G follow-
ing a similar format as Chapter 2.
> S := Sym(6);
> xx := S!(3, 6);
> yy := S!(1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6);




> NL := NormalLattice(G);NL;
> IsIsomorphic(G,Sym(4));
false
Since our group is not isomorphic to S4, we anticipate it will be an extension of 2
3 by 3.
> for i in [1..#NL] do if IsAbelian(NL[i]) then i; end if ; end for;
> NL[4];
> IsIsomorphic(NL[4], AbelianGroup(GrpPerm, [2, 2, 2]));
true
> q, ff := quo < G|NL[4] >;
> IsIsomorphic(q, CylicGroup(3));
true
> H < a, b, c, d >:= Group < a, b, c, d|a2, b2, c2, (a, b), (a, c), (b, c), d3,
ad = a ∗ b2 ∗ c, bd = a2 ∗ b2 ∗ c, cd = a2 ∗ b ∗ c >;




Thus our group is the semi-direct product 23 : 3. We have included more de-
tailed work in the appendix for our readers.
Suitable Subgroup, H of 23 : 3, for Induction
We now use the character table of 23 : 3 to determine if 23 : 3 has any faithful
characters of degree greater than 1. We can see that 23 : 3 has 2 characters with degree
3, but only 1 of them is faithful. We consider this character CG[8]. We note that in
order for 23 : 3 to have a faithful irreducible monomial representation of degree 3 there
must exist a subgroup, H, of G with index 3 that induces up to G. We label the classes
of 23 : 3 below, and then find the suitable subgroup H.
> CG := CharacterTable(G);
> CG;
> C := Classes(G);
> C;
Here, the conjugacy classes of G are:
C1 = Id(G),
C2 = (1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 6),
C3 = (1, 4),
C4 = (1, 4)(3, 6),
C5 = (1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6),
C6 = (1, 5, 3)(2, 6, 4),
C7 = (1, 6, 2, 4, 3, 5),
and
C8 = (1, 5, 3, 4, 2, 6).
Consider the subgroup H of G given below.
H = {Id(H), (1, 4)(2, 5), (2, 5)(3, 6), (1, 4)(3, 6), (2, 5), (1, 4), (3, 6), (1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 6)}. We
can examine the character table of H using the Magma codes below:
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> H := sub < G|(2, 5), (2, 5)(3, 6), (1, 4)(2, 5) >;
> #H;
8
> CH := CharacterTable(H);
> CH;
> D := Classes(H);
> D;
The conjugacy classes of H are
D1 = {Id(H)},
D2 = {(1, 4)(2, 5)},
D3 = {(2, 5)(3, 6)},
D4 = {(1, 4)(3, 6)}.
D5 = {(2, 5)}.
D6 = {(1, 4)}.
D7 = {(3, 6)}.
D8 = {(1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 6)}.
From Magma, we can check which linear, nontrivial, character from H will induce up to
the faithful character of degree 3 from G.
> Induction(CH[3], G) eq CG[8];
true
We verify by hand that we have a monomial representation of 23 : 3 by inducing CH[3]
up to CG[8]. Consider the irreducible characters φ (of H) and φG (of G) given below.
Class D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6
Size 1 1 1 1 1 1
Representative Id(H) (1, 4)(2, 5) (2, 5)(3, 6) (1, 4)(3, 6) (2, 5) (1, 4)




Representative (3, 6) (1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 6)
φ -1 -1
Class C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
Size (hα) 1 1 3 3 4
Representative Id(G) (1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 6) (1, 4) (1, 4)(3, 6) (1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6)
φG 3 -3 1 -1 0
Class C6 C7 C8
Size (hα) 4 4 4
Representative (1, 5, 3)(2, 6, 4) (1, 6, 2, 4, 3, 5) (1, 5, 3, 4, 2, 6)
φG 0 0 0














w∈H∩C1 φ(w). So, φ
G





w∈H∩C2 φ(w). So, φ
G





w∈H∩C3 φ(w). So, φ
G





w∈H∩Cα φ(w). So, φ
G
4 = φ(2, 5)(3, 6) + φ(1, 4)(3, 6) + φ(1, 4)(2, 5) =






















































Thus CH[3] ↑GH= CG[8]. This ensures that our group does in fact have a faithful irre-
ducible monomial representation.
Faithful Irreducible Monomial Representation of 23 : 3
We now find an irreducible monomial representation of 23 : 3. From Magma, we
can find the transversals of G and H. Note that the number of transversals equals the
order of G divided by the order of H. Below is the code:
> T := Transversal(G,H);
> T ;
{Id(G), (1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6), (1, 5, 3)(2, 6, 4)}
So G = He ∪H(1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6) ∪H(1, 5, 3)(2, 6, 4). Let t1 = e, t2 = (1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6), and


























 φ(e(3, 6)e) φ(e(3, 6)(1, 5, 3)(2, 6, 4)) φ(e(3, 6)(1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6))φ((1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6)(3, 6)e) φ((1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6)(3, 6)(1, 5, 3)(2, 6, 4)) φ((1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6)(3, 6)(1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6))




φ((3, 6)) φ((1, 5, 3, 4, 2, 6)) φ((1, 3, 2, 4, 6, 5))
φ((1, 6, 2, 4, 3, 5)) φ((1, 4)) φ((1, 2, 6, 4, 5, 3))


































φ((1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6)) φ(e) φ((1, 5, 3)(2, 6, 4))
φ((1, 5, 3)(2, 6, 4)) φ((1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6)) φ(e)









Let us now verify if this representation is faithful.
> CG := GL(8, GF (3));
> A := [−1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1];
> B := [0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0];
> IsIsomorphic(G, sub < CG|CG!A,CG!B >);
true
Hence < A(xx), A(yy) > is a faithful monomial representation of 23 : 3. We note that
A(xx) is a monomial matrix since at least one of its nonzero entries is not 1 and A(yy)
is a permutation matrix since all of its nonzero entries are 1.
Permutation Representation of the Monomial Representa-
tion of 23 : 3
We aim to write a monomial progenitor for 23 : 3. We first need to find a
permutation representation using the field order and the degree of representation. By
Euler’s Formula, the primitive square root of unity is e(
i2π
2
) = cos(2π2 ) + isin(
2π
2 ) =
cos(π) + isin(π) = −1. The field order will be the smallest finite field that has square
roots of unity. This will be a cyclic group of order p− 1 where 2|p− 1. So the field order
will be Z3. Since the dimension of A(xx) and A(yy) is 3, then the degree of representation
is 3. Thus the monomial progenitor is 3∗3 :m (2
3 : 3).
From the progenitor we will have 3 t’s of order 3, then our permutations will be on 6
letters. We use the matrices we created in order to label the automorphisms of tis. Note
that since we are in field Z3, −1 = 2 (mod 3). In A(xx), we have a11 = −1 = 2, a22 = 1,
and a33 = 1. Therefore t1 → t21, t2 → t2, and t3 → t3. Let us now determine where each
letter is sent to write A(xx) as a permutation.
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↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓





2 1 3 4 5 6
Thus A(xx) = (1, 2).
Similarly, in A(yy) we have a12 = 1, a23 = 1, and a31 = 1. Therefore t1 → t2, t2 → t3, and
t3 → t1. Let us now determine where each letter is sent to write A(yy) as a permutation.
















3 4 5 6 1 2
Thus A(yy) = (1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6).
We need to verify that this permutation representation is faithful.
> S := Sym(6);
> Aperm := S!(1, 2);
> Bperm := S!(1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6);
> IsIsomorphic(sub < S|Aper,Bper >, sub < GG|GG!A,GG!B >);
true
Hence < (1, 2), (1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6) > is a faithful permutation representation of the monomial
progenitor 3∗3 :m (2
3 : 3).
Symmetric Presentation of the Monomial Progenitor 3∗3 :m
(23 : 3)
We write the symmetric presentation of the monomial progenitor 3∗3 :m (2
3 : 3)
by including the presentation of 23 : 3, the order of our ts, and the Normalizer of < t >.
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We find them below.
> S := Sym(6);
> xx := S!(1, 2);
> yy := S!(1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6);
> N := sub < S|xx, yy >;
> #N ;
> FPGroup(N);
So the presentation of 23 : 3 is < x, y|x2, y3, (y ∗ x ∗ y−1 ∗ x)2 >. We now include the
Normalizer of < t >. We choose t1, so < t1 >= {t1, t21}. From our labeling, t1 = 1 and
t21 = 2. The Normalizer of < t1 > is equivalent to the Stabilizer of ((2
3 : 3), {1, 2}). We
find that the Normalizer has the elements (1, 2), (3, 4)(5, 6), and (5, 6). Using the Schreier
System we find that these permutations in words are x, y ∗ x ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y, and y ∗ x ∗ y−1.
We can verify our Normalizer below:
> A := N !(1, 2);B := N !(3, 4)(5, 6);C := N !(5, 6);
> Stabilizer(N, {1, 2}) eq sub < N |A,B,C >;
true
We can see that for A, 1 goes to 2, so tx = t2. For B and C, 1 goes to 1 so ty∗x∗y∗x∗y = t
and ty∗x∗y
−1
= t. We include the order of t and our Normalizer in the presentation of our
progenitor. So our symmetric presentation of the monomial progenitor 3∗3 :m (2
3 : 3) is
< x, y, t|x2, y3, (y ∗ x ∗ y−1 ∗ x)2, tx = t2, ty∗x∗y∗x∗y = t, ty∗x∗y−1 = t >.
Testing Monomial Progenitor 3∗3 :m (2
3 : 3)
Using Grindstaff’s Lemma we can test our progenitor. We must find the orbits
of the stabilizer of 1 for our control group and then the stabilizer of each respective orbit.
The index of this progenitor should be 33. Below we test our progenitor:
> S := Sym(6);
> xx := S!(3, 6);
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> yy := S!(1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6);
> N := sub < S|xx, yy >;
> N1 := Stabiliser(N, 1);
> Orbits(N1);
> temp := {4, 2, 3};
> NN < a, b >:= Group < a, b|a2, b3, (b ∗ a ∗ b−1 ∗ a)2 >;
> for n in N do for j in temp do if 1n eq j then word(n), j; temp := temp
diff {j}; end if ; end for; end for;
> G < x, y, t >:= Group < x, y, t|x2, y3, (y ∗ x ∗ y−1 ∗ x)2, t3, tx = t2,
ty∗x∗y∗x∗y = t, ty∗x∗y
−1
= t, (t, ty), (t, ty∗x∗y), (t, ty∗x∗y
−1
) >;
> printIndex(G, sub < G|x, y >: CosetLimit := 910, Hard := true,
Print := 2);
When we test the index of this progenitor we get 33 = 27. Hence our progenitor
is sufficient. However, this progenitor has infinite order, so we must factor it by additional
relations in order to produce finite images.
First Order Relations
We use the classes of 23 : 3 to find our first order relations, which are of the form
nti with n ∈ N and 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. Since our progenitor is on 3 ts and |23 : 3| = 24, there will
be 24 ∗ 3 = 72 relations. Instead of using all 72 relations we can find the centralizer of a
representative from each class and the orbit of each centralizer. We use the centralizers
to produce 11 relations instead of the 72.
> S := Sym(6);
> xx := S!(1, 2);
> yy := S!(1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6);
> N := sub < S|xx, yy >;
> C := Classes(N);
> #C;
> for i in [2..#C] do i, C[i][3]; word(C[i][3]); Orbits(Centraliser(N,C[i][3]));
end for;
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> for j in [2..#N ] do for i in [1..#Setseq(Set(N))] do if 1Setseq(Set(N))[i] eq
j then j, word(Setseq(Set(N))[i]); break; end if ; end for; end for;
From the information produced above we get the following 10 first order relations: ((x ∗
y)3 ∗ t), (xy ∗ t), (xy ∗ t(y−1∗x)2), (xy ∗ ty−1), (x ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y ∗ t), (x ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y ∗ t(y−1∗x)2),
(x ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y ∗ ty−1), (y ∗ t), (y−1 ∗ t), and (y−1 ∗ x ∗ t). We include these relations in
the presentation of the monomial progenitor 3∗3 :m (2
3 : 3). We run the following code
in the background of Magma.
> for a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j in [0..10] do
G < x, y, t >:= Group < x, y, t|x2, y3, (y ∗ x ∗ y−1 ∗ x)2, t3, tx = t2,
ty∗x∗y∗x∗y = t, ty∗x∗y
−1
= t, ((x ∗ y)3 ∗ t)a, (xy ∗ t)b, (xy ∗ t(y−1∗x)2)c, (xy ∗ ty−1)d,
(x ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y ∗ t)e, (x ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y ∗ t(y−1∗x)2)f , (x ∗ y−1 ∗ x ∗ y ∗ ty−1)g,
(y ∗ t)h, (y−1 ∗ t)i, (y−1 ∗ x ∗ t)j >;
if #G gt 24 then
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, #G;
end if ; end for;
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4.3 Monomial Progenitor 7∗8 :m (PSL(2, 7) : 2)
Isomorphism Type of G
We are given G, a transitive group on 8 letters, which is generated by
xx = (1, 7, 5, 4, 6, 8, 2) and yy = (1, 4, 7, 2, 5, 3). We first identify the isomorphism type of
G following a similar format as Chapter 2.
> S := Sym(8);
> xx := S!(1, 7, 5, 4, 6, 8, 2);
> yy := S!(1, 4, 7, 2, 5, 3);




> NL := NormalLattice(G);NL;
> IsIsomorphic(G1, DirectProduct(CyclicGroup(2), PSL(2, 49)));
false
Since our group is not isomorphic to the direct product PSL(2, 49) × 2, then we must
check if our group is a semi-direct product.
> A := AutomorphismGroup(PSL(2, 7));
> P := PermutationGroup(A);
> CompositionFactors(P );
> s := IsIsomorphic(P,G); s;
true
Thus G ∼= PSL(2, 7) : 2.
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Suitable Subgroup, H of PSL(2, 7) : 2, for Induction
We now use the character table of PSL(2, 7) : 2 to determine if PSL(2, 7) : 2
has any faithful characters of degree greater than 1. We see that PSL(2, 7) : 2 has faith-
ful characters of degrees 6, 7, and 8. We aim to find a faithful irreducible monomial
representation of PSL(2, 7) : 2 of degree 8. We consider the faithful character of degree
8, CG[9]. For PSL(2, 7) : 2 to have a faithful irreducible monomial representation of
degree 8 then there must exist a subgroup, H, of G with index 8 that induces up to G.
We label the classes of PSL(2, 7) : 2 below, and then find the suitable subgroup H.
> CG := CharacterTable(G);
> CG;
> C := Classes(G);
> C;
We see that the conjugacy classes of G are the following:
C1 = Id(G),
C2 = (1, 4)(2, 7)(3, 8)(5, 6),
C3 = (1, 2)(3, 7)(4, 5),
C4 = (1, 7, 5)(2, 3, 4),
C5 = (1, 8, 4, 3)(2, 5, 7, 6),
C6 = (1, 4, 7, 2, 5, 3),
C7 = (1, 7, 5, 4, 6, 8, 2),
C8 = (1, 6, 8, 2, 4, 5, 3, 7),
and
C9 = (1, 2, 3, 6, 4, 7, 8, 5).
Consider the subgroup H of G, where H = {(1, 5, 3, 4, 8, 2), (2, 4, 3, 8, 5, 6),
(2, 3, 5)(4, 8, 6), (1, 6, 8, 3, 5, 4), (1, 5, 6)(2, 8, 3), (1, 2, 5, 8, 6, 3), (2, 5, 3)(4, 6, 8), (1, 6, 2)(4, 5, 8),
(1, 8, 2, 5, 6, 4), (1, 6)(2, 5)(3, 4), (1, 5, 4, 6, 2, 3), (1, 8, 4, 2, 3, 6), (1, 8)(2, 6)(3, 5), (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8),
(1, 4, 6, 5, 2, 8), (1, 3, 5, 8, 2, 4, 6), (1, 3)(4, 8)(5, 6), (2, 8)(3, 6)(4, 5), (1, 4, 8, 3, 6, 2, 5),
(1, 4, 3)(2, 6, 8), (1, 6, 4, 2, 8, 5, 3), (1, 2, 4)(3, 6, 5), (1, 6, 5)(2, 3, 8), Id(H), (1, 3, 8)(2, 5, 4),
(1, 3, 4)(2, 8, 6), (1, 4)(2, 3)(5, 8), (1, 8, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2), (1, 8, 3)(2, 4, 5), (1, 2)(3, 8)(4, 6),
(1, 3, 6, 8, 5, 2), (1, 8, 5)(3, 4, 6), (1, 3, 2, 6, 4, 5), (2, 6, 5, 8, 3, 4), (1, 6, 3, 2, 4, 8), (1, 2, 6)(4, 8, 5),
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(1, 5, 8)(3, 6, 4), (1, 2, 8, 4, 3, 5), (1, 5, 2, 6, 3, 8, 4), (1, 4, 2)(3, 5, 6), (1, 5)(2, 4)(6, 8), (1, 4, 5, 3, 8, 6)}.
We can examine the character table of H using the Magma codes below:
> H := sub < G|(1, 8)(2, 6)(3, 5), (1, 8, 2, 5, 6, 4) >;
> #H;
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> CH := CharacterTable(H);
> CH;
> D := Classes(H);
> D;
We see that the conjugacy classes of H are the following:
D1 = {Id(H)},
D2 = {(1, 5)(2, 4)(6, 8), (1, 8)(2, 6)(3, 5), (1, 6)(2, 5)(3, 4), (2, 8)(3, 6)(4, 5), (1, 2)(3, 8)(4, 6),
(1, 4)(2, 3)(5, 8), (1, 3)(4, 8)(5, 6)},
D3 = {(1, 4, 3)(2, 6, 8), (2, 3, 5)(4, 8, 6), (1, 3, 8)(2, 5, 4), (1, 2, 4)(3, 6, 5), (1, 8, 5)(3, 4, 6),
(1, 6, 2)(4, 5, 8), (1, 5, 6)(2, 8, 3)},
D4 = {(1, 8, 3)(2, 4, 5), (1, 3, 4)(2, 8, 6), (1, 5, 8)(3, 6, 4), (1, 6, 5)(2, 3, 8), (2, 5, 3)(4, 6, 8),
(1, 2, 6)(4, 8, 5), (1, 4, 2)(3, 5, 6)},
D5 = {(1, 6, 8, 3, 5, 4), (2, 4, 3, 8, 5, 6), (1, 3, 2, 6, 4, 5), (1, 8, 4, 2, 3, 6), (1, 2, 5, 8, 6, 3),
(1, 4, 6, 5, 2, 8), (1, 5, 3, 4, 8, 2)},
D6 = {(1, 6, 3, 2, 4, 8), (1, 2, 8, 4, 3, 5), (1, 5, 4, 6, 2, 3), (1, 4, 5, 3, 8, 6), (1, 8, 2, 5, 6, 4),
(2, 6, 5, 8, 3, 4), (1, 3, 6, 8, 5, 2)},
and
D7 = {(1, 4, 8, 3, 6, 2, 5), (1, 6, 4, 2, 8, 5, 3), (1, 3, 5, 8, 2, 4, 6), (1, 8, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2), (1, 5, 2, 6, 3, 8, 4),
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8)}.
From Magma, we can check which linear, nontrivial, character from H will induce up to
the faithful character of degree 8 from G.
> Induction(CH[3], G) eq CG[9];
true
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We verify by hand that we have a monomial representation of PSL(2, 7) : 2 by inducing
CH[3] up to CG[9]. Consider the irreducible characters φ (of H) and φG (of G) given
below.
Class D1 D2 D3 D4
Size 1 7 7 7
Representative Id(H) (1, 8)(2, 6)(3, 5) (1, 2, 4)(3, 6, 5) (1, 4, 2)(3, 5, 6)
φ 1 1 ω2 ω
Class D5 D6 D7
Size 7 7 6
Representative (1, 5, 3, 4, 8, 2) (1, 2, 8, 4, 3, 5) (1, 6, 4, 2, 8, 5, 3)
φ ω ω2 1
Class C1 C2 C3 C4
Size (hα) 1 21 28 56
Representative Id(G) (1, 4)(2, 7)(3, 8)(5, 6) (1, 2)(3, 7)(4, 5) (1, 7, 5)(2, 3, 4)
φG 8 0 2 -1
Class C5 C6 C7
Size (hα) 42 56 48
Representative (1, 8, 4, 3)(2, 5, 7, 6) (1, 4, 7, 2, 5, 3) (1, 7, 5, 4, 6, 8, 2)
φG 0 -1 1
Class C8 C9
Size (hα) 42 42
Representative (1, 6, 8, 2, 4, 5, 3, 7) (1, 2, 3, 6, 4, 7, 8, 5)
φG 0 0
Before we induce φ up to φG we will first note a fact about the cube root of unity.
Note:
(1) ω + ω2 = −1
Since ω is the primitive cube root of 1, ω3 = 1.
So (1− ω)(1 + ω + ω2) = 0→ 1 + ω + ω2 = 0→ ω + ω2 = −1.















w∈H∩C1 φ(w) = 8
∑
w∈{Id} φ(w). So, φ
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7(φ(1, 5)(2, 4)(6, 8)+φ(1, 6)(2, 5)(3, 4)+φ(1, 8)(2, 6)(3, 5)+
φ(2, 8)(3, 6)(4, 5) + φ(1, 2)(3, 8)(4, 6) + φ(1, 4)(2, 3)(5, 8) + φ(1, 3)(4, 8)(5, 6)) =
2











7(φ(1, 2, 4)(3, 6, 5)+φ(2, 5, 3)(4, 6, 8)+φ(1, 5, 8)(3, 6, 4)+
φ(1, 3, 4)(2, 8, 6)+φ(1, 3, 8)(2, 5, 4)+φ(1, 8, 5)(3, 4, 6)+φ(1, 6, 2)(4, 5, 8)+φ(2, 3, 5)(4, 8, 6)+
φ(1, 8, 3)(2, 4, 5)+φ(1, 6, 5)(2, 3, 8)+φ(1, 5, 6)(2, 8, 3)+φ(1, 4, 3)(2, 6, 8)+φ(1, 4, 2)(3, 5, 6)+
φ(1, 2, 6)(4, 8, 5)) = 17(7[φ(1, 2, 4)(3, 6, 5)] + 7[φ(1, 4, 2)(3, 5, 6)]) =
1
7(7[ω
2] + 7[ω]) =






















7(φ(1, 6, 8, 3, 5, 4)+φ(1, 4, 6, 5, 2, 8)+φ(2, 4, 3, 8, 5, 6)+
φ(1, 3, 2, 6, 4, 5) + φ(1, 3, 6, 8, 5, 2) + φ(2, 6, 5, 8, 3, 4) + φ(1, 5, 3, 4, 8, 2) + φ(1, 4, 5, 3, 8, 6) +
φ(1, 8, 4, 2, 3, 6) + φ(1, 2, 8, 4, 3, 5) + φ(1, 8, 2, 5, 6, 4) + φ(1, 6, 3, 2, 4, 8) + φ(1, 2, 5, 8, 6, 3) +
φ(1, 5, 4, 6, 2, 3)) = 17(7[φ(1, 5, 3, 4, 8, 2)]+7[φ(1, 2, 8, 4, 3, 5)]) =
1
7(7[ω]+7[ω










6(φ(1, 4, 8, 3, 6, 2, 5)+φ(1, 6, 4, 2, 8, 5, 3)+φ(1, 3, 5, 8, 2, 4, 6)+






























Thus CH[3] ↑GH= CG[9]. So our group does have a faithful irreducible monomial repre-
sentation of degree 8.
Faithful Irreducible Monomial Representation of G
Next, we find an irreducible monomial representation of PSL(2, 7) : 2. From
Magma, we can find the transversals of G and H. Note that the number of transversals
equals the order of G divided by the order of H. Below is the code:
> T := Transversal(G,H);
> T ;
{Id(G), (1, 4, 7, 5)(2, 8, 6, 3), (1, 8, 4, 7, 2, 6, 5), (1, 5, 2, 8, 6, 7, 4, 3), (1, 7, 3, 5, 4, 2, 8, 6),
(1, 2, 8, 6, 4, 5, 7), (3, 5, 8, 4, 7, 6), (1, 5, 7, 8, 4, 6)}
So G = He ∪H(1, 4, 7, 5)(2, 8, 6, 3) ∪H(1, 8, 4, 7, 2, 6, 5) ∪H(1, 5, 2, 8, 6, 7, 4, 3) ∪
H(1, 7, 3, 5, 4, 2, 8, 6) ∪H(1, 2, 8, 6, 4, 5, 7) ∪H(3, 5, 8, 4, 7, 6) ∪H(1, 5, 7, 8, 4, 6).
Let t1 = e, t2 = (1, 4, 7, 5)(2, 8, 6, 3), t3 = (1, 8, 4, 7, 2, 6, 5), t4 = (1, 5, 2, 8, 6, 7, 4, 3),



























































































































































































































































































Simplifying we getA(xx) =

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ω2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ω2 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1




0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1




0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 ω2 0 0 0 0 0 0
ω 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ω 0




0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4

.
Let us now verify if this representation is faithful.
> C := CyclotomicF ield(3);
> GG := GL(8, C);
> A := [0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−C.1−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
−C.1−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0,−C.1−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0];
> B := [0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,−C.1−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, C.1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, C.1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−C.1−1];
> IsIsomorphic(G, sub < GG|GG!A,GG!B >);
true
Hence < A(xx), A(yy) > is a faithful monomial representation of PSL(2, 7) : 2. We note
that both A(xx) and A(yy) are monomial matrices since they each have at least one
nonzero entry that are not 1.
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Permutation Representation of the Monomial Representa-
tion of G
We aim to write a monomial progenitor for PSL(2, 7) : 2. We first need to find
a permutation representation using both the field order and the degree of representation.
By Euler’s Formula, the primitive cube root of unity is e
i2∗pi












3 . We need to find the
smallest finite field that has cube roots of unity. This will be a cyclic group of order p−1
where 3|p− 1. So the field will be Z7. Since the dimension of A(xx) and A(yy) is 8, then
the degree of representation is 8. Thus the monomial progenitor is 7∗8 :m (PSL(2, 7) : 2).
From the progenitor we will have 8 t’s of order 7. This means our permutations will be
on 48 letters. We use the matrices A(xx) and A(yy) to label the automorphisms of tis.
First we note a fact about the cube root of unity.
Note:
(2) ω = 2 and ω2 = 4
Since ω is the primitive cube root of 1, ω3 = 1. So ω × ω2 = 1→ ω2 = ω−1. Thus ω and
ω2 are inverses of each other. In the field 7, 2 × 4 = 1 → 2 = 4−1. So 2 and 4 are also
inverses. But |2| = 3, so ω = 2 and ω2 = 4.
In A(xx) =, we have a12 = 1, a24 = ω
2 = 4, a36 = 1, a47 = ω
2 = 4, a55 = 1, a61 = 1,
a78 = 1, and a83 = ω
2 = 4. Therefore t1 → t2, t2 → t44, t3 → t6, t4 → t47, t5 → t5, t6 → t1,
t7 → t8, and t8 → t43. Let us now determine where each letter is sent to write A(xx) as a
permutation.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16



































2 28 6 31 5 1 8 27 10 4 14 7 13 9 16 3
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18 36 22 39 21 17 24 35 26 12 30 15 29 25 32 11
































































34 44 38 47 37 33 40 43 42 20 46 23 45 41 48 19
Thus A(xx) = (1, 2, 28, 15, 16, 3, 6)(4, 31, 32, 11, 14, 9, 10)(7, 8, 27, 30, 25, 26, 12)
(17, 18, 36, 47, 48, 19, 22)(20, 39, 40, 43, 46, 41, 42)(23, 24, 35, 38, 33, 34, 44).
Similarly, in A(yy) we have a13 = 1, a25 = 1, a32 = ω
2 = 4, a41 = ω = 2, a56 = 1, a64 = 1,
a77 = ω = 2, and a88 = ω
2 = 4. Therefore t1 → t3, t2 → t5, t3 → t42, t4 → t21, t5 → t6,
t6 → t4, t7 → t27, and t8 → t48. Let us now determine where each letter is sent to write
A(yy) as a permutation.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16







































3 5 26 9 6 4 15 32 11 13 2 25 14 12 31 8




























































19 21 34 41 22 20 47 40 27 29 10 1 30 28 7 16
































































35 37 42 17 38 36 23 48 43 45 18 33 46 44 39 24
Thus A(yy) = (1, 3, 26, 29, 30, 28)(2, 5, 6, 4, 9, 11)(7, 15, 31)(8, 32, 16)(10, 13, 14, 12, 25, 27)
(17, 19, 34, 37, 38, 36)(18, 21, 22, 20, 41, 43)(23, 47, 39)(24, 40, 48)(33, 35, 42, 45, 46, 44).
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We need to verify that this representation is faithful.
> S := Sym(48);
> Aper := S!(1, 2, 28, 15, 16, 3, 6)(4, 31, 32, 11, 14, 9, 10)(7, 8, 27, 30, 25, 26, 12)
(17, 18, 36, 47, 48, 19, 22)(20, 39, 40, 43, 46, 41, 42)(23, 24, 35, 38, 33, 34, 44);
> Bper := S!(1, 3, 26, 29, 30, 28)(2, 5, 6, 4, 9, 11)(7, 15, 31)(8, 32, 16)(10, 13, 14, 12, 25, 27)
(17, 19, 34, 37, 38, 36)(18, 21, 22, 20, 41, 43)(23, 47, 39)(24, 40, 48)(33, 35, 42, 45, 46, 44);
> IsIsomorphic(sub < S|Aper,Bper >, sub < CG|CG!A,CG!B >);
true
Hence < (1, 2, 28, 15, 16, 3, 6)(4, 31, 32, 11, 14, 9, 10)(7, 8, 27, 30, 25, 26, 12)
(17, 18, 36, 47, 48, 19, 22)(20, 39, 40, 43, 46, 41, 42)(23, 24, 35, 38, 33, 34, 44),
(1, 3, 26, 29, 30, 28)(2, 5, 6, 4, 9, 11)(7, 15, 31)(8, 32, 16)(10, 13, 14, 12, 25, 27)(17, 19, 34, 37, 38, 36)
(18, 21, 22, 20, 41, 43)(23, 47, 39)(24, 40, 48)(33, 35, 42, 45, 46, 44) > is a faithful permuta-
tion representation of the monomial progenitor 7∗8 :m (PSL(2, 7) : 2).
Symmetric Presentation of the Monomial Progenitor 7∗8 :m
(PSL(2, 7) : 2)
We write the symmetric presentation of the monomial progenitor 7∗8 :m (PSL(2, 7) :
2) by including the presentation of PSL(2, 7) : 2, the order of our ts, and the Normalizer
of < t >. We find them below, but we first verify our permutation representation is
isomorphic to our control group, PSL(2, 7) : 2.
> S := Sym(48);
> xx := S!(1, 2, 28, 15, 16, 3, 6)(4, 31, 32, 11, 14, 9, 10)(7, 8, 27, 30, 25, 26, 12)
(17, 18, 36, 47, 48, 19, 22)(20, 39, 40, 43, 46, 41, 42)(23, 24, 35, 38, 33, 34, 44);
> yy := S!(1, 3, 26, 29, 30, 28)(2, 5, 6, 4, 9, 11)(7, 15, 31)(8, 32, 16)(10, 13, 14, 12, 25, 27)
(17, 19, 34, 37, 38, 36)(18, 21, 22, 20, 41, 43)(23, 47, 39)(24, 40, 48)(33, 35, 42, 45, 46, 44);







So the presentation of PSL(2, 7) : 2 is < x7, y6, (x ∗ y ∗ x)2, (x ∗ y ∗ x)2, x−1 ∗ y ∗ x−3 ∗
y ∗ x−1 ∗ y−2 >. We now include the Normalizer of < t >=< t1 >= {t1, t21, t31, t41, t51, t61}.
From our labeling we know t1 = 1, t
2
1 = 9, t
3
1 = 17, t
4
1 = 25, t
5
1 = 33, and t
6
1 = 41. Then
to Normalize t we can find the Stabilizer of {1, 9, 17, 25, 33, 41}.
> Stabilizer(N, {1, 9, 17, 25, 33, 41});
Since xx∗yy2∗xx−1∗yy−1 = (2, 32)(3, 13)(4, 30)(5, 27)(6, 12)(8, 10)(11, 29)(14, 28)(16, 26)
(18, 40)(19, 45)(20, 38)(21, 35)(22, 44)(24, 42)(34, 48)(36, 46)(37, 43), where 1 goes to 1 we
will include in our presentation tx∗y
2∗x−1∗y−1 = t. Similarly, xx∗yy∗xx−1∗yy−1∗xx∗yy =
(2, 6)(3, 28)(4, 11)(7, 8)(10, 14)(12, 27)(15, 16)(18, 22)(19, 36)(20, 43)(23, 24)(26, 30)(31, 32)
(34, 38)(35, 44)(39, 40)(42, 46)(47, 48) and xx∗yy∗xx−1∗yy3 = (1, 9, 25)(2, 11, 28)(3, 12, 26)
(4, 10, 27)(5, 30, 8)(6, 16, 13)(7, 31, 15)(14, 32, 29)(17, 41, 33)(18, 43, 36)(19, 44, 34)(20, 42, 35)
(21, 38, 24)(22, 48, 45)(23, 39, 47)(37, 46, 40), so we will also include tx∗y∗x
−1∗y−1∗x∗y = t
and tx∗y∗x
−1∗y3 = t2. We include the order of t and our Normalizer of < t >. So
the symmetric presentation of the monomial progenitor 7∗8 :m (PSL(2, 7) : 2) is <
x, y, t|x7, y6, (x∗y ∗x)2, x−1 ∗y ∗x−3 ∗y ∗x−1 ∗y−2, t7, tx∗y2∗x−1∗y−1 = t, tx∗y∗x−1∗y−1∗x∗y =
t, tx∗y∗x
−1∗y3 = t2 >.
Testing Monomial Progenitor 7∗8 :m G
Using Grindstaff’s Lemma we can test our progenitor by making all of our tis
commute. Below we test our progenitor:
> S := Sym(8);
> xx := S!(1, 7, 5, 4, 6, 8, 2);
> yy := S!(1, 4, 7, 2, 5, 3);
> G := sub < S|xx, yy >;
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> G1 := Stabiliser(G, 1);
> Orbits(G1);
Then our presentation is< x, y, t|x7, y6, (x∗y∗x)2, x−1∗y∗x−3∗y∗x−1∗y−2, t7, tx∗y2∗x−1∗y−1 =
t, tx∗y∗x
−1∗y−1∗x∗y = t, tx∗y∗x
−1∗y3 = t2, (t, tx∗y) >. After testing the progenitor we get an
index of 78 = 5, 764, 801.
Hence< x, y, t|x7, y6, (x∗y∗x)2, x−1∗y∗x−3∗y∗x−1∗y−2, t7, tx∗y2∗x−1∗y−1 = t, tx∗y∗x−1∗y−1∗x∗y =
t, tx∗y∗x
−1∗y3 = t2 > is the symmetric presentation of the monomial progenitor 7∗8 :m
(PSL(2, 7) : 2). However, this progenitor is of infinite order so we must factor it by
additional relations in order to produce finite images.
First Order Relations
We use the classes of PSL(2, 7) : 2 to find our first order relations, which
are of the form nti with n ∈ N and 1 ≤ i ≤ 8. Since our progenitor is on 8 ts and
|PSL(2, 7) : 2| = 336, there will be 8 ∗ 336 = 2, 688 relations. Following a similar format
as the previous section we will find 10 first order relations and run the following code in
the background of Magma.
> for a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j in [0..10] do
G < x, y, t >:= Group < x, y, t|x7, y6, (x ∗ y ∗ x)2,
x−1 ∗ y ∗ x−3 ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ y−2, t7, tx∗y2∗x−1∗y−1 = t, tx∗y∗x−1∗y−1∗x∗y = t,
tx∗y∗x
−1∗y3 = t2, (x−1 ∗ y ∗ x−2 ∗ y ∗ t)a, (x−1 ∗ y ∗ x−2 ∗ y ∗ ty)b,
(x−1 ∗y ∗x−2 ∗y ∗ tx−1∗y2∗x2)c, (y3 ∗ t)d, (y3 ∗ ty∗x∗y−1∗x∗y−1)e, (y3 ∗ tx∗y−1∗x∗y∗x)f ,
(y3 ∗ t(x−1∗y∗x)2)g, (y2 ∗ tx∗y−1∗x∗y∗x)h, (y2 ∗ tx∗y−1∗x−1∗y−1)i, (y2 ∗ t)j >;
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, #G;
end for;
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4.4 Monomial Progenitor 3∗4 :m (4
2 : 22)
Isomorphism Type of G
We are given G, a transitive group on 8 letters, which is generated by
xx = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8), yy = (1, 5)(4, 8), and zz = (1, 7)(3, 5)(4, 8). We first identify the
isomorphism type of G following a similar format as Chapter 2.
> S := Sym(8);
> xx := S!(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8);
> yy := S!(1, 5)(4, 8);
> zz := S!(1, 7)(3, 5)(4, 8);




> NL := NormalLattice(G);NL;
> for i in [1..#NL] do if IsAbelian(NL[i]) then i; end if ; end for;
> NL[17];
> IsIsomorphic(NL[17], AbelianGroup(GrpPerm, [4, 4]));
true
Our group is not a direct product since |G|/|NL[17]| = 64/16 = 4 and the only normal
subgroups of order 4 are contained in NL[17]. Instead, we will check if our group is a
semi-direct product.
> q, ff := quo < G|NL[17] >;
> IsIsomorphic(q, AbelianGroup(GrpPerm, [2, 2]));
true
> H < a, b, c, d >:= Group < a, b, c, d|a4, b4, (a, b), c2, d2, (c, d), ac = a ∗ b4,
ad = a3 ∗ b4, bc = a ∗ b3, bd = a4 ∗ b3 >;




Thus our group is the semi-direct product 42 : 22. We have included more de-
tailed work in the appendix for our readers.
Suitable Subgroup, H of 42 : 22, for Induction and its sub-
group, H
Our goal is to write a monomial progenitor for our given group. When we ex-
amine our character table of G ∼= 42 : 22 we focus on faithful characters with a degree
other than 1. We find that it contains characters of both degree 2 and degree 4. Then we
aim to obtain a faithful, irreducible, monomial representation of G with degree 4. We do
so by inducing a linear character of H up to the faithful degree 4 character of G. In order
for this to occur we need a subgroup of G, H, with index 4. We find that this occurs with
the subgroup H =< (1, 7)(2, 6)(3, 5), (1, 3)(4, 8)(5, 7), (1, 5)(2, 6) >. We know that when
our groups are abelian then all of their characters are linear. However, H is not abelian,
so we do not know which characters of H are linear. Using Magma, we can examine the
character tables of 42 : 22 and its subgroup, H, to find which linear character from H
induces up to the degree 4 character of 42 : 22.





> CG := CharacterTable(G);
> C := Classes(G);
> #C;
16




> Induction(CH[2], G) eq CG[15];
true
Then the second character in H will induce up to the fifteenth character of G. However,
we need to show this by hand. Again, since H is not abelian we must find the linear
characters of H. We do so by lifting irreducible characters of the factor group H/DH,
where DH is the derived subgroup of H, up to linear characters of H.
Evaluating H/DH
Since the derived subgroup of H is the group of all of the commutators of H,
we will begin by identifying our group H/DH.
> DH := DerivedSubgroup(H);
> #DH;
2
> Commutators := g−1 ∗ h−1 ∗ g ∗ h : g, hinH;
> Set(DH) eq Set(Commutators);
true
Since DH is in fact the set of commutators, then H/DH is abelian. This means that all
of the characters in H/DH are linear. There will be the same number of linear characters
of H as |H|/|DH| = 16/2 = 8. So we can lift all 8 characters of H/DH to H. We proceed
with constructing our character table of H/DH by hand.
Character Table of H/DH
We begin by determining the number of characters in our table by looking
at the number of right cosets of DH in H. Since this number is 8, then H/DH =
{DH,DHT [2], DHT [3], DHT [4], DHT [5], DHT [6],
DHT [7], DHT [8]}. Given that H/DH is an abelian group of order 8, then it must be a
direct product of Cyclic groups. There are many options, so we will confirm the exact
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direct product using Magma.
> T := Transversal(H,DH);
> #T ;
8
> Ht := [{h ∗ T [i] : h in DH} : i in [1..#T ]];
> q, ff := quo < H|DH >;
> IsAbelian(q);
true
> IsIsomorphic(q, AbelianGroup(GrpPerm, [2, 2, 2]));
true
Since H/DH is 2× 2× 2, we will be using the square root of unity. By Euler’s Formula,
e(2∗π/2) =
cos(2 ∗ π/2) + isin(2 ∗ π/2) = cos(π) + isin(π) = −1. So 2 =< −1 >. We now write the
8 classes of H/DH using the fact that H/HD is generated by 3 elements that each have
the square root of unity.
For χ.1, a0 ∗ b0 ∗ c0 = (−1)0 ∗ (−1)0 ∗ (−1)0 = 1 ∗ 1 ∗ 1.
So for χ.1 we will use a = 1, b = 1, and c = 1.
For χ.2, a1 ∗ b0 ∗ c0 = (−1)1 ∗ (−1)0 ∗ (−1)0 = −1 ∗ 1 ∗ 1.
So for χ.2 we will use a = −1, b = 1, and c = 1.
For χ.3, a0 ∗ b1 ∗ c0 = (−1)0 ∗ (−1)1 ∗ (−1)0 = 1 ∗ −1 ∗ 1.
So for χ.3 we will use a = 1, b = −1, and c = 1.
For χ.4, a0 ∗ b0 ∗ c1 = (−1)0 ∗ (−1)0 ∗ (−1)1 = 1 ∗ 1 ∗ −1.
So for χ.4 we will use a = 1, b = 1, and c = −1.
For χ.5, a1 ∗ b1 ∗ c0 = (−1)1 ∗ (−1)1 ∗ (−1)0 = −1 ∗ −1 ∗ 1.
So for χ.5 we will use a = −1, b = −1, and c = 1.
For χ.6, a1 ∗ b0 ∗ c1 = (−1)1 ∗ (−1)0 ∗ (−1)1 = −1 ∗ 1 ∗ −1.
So for χ.6 we will use a = −1, b = 1, and c = −1.
For χ.7, a0 ∗ b1 ∗ c1 = (−1)0 ∗ (−1)1 ∗ (−1)1 = 1 ∗ −1 ∗ −1.
So for χ.7 we will use a = 1, b = −1, and c = −1.
For χ.8, a1 ∗ b1 ∗ c1 = (−1)1 ∗ (−1)1 ∗ (−1)1 = −1 ∗ −1 ∗ −1.
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So for χ.8 we will use a = −1, b = −1, and c = −1.
We now have that H/HD is generated by 3 elements, where a = T [2], b = T [3], and
c = T [4]. We need to label the rest of our classes using our transversals.
> ff(T [2]) eq q.1; ff(T [3]) eq q.2; ff(T [4]) eq q.3;
true
> for i in [1..#T ] do if T [2] ∗ T [3] in Ht[i] then i; end if ; end for;
5
> for i in [1..#T ] do if T [2] ∗ T [4] in Ht[i] then i; end if ; end for;
6
> for i in [1..#T ] do if T [3] ∗ T [4] in Ht[i] then i; end if ; end for;
7
> for i in [1..#T ] do if T [2] ∗ T [3] ∗ T [4] in Ht[i] then i; end if ; end for;
8
Thus we have our labeling as e = T [1], a = T [2], b = T [3], c = T [4], a ∗ b = T [2] ∗ T [3] =
T [5], a∗c = T [2]∗T [4] = T [6], b∗c = T [3]∗T [4] = T [7], and a∗b∗c = T [2]∗T [3]∗T [4] = T [8].
We now construct our Character Table for H/HD. Below we provide one example in de-
tail for the reader illustrating how we find a character in our character table of H/DH.
For χ.2, we have (e, a, b, c, ab, ac, bc, abc). But recall for χ.2 we will use a = −1, b = 1,
and c = 1. Thus χ.2 is (1,−1, 1, 1,−1(1),−1(1), 1(1),−1(1)(1)) which is equivalent to
(1,−1, 1, 1,−1,−1, 1,−1). Below we provide our completed character table for D/DH.
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Characters a0b0c0 a1b0c0 a0b1c0 a0b0c1 a1b1c0 a1b0c1 a0b1c1 a1b1c1
e a b c ab ac bc abc
T [1] T [2] T [3] T [4] T [5] T [6] T [7] T [8]
χ.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
χ.2 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1
χ.3 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1
χ.4 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1
χ.5 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1
χ.6 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1
χ.7 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1
χ.8 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1
Lifting Characters from H/DH to H
As we can see, all characters in D/DH are linear. We now begin lifting linear
characters of H/DH to linear characters of H. We use Magma to determine where each
of the 8 classes from H/DH lift to each of the 10 classes of H.
> D := Classes(H);
> #D;
10
> DD := [Set(Class(H,D[i][3])) : i in [1..#D]];
> for i in [1..#D] do if Ht[1] subset DD[i] then i; end if ; end for;
{}
> Ht[1];
{Id(H), (1, 5)(3, 7)}
> for i in [1..#D] do if Id(H) in DD[i] then i; end if ; end for;
1
> for i in [1..#D] do if G!(1, 5)(3, 7) in DD[i] then i; end if ; end for;
3
> for i in [1..#D] do if Ht[2] subset DD[i] then i; end if ; end for;
5
> for i in [1..#D] do if Ht[3] subset DD[i] then i; end if ; end for;
6
> for i in [1..#D] do if Ht[4] subset DD[i] then i; end if ; end for;
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7
> for i in [1..#D] do if Ht[5] subset DD[i] then i; end if ; end for;
{}
> Ht[5];
{(2, 6)(4, 8), (1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8)}
> for i in [1..#D] do if G!(2, 6)(4, 8) in DD[i] then i; end if ; end for;
4
> for i in [1..#D] do if G!(1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) in DD[i] then i; end if ;
end for;
2
> for i in [1..#D] do if Ht[6] subset DD[i] then i; end if ; end for;
9
> for i in [1..#D] do if Ht[7] subset DD[i] then i; end if ; end for;
10
> for i in [1..#D] do if Ht[8] subset DD[i] then i; end if ; end for;
8
From above, we see that the first class of D/DH lifts to the first and third class of H,
the second class of H/DH lifts to the fifth class of H, the third class of H/DH lifts to
the sixth class of H, the fourth class of H/DH lifts to the seventh class of H, the fifth
class of H/DH lifts to the second and fourth class of H, the sixth class of H/DH lifts
to the ninth class of H, the seventh class of H/DH lifts to the tenth class of H, and the
eighth class of H/DH lifts to the eighth class of H. We can now lift by hand each linear
character from H/DH to each linear character of H.
For χ.1, we lift χ[1,1,1] to χ. of H, where χ.(x) = χ[1,1,1](1) = 1 if x ∈ DH. Then
χ.(x) = χ[1,1,1](DHx).
χ.(e) = χ[1,1,1](e) = χ[1,1,1](T [1]) = 1. So the value at DD[1] is 1.
χ.((1, 5)(3, 7)) = χ[1,1,1]((1, 5)(3, 7)) = χ[1,1,1](T [1]) = 1. So the value at DD[3] is 1.
χ.(DD[5]) = χ[1,1,1](T [2]) = 1. So the value at DD[5] is 1.
χ.(DD[6]) = χ[1,1,1](T [3]) = 1. So the value at DD[6] is 1.
χ.(DD[7]) = χ[1,1,1](T [4]) = 1. So the value at DD[7] is 1.
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χ.((2, 6)(4, 8)) = χ[1,1,1]((2, 6)(4, 8)) = χ[1,1,1](T [5]) = 1. So the value at DD[4] is 1.
χ.((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) = χ[1,1,1]((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) = χ[1,1,1](T [5]) = 1. So the value
at DD[2] is 1.
χ.(DD[9]) = χ[1,1,1](T [6]) = 1. So the value at DD[9] is 1.
χ.(DD[10]) = χ[1,1,1](T [7]) = 1. So the value at DD[10] is 1.
χ.(DD[8]) = χ[1,1,1](T [8]) = 1. So the value at DD[8] is 1.
Thus χ.1 from H/DH lifts to CH[1] : (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1).
For χ.2, we lift χ[−1,1,1] to χ. of H, where χ.(x) = χ[−1,1,1](1) = 1 if x ∈ DH. Then
χ.(x) = χ[−1,1,1](DHx).
χ.(e) = χ[−1,1,1](e) = χ[−1,1,1](T [1]) = 1. So the value at DD[1] is 1.
χ.((1, 5)(3, 7)) = χ[−1,1,1]((1, 5)(3, 7)) = χ[−1,1,1](T [1]) = 1. So the value at DD[3] is 1.
χ.(DD[5]) = χ[−1,1,1](T [2]) = −1. So the value at DD[5] is -1.
χ.(DD[6]) = χ[−1,1,1](T [3]) = 1. So the value at DD[6] is 1.
χ.(DD[7]) = χ[−1,1,1](T [4]) = 1. So the value at DD[7] is 1.
χ.((2, 6)(4, 8)) = χ[−1,1,1]((2, 6)(4, 8)) = χ[−1,1,1](T [5]) = −1. So the value at DD[4] is -1.
χ.((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) = χ[−1,1,1]((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) = χ[−1,1,1](T [5]) = −1. So the
value at DD[2] is -1.
χ.(DD[9]) = χ[−1,1,1](T [6]) = −1. So the value at DD[9] is -1.
χ.(DD[10]) = χ[−1,1,1](T [7]) = 1. So the value at DD[10] is 1.
χ.(DD[8]) = χ[−1,1,1](T [8]) = −1. So the value at DD[8] is -1.
Thus χ.2 from H/DH lifts to CH[6] : (1,−1, 1,−1,−1, 1, 1,−1,−1, 1).
For χ.3, we lift χ[1,−1,1] to χ. of H, where χ.(x) = χ[1,−1,1](1) = 1 if x ∈ DH. Then
χ.(x) = χ[1,−1,1](DHx).
χ.(e) = χ[1,−1,1](e) = χ[1,−1,1](T [1]) = 1. So the value at DD[1] is 1.
χ.((1, 5)(3, 7)) = χ[1,−1,1]((1, 5)(3, 7)) = χ[1,−1,1](T [1]) = 1. So the value at DD[3] is 1.
χ.(DD[5]) = χ[1,−1,1](T [2]) = 1. So the value at DD[5] is 1.
χ.(DD[6]) = χ[1,−1,1](T [3]) = −1. So the value at DD[6] is -1.
χ.(DD[7]) = χ[1,−1,1](T [4]) = 1. So the value at DD[7] is 1.
χ.((2, 6)(4, 8)) = χ[1,−1,1]((2, 6)(4, 8)) = χ[1,−1,1](T [5]) = −1. So the value at DD[4] is -1.
χ.((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) = χ[1,−1,1]((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) = χ[1,−1,1](T [5]) = −1. So the
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value at DD[2] is -1.
χ.(DD[9]) = χ[1,−1,1](T [6]) = 1. So the value at DD[9] is 1.
χ.(DD[10]) = χ[1,−1,1](T [7]) = −1. So the value at DD[10] is -1.
χ.(DD[8]) = χ[1,−1,1](T [8]) = −1. So the value at DD[8] is -1.
Thus χ.3 from H/DH lifts to CH[3] : (1,−1, 1,−1, 1,−1, 1,−1, 1,−1).
For χ.4, we lift χ[1,1,−1] to χ. of H, where χ.(x) = χ[1,1,−1](1) = 1 if x ∈ DH. Then
χ.(x) = χ[1,1,−1](DHx).
χ.(e) = χ[1,1,−1](e) = χ[1,1,−1](T [1]) = 1. So the value at DD[1] is 1.
χ.((1, 5)(3, 7)) = χ[1,1,−1]((1, 5)(3, 7)) = χ[1,1,−1](T [1]) = 1. So the value at DD[3] is 1.
χ.(DD[5]) = χ[1,1,−1](T [2]) = 1. So the value at DD[5] is 1.
χ.(DD[6]) = χ[1,1,−1](T [3]) = 1. So the value at DD[6] is 1.
χ.(DD[7]) = χ[1,1,−1](T [4]) = −1. So the value at DD[7] is -1.
χ.((2, 6)(4, 8)) = χ[1,1,−1]((2, 6)(4, 8)) = χ[1,1,−1](T [5]) = 1. So the value at DD[4] is 1.
χ.((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) = χ[1,1,−1]((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) = χ[1,1,−1](T [5]) = 1. So the
value at DD[2] is 1.
χ.(DD[9]) = χ[1,1,−1](T [6]) = −1. So the value at DD[9] is -1.
χ.(DD[10]) = χ[1,1,−1](T [7]) = −1. So the value at DD[10] is -1.
χ.(DD[8]) = χ[1,1,−1](T [8]) = −1. So the value at DD[8] is -1.
Thus χ.4 from H/DH lifts to CH[8] : (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,−1,−1,−1,−1).
For χ.5, we lift χ[−1,−1,1] to χ. of H, where χ.(x) = χ[−1,−1,1](1) = 1 if x ∈ DH. Then
χ.(x) = χ[−1,−1,1](DHx).
χ.(e) = χ[−1,−1,1](e) = χ[−1,−1,1](T [1]) = 1. So the value at DD[1] is 1.
χ.((1, 5)(3, 7)) = χ[−1,−1,1]((1, 5)(3, 7)) = χ[−1,−1,1](T [1]) = 1. So the value at DD[3] is 1.
χ.(DD[5]) = χ[−1,−1,1](T [2]) = −1. So the value at DD[5] is -1.
χ.(DD[6]) = χ[−1,−1,1](T [3]) = −1. So the value at DD[6] is -1.
χ.(DD[7]) = χ[−1,−1,1](T [4]) = 1. So the value at DD[7] is 1.
χ.((2, 6)(4, 8)) = χ[−1,−1,1]((2, 6)(4, 8)) = χ[−1,−1,1](T [5]) = 1. So the value at DD[4] is 1.
χ.((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) = χ[−1,−1,1]((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) = χ[−1,−1,1](T [5]) = 1. So the
value at DD[2] is 1.
χ.(DD[9]) = χ[−1,−1,1](T [6]) = −1. So the value at DD[9] is -1.
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χ.(DD[10]) = χ[−1,−1,1](T [7]) = −1. So the value at DD[10] is -1.
χ.(DD[8]) = χ[−1,−1,1](T [8]) = 1. So the value at DD[8] is 1.
Thus χ.5 from H/DH lifts to CH[7] : (1, 1, 1, 1,−1,−1, 1, 1,−1,−1).
For χ.6, we lift χ[−1,1,−1] to χ. of H, where χ.(x) = χ[−1,1,−1](1) = 1 if x ∈ DH. Then
χ.(x) = χ[−1,1,−1](DHx).
χ.(e) = χ[−1,1,−1](e) = χ[−1,1,−1](T [1]) = 1. So the value at DD[1] is 1.
χ.((1, 5)(3, 7)) = χ[−1,1,−1]((1, 5)(3, 7)) = χ[−1,1,−1](T [1]) = 1. So the value at DD[3] is 1.
χ.(DD[5]) = χ[−1,1,−1](T [2]) = −1. So the value at DD[5] is -1.
χ.(DD[6]) = χ[−1,1,−1](T [3]) = 1. So the value at DD[6] is 1.
χ.(DD[7]) = χ[−1,1,−1](T [4]) = −1. So the value at DD[7] is -1.
χ.((2, 6)(4, 8)) = χ[−1,1,−1]((2, 6)(4, 8)) = χ[−1,1,−1](T [5]) = −1. So the value at DD[4] is
-1.
χ.((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) = χ[−1,1,−1]((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) = χ[−1,1,−1](T [5]) = −1. So the
value at DD[2] is -1.
χ.(DD[9]) = χ[−1,1,−1](T [6]) = −1. So the value at DD[9] is -1.
χ.(DD[10]) = χ[−1,1,−1](T [7]) = −1. So the value at DD[10] is -1.
χ.(DD[8]) = χ[−1,1,−1](T [8]) = 1. So the value at DD[8] is 1.
Thus χ.6 from H/DH lifts to CH[2] : (1,−1, 1,−1,−1, 1,−1, 1, 1,−1).
For χ.7, we lift χ[1,−1,−1] to χ. of H, where χ.(x) = χ[1,−1,−1](1) = 1 if x ∈ DH. Then
χ.(x) = χ[1,−1,−1](DHx).
χ.(e) = χ[1,−1,−1](e) = χ[1,−1,−1](T [1]) = 1. So the value at DD[1] is 1.
χ.((1, 5)(3, 7)) = χ[1,−1,−1]((1, 5)(3, 7)) = χ[1,−1,−1](T [1]) = 1. So the value at DD[3] is 1.
χ.(DD[5]) = χ[1,−1,−1](T [2]) = 1. So the value at DD[5] is 1.
χ.(DD[6]) = χ[1,−1,−1](T [3]) = −1. So the value at DD[6] is -1.
χ.(DD[7]) = χ[1,−1,−1](T [4]) = −1. So the value at DD[7] is -1.
χ.((2, 6)(4, 8)) = χ[1,−1,−1]((2, 6)(4, 8)) = χ[1,−1,−1](T [5]) = −1. So the value at DD[4] is
-1.
χ.((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) = χ[1,−1,−1]((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) = χ[1,−1,−1](T [5]) = −1. So the
value at DD[2] is -1.
χ.(DD[9]) = χ[1,−1,−1](T [6]) = −1. So the value at DD[9] is -1.
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χ.(DD[10]) = χ[1,−1,−1](T [7]) = 1. So the value at DD[10] is 1.
χ.(DD[8]) = χ[1,−1,−1](T [8]) = 1. So the value at DD[8] is 1.
Thus χ.7 from H/DH lifts to CH[5] : (1,−1, 1,−1, 1,−1,−1, 1,−1, 1).
For χ.8, we lift χ[−1,−1,−1] to χ. of H, where χ.(x) = χ[−1,−1,−1](1) = 1 if x ∈ DH. Then
χ.(x) = χ[−1,−1,−1](DHx).
χ.(e) = χ[−1,−1,−1](e) = χ[−1,−1,−1](T [1]) = 1. So the value at DD[1] is 1.
χ.((1, 5)(3, 7)) = χ[−1,−1,−1]((1, 5)(3, 7)) = χ[−1,−1,−1](T [1]) = 1. So the value at DD[3]
is 1.
χ.(DD[5]) = χ[−1,−1,−1](T [2]) = 1. So the value at DD[5] is 1.
χ.(DD[6]) = χ[−1,−1,−1](T [3]) = −1. So the value at DD[6] is -1.
χ.(DD[7]) = χ[−1,−1,−1](T [4]) = −1. So the value at DD[7] is -1.
χ.((2, 6)(4, 8)) = χ[−1,−1,−1]((2, 6)(4, 8)) = χ[−1,−1,−1](T [5]) = −1. So the value at DD[4]
is -1.
χ.((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) = χ[−1,−1,−1]((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) = χ[−1,−1,−1](T [5]) = −1. So
the value at DD[2] is -1.
χ.(DD[9]) = χ[−1,−1,−1](T [6]) = −1. So the value at DD[9] is -1.
χ.(DD[10]) = χ[−1,−1,−1](T [7]) = 1. So the value at DD[10] is 1.
χ.(DD[8]) = χ[−1,−1,−1](T [8]) = 1. So the value at DD[8] is 1.
Thus χ.8 from H/DH lifts to CH[4] : (1, 1, 1, 1,−1,−1,−1,−1, 1, 1).
Next, we use Magma to verify that χ.6 lifts to CH[2]. Before we can verify we need
to check that magma uses our same labeling for the characters of H/DH. First we will
check with just one character labeling, χ.2.
> Cq := CharacterTable(q);
#Cq;
8
> for i in [1..#Cq] do if Cq[i](ff(T [2])) eq −1 and Cq[i](ff(T [2] ∗ T [3])) eq
−1 and Cq[i](ff(T [2] ∗ T [4])) eq −1 then i; end if ; end for;
2
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Since our labeling of χ.2 matches the labeling magma uses we can check the labeling of
all the other characters.
> Cq[1], Cq[2], Cq[3], Cq[4], Cq[5], Cq[6], Cq[7], Cq[8];
> CHoDh := [[1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1], [1,−1, 1, 1,−1,−1, 1,−1], [1, 1,−1, 1,−1, 1,−1,−1],
[1,−1,−1, 1, 1,−1,−1, 1], [1, 1, 1,−1, 1,−1,−1,−1], [1,−1, 1,−1,−1, 1,−1, 1],
[1, 1,−1,−1,−1,−1, 1, 1], [1,−1,−1,−1, 1, 1, 1,−1]];
> E := ClassFunctionSpace(q);
> Cq[1] eq E!CHoDh[1]; Cq[2] eq E!CHoDh[2]; Cq[3] eq E!CHoDh[3];
Cq[4] eq E!CHoDh[4]; Cq[5] eq E!CHoDh[5]; Cq[6] eq E!CHoDh[6];
Cq[7] eq E!CHoDh[7]; Cq[8] eq E!CHoDh[8];
true
This shows that all 8 of our characters from H/DH match the labeling on Magma. Let
us now check that the sixth character from H/DH lifts to CH[2].
> for i in [1..#Cq] do if LiftCharacter(Cq[i], ff,H) eq CH[2] then i;
end if ; end for;
6
This verifies our lifting process. Now that we have lifted (by hand) each character from
H/DH to H, we can induce a linear character from H up to a faithful degree 4 character
of G. Hence, we will induce CH[2] up to CG[15].
Inducing CH[2] up to CG[15]
From the character table of 42 : 22 we can determine that the conjugacy classes
of G are:
C1 = Id(G),
C2 = (1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8),
C3 = (1, 5)(3, 7),
C4 = (1, 8)(2, 3)(4, 5)(6, 7),
C5 = (1, 5)(2, 6),
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C6 = (1, 3)(2, 4)(5, 7)(6, 8),
C7 = (1, 4)(2, 3)(5, 8)(6, 7),
C8 = (1, 3)(2, 6)(5, 7),
C9 = (1, 3, 5, 7)(2, 4, 6, 8),
C10 = (1, 3, 5, 7)(2, 8, 6, 4),
C11 = (1, 2, 5, 6)(3, 8, 7, 4),
C12 = (1, 7, 5, 3),
C13 = (1, 6, 5, 2)(3, 8, 7, 4),
C14 = (1, 5)(2, 8, 6, 4)(3, 7),
C15 = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8),
and
C16 = (1, 4, 3, 2, 5, 8, 7, 6).
We can also look at the character table of H to determine the conjugacy classes of H:
D1 = {Id(H)},
D2 = {(1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8)},
D3 = {(1, 5)(3, 7)},
D4 = {(2, 6)(4, 8)},
D5 = {(1, 7)(2, 6)(3, 5)},
D6 = {(1, 3)(4, 8)(5, 7)},
D7 = {(1, 5)(2, 6)},
D8 = {(3, 7)(4, 8)},
D9 = {(1, 3, 5, 7)},
and
D10 = {(1, 7, 5, 3)(2, 6)(4, 8)}.
From Magma, we can check which linear, nontrivial, character from H will induce up to
a character of 42 : 22.
> Induction(CH[2], G) eq CG[15];
true
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In order to ensure we have a monomial representation of 42 : 22 we will induce CH[2] up
to CG[15]. Consider the irreducible characters φ (of H) and φG (of G) given below.
Class D1 D2 D3 D4 D5
Size 1 1 1 1 2
Representative Id(H) (1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) (1, 5)(3, 7) (2, 6)(4, 8) (1, 7)(2, 6)(3, 5)
φ 1 -1 1 -1 -1
Class D6 D7 D8 D9 D10
Size 2 2 2 2 2
Representative (1, 3)(4, 8)(5, 7) (1, 5)(2, 6) (3, 7)(4, 8) (1, 3, 5, 7) (1, 7, 5, 3)(2, 6)(4, 8)
φ 1 -1 1 1 -1
Class C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
Size (hα) 1 1 2 4 4
Representative Id(G) (1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) (1, 5)(3, 7) (1, 8)(2, 3)(4, 5)(6, 7) (1, 5)(2, 6)
φG 4 -4 0 0 0
Class C6 C7 C8
Size (hα) 4 4 8
Representative (1, 3)(2, 4)(5, 7)(6, 8) (1, 4)(2, 3)(5, 8)(6, 7) (1, 3)(2, 6)(5, 7)
φG 0 0 0
Class C9 C10 C11 C12
Size (hα) 2 2 4 4
Representative (1, 3, 5, 7)(2, 4, 6, 8) (1, 3, 5, 7)(2, 8, 6, 4) (1, 2, 5, 6)(3, 8, 7, 4) (1, 7, 5, 3)
φG 0 0 0 2
Class C13 C14 C15
Size (hα) 4 4 8
Representative (1, 6, 5, 2)(3, 8, 7, 4) (1, 5)(2, 8, 6, 4)(3, 7) (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)
φG 0 -2 0
Class C16
Size (hα) 8
Representative (1, 4, 3, 2, 5, 8, 7, 6)
φG 0
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2(2φ(1, 7)(2, 6)(3, 5) + 2φ(1, 3)(4, 8)(5, 7)) =
1





w∈H∩C9 φ(w) = 2
∑
w∈{} φ(w).





w∈H∩C10 φ(w) = 2
∑
w∈{} φ(w).






















































Thus CH[2] ↑GH= CG[15]. We have verified that our group does have an irreducible
monomial representation, we will now find what that representation is.
Faithful Irreducible Monomial Representation of 42 : 22
Next, we will find an irreducible monomial representation of 42 : 22. From
Magma, we can find the transversals of G and H. Note that the number of transversals
equals the order of G divided by the order of H. Below is the code:
> T := Transversal(G,H);
> T ;
{Id(G), (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8), (1, 3, 5, 7)(2, 4, 6, 8), (1, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2)}
So G = He ∪ H(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) ∪ H(1, 3, 5, 7)(2, 4, 6, 8) ∪ H(1, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2). Let
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φ((1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)) φ(e) φ((1, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2)) φ((1, 3, 5, 7)(2, 4, 6, 8))
φ((1, 3, 5, 7)(2, 4, 6, 8)) φ((1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)) φ(e) φ((1, 4, 7, 2, 5, 8, 3, 6))
φ((1, 4, 7, 2, 5, 8, 3, 6)) φ((1, 3, 5, 7)(2, 4, 6, 8)) φ((1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)) φ((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8))




0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
1 0 0 0
.









































φ((1, 5)(4, 8)) φ((1, 4, 7, 6, 5, 8, 3, 2)) φ((1, 3)(2, 8)(4, 6)(5, 7)) φ((1, 6, 7, 8, 5, 2, 3, 4))
φ((1, 2, 3, 8, 5, 6, 7, 4)) φ((3, 7)(4, 8)) φ((1, 8, 3, 6, 5, 4, 7, 2)) φ((1, 3)(2, 4)(5, 7)(6, 8))
φ((1, 3)(2, 8)(4, 6)(5, 7)) φ((1, 2, 7, 4, 5, 6, 3, 8)) φ((2, 6)(3, 7)) φ((1, 4, 7, 6, 5, 8, 3, 2))




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0











































φ((1, 7)(3, 5)(4, 8)) φ((1, 6, 5, 2)(3, 4, 7, 8)) φ((1, 5)(2, 8)(4, 6)) φ((1, 8, 5, 4)(2, 3, 6, 7))
φ((1, 2, 5, 6)(3, 8, 7, 4)) φ((2, 4)(3, 7)(6, 8)) φ((1, 8, 5, 4)(2, 3, 6, 7)) φ((1, 3)(2, 6)(5, 7))
φ((1, 5)(2, 8)(4, 6)) φ((1, 4, 5, 8)(2, 7, 6, 3)) φ((1, 3)(2, 6)(5, 7)) φ((1, 6, 5, 2)(3, 4, 7, 8))





1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 0

Let us now verify if this representation is faithful.
> C := CyclotomicF ield(2);
> GG := GL(4, C);
> A := [0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,−1, 1, 0, 0, 0];
> B := [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0,−1];
> CC := [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−1, 0, 0,−1, 0, 0,−1, 0, 0];
> IsIsomorphic(G, sub < GG|GG!A,GG!B,GG!CC >);
true
Hence < A(xx), A(yy), A(zz) > is a faithful monomial representation of 42 : 22. We note
that all three matrices are monomial since each matrix has at least one nonzero entry
that is not 1.
Permutation Representation of the Monomial Representa-
tion of 42 : 22
We find a monomial progenitor of 42 : 22 by using both the field order and the
degree of representation. Since ω is the primitive square root of unity, we need to find
the smallest finite field that has square roots of unity. This will be a cyclic group of order
p−1 where 2|p−1. So the field is Z3. Since the dimension of A(xx), A(yy), and A(zz) is
4, then the degree of representation is 4. Thus the monomial progenitor is 3∗4 :m (4
2 : 22).
From the progenitor we will have 4 t’s of order 3. This means our permutations will be
on 8 letters. We will use the matrices we created in order to label the automorphisms of
tis. Note that since we are in field 3, −1 = 2 (mod 3).
In A(xx), we have a12 = 1, a23 = 1, a34 = −1 = 2, and a41 = 1. Therefore t1 → t2,
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t2 → t3, t3 → t24, and t4 → t1. Let us now determine where each letter is sent to write
A(xx) as a permutation.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8



















2 3 8 1 6 7 4 5
Thus A(xx) = (1, 2, 3, 8, 5, 6, 7, 4).
In A(yy) we have a11 = 1, a22 = 1, a33 = −1 = 2, and a44 = −1 = 2. Therefore t1 → t1,
t2 → t2, t3 → t23, and t4 → t24. Let us now determine where each letter is sent to write
A(yy) as a permutation.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8



















1 2 7 8 5 6 3 4
Thus A(yy) = (3, 7)(4, 8).
In A(zz) we have a11 = 1, a24 = −1 = 2, a33 = −1 = 2, and a42 = −1 = 2. Therefore
t1 → t1, t2 → t24, t3 → t23, and t4 → t22. Let us now determine where each letter is sent to
write A(zz) as a permutation.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8


















1 t4 t3 t2
1 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
Thus A(zz) = (2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 6).
We need to verify that this representation is faithful.
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> S := Sym(8);
> Aper := S!(1, 2, 3, 8, 5, 6, 7, 4);
> Bper := S!(3, 7)(4, 8);
> Cper := S!(2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 6);
> IsIsomorphic(sub < S|Aper,Bper, Cper >,
sub < GG|GG!A,GG!B,GG!CC >);
true
Hence < (1, 2, 3, 8, 5, 6, 7, 4), (3, 7)(4, 8), (2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 6) > is a faithful permutation rep-
resentation of the monomial progenitor 3∗4 :m (4
2 : 22).
Symmetric Presentation of the Monomial Progenitor 3∗4 :m
(42 : 22)
We can find the presentation of the monomial progenitor 3∗4 :m (4
2 : 22) using
the following Magma code:
> S := Sym(8);
> xx := S!(1, 2, 3, 8, 5, 6, 7, 4);
> yy := S!(3, 7)(4, 8);
> zz := S!(2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 6);
> G := sub < S|xx, yy, zz >;
> #G;
> FPGroup(G);
So a presentation of the monomial progenitor 3∗4 :m (4
2 : 22) is < x, y, z|y2, z2, z ∗x3 ∗ z ∗
x−1, (x ∗ y ∗ x)2, z ∗ x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ z ∗ y, (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ y)2 >.
We need to find the Normalizer < t >= {t, t2} in N . This is equivalent to finding the
Stabilizer of {1, 5} in N , denoted N ({1,5}). So we have N ({1,5}) =< zz, xx ∗ zz ∗ xx, yy >,
where zz = (2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 6), xx ∗ zz ∗ xx = (1, 5)(2, 4)(6, 8), and yy = (3, 7)(4, 8). There-
fore, t commutes with zz, xx ∗ zz ∗ xx, and yy. We must now determine which power of
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t1 each generator of N
({1,5}) sends t1 to. We note 1
zz = 1, 1xx∗zz∗xx = 5, and 1yy = 1.
From our labeling of ts, 1xx∗zz∗xx = 5 gives us 1xx∗zz∗xx = 12.
Thus, our presentation is < x, y, z, t|y2, z2, z ∗ x3 ∗ z ∗ x−1, (x ∗ y ∗ x)2, z ∗ x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗
z ∗ y, (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ y)2, t3, tz = t, tx∗z∗x = t2, ty = t >. This progenitor is of infinite or-
der, so if we want to produce finite homomorphic images we need to factor it by relations.
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4.5 Monomial Progenitor 7∗5 :m (2× A5)
Isomorphism Type of G
We are given G, a transitive group on 30 letters, which is generated by
xx = (1, 21, 26, 20, 3, 2, 22, 25, 19, 4)(5, 27, 29, 7, 11, 6, 28, 30, 8, 12)
(9, 17, 16, 13, 24, 10, 18, 15, 14, 23) and
yy = (1, 25, 5, 2, 26, 6)(3, 18, 8, 4, 17, 7)(9, 19, 30, 10, 20, 29)(11, 27, 13, 12, 28, 14)
(15, 24, 22, 16, 23, 21). In Chapter 2 we showed how to find the isomorphism types of
several groups. We proceed similarly by evaluating the composition factors and normal
lattice of G using the Magma codes below:
> S := Sym(30);
> xx := S!(1, 21, 26, 20, 3, 2, 22, 25, 19, 4)(5, 27, 29, 7, 11, 6, 28, 30, 8, 12)
(9, 17, 16, 13, 24, 10, 18, 15, 14, 23);
> yy := S!(1, 25, 5, 2, 26, 6)(3, 18, 8, 4, 17, 7)(9, 19, 30, 10, 20, 29)
(11, 27, 13, 12, 28, 14)(15, 24, 22, 16, 23, 21);





We speculate that G will be a direct product of 2 × A5 since |G| = 120 and there are 2
normal subgroups of G, one of order 60 and one of order 2, which are not contained in
each other. We can verify on Magma, as shown below:
> IsIsomorphic(G,DirectProduct(CyclicGroup(2), Alt(5)));
true
Thus G is the direct product 2×A5. We now aim to find a faithful irreducible monomial
representation of G.
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Faithful Irreducible Monomial Representation of 2× A5
From Magma we can verify that 2 × A5 has an irreducible monomial represen-
tation of degree 5, as shown below:
> H := sub < G|(1, 27, 29, 2, 28, 30)(3, 7, 17, 4, 8, 18)(5, 21, 13, 6, 22, 14)
(9, 11, 24, 10, 12, 23)(15, 25, 19, 16, 26, 20), (1, 24, 3, 2, 23, 4)(5, 14, 22, 6, 13, 21)
(7, 11, 25, 8, 12, 26)(9, 29, 20, 10, 30, 19)(15, 27, 17, 16, 28, 18) >;
> #H;
24
> CG := CharacterTable(G);
> CH := CharacterTable(H);
> CH[4];
(1,−1, 1,−1, zeta(3)3,−zeta(3)3 − 1, zeta(3)3 + 1,−zeta(3)3)
> CG[10];
(5,−5,−1, 1,−1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)
> Induction(CH[4], G) eq CG[10];
true
Since CG[10] is a faithful character with degree 5 and Index(G,H)=5, with CH[4] ↑GH
CG[10], then (2 × A5) has a faithful irreducible monomial representation. We now find
that representation by first finding the transversals of G and H. Note that the number of
transversals equals the order of G divided by the order of H. Below is the code:
> 120/24;
5
> T := Transversal(G,H);
> T ;
So G = He ∪
H(1, 6, 26, 2, 5, 25)(3, 7, 17, 4, 8, 18)(9, 29, 20, 10, 30, 19)(11, 14, 28, 12, 13, 27)(15, 21, 23, 16, 22, 24)∪
H(1, 8, 23, 10, 5)(2, 7, 24, 9, 6)(3, 28, 29, 22, 15)(4, 27, 30, 21, 16)(11, 17, 26, 19, 13)(12, 18, 25, 20, 14)∪
H(1, 28, 5, 19, 17)(2, 27, 6, 20, 18)(3, 11, 23, 13, 29)(4, 12, 24, 14, 30)(7, 16, 25, 21, 9)(8, 15, 26, 22, 10)∪
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H(1, 30)(2, 29)(3, 6)(4, 5)(7, 13)(8, 14)(9, 11)(10, 12)(15, 20)(16, 19)(17, 21)(18, 22)(23, 24)(25, 26)
(27, 28). Let t1 = e,
t2 = (1, 6, 26, 2, 5, 25)(3, 7, 17, 4, 8, 18)(9, 29, 20, 10, 30, 19)(11, 14, 28, 12, 13, 27)(15, 21, 23, 16, 22, 24),
t3 = (1, 8, 23, 10, 5)(2, 7, 24, 9, 6)(3, 28, 29, 22, 15)(4, 27, 30, 21, 16)(11, 17, 26, 19, 13)(12, 18, 25, 20, 14),
t4 = (1, 28, 5, 19, 17)(2, 27, 6, 20, 18)(3, 11, 23, 13, 29)(4, 12, 24, 14, 30)(7, 16, 25, 21, 9)(8, 15, 26, 22, 10),
and
t5 = (1, 30)(2, 29)(3, 6)(4, 5)(7, 13)(8, 14)(9, 11)(10, 12)(15, 20)(16, 19)(17, 21)(18, 22)(23, 24)























































































































Simplifying we getA(xx) =

0 ω 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
ω + 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1




0 0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −ω 0
0 0 0 0 ω + 1

.
Let us now verify if this representation is faithful. We will use Cyclotomic Field 3 since
we have a cube root of unity and replace every ω with C.1
> C := CyclotomicF ield(3);
> GG := GL(#T,C);
> A := [0, C.1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, C.1 + 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0];
> B := [0, 0,−1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−C.1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, C.1 + 1];
> IsIsomorphic(G, sub < GG|GG!A,GG!B >);
true
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Hence < A(xx), A(yy) > is a faithful monomial representation of G.
Permutation Representation of the Monomial Representa-
tion of 2× A5
We first need to find a monomial progenitor of 2 × A5 by using both the field
order and the degree of representation. Since ω is the primitive cube root of unity, we
need to find the smallest finite field that has cube roots of unity. This will be a cyclic
group of order p− 1 where 3|p− 1. So the field will be Z7. Since the dimension of A(xx)
and A(yy) is 5, then the degree of representation is 5. So the monomial progenitor will
be of the form 7∗5 :m G. We have already found the isomorphism type of G to be 2×A5.
Thus our monomial progenitor can also be written as 7∗5 :m (2×A5). From the progeni-
tor we will have 5 ts of order 7. This means our permutations will be on 30 letters. We
will first note a couple of facts about the cube root of unity that we will use to write the
permutations of A(xx) and A(yy).
Note:
(1) ω = 2 and ω2 = 4
Since ω is the primitive cube root of 1, ω3 = 1. So ω × ω2 = 1→ ω2 = ω−1. Thus ω and
ω2 are inverses of each other. In the field 7, 2 × 4 = 1 → 2 = 4−1. So 2 and 4 are also
inverses. But |2| = 3, so ω = 2 and ω2 = 4.
(2) ω2 = −ω − 1
Since ω is the primitive cube root of 1, ω3 = 1. So ω3− 1 = 0→ (ω− 1)(ω2 +ω+ 1) = 0.
Then ω2 + ω + 1 = 0→ ω2 = −ω − 1.
In A(xx) =, we have a12 = ω = 2, a24 = 1, a31 = ω + 1 = 2 + 1 = 3, a45 = 1 a53 = 1.
Therefore t1 → t22, t2 → t4, t3 → t31, t4 → t5, t5 → t3. Let us now determine where each
letter is sent to write A(xx) as a permutation.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
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2 19 21 20 18 12 24 1 25 23 22 29 16 30 28
Thus A(xx) = (1, 7, 9, 10, 8, 26, 22, 24, 25, 23)(2, 4, 5, 3, 11, 27, 29, 30, 28, 16)
(6, 17, 19, 20, 18, 21, 12, 14, 15, 13).
Similarly, in A(yy) we have a13 = −1 = 6 (mod 7), a21 = 1, a32 = 1, a44 = −ω = ω2+1 =
4 + 1 = 5, a55 = ω + 1 = 2 + 1 = 3. Therefore t1 → t63, t2 → t1, t3 → t2, t4 → t54, t5 → t35.
Let us now determine where each letter is sent to write A(yy) as a permutation.
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13 16 17 29 25 8 21 22 19 5 3 26 27 9 20
Thus A(yy) = (1, 28, 27, 26, 3, 2)(4, 24, 19, 29, 9, 14)(5, 15, 10, 30, 20, 25)(6, 23, 22, 21, 8, 7)
(11, 18, 17, 16, 13, 12).
We need to verify that this representation is faithful.
> S := Sym(30);
> Aperm := S!(1, 7, 9, 10, 8, 26, 22, 24, 25, 23)(2, 4, 5, 3, 11, 27, 29, 30, 28, 16)
(6, 17, 19, 20, 18, 21, 12, 14, 15, 13);
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> Bperm := S!(1, 28, 27, 26, 3, 2)(4, 24, 19, 29, 9, 14)(5, 15, 10, 30, 20, 25)
(6, 23, 22, 21, 8, 7)(11, 18, 17, 16, 13, 12);
> IsIsomorphic(sub < S|Aperm,Bperm >, sub < GG|GG!A,GG!B >);
true
Hence < Aperm,Bperm > is a faithful permutation representation of the monomial
representation of G.
Symmetric Presentation of the Monomial Progenitor of 7∗5 :m
(2× A5)
We now write the presentation of our monomial progenitor. We do so by in-
cluding the presentation of our control group, the order of our ts, and the Normalizer of
< t >. First, let us check that our permutation representation is isomorphic 2×A5.
> S := Sym(30);
> xx := S!(1, 7, 9, 10, 8, 26, 22, 24, 25, 23)(2, 4, 5, 3, 11, 27, 29, 30, 28, 16)
(6, 17, 19, 20, 18, 21, 12, 14, 15, 13);
> yy := S!(1, 28, 27, 26, 3, 2)(4, 24, 19, 29, 9, 14)(5, 15, 10, 30, 20, 25)(6, 23, 22, 21, 8, 7)
(11, 18, 17, 16, 13, 12);






Then the presentation will be of the form < y6, (x∗y−1∗x)2, (y−1∗x−1)3, x−4∗y3∗x−1 >.
We need to find the Normalizer of < t >=< t1 >= {t1, t21, t31, t41, t51, t61}. From our labeling
we know t1 = 1, t
2
1 = 6, t
3
1 = 11, t
4
1 = 16, t
5
1 = 21, and t
6
1 = 26. Then to find the
Normalizer of < t > we can find the Stabilizer of {1, 6, 11, 16, 21, 26}.
> Stabilizer(N, {1, 6, 11, 16, 21, 26});
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We find where 1 is sent in all of the stabilizer elements.
Since 1yy∗xx
2∗yy = 1, then we include in our presentation ty∗x
2∗y = t.
Similarly, 1xx∗yy
2∗xx = 1, 1yy
−1∗xx−1 = 16, and 1xx∗yy
−1∗xx = 26. So we also include
tx∗y
2∗x = t, ty
−1∗x−1 = t4, and tx∗y
−1∗x = t6 in our presentation.
Now our presentation is < x, y, t|y6, (x∗ y−1 ∗x)2, (y−1 ∗x−1)3, x−4 ∗ y3 ∗x−1, t7, ty∗x2∗y =
t, tx∗y
2∗x = t, ty
−1∗x−1 = t4, tx∗y
−1∗x = t6 >.
In order to ensure our presentation of the Monomial Progenitor is correct, we can imple-
ment Grindstaff’s Lemma, where we force each t to commute.
> G1 := Stabiliser(G, 1);
> Orbits(G1);
We must now find the permutations in 2 × A5 that takes 1 to 2, 11, 12, 15, 16, 3, 4,
















Thus J < x, y, t >=< x, y, t|y6, (x ∗ y−1 ∗ x)2, (y−1 ∗ x−1)3, x−4 ∗ y3 ∗ x−1, t7, ty∗x2∗y =
t, tx∗y
2∗x = t, ty
−1∗x−1 = t4, tx∗y
















Here, the index is equal to 75 and the order is 75 × 120 = 2, 016, 840.
Thus < x, y, t|y6, (x ∗ y−1 ∗ x)2, (y−1 ∗ x−1)3, x−4 ∗ y3 ∗ x−1, t7, ty∗x2∗y = t, tx∗y2∗x =
t, ty
−1∗x−1 = t4, tx∗y
−1∗x = t6 > is the monomial progenitor 7∗8 :m (2 × A5). However,
this progenitor is of infinite order so we need to factor it by first order relations in order
to obtain finite homomorphic images.
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4.6 Monomial Progenitor 5∗6 :m S5
Isomorphism Type of G
We are given G, a transitive group on 30 letters, which is generated by
xx = (1, 9, 13, 3, 5)(2, 10, 14, 4, 6)(7, 22, 25, 15, 18)(8, 21, 26, 16, 17)(11, 28, 23, 20, 30)
(12, 27, 24, 19, 29) and yy = (1, 14, 17, 12)(2, 13, 18, 11)(3, 24, 8, 10)(4, 23, 7, 9)(5, 25)(6, 26)
(15, 30, 19, 21)(16, 29, 20, 22)(27, 28). In Chapter 2 we showed how to find the isomorphism
types of several groups. We proceed similarly by evaluating the composition factors and
normal lattice of G using the Magma codes below:
> S := Sym(30);
> xx := S!(1, 9, 13, 3, 5)(2, 10, 14, 4, 6)(7, 22, 25, 15, 18)(8, 21, 26, 16, 17)
(11, 28, 23, 20, 30)(12, 27, 24, 19, 29);
> yy := S!(1, 14, 17, 12)(2, 13, 18, 11)(3, 24, 8, 10)(4, 23, 7, 9)(5, 25)(6, 26)
(15, 30, 19, 21)(16, 29, 20, 22)(27, 28);






Thus G is S5. We now aim to find a faithful irreducible monomial representation of G.
Faithful Irreducible Monomial Representation of S5
From Magma we can verify that S5 has an irreducible monomial representation
of degree 6, as shown below:
> H := sub < G|(1, 13)(2, 14)(3, 5)(4, 6)(7, 15)(8, 16)(11, 28)(12, 27)(21, 26)
(22, 25)(23, 30)(24, 29), (1, 12, 5, 19)(2, 11, 6, 20)(3, 27, 9, 24)(4, 28, 10, 23)(7, 8)




> CG := CharacterTable(G);
> CH := CharacterTable(H);
> Induction(CH[3], G) eq CG[7];
Since CG[7] is a faithful character with degree 6 and Index(G,H)=6 with CH[3] ↑GH
CG[7], then S5 has a faithful irreducible monomial representation. We now find that
representation by first finding the transversals of G and H. Note that the number of
transversals equals the order of G divided by the order of H. Below is the code:
> 120/20;
6
> T := Transversal(G,H);
> T ;
So G = He ∪
H(1, 14, 17, 12)(2, 13, 18, 11)(3, 24, 8, 10)(4, 23, 7, 9)(5, 25)(6, 26)(15, 30, 19, 21)
(16, 29, 20, 22)(27, 28) ∪H(1, 4, 20, 25)(2, 3, 19, 26)(5, 15, 11, 10)(6, 16, 12, 9)(7, 13)(8, 14)
(17, 27, 23, 22)(18, 28, 24, 21)(29, 30) ∪H(1, 17)(2, 18)(3, 8)(4, 7)(9, 23)(10, 24)(11, 13)
(12, 14)(15, 19)(16, 20)(21, 30)(22, 29) ∪H(1, 29, 26, 4)(2, 30, 25, 3)(5, 22, 23, 14)
(6, 21, 24, 13)(7, 28, 12, 16)(8, 27, 11, 15)(9, 18)(10, 17)(19, 20)∪H(1, 12, 17, 14)(2, 11, 18, 13)
(3, 10, 8, 24)(4, 9, 7, 23)(5, 25)(6, 26)(15, 21, 19, 30)(16, 22, 20, 29)(27, 28). Let t1 = e,
t2 = (1, 14, 17, 12)(2, 13, 18, 11)(3, 24, 8, 10)(4, 23, 7, 9)(5, 25)(6, 26)(15, 30, 19, 21)
(16, 29, 20, 22)(27, 28),
t3 = (1, 4, 20, 25)(2, 3, 19, 26)(5, 15, 11, 10)(6, 16, 12, 9)(7, 13)(8, 14)(17, 27, 23, 22)
(18, 28, 24, 21)(29, 30),
t4 = (1, 17)(2, 18)(3, 8)(4, 7)(9, 23)(10, 24)(11, 13)(12, 14)(15, 19)(16, 20)(21, 30)(22, 29),
t5 = (1, 29, 26, 4)(2, 30, 25, 3)(5, 22, 23, 14)(6, 21, 24, 13)(7, 28, 12, 16)(8, 27, 11, 15)(9, 18)
(10, 17)(19, 20), and
t6 = (1, 12, 17, 14)(2, 11, 18, 13)(3, 10, 8, 24)(4, 9, 7, 23)(5, 25)(6, 26)(15, 21, 19, 30)






































































































































































Simplifying we getA(xx) =

0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0




0 0 i 0 0 0
0 i 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −i 0
0 0 0 −i 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1
−1 0 0 0 0 0

,
where i is the fourth root of unity. Let us now verify if this representation is faithful. We
will use Cyclotomic Field 3 since we have a cube root of unity and replace every ω with C.1
> C := CyclotomicF ield(4);
> GG := GL(#T,C);
> A := [0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 1];
> B := [0, 0, C.1, 0, 0, 0, 0, C.1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−C.1, 0, 0, 0, 0,−C.1, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0,−1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0];
> IsIsomorphic(G, sub < GG|GG!A,GG!B >);
true
Hence < A(xx), A(yy) > is a faithful monomial representation of S5.
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Permutation Representation of the Monomial Representa-
tion of S5
We first need to find a monomial progenitor of G by using both the field order
and the degree of representation. Since i is the primitive fourth root of unity, we need
to find the smallest finite field that has fourth roots of unity. This will be a cyclic group
of order p − 1 where 4|p − 1. So the field will be Z5. Since the dimension of A(xx) and
A(yy) is 6, then the degree of representation is 6. Then the monomial progenitor is of
the form 5∗6 :m G. We have already found the isomorphism type of G to be S5. Thus
our monomial progenitor can also be written as 5∗6 :m (S5). From the progenitor we will
have 6 t’s of order 5. This means our permutations will be on 24 letters. We will note a
fact about the fourth root of unity that we will use to write the permutations of A(xx)
and A(yy).
Note:
(1) i = 2 and i3 = 3
Since i is the primitive fourth root of 1, i4 = 1. So i × i3 = 1 → i3 = i−1. Thus i and
i3 are inverses of each other. In the field 5, 2 × 3 = 1 → 2 = 3−1. So 2 and 3 are also
inverses. But |2| = 4, so i = 2 and i3 = 3.





a53 = 1, and
a66 = 1.
Therefore t1 → t2, t2 → t4, t3 → t1, t4 → t5, t5 → t3, and t6 → t6. Let us now determine
where each letter is sent to write A(xx) as a permutation.
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Thus A(xx) = (1, 2, 4, 5, 3)(7, 8, 10, 11, 9)(13, 14, 16, 17, 15)(19, 20, 22, 23, 21).
Similarly, in A(yy) we have a13 = i = 2,
a22 = i = 2,
a35 = −i = −2 = 3 (mod 5),
a44 = −i = −2 = 3 (mod 5),
a56 = −1 = 4 (mod 5), and
a61 = −1 = 4 (mod 5).
Therefore t1 → t23, t2 → t22, t3 → t35, t4 → t34, t5 → t46, and t6 → t41. Let us now determine
where each letter is sent to write A(yy) as a permutation.
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3 2 23 22 12 7 15 14 11 10 6 1
ThusA(yy) = (1, 9, 5, 24)(2, 8, 20, 14)(3, 17, 12, 13)(4, 16, 22, 10)(6, 19, 15, 23)(7, 21, 11, 18).
We need to verify that this representation is faithful.
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> S := Sym(24);
> Aperm := S!(1, 2, 4, 5, 3)(7, 8, 10, 11, 9)(13, 14, 16, 17, 15)(19, 20, 22, 23, 21);
> Bperm := S!(1, 9, 5, 24)(2, 8, 20, 14)(3, 17, 12, 13)(4, 16, 22, 10)(6, 19, 15, 23)
(7, 21, 11, 18);
> IsIsomorphic(sub < S|Aperm,Bperm >, sub < GG|GG!A,GG!B >);
true
Hence < Aperm,Bperm > is a faithful permutation representation of the monomial
representation of G.
Symmetric Presentation of the Monomial Progenitor of S5
We now write the symmetric presentation of our monomial progenitor. We do so
by including the presentation of our control group, the order of our ts, and the Normalizer
of < t >. First, let us verify that our permutation representation is isomorphic S5.
> S := Sym(24);
> xx := S!(1, 2, 4, 5, 3)(7, 8, 10, 11, 9)(13, 14, 16, 17, 15)(19, 20, 22, 23, 21);
> yy := S!(1, 9, 5, 24)(2, 8, 20, 14)(3, 17, 12, 13)(4, 16, 22, 10)(6, 19, 15, 23)
(7, 21, 11, 18);






Then the presentation will be of the form < x5, y4, (x ∗ y−1 ∗ x)2, y−1 ∗ x−1 ∗ y−2 ∗ x−1 ∗
y2 ∗ x−1 ∗ y−1 >. We need to find the Normalizer of < t >=< t1 >= {t1, t21, t31, t41}. From
our labeling we know t1 = 1, t
2
1 = 7, t
3
1 = 13, and t
4
1 = 19. Then to find the Normalizer
of < t > we can find the Stabilizer of {1, 7, 13, 19}.
> Stabilizer(N, {1, 7, 13, 19});
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We find where 1 is sent in all of the stabilizer elements. Since 1yy
−1∗xx−1∗yy = 1,
then we will include in our presentation ty
−1∗x−1∗y = t. Similarly, 1xx
−1∗yy−1 = 13,
so we will also include tx
−1∗y−1 = t3 in our presentation. Now our presentation is
< x, y, t|x5, y4, (x ∗ y−1 ∗ x)2, y−1 ∗ x−1 ∗ y−2 ∗ x−1 ∗ y2 ∗ x−1 ∗ y−1 >, t5, ty−1∗x−1∗y =
t, tx
−1∗y−1 = t3 >.
In order to ensure our presentation of the Monomial Progenitor is correct, we implement
Grindstaff’s Lemma, where we force each t to commute.
> G1 := Stabiliser(G, 1);
> Orbits(G1);
We must now find the permutations in S5 that take 1 to 2, 15, 16, 23, 24, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, and
















Thus < x, y, t|x5, y4, (x ∗ y−1 ∗x)2, y−1 ∗x−1 ∗ y−2 ∗x−1 ∗ y2 ∗x−1 ∗ y−1 >, t5, ty−1∗x−1∗y =
t, tx




), (t, tx∗y), (t, tx
−2
), (t, tx









Here, the index is equal to 56 and the order is 57 × 120 = 1, 875, 000.
Thus < x, y, t|x5, y4, (x ∗ y−1 ∗x)2, y−1 ∗x−1 ∗ y−2 ∗x−1 ∗ y2 ∗x−1 ∗ y−1 >, t5, ty−1∗x−1∗y =
t, tx
−1∗y−1 = t3 > is the monomial progenitor 5∗6 :m S5. However, this progenitor is of
infinite order so we need to factor it by relations in order to obtain finite homomorphic
images.
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4.7 Images of Monomial Progenitor 3∗3 :m (2
3 : 3)
List of Images
In Section 4.2 we created the progenitor 3∗3 :m (2
3 : 3) by factoring by first order
relations and let it run in the background of Magma. We have gone through the outputs
and listed each image that has a unique order greater than the order of our control group.
Recall that our control group is a transitive group on 6 letters, generated by xx = (3, 6)
and yy = (1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6), where xx ∼ x, yy ∼ y, and t ∼ t1. So the order is 24. The
progenitor and images are listed below.
Progenitor of 3∗3 :m (2













Image # a b c d e f g h i j #G Rough Shape
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 648 33 : (2×A4)
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 5040 S7
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 117600 PSL(2, 49) : 2
Table 4.1: Images of Progenitor 3∗3 :m (2
3 : 3)
Checking Each Image
We evaluate each image of the progenitor 3∗3 :m (2
3 : 3). We desire images that
are both faithful and whose number of subgroups generated by x and y is equal to the
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order of the control group. Once these conditions are met we focus on the composition
factors to find the rough shape of the images. We attempt to find images that, to our
knowledge, have yet to be discovered. Let us begin.











































/* Then G1 ~ 3^3:(2 x A4) */


























/* Then G1 ~ S7 */

































/* Then G1 ~ PSL(2,49):2 */
We have found three images of the progenitor 3∗3 : (23 : 3) that are both faithful and
have |sub < G|x, y > | = |23 : 3| = 24. Magma will continue to produce images so we can
always check again at a later time for any new images that satisfy our desired result.
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4.8 Images of Monomial Progenitors 7∗8 :m (PSL(2, 7) : 2)
and 3∗4 :m (4
2 : 22)
We have run our monomial progenitors 7∗8 :m (PSL(2, 7) : 2) and 3
∗4 :m (4
2 :
22), factored by first order relations, in the background of Magma. However, we have
yet to find any images that have an order greater than the order of each distinct control
group. We will continue running these progenitors in the background and check at a later
time to see if we have any useful homomorphic images.
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4.9 Images of Monomial Progenitor 5∗6 :m S5
List of Images
In Section 4.6 we created the progenitor 5∗6 :m S5 by factoring by first order
relations and let it run in the background of Magma. We have gone through the outputs
and listed each image that has a unique order greater than the order of its control group.
Recall that our control group is a transitive group on 30 letters, generated by xx =
(1, 9, 13, 3, 5)(2, 10, 14, 4, 6)(7, 22, 25, 15, 18)(8, 21, 26, 16, 17)(11, 28, 23, 20, 30)
(12, 27, 24, 19, 29) and yy = (1, 14, 17, 12)(2, 13, 18, 11)(3, 24, 8, 10)(4, 23, 7, 9)(5, 25)(6, 26)
(15, 30, 19, 21)(16, 29, 20, 22)(27, 28), where xx ∼ x, yy ∼ y, and t ∼ t1. So the order is
120. The progenitor and images are listed below.














Image # a b c d e f g h i j #G Rough Shape
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 7200 A5 : S5
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 7800 PSL(2, 25)
3 0 0 0 0 0 5 10 0 6 0 1843200 28 : (A5 : S5)
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 5 0 0 29491200 212 : (A5 : S5)
Table 4.2: Images of Progenitor 5∗6 :m S5
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Checking Each Image
We evaluate each image of the progenitor 5∗6 :m S5. We desire images that are
faithful and whose number of subgroups generated by x and y is equal to the order of
the control group. Once these conditions are met we focus on the composition factors to
find the rough shape of the images. We attempt to find images that, to our knowledge,
have yet to be discovered. Let us begin.




































/* Then G1 ~ A5:S5 */
























/* Then G1 ~ PSL(2,25) */




























































/* Then G1 ~ 2^8:(A5:S5) */


































































/* Then G1 ~ 2^12:(A5:S5) */
We have found four images of the progenitor 5∗6 :m S5 that are both faithful and have
|sub < G|x, y > | = |S5| = 120. Magma will continue to produce images so we can always
check again at a later time for any new images that satisfy our desired result.
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Chapter 5
Constructions of Finite Groups
5.1 Relevant Definitions and Theorems
In this chapter we construct several groups through our technique of double coset enu-
meration. We examine several faithful images produced from the progenitor 2∗24 : (2•S4).
In the chapter that follows we construct our groups over maximal subgroups as well, since
their index is too large. We describe the technique for double coset enumeration (DCE)
below.
Let G be a group and let N be a subgroup of G, where N =< x, y >. Then the Double
Coset, NwN , is given by {Nwn|n ∈ N} = {Nnn−1wn|n ∈ N} = {Nwn|n ∈ N} for a
word w in the ti’s.
Double Coset Enumeration Algorithm:
(i) Determine the number of right cosets using |N ||N(w)| , where the coset stabilizer of the
right coset is N (w) = {n ∈ N |Nwn = Nw} and w is a word in the symmetric generators.
(ii) Since G = Nw1N ∪ Nw2N ∪ · · · ∪ NwnN , then all of the double cosets and their
contained single cosets must be calculated.
(iii) For each NwN , the orbits of N (w) on the symmetric generators must be calculated.
It is only necessary to find the double cosets of the right coset Nwti for a single repre-
sentative ti from each orbit.
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We will know that the DCE is complete when the set of right cosets is closed under right
multiplication by ti. After completing the DCE for each group, we then draw the Cayley
Diagram illustrating the total number of right cosets. We first remind the reader of the
definition of a double coset.
Definition 5.1.1. (Double Coset) If S and T are subgroups of G, then a double coset
is a subset of G of the form SgT, where g ∈ G. [Rot95]
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5.2 Construction of S4 over A3
Elements of Control Group, N
We are given an image of 2∗3 : A3 factored by t1t2t3t1 = (1, 2, 3). Our control
group is N ∼= A3 =< (1, 2, 3) >, where N =< xx > and xx = (1, 2, 3). Here, xx ∼ x and
t ∼ t1.
From the given relation, t1t2 = (1, 2, 3)t1t3 → Nt1t2 = N(1, 2, 3)t1t3. Thus we have the
relation 1, 2 ∼ 1, 3. From Magma, we can find the elements of N using the following
Magma codes.
> S := Alt(3);
> xx := S!(1, 2, 3);




> G < x, t >:= Group < x, t|x3, t2, x = t ∗ tx ∗ tx2 ∗ t >;
> #G;
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So |N | = 3, where N = e, (1, 2, 3), (3, 2, 1) and |G| = 24.
Isomorphism Type of Permutation Representation of G (G1)
We examine the composition factors and normal lattice of G1 in order to deter-
mine the isomorphism type. We show our work from Magma below.
> f,G1, k := CosetAction(G, sub < G|Id(G) >);
> CompositionFactors(G1);




Thus G1 ∼= S4. We next implement our DCE algorithm.
First Double Coset, [∗]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ne = N
We begin by analyzing N (e) = {n ∈ N |Nen = Ne}. Then all 3 elements of N
are in N (e). So the coset stabilizer of Ne is N (e) = {e, (1, 2, 3), (3, 2, 1)}. Thus |N (e)| = 3.
Right Cosets of [∗]





Orbits of Ne = N
We now find the orbits of N (e) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (e)}. We must












Then O(3) = {1, 2, 3}.
Thus the orbit of N (e) is O(N (e)) = {1, 2, 3}.
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DC [∗]
The last thing to consider for [∗] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Nti.
Nt1 ∈ Nt1N = [1]. Thus all 3 orbits from [∗] are sent to [1].
Figure 5.1 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
Figure 5.1: Cayley Graph of [∗] for S4 over A3
Second Double Coset, [1]
Stabilizer of the Coset Nt1
We begin by analyzing N (1) = {n ∈ N |Ntn1 = Nt1}. For simplicity, we say





For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if 1n = 1, then n ∈ N (1) and if
1n 6= 1, then n /∈ N (1).
Since 1e = 1 and 1n 6= 1 for n 6= e, then the coset stabilizer of Nt1 is N (1) = {e}. Thus
|N (1)| = 1.
From Magma, we can verify N (1) using the following code:





Right Cosets of [1]





From Magma, we can verify the number of right cosets using the following code:
> #N/#N1 ;
Orbits of Nt1
We now find the orbits of N (1) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1)}. We must
take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1):
1e = 1
Then O(1) = {1}.
2e = 2
Then O(2) = {2}.
3e = 3
Then O(3) = {3}.
Thus the orbits of N (1) are O(N (1)) = {1}, {2}, {3}.
From Magma, we can verify the orbits of N (1) using the following code:
> Orbits(N1);
DC [1]
The last thing to consider for [1] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the




1 = Ne ∈ NeN = [∗]. So one orbit from [1] is sent to [∗].
Nt1t2 ∈ Nt1t2N = [1, 2]. So one orbit from [1] is sent to [1, 2].
Nt1t3 = Nt1t2 (By Relation 1, 2 ∼ 1, 3) and Nt1t2 ∈ [1, 2]. So another orbit from [1] is
sent to [1, 2].
Then there are a total of 2 orbits sent from [1] to [1, 2] and only one orbit sent from [1]
to [∗]. Figure 5.2 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
Figure 5.2: Cayley Graph of [∗] and [1] for S4 over A3
Third Double Coset, [1, 2]
Stabilizer of the Coset Nt1t2
We begin by analyzing N (1,2) = {n ∈ N |N(t1t2)n = t1t2}. By the definition of
N (1,2), we must take 1,2 and conjugate it by all 3 elements of N . So we have
1, 2e = 1, 2
1, 2(1,2,3) = 2, 3
1, 2(3,2,1) = 3, 1.
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 2)n = 1, 2, then n ∈ N (1,2) and
if (1, 2)n 6= 1, 2, then n /∈ N (1,2).
Since (1, 2)e = 1, 2 and (1, 2)n 6= 1, 2 for n 6= e, then the coset stabilizer of Nt1t2 is
N (1,2) = {e}. Thus |N (1,2)| = 1.
Right Cosets of [1, 2]







We now find the orbits of N (1,2) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,2)}. We must
take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1,2):
1e = 1
Then O(1) = {1}.
2e = 2
Then O(2) = {2}.
3e = 3
Then O(3) = {3}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,2) are O(N (1,2)) = {1}, {2}, {3}.
DC [1, 2]
The last thing to consider for [1, 2] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Nt1t2ti.
Nt1t2t1 ∈ Nt1t2t1N = [1, 2, 1]. So one orbit from [1, 2] is sent to [1, 2, 1].
Nt1t2t2 = Nt1t
2
2 = Nt1e ∈ Nt1N = [1]. So one orbit from [1, 2] is sent to [1].
Nt1t2t3 → Nt1t3t3 (By Relation 1, 2 ∼ 1, 3) and Nt1t3t3 = Nt1t23 = Nt1e ∈ Nt1N = [1].
So another orbit from [1, 2] is sent to [1].
Then there are a total of 2 orbits sent from [1, 2] to [1] and only one orbit sent from
[1, 2] to [1, 2, 1]. Figure 5.3 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information
obtained.
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Figure 5.3: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], and [1, 2] for S4 over A3
Conjugates of Additional Relations
The elements inside of [1, 2] = Nt1t2N can be found by taking the conjugate of
the given relation by the elements of N . Then we have the following relations:
t1t
e
2 = (1, 2, 3)t1t
e
3
→ t1t2 = (1, 2, 3)t1t3
→ (1, 2, 3)−1t1t2 = (1, 2, 3)−1(1, 2, 3)t1t3
→ (3, 2, 1)t1t2 = t1t3.
So 1, 2 ∼ 1, 3.
t1t
(1,2,3)
2 = (1, 2, 3)t1t
(1,2,3)
3
→ t2t3 = (2, 3, 1)t2t1
→ (2, 3, 1)−1t2t3 = (2, 3, 1)−1(2, 3, 1)t2t1
→ (1, 3, 2)t2t3 = t2t1.
So 2, 3 ∼ 2, 1.
t1t
(3,2,1)
2 = (1, 2, 3)t1t
(3,2,1)
3
→ t3t1 = (3, 1, 2)t3t2
→ (3, 1, 2)−1t3t1 = (3, 1, 2)−1(3, 1, 2)t3t2
→ (2, 1, 3)t3t1 = t3t2.
So 3, 1 ∼ 3, 2.
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Fourth Double Coset, [1, 2, 1]
Stabilizer of the Coset Nt1t2t1
We begin by analyzing N (1,2,1) = {n ∈ N |N(t1t2t1)n = t1t2t1}. By the defini-
tion of N (1,2,1), we must take 1,2,1 and conjugate it by all 3 elements of N . So we have
1, 2, 1e = 1, 2, 1
1, 2, 1(1,2,3) = 2, 3, 2
1, 2, 1(3,2,1) = 3, 1, 3.
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 2, 1)n = 1, 2, 1, then n ∈ N (1,2,1)
and if (1, 2, 1)n 6= 1, 2, 1, then n /∈ N (1,2,1).
Since 1, 2, 1e = 1, 2, 1, then the coset stabilizer of Nt1t2t1 is N
(1,2,1) ≥ {e}. We find
additional elements in N (1,2,1) by using the conjugations of additional relations, which
are given below.
t1t2t1 = t1(1, 3, 2)t2t3 (Since 2, 1 = (1, 3, 2)2, 3)
= (1, 3, 2)(1, 3, 2)−1t1(1, 3, 2)t2t3
(By definition of Double Coset)
= (1, 3, 2)t
(1,3,2)
1 t2t3
= (1, 3, 2)t3t2t3
= (1, 3, 2)(2, 1, 3)t3t1t3 (Since 3, 2 = (2, 1, 3)3, 1)
= (1, 2, 3)t3t1t3
So 1, 2, 1 ∼ 3, 1, 3.
t2t3t2 = t2(2, 1, 3)t3t1 (Since 3, 2 = (2, 1, 3)3, 1)
= (2, 1, 3)(2, 1, 3)−1t2(2, 1, 3)t3t1 (By definition of Double Coset)
= (2, 1, 3)t
(2,1,3)
2 t3t1
= (2, 1, 3)t1t3t1
= (2, 1, 3)(3, 2, 1)t1t2t1 (Since 1, 3 = (3, 2, 1)1, 2)
= (1, 2, 3)t1t2t1
So 2, 3, 2 ∼ 1, 2, 1.
t3t1t3 = t3(3, 2, 1)t1t2 (Since 1, 3 = (3, 2, 1)1, 2)
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= (3, 2, 1)(3, 2, 1)−1t3(3, 2, 1)t1t2 (By definition of Double Coset)
= (3, 2, 1)t
(3,2,1)
3 t1t2
= (3, 2, 1)t2t1t2
= (3, 2, 1)(1, 3, 2)t2t3t2 (Since 2, 1 = (1, 3, 2)2, 3)
= (1, 2, 3)t2t3t2
So 3, 1, 3 ∼ 2, 3, 2.
We can now see that N (1,2,1) will have the additional elements:
Nt1t2t
(1,3,2)
1 = Nt3t1t3 = Nt1t2t1 (By Relation 1, 2, 1 ∼ 3, 1, 3).
So (1, 3, 2) ∈ N (1,2,1) → N (1,2,1) ≥< (1, 3, 2) >= {e, (1, 2, 3), (3, 2, 1)}. Thus the coset
stabilizer of Nt1t2t1 is N
(1,2,1) = {e, (1, 2, 3), (3, 2, 1)} and |N (1,2,1)| = 3.
Right Cosets of [1, 2, 1]






We now find the orbits of N (1,2,1) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,2,1)}. We













Then O(3) = {1, 2, 3}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,2,1) are O(N (1,2,1)) = {1, 2, 3}.
DC [1, 2, 1]
The last thing to consider for [1, 2, 1] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing
the Double Cosets of Nt1t2t1ti.
Nt1t2t1t1 = Nt1t2t
2
1 = Nt1t2e = Nt1t2 ∈ Nt1t2N = [1, 2]. So 3 orbits from [1, 2, 1] are
sent to [1, 2].
Then there are a total of 3 orbits sent from [1, 2, 1] to [1, 2]. Figure 5.4 shows the complete
Cayley Graph of S4 over A3.
Figure 5.4: Cayley Graph for S4 over A3
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5.3 Construction of 32 : D6 over D6
Elements of Control Group, N
We are given an image of 3∗6 : D6 factored by (x
2 ∗ (ty)2)3 = e. Then our con-
trol group is N ∼= D6 =< xx, yy >, where xx = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and yy = (1, 6)(2, 5)(3, 4).
Here, xx ∼ x, yy ∼ y, and t ∼ t1. We can find the elements of N using the Magma code
below:
> S := Sym(6);
> xx := S!(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6);
> yy := S!(1, 6)(2, 5)(3, 4);




> G < x, y, t >:= Group < x, y, t|x6, y2, (x ∗ y)2, t3, (t, (x ∗ y)x), tx3 = t2,
(x2 ∗ (ty)2)3 >;
> f,G1, k := CosetAction(G, sub < G|x, y >);
> #G1;
108
So the elements of N are as follows: N ={(1, 5, 3)(2, 6, 4), (1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 5),
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), (1, 5)(2, 4), (1, 3)(4, 6), (1, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2), Id(N), (1, 4)(2, 3)(5, 6), (1, 6)(2, 5)(3, 4),
(1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6), (1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 6), (2, 6)(3, 5)}. Then the order of N is 12 and the order of
G is 108.
Isomorphism Types of Control Group, N , and Permutation
Representation of G (G1)
We now examine our composition factors and normal lattices in order to find





So our control group is N ∼= D6. We now identify the isomorphism type of our image, G1.
> CompositionFactors(G1);
> NL := NormalLattice(G1);
> for i in [1..#NL] do if IsAbelian(NL[i]) then i; end if ; end for;
> IsIsomorphic(NL[4], AbelianGroup(GrpPerm, [3, 3]));
true
> q, ff := quo < G1|NL[4] >;
> IsIsomorphic(q,DihedralGroup(6));
true
Then G1 is an extension of NL[4] ∼= 32 by q ∼= G1/NL[4] ∼= D6. We must now determine
whether G1 is a semi-direct product or mixed extension. We first check if G1 is the semi
direct product 32 : D6. We know that the presentation of NL[4] ∼= 32 is < a3, b3, (a, b) >,
where NL[4] is generated by
A ∼ (1, 31, 34)(2, 59, 43)(3, 15, 21)(4, 79, 49)(5, 16, 22)(6, 54, 84)(7, 57, 40)(8, 30, 33)(9, 60, 14)
(10, 20, 42)(11, 50, 55)(12, 44, 61)(13, 45, 62)(17, 46, 63)(18, 51, 56)(19, 48, 65)(23, 80, 75)
(24, 72, 74)(25, 82, 29)(26, 32, 77)(27, 78, 58)(28, 41, 83)(35, 91, 89)(36, 92, 38)(37, 39, 90)
(47, 93, 53)(52, 94, 64)(66, 97, 98)(67, 103, 71)(68, 73, 100)(69, 101, 81)(70, 76, 104)(85, 106, 87)
(86, 88, 105)(95, 107, 102)(96, 99, 108) and
B ∼ (1, 79, 84)(2, 60, 42)(3, 44, 62)(4, 54, 34)(5, 46, 65)(6, 31, 49)(7, 82, 77)(8, 78, 83)(9, 20, 43)
(10, 59, 14)(11, 92, 90)(12, 45, 21)(13, 15, 61)(16, 63, 19)(17, 48, 22)(18, 94, 93)(23, 103, 100)
(24, 101, 104)(25, 32, 40)(26, 57, 29)(27, 41, 33)(28, 30, 58)(35, 106, 105)(36, 39, 55)(37, 50, 38)
(47, 56, 52)(51, 64, 53)(66, 107, 108)(67, 73, 75)(68, 80, 71)(69, 76, 74)(70, 72, 81)(85, 88, 89)
(86, 91, 87)(95, 99, 98)(96, 97, 102).
We can also see that the presentation of q ∼= D6 is < c2, d6, (c∗d)2 >, where q is generated
by C ∼ (2, 4)(3, 6) and D ∼ (1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 4). We must conjugate all generators of NL[4]
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by all generators of q. Then ac = a2 ∗ b, bc = b, ad = a2 ∗ b, and bd = b2. We check that
our presentation is isomorphic to G1.
> J < a, b, c, d >:= Group < a, b, c, d|a3, b3, (a, b), c2, d6, (c ∗ d)2, ac = a2 ∗ b,
bc = b, ad = a2 ∗ b, bd = b2 >;
> f, J1, k := CosetAction(J, sub < J |Id(J) >);
> IsIsomorphic(J1, G1);
true
Thus our image, G1, is the semi-direct product 32 : D6.
DCE of 32 : D6 over D6
From Magma, we can also find the products of xx and yy easily, as well as, the
total number of double cosets and right cosets.
> IN := sub < G1|f(x), f(y) >;
> ts := [Id(G1) : i in [1..6]];
> ts[1] := f(t); ts[2] := f(tx); ts[3] := f(tx
2
); ts[4] := ts[1]−1;
ts[5] := ts[2]−1; ts[6] := ts[3]−1;
> ts[4] := f(t(x
3)); ts[4] eq ts[1]−1;
true
> ts[5] := f(t(x
4)); ts[5] eq ts[2]−1;
true
> ts[6] := f(ty); ts[6] eq ts[3]−1;
true
> #DoubleCosets(G, sub < G|x, y >, sub < G|x, y >);
3
> DoubleCosets(G, sub < G|x, y >, sub < G|x, y >);
> Index(G1, IN);
9
This means that there will be a total of 3 double cosets and a total of 9 right cosets. We
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proceed with applying our DCE algorithm.
Simplifying Relations
We consider the relation (x2 ∗ (ty)2)3 = e. We now simplify this relation.
First we begin by simplifying y2. Since yy = (1, 6)(2, 5)(3, 4), then y2 = (yy)2 = yy∗yy =
(1, 6)(2, 5)(3, 4) ∗ (1, 6)(2, 5)(3, 4) = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6) = e.








2t1 = e. Since x
6 = (xx)6 = e, x2 = (xx)2 = (1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6), and x4 = (xx)4 =













1 → t5t3 = t4 (Since t
−1
1 = t4). Thus we have the relation 5, 3 ∼ 4.
Conjugates of Additional Relations
If we conjugate the given relation t5t3 = t4 by all of the elements of N ∼= D6 we






























































4 → t3t5 = t4. So 3, 5 ∼ 4.
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First Double Coset, [∗]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ne = N
We begin by analyzing N (e) = {n ∈ N |Nen = Ne}. Then all 12 elements of N
are in N (e). So the coset stabilizer of N is N (e) ≥ {(1, 5, 3)(2, 6, 4), (1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 5),
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), (1, 5)(2, 4), (1, 3)(4, 6), (1, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2), Id(N), (1, 4)(2, 3)(5, 6),
(1, 6)(2, 5)(3, 4), (1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6), (1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 6), (2, 6)(3, 5)}.
Thus |N (e)| = 12.
Right Cosets of [∗]






We now find the orbits of N (e) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (e)}. We must













Then O(1) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.
Thus the orbit of N (e) is O(N (e)) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.
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DC [∗]
The last thing to consider for [∗] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Nti.
Nt1 ∈ Nt1N = [1]. Thus all 6 orbits from [∗] are sent to [1].
Figure 5.5 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
Figure 5.5: Cayley Graph of [∗] for 32 : D6 over D6
Second Double Coset, [1]
Stabilizer of the Coset Nt1
We begin by analyzing N (1) = {n ∈ N |Ntn1 = Nt1}. For simplicity, we say
ti ∼ i. By the definition of N (1) we must take 1 and conjugate it by all 12 elements of














For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if 1n = 1, then n ∈ N (1) and if
1n 6= 1, then n /∈ N (1).
Since 1e = 1, 1(2,6)(3,5), and 1n 6= 1 for n 6= e and n 6= (2, 6)(3, 5), then the coset stabilizer
of Nt1 is N
(1) ≥ {e, (2, 6)(3, 5)}. Thus |N (1)| = 2.
From Magma, we can verify N (1) using the following code:




Right Cosets of [1]





From Magma, we can verify the number of right cosets using the following code:
> #N/#N1 ;
Orbits of Nt1
We now find the orbits of N (1) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1)}. We must
take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1):
1e = 1
1(2,6)(3,5) = 1
Then O(1) = {1}.
2e = 2
2(2,6)(3,5) = 6




Then O(3) = {3, 5}.
4e = 4
4(2,6)(3,5) = 4
Then O(4) = {4}.
5e = 5
5(2,6)(3,5) = 3
Then O(5) = {3, 5}.
6e = 6
6(2,6)(3,5) = 2
Then O(6) = {2, 6}.
Thus the orbits of N (1) are O(N (1)) = {1}, {4}, {2, 6}, {3, 5}. From Magma, we can verify
the orbits of N (1) using the following code:
> Orbits(N1);
DC [1]
The last thing to consider for [1] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Nt1ti.
Nt1t1 = Nt
2
1 = Nt4 (Since 4 ∼ 1−1 = 12 (mod 3)) ∈ Nt1N = [1]. So one orbit from [1]
is sent to [1].
Nt1t2 ∈ Nt1t2N = [1, 2]. So two orbits from [1] are sent to [1, 2].




1 (Since 4 ∼ 12) → Nt31 = Ne (Since t31 = e) ∈ NeN = [∗]. So one orbit
from [1] is sent to [∗].
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Then there is a total of 1 orbit sent from [1] to [∗], 3 orbits sent from [1] to [1], and 2
orbits sent from [1] to [1, 2]. Figure 5.6 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the
information obtained.
Figure 5.6: Cayley Graph of [∗] and [1] for 32 : D6 over D6
Third Double Coset, [1, 2]
Stabilizer of the Coset Nt1t2
We begin by analyzing N (1,2) = {n ∈ N |(t1t2)n = t1t2}. By the definition of
N (1,2), we must take 1,2 and conjugate it by all 12 elements of N . So we have
1, 2(1,5,3)(2,6,4) = 5, 6
1, 2(1,2)(3,6)(4,5) = 2, 1
1, 2(1,2,3,4,5,6) = 2, 3
1, 2(1,5)(2,4) = 5, 4
1, 2(1,3)(4,6) = 3, 2
1, 2(1,6,5,4,3,2) = 6, 1
1, 2Id(N) = 1e = 1, 2
1, 2(1,4)(2,3)(5,6) = 4, 3
1, 2(1,6)(2,5)(3,4) = 6, 5
1, 2(1,3,5)(2,4,6) = 3, 4
1, 2(1,4)(2,5)(3,6) = 4, 5
1, 2(2,6)(3,5) = 1, 6
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 2)n = 1, 2, then n ∈ N (1,2)
and if (1, 2)n 6= 1, 2, then n /∈ N (1,2). Since (1, 2)e = 1, 2, then e ∈ N (1,2). We can find




2 = Nt6t5 → Nt1t5t5 (Since 6 ∼ 1, 5)→ Nt1t2 (Since 5 ∼ 2−1 →
2 ∼ 52). Then (1, 6)(2, 5)(3, 4) ∈ N (1,2).
Similarly, Nt1t
(1,3,5)(2,4,6)
2 = Nt3t4 → Nt2t4t4 (Since 3 ∼ 2, 4)→ Nt2t1 (Since 4 ∼ 1−1 →
1 ∼ 42) → Nt1t3t1 (Since 2 ∼ 1, 3) → Nt1t2 (Since 2 ∼ 3, 1). Then (1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6) ∈
N (1,2).
So N (1,2) ≥< e, (1, 6)(2, 5)(3, 4), (1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6) >. If we multiply all of the generators of
N (1,2) we can find all of the elements in N (1,2). Then we have:
((1, 6)(2, 5)(3, 4)) ∗ ((1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6)) = (1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 5), so (1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 5) ∈ N (1,2).
((1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6)) ∗ ((1, 6)(2, 5)(3, 4)) = (1, 4)(2, 3)(5, 6), so (1, 4)(2, 3)(5, 6) ∈ N (1,2).
((1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6)) ∗ ((1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6)) = (1, 5, 3)(2, 6, 4), so (1, 5, 3)(2, 6, 4) ∈ N (1,2).
Then the coset stabilizer of Nt1t2 is N
(1,2) ≥ {e, (1, 6)(2, 5)(3, 4), (1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6),
(1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 5), (1, 4)(2, 3)(5, 6), (1, 5, 3)(2, 6, 4)}. Thus |N (1,2)| = 6.
Right Cosets of [1, 2]






We now find the orbits of N (1,2) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,2)}. We must







Then O(1) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.
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Thus the orbit of N (1,2) is O(N (1,2)) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.
DC [1, 2]
The last thing to consider for [1, 2] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Nt1t2ti.
Nt1t2t4 = Nt1t3 (Since 3 ∼ 2, 4) = Nt2 (Since 2 ∼ 1, 3) = Nt(1,2,3,4,5,6)1 ∈ Nt1N = [1].
So there is a total of six orbits sent from [1, 2] to [1]. Figure 5.7 shows the complete
Cayley Graph created.
Figure 5.7: Cayley Graph for 32 : D6 over D6
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5.4 Construction of S7 over 3
2 : (4 : 2)
Elements of Control Group, N
We are given an image of 2∗6 : (32 : (4 : 2)) factored by (y ∗ x ∗ y ∗ ty2)3 = e.
Then our control group is N ∼= 32 : (4 : 2) =< xx, yy >, where xx = (1, 5, 3)(4, 6) and
yy = (1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 6). Here, xx ∼ x, yy ∼ y, and t ∼ t1. We can find the elements of N
using the Magma codes below:
> S := Sym(6);
> xx := S!(1, 5, 3)(4, 6);
> yy := S!(1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 6);




> G < x, y, t >:= Group < x, y, t|x6, y2, (x−1 ∗ y)4, (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ y)2, t2,
(t, x2 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y), (t, x2 ∗ y ∗ x3 ∗ y), (t, x3), (y ∗ x3 ∗ y ∗ ty2)3, (x ∗ y ∗ tx ∗ ty)7,
(y ∗ x ∗ y ∗ ty2)3 >;
> f,G1, k := CosetAction(G, sub < G|x, y >);
> #G1;
5040
So the elements of N are as follows: N ={(1, 4)(2, 5, 6, 3), (1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6),
(1, 3)(2, 4, 6), (1, 3, 5)(2, 4), (1, 6)(2, 5, 4, 3), (1, 3)(2, 4), (1, 6, 3, 4, 5, 2), (1, 6, 3, 2, 5, 4),
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), (1, 6, 5, 2)(3, 4), (1, 2, 3, 4)(5, 6), (2, 6)(3, 5), (1, 5, 3)(2, 4, 6), (2, 6, 4)(3, 5), (4, 6),
(1, 5, 3)(2, 4), Id(N), (1, 3, 5)(2, 6), (1, 3)(2, 6), (1, 3, 5)(2, 6, 4), (1, 3)(2, 6, 4), (1, 6)(2, 3, 4, 5),
(1, 2, 5, 6)(3, 4), (1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 5), (1, 2, 5, 6, 3, 4), (1, 6, 5, 2, 3, 4), (1, 2)(3, 6, 5, 4), (1, 5, 3)(2, 6),
(1, 5)(4, 6), (1, 5, 3)(2, 6, 4), (2, 4, 6), (1, 5), (2, 4), (1, 4, 5, 2)(3, 6), (1, 4, 5, 6, 3, 2), (1, 4, 3, 6, 5, 2),
(1, 4, 3, 2)(5, 6), (1, 6)(2, 5)(3, 4), (1, 2, 3, 6)(4, 5), (1, 6, 3, 4)(2, 5), (1, 6, 3, 2)(4, 5), (1, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2),
(1, 2, 3, 6, 5, 4), (1, 5)(2, 4, 6), (2, 6), (1, 5)(2, 4), (3, 5)(4, 6), (2, 6, 4), (1, 4, 5, 2, 3, 6), (3, 5),
(1, 4, 5, 6)(2, 3), (1, 4)(2, 3, 6, 5), (1, 4)(2, 3)(5, 6), (1, 3, 5)(4, 6), (1, 3, 5), (1, 3)(4, 6),
(1, 6)(2, 3)(4, 5), (1, 2, 5, 4, 3, 6), (1, 3), (1, 2, 5, 4)(3, 6), (1, 2)(3, 4, 5, 6), (1, 6, 5, 4)(2, 3),
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(1, 5)(2, 6), (1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6), (2, 4, 6)(3, 5), (1, 5)(2, 6, 4), (1, 5, 3)(4, 6), (1, 4, 3, 6)(2, 5),
(1, 5, 3), (2, 4)(3, 5), (1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 6), (1, 4, 3, 2, 5, 6)}. Then the order of N is 72 and the
order of G1 is 5040.
Isomorphism Types of Control Group, N , and Permutation
Representation of G (G1)
We now examine our composition factors and normal lattices in order to find
our isomorphism types of N and G1. We first examine our control group, N .
> CompositionFactors(N);
> NL := NormalLattice(N);NL;
> for i in [1..#NL] do if IsAbelian(NL[i]) then i; end if ; end for;
> IsIsomorphic(NL[2], AbelianGroup(GrpPerm, [3, 3]));
true
> q, ff := quo < N |NL[2] >;
> nl := NormalLattice(q);
> for i in [1..#nl] do if IsAbelian(nl[i]) then i; end if ; end for;
> IsIsomorphic(nl[5], AbelianGroup(GrpPerm, [4]));
> qq, fff := quo < q|nl[5] >;
> IsIsomorphic(qq, CyclicGroup(2));
Then the largest normal abelian subgroup of N is NL[2] ∼= 32 and its presentation is
< a, b|a3, b3, (a, b) >, where NL[2] is generated by A ∼ (1, 5, 3)(2, 4, 6) and B ∼ (1, 5, 3).
We also see that the largest normal abelian subgroup of the factor group q ∼= N/NL[2]
is nl[5] ∼= 4 and its presentation is < c|c4 >, where nl[5] is generated by C ∼ (1, 2, 4, 3).
The presentation of the factor group qq ∼= q/nl[5] ∼= 2 is < d|d2 >, where qq is generated
by D ∼ (1, 2). For our presentation of q we must conjugate all generators of nl[5] by all
of the generators of qq. So cd = c3. For our presentation of N , we must also conjugate
each generator from NL[2] by each generator of q. Then ac = a2 ∗ b2, ad = a2, bc = b,
and bd = a2 ∗ b. We now determine if q ∼= N/NL[2] is the semi-direct product 4 : 2 and
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if N is the semi-direct product 32 : (4 : 2).
> G < c, d >:= Group < c, d|c4, d2, cd = c3 >;
> f,G1, k := CosetAction(G, sub < G|Id(G) >);
> IsIsomorphic(G1, q);
> G < a, b, c, d >:= Group < a, b, c, d|a3, b3, (a, b), c2, d2, (c ∗ d)4,
ac = a2 ∗ b2, ad = a2, bc = b, bd = a2 ∗ b >;
> f,G1, k := CosetAction(G, sub < G|Id(G) >);
> IsIsomorphic(G1, N);
Thus q is the semi-direct product 4 : 2 and our control group, N , is the semi-direct prod-
uct 32 : (4 : 2). We now determine the isomorphism type of our image, G1.
> CompositionFactors(G1);
> NL := NormalLattice(G1);NL;
> IsIsomorphic(G1, Sym(7));
true
So our image is G1 ∼= S7. It is of significance to highlight for our readers that S7 ∼= A7 : 2,
however we will not get the correct presentation of A7 : 2 using the given generators. Rot-
man (page 24) states that the presentation for Sn can be written using 2 generators, one of
order 2 and one of order n. Below we find those permutations and check our presentation.
> for g, h in G1 do if Order(g) eq 7 and Order(h) eq 2 and G1 eq
sub < G1|g, h > then xxx := g; yyy := h; break; end if ; end for;
> G2 := sub < G1|xxx, yyy >;
> IsIsomorphic(G2, G1);
true
Thus G1 can also be generated by xxx = (1, 53, 27, 60, 65, 21, 55)(2, 47, 69, 25, 33, 31, 41)
(3, 18, 39, 58, 37, 59, 66)(4, 34, 20, 32, 70, 26, 14)(5, 49, 67, 52, 56, 64, 45)(6, 61, 24, 23, 62, 7, 43)
(8, 30, 35, 22, 10, 40, 36)(9, 63, 42, 28, 38, 11, 12)(13, 48, 68, 17, 15, 29, 50)(16, 19, 54, 46, 51, 44, 57)
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and yyy = (1, 2)(4, 8)(6, 9)(7, 10)(12, 22)(15, 25)(18, 28)(20, 29)(21, 30)(23, 33)(24, 34)(26, 38)
(27, 39)(31, 40)(32, 37)(43, 62)(44, 58)(47, 59)(48, 49)(50, 57)(51, 52)(53, 70)(56, 60)(61, 65)
(63, 64). We can see that the presentation of NL[2] ∼= A7 is < a, b|a3, b6, a−1∗b∗a−1∗b−1∗
a∗b∗a∗b−1, (a∗b−2∗a−1∗b−2)2, (a−1∗b2∗a−1∗b−2)2, (b−1∗a−1)7 >, where NL[2] is gener-
ated by A ∼ (1, 13, 23)(2, 37, 26)(3, 42, 21)(4, 19, 61)(5, 32, 7)(6, 16, 60)(8, 65, 66)(9, 56, 68)
(10, 33, 38)(11, 35, 31)(12, 48, 43)(14, 36, 59)(15, 54, 34)(17, 69, 64)(18, 49, 53)(20, 50, 58)
(22, 70, 55)(24, 45, 25)(27, 57, 52)(28, 62, 41)(29, 51, 67)(39, 44, 46) and B ∼ (1, 17, 15)
(2, 46, 12, 5, 52, 18)(3, 51, 4)(6, 11, 56, 7, 14, 44)(8, 54, 22, 19, 25, 49)(9, 67, 36, 13, 60, 53)
(10, 68, 41, 16, 58, 47)(20, 40, 33, 26, 55, 57)(21, 62, 64, 24, 31, 65)(23, 43, 29, 27, 35, 37)
(28, 48)(30, 38, 66, 45, 50, 63)(32, 61, 34, 39, 69, 42)(59, 70). We can also see that the pre-
sentation of q ∼= G1/NL[2] ∼= 2 is < c|c2 >, where q is generated by C ∼ (1, 2). For our
presentation of G1, we must conjugate all generators of NL[2] by all of the generators of
q. Then ac = b ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a3 ∗ b ∗ a ∗ b−1 ∗ a ∗ b−2 ∗ a ∗ b−1 ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a3 ∗ b ∗
a ∗ b−1 ∗ a ∗ b−2 ∗ a ∗ b−1 ∗ a ∗ b4 ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a3 ∗ b ∗ a ∗ b−1 ∗ a ∗ b−2 ∗ a ∗ b−1 ∗ a−1 and
bc = b ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a3 ∗ b ∗ a ∗ b−1 ∗ a ∗ b−2 ∗ a ∗ b−1 ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a−1 ∗ b2 ∗ a−1 ∗ b ∗ a−1 ∗ b−1 ∗
a−3 ∗ b−1 ∗ a−1 ∗ b−1 ∗ a−1 ∗ b−2 ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a3 ∗ b ∗ a ∗ b−1 ∗ a ∗ b−2 ∗ a ∗ b. We verify
below if our presentation of the semi-direct product A7 : 2 is isomorphic to G1.
> H < a, b, c >:= Group < a, b, c|a3, b6, a−1 ∗ b ∗ a−1 ∗ b−1 ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a ∗ b−1,
(a ∗ b−2 ∗ a−1 ∗ b−2)2, (a−1 ∗ b2 ∗ a−1 ∗ b−2)2, (b−1 ∗ a−1)7, c2, ac = b ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a ∗
b∗a3∗b∗a∗b−1∗a∗b−2∗a∗b−1∗a∗b∗a∗b∗a∗b∗a3∗b∗a∗b−1∗a∗b−2∗a∗b−1∗a∗b4∗a∗
b ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a3 ∗ b ∗ a ∗ b−1 ∗ a ∗ b−2 ∗ a ∗ b−1 ∗ a−1, bc = b ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a3 ∗ b ∗ a ∗
b−1 ∗ a ∗ b−2 ∗ a ∗ b−1 ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a−1 ∗ b2 ∗ a−1 ∗ b ∗ a−1 ∗ b−1 ∗ a−3 ∗ b−1 ∗ a−1 ∗ b−1 ∗
a−1 ∗ b−2 ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a ∗ b ∗ a3 ∗ b ∗ a ∗ b−1 ∗ a ∗ b−2 ∗ a ∗ b >;
> f,H1, k := CosetAction(H, sub < H|Id(H) >);
> IsIsomorphic(H1, G2); IsIsomorphic(H1, G1); IsIsomorphic(H1, Sym(7));
true
Thus our image, G1, is the semi-direct product A7 : 2 ∼= S7.
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DCE of S7 over 3
2 : (4 : 2)
From Magma, we can also find the products of xx and yy easily, as well as, the
total number of double cosets and right cosets.
> IN := sub < G1|f(x), f(y) >;
> ts := [Id(G1) : iin[1..6]];
> ts[1] := f(t); ts[2] := f(t(x∗y)); ts[3] := f(t(x
2)); ts[4] := f(ty);
ts[5] := f(tx); ts[6] := f(t(x
2∗y));
> #DoubleCosets(G, sub < G|x, y >, sub < G|x, y >);
5
> DoubleCosets(G, sub < G|x, y >, sub < G|x, y >);
> Index(G1, IN);
70
This means that there will be a total of 5 double cosets and a total of 70 right cosets.
Simplifying Relations
We consider Relation #3 : (y ∗ x ∗ y ∗ t(y2))3 = e. We now simplify this relation.
First we begin by simplifying y2. Since yy = (1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 6), then y2 = (yy)2 = yy∗yy =
(1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 6)∗(1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 6) = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6) = e. So (y ∗x∗y ∗ t(y2))3 = e→ (y ∗




1 t1 = e. Since (yxy)
3 = (yyxxyy)3 =














1 → (1, 3)t1t3 = t4.
Thus we have the relation (y ∗ x ∗ y)31, 3 ∼ 4.
First Double Coset, [∗]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ne = N
We begin by analyzing N (e) = {n ∈ N |Nen = Ne}. Then all 72 elements of N
are in N (e). Thus |N (e)| = 72.
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Right Cosets of [∗]






We now find the orbits of N (e) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (e)}. We must








Then O(1) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.
Thus the orbit of N (e) is O(N (e)) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.
DC [∗]
The last thing to consider for [∗] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Nti.
Nt1 ∈ Nt1N = [1]. Thus all 6 orbits from [∗] are sent to [1].
Figure 5.8 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
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Figure 5.8: Cayley Graph of [∗] for S7 over 32 : (4 : 2)
Second Double Coset, [1]
Stabilizer of the Coset Nt1
We begin by analyzing N (1) = {n ∈ N |Ntn1 = Nt1}. For simplicity, we say
ti ∼ i. By the definition of N (1) we must take 1 and conjugate it by all 72 elements of














For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if 1n = 1, then n ∈ N (1) and if 1n 6= 1,
then n /∈ N (1). From the above shown conjugations, then the coset stabilizer of Nt1 is
N (1) ≥ {e, (2, 6)(3, 5), (2, 6, 4)(3, 5), (4, 6), (2, 4, 6), (2, 4), (2, 6), (3, 5)(4, 6), (2, 6, 4), (3, 5),
(2, 4, 6)(3, 5), (2, 4)(3, 5)}. Thus |N (1)| = 12.
From Magma, we can verify N (1) using the following codes:
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Right Cosets of [1]





From Magma, we can verify the number of right cosets using the following code:
> #N/#N1 ;
Orbits of Nt1
We now find the orbits of N (1) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1)}. We must
take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1):
1(2,6,4) = 1
...
Then O(1) = {1}.
2(2,6,4) = 6
2(2,4)(3,5) = 4
2Id(N1) = 2e = 2
...



















Then O(6) = {2, 4, 6}.
Thus the orbits of N (1) are O(N (1)) = {1}, {2, 4, 6}, {3, 5}. From Magma, we can verify
the orbits of N (1) using the following code:
> Orbits(N1);
DC [1]
The last thing to consider for [1] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Nt1ti.
Nt1t1 = Nt
2
1 = Ne ∈ NeN = [∗]. So one orbit from [1] is sent to [∗].
Nt1t2 ∈ Nt1t2N = [1, 2]. So three orbits from [1] are sent to [1, 2].
Nt1t3 → N(y ∗ x3 ∗ y)t1 ∈ Nt1N = [1]. So two orbits from [1] are sent to [1].
Then there is a total of 1 orbit sent from [1] to [∗], 2 orbits sent from [1] to [1], and 3
orbits sent from [1] to [1, 2]. Figure 5.9 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the
information obtained.
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Figure 5.9: Cayley Graph of [∗] and [1] for S7 over 32 : (4 : 2)
Third Double Coset, [1, 2]
Stabilizer of the Coset Nt1t2
We begin by analyzing N (1,2) = {n ∈ N |N(t1t2)n = t1t2}. By the definition of
[1, 2], we must take 1,2 and conjugate it by all 72 elements of N . So we have
1, 2(1,4)(2,5,6,3) = 4, 5
...
1, 2(3,5)(4,6) = 1, 2
1, 2(4,6) = 1, 2
1, 2(3,5) = 1, 2
1, 2Id(N12) = 1, 2e = 1, 2
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 2)n = 1, 2, then n ∈ N (1,2)
and if (1, 2)n 6= 1, 2, then n /∈ N (1,2). Since (1, 2)e = 1, 2, then e ∈ N (1,2). Similarly,
{(3, 5)(4, 6), (4, 6), (3, 5)} ∈ N (1,2). So the coset stabilizer of [1, 2] is
N (1,2) ≥ {e, (3, 5)(4, 6), (4, 6), (3, 5)}. Thus |N (1,2)| = 4.
Right Cosets of [1, 2]








We now find the orbits of N (1,2) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,2)}. We must































Then O(6) = {4, 6}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,2) are O(N (1,2)) = {1}, {2}, {3, 5}, {4, 6}.
DC [1, 2]
The last thing to consider for [1, 2] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Nt1t2ti.
Nt1t2t1 ∈ Nt1t2t1N = [1, 2, 1]. So one orbit from [1, 2] is sent to [1, 2, 1].
Nt1t2t2 = Nt1t
2
2 = Nt1e ∈ Nt1N = [1]. So one orbit from [1, 2] is sent to [1].
Nt1t2t3 ∈ Nt1t2t3N = [1, 2, 3]. So two orbits are sent from [1, 2] to [1, 2, 3].
Nt1t2t4 → N(x3∗y∗x2∗y)t1t2 ∈ Nt1t2N = [1, 2]. So two orbits are sent from [1, 2] to [1, 2].
Then there is a total of 1 orbit sent from [1, 2] to [1], 2 orbits sent from [1, 2] to [1, 2], 1
orbit sent from [1, 2] to [1, 2, 1], and 2 orbits sent from [1, 2] to [1, 2, 3]. Figure 5.10 shows
the Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
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Figure 5.10: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], and [1, 2] for S7 over 32 : (4 : 2)
Fourth Double Coset, [1, 2, 1]
Stabilizer of the Coset Nt1t2t1
We begin by analyzing N (1,2,1) = {n ∈ N |N(t1t2t1)n = Nt1t2t1}. By the defini-
tion of N (1,2,1), we must take 1,2,1 and conjugate it by all 72 elements of N . So we have
1, 2, 1(1,4)(2,5,6,3) = 4, 5, 4
...
1, 2, 1(1,2)(3,6,5,4) = 2, 1, 2
1, 2, 1(1,2)(3,4)(5,6) = 2, 1, 2
1, 2, 1(3,5)(4,6) = 1, 2, 1
1, 2, 1(3,5) = 1, 2, 1
1, 2, 1(1,2)(3,6)(4,5) = 2, 1, 2
1, 2, 1(1,2)(3,4,5,6) = 2, 1, 2
1, 2, 1(4,6) = 1, 2, 1
1, 2, 1Id(N121) = 1, 2, 1e = 1, 2, 1
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 2, 1)n = 1, 2, 1, then n ∈ N (1,2,1)
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and if (1, 2, 1)n 6= 1, 2, 1, then n /∈ N (1,2,1). Since (1, 2, 1)e = 1, 2, 1, then e ∈ N (1,2,1).
Similarly, {(3, 5)(4, 6), (3, 5), (4, 6)} ∈ N (1,2,1). We can also see that N (1,2,1) contains ad-
































Hence (1, 2)(3, 4, 5, 6) ∈ N (1,2,1).
So the coset stabilizer of Nt1t2t1 is N
(1,2,1) ≥ {e, (1, 2)(3, 6, 5, 4), (1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6),
(3, 5)(4, 6), (3, 5), (1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 5), (1, 2)(3, 4, 5, 6), (4, 6)}. Thus |N (1,2,1)| = 8.
Right Cosets of [1, 2, 1]







We now find the orbits of N (1,2,1) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,2,1)}. We


















Then O(3) = {3, 4, 5, 6}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,2,1) are
O(N (1,2,1)) = {1, 2}, {3, 4, 5, 6}.
DC [1, 2, 1]
The last thing to consider for [1, 2, 1] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing
the Double Cosets of Nt1t2t1ti.
Nt1t2t1t1 = Nt1t2t
2
1 = Nt1t2e ∈ Nt1t2N = [1, 2]. So two orbits from [1, 2, 1] are sent to
[1, 2].
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Nt1t2t1t3 → N(y ∗ x3 ∗ y)t3t2t1 = Nt1t2t(1,3)3 ∈ Nt1t2t3N = [1, 2, 3]. So four orbits from
[1, 2, 1] are sent to [1, 2, 3].
Then there is a total of 2 orbits sent from [1, 2, 1] to [1, 2] and 4 orbits sent from [1, 2, 1]
to [1, 2, 3]. Figure 5.11 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information
obtained.
Figure 5.11: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], [1, 2], and [1, 2, 1] for S7 over 32 : (4 : 2)
Fifth Double Coset, [1, 2, 3]
Stabilizer of the Coset Nt1t2t3
We will begin by analyzing N (1,2,3) = {n ∈ N |N(t1t2t3)n = Nt1t2t3}. By the
definition of N (1,2,3), we must take 1,2,3 and conjugate it by all 72 elements of N . So we
have
1, 2, 3(1,4)(2,5,6,3) = 4, 5, 2
...
1, 2, 3(1,2)(3,6,5,4) = 1, 2, 6
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1, 2, 3(1,2)(3,4)(5,6) = 1, 2, 4
1, 2, 3(3,5)(4,6) = 1, 2, 5
1, 2, 3(3,5) = 1, 2, 5
1, 2, 3(1,2)(3,6)(4,5) = 1, 2, 6
1, 2, 3(1,2)(3,4,5,6) = 1, 2, 4
1, 2, 3(4,6) = 1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3Id(N123) = 1, 2, 3e = 1, 2, 3
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 2, 3)n = 1, 2, 3, then n ∈ N (1,2,3)
and if (1, 2, 3)n 6= 1, 2, 3, then n /∈ N (1,2,3). Since (1, 2, 3)e = 1, 2, 3, then e ∈ N (1,2,3).
Similarly, {(4, 6)} ∈ N (1,2,3). So the coset stabilizer of Nt1t2t3 is N (1,2,3) ≥ {e, (4, 6)}.
Thus |N (1,2,3)| = 2.
Right Cosets of [1, 2, 3]






We will now find the orbits of N (1,2,3) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,2,3)}. We
must take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1,2,3):
1e = 1
1(4,6) = 1
Then O(1) = {1}.
2e = 2
2(4,6) = 2
Then O(2) = {2}.
3e = 3
3(4,6) = 3




Then O(4) = {4, 6}.
5e = 5
5(4,6) = 5
Then O(5) = {5}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,2,3) are
O(N (1,2,3)) = {1}, {2}, {3}, {4, 6}, {5}.
DC [1, 2, 3]
The last thing to consider for [1, 2, 3] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing
the Double Cosets of Nt1t2t3ti.
Nt1t2t3t1 → N(y ∗ x3 ∗ y)t2t3t2 = Nt1t2t(1,2,3,6,5,4)1 ∈ Nt1t2t1N = [1, 2, 1]. So one orbit
from [1, 2, 3] is sent to [1, 2, 1].
Nt1t2t3t2 → N(y ∗ x3 ∗ y)t1t2t3 =∈ Nt1t2t3N = [1, 2, 3]. So one orbit from [1, 2, 3] is sent
to [1, 2, 3].
Nt1t2t3t3 = Nt1t2t
2
3 = Nt1t2e ∈ Nt1t2N = [1, 2]. So one orbit from [1, 2, 3] is sent to
[1, 2].
Nt1t2t3t5 → N(x2 ∗ y ∗ x3 ∗ y)t1t2t3 =∈ Nt1t2t3N = [1, 2, 3]. So one orbit from [1, 2, 3] is
sent to [1, 2, 3].
Nt1t2t3t4 → N(x−2 ∗y ∗x−2)t1t6t5 = Nt1t2t(2,6)(3,5)3 ∈ Nt1t2t3N = [1, 2, 3]. So two orbits
from [1, 2, 3] are sent to [1, 2, 3].
Then there is a total of 1 orbit sent from [1, 2, 3] to [1, 2], 1 orbit sent from [1, 2, 3] to
[1, 2, 1], and 4 orbits sent from [1, 2, 3] to [1, 2, 3]. Figure 5.12 shows the complete Cayley
Graph created.
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Figure 5.12: Cayley Graph for S7 over 3
2 : (4 : 2)
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5.5 Construction of 22 :• (24 : (2•S3)) over 2
•S4
Elements of Control Group, N
We now examine Image #2 from Section 3.7. This image was produced by
factoring the progenitor 2∗24 : (2•S4) by the additional relations (x ∗ y ∗ t)2 = e and
(x ∗ y ∗ ty∗x)4 = e. Recall that the control group, N = 2•S4, is generated by
xx = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18) and
yy = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23), where xx ∼
x, yy ∼ y, and t ∼ t1. We can find the elements of N using the Magma codes below:
> S := Sym(24);
> xx := S!(1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)
(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18);
> yy := S!(1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)
(19, 23);




> G < x, y, t >:= Group < x, y, t|y2, (y ∗ x−1)3, x8, x−1 ∗ y ∗ x4 ∗ y ∗ x−3, t2,
(t, y ∗ x2 ∗ y ∗ x), (x ∗ y ∗ t)2, (x ∗ y ∗ ty∗x)4 >;
> f,G1, k := CosetAction(G, sub < G|x, y >);
> #G1;
768
So the elements of N are as follows: N =
{(1, 24, 8, 6, 19, 22)(2, 5, 3, 10, 21, 14)(4, 23, 9, 7, 13, 18)(11, 12, 17, 16, 15, 20),
(1, 4, 6, 7)(2, 8, 10, 22)(3, 13, 14, 23)(5, 20, 21, 17)(9, 15, 18, 12)(11, 19, 16, 24),
(1, 15, 5, 8, 6, 12, 21, 22)(2, 20, 9, 4, 10, 17, 18, 7)(3, 23, 11, 19, 14, 13, 16, 24),
(1, 4)(2, 14)(3, 10)(5, 21)(6, 7)(8, 13)(9, 19)(11, 15)(12, 16)(18, 24)(22, 23),
(1, 16, 9, 6, 11, 18)(2, 17, 19, 10, 20, 24)(3, 8, 4, 14, 22, 7)(5, 23, 12, 21, 13, 15),
(1, 17, 6, 20)(2, 12, 10, 15)(3, 24, 14, 19)(4, 21, 7, 5)(8, 18, 22, 9)(11, 13, 16, 23),
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(1, 6)(2, 23)(3, 22)(5, 17)(8, 14)(9, 16)(10, 13)(11, 18)(12, 24)(15, 19)(20, 21),
(1, 21, 4, 17, 6, 5, 7, 20)(2, 19, 8, 16, 10, 24, 22, 11)(3, 15, 13, 18, 14, 12, 23, 9),
(1, 3, 12)(2, 7, 11)(4, 16, 10)(5, 19, 18)(6, 14, 15)(8, 17, 13)(9, 21, 24)(20, 23, 22),
(1, 8, 19)(2, 3, 21)(4, 9, 13)(5, 10, 14)(6, 22, 24)(7, 18, 23)(11, 17, 15)(12, 16, 20),
(1, 23)(3, 21)(4, 24)(5, 14)(6, 13)(7, 19)(8, 18)(9, 22)(11, 20)(12, 15)(16, 17),
(1, 7)(2, 3)(4, 6)(8, 23)(9, 24)(10, 14)(11, 12)(13, 22)(15, 16)(17, 20)(18, 19),
(1, 10)(2, 6)(3, 16)(4, 12)(5, 9)(7, 15)(8, 17)(11, 14)(18, 21)(19, 24)(20, 22),
(1, 22, 19, 6, 8, 24)(2, 14, 21, 10, 3, 5)(4, 18, 13, 7, 9, 23)(11, 20, 15, 16, 17, 12),
(1, 19, 8)(2, 21, 3)(4, 13, 9)(5, 14, 10)(6, 24, 22)(7, 23, 18)(11, 15, 17)(12, 20, 16),
(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24),
(1, 2)(3, 11)(4, 15)(5, 18)(6, 10)(7, 12)(8, 20)(9, 21)(13, 23)(14, 16)(17, 22),
(1, 20, 7, 5, 6, 17, 4, 21)(2, 11, 22, 24, 10, 16, 8, 19)(3, 9, 23, 12, 14, 18, 13, 15),
(2, 13)(3, 8)(4, 7)(5, 20)(9, 11)(10, 23)(12, 19)(14, 22)(15, 24)(16, 18)(17, 21),
(1, 12, 3)(2, 11, 7)(4, 10, 16)(5, 18, 19)(6, 15, 14)(8, 13, 17)(9, 24, 21)(20, 22, 23),
(1, 17, 7, 21, 6, 20, 4, 5)(2, 16, 22, 19, 10, 11, 8, 24)(3, 18, 23, 15, 14, 9, 13, 12),
(1, 21, 6, 5)(2, 18, 10, 9)(3, 16, 14, 11)(4, 20, 7, 17)(8, 15, 22, 12)(13, 19, 23, 24),
(1, 18, 11, 6, 9, 16)(2, 24, 20, 10, 19, 17)(3, 7, 22, 14, 4, 8)(5, 15, 13, 21, 12, 23),
(1, 9, 11)(2, 19, 20)(3, 4, 22)(5, 12, 13)(6, 18, 16)(7, 8, 14)(10, 24, 17)(15, 23, 21),
(1, 13)(2, 10)(3, 5)(4, 19)(6, 23)(7, 24)(8, 9)(11, 17)(14, 21)(16, 20)(18, 22),
(1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18),
(1, 3, 17, 24, 6, 14, 20, 19)(2, 8, 12, 18, 10, 22, 15, 9)(4, 11, 21, 13, 7, 16, 5, 23),
(1, 6)(2, 10)(3, 14)(4, 7)(5, 21)(8, 22)(9, 18)(11, 16)(12, 15)(13, 23)(17, 20)(19, 24),
(1, 14, 12, 6, 3, 15)(2, 4, 11, 10, 7, 16)(5, 24, 18, 21, 19, 9)(8, 20, 13, 22, 17, 23),
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20),
(1, 7, 6, 4)(2, 22, 10, 8)(3, 23, 14, 13)(5, 17, 21, 20)(9, 12, 18, 15)(11, 24, 16, 19),
(1, 11, 9)(2, 20, 19)(3, 22, 4)(5, 13, 12)(6, 16, 18)(7, 14, 8)(10, 17, 24)(15, 21, 23),
(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14),
(1, 5, 6, 21)(2, 9, 10, 18)(3, 11, 14, 16)(4, 17, 7, 20)(8, 12, 22, 15)(13, 24, 23, 19),
(1, 20, 6, 17)(2, 15, 10, 12)(3, 19, 14, 24)(4, 5, 7, 21)(8, 9, 22, 18)(11, 23, 16, 13),
(1, 24, 20, 3, 6, 19, 17, 14)(2, 18, 15, 8, 10, 9, 12, 22)(4, 13, 5, 11, 7, 23, 21, 16),
(1, 22, 21, 12, 6, 8, 5, 15)(2, 7, 18, 17, 10, 4, 9, 20)(3, 24, 16, 13, 14, 19, 11, 23),
(1, 13, 10, 6, 23, 2)(3, 9, 17, 14, 18, 20)(4, 24, 15, 7, 19, 12)(5, 16, 22, 21, 11, 8),
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(1, 2, 23, 6, 10, 13)(3, 20, 18, 14, 17, 9)(4, 12, 19, 7, 15, 24)(5, 8, 11, 21, 22, 16),
(1, 15, 3, 6, 12, 14)(2, 16, 7, 10, 11, 4)(5, 9, 19, 21, 18, 24)(8, 23, 17, 22, 13, 20),
(1, 14, 17, 19, 6, 3, 20, 24)(2, 22, 12, 9, 10, 8, 15, 18)(4, 16, 21, 23, 7, 11, 5, 13),
(1, 16)(2, 15)(3, 4)(5, 24)(6, 11)(7, 14)(9, 18)(10, 12)(13, 17)(19, 21)(20, 23),
(1, 12, 5, 22, 6, 15, 21, 8)(2, 17, 9, 7, 10, 20, 18, 4)(3, 13, 11, 24, 14, 23, 16, 19),
Id(N),
(1, 8, 21, 15, 6, 22, 5, 12)(2, 4, 18, 20, 10, 7, 9, 17)(3, 19, 16, 23, 14, 24, 11, 13),
(1, 9)(2, 5)(3, 14)(4, 8)(6, 18)(7, 22)(10, 21)(12, 20)(13, 19)(15, 17)(23, 24),
(1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23),
(1, 19, 20, 14, 6, 24, 17, 3)(2, 9, 15, 22, 10, 18, 12, 8)(4, 23, 5, 16, 7, 13, 21, 11)}.
Then the order of N is 48 and the order of G1 is 768.
Isomorphism Type of Permutation Representation of G (G1)
In section 3.3 we found the isomorphism type of our control group, N , to be
the central extension 2•S4. We now identify the isomorphism type of our image, G1, by
examining its composition factors and normal lattice.
> CompositionFactors(G1);
> NL := NormalLattice(G1);NL;
> for i in [1..#NL] do if IsAbelian(NL[i]) then i; end if ; end for;
> IsIsomorphic(NL[3], AbelianGroup(GrpPerm, [2, 2]));
true
> q, ff := quo < G1|NL[3] >;
> nl := NormalLattice(q);nl;
> for i in [1..#nl] do if IsAbelian(nl[i]) then i; end if ; end for;
> IsIsomorphic(nl[4], AbelianGroup(GrpPerm, [2, 2, 2, 2]));
> qq, fff := quo < q|nl[4] >;
> Nl := NormalLattice(qq);Nl;
> Center(qq)eqNl[2];
true
> qqq, ffff := quo < qq|Nl[2] >;
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> IsIsomorphic(qqq, Sym(3));
Then the largest normal abelian subgroup of G1 is NL[3] and its presentation is <
a, b|a2, b2, (a, b) >, where NL[3] is generated by A ∼ (1, 16)(6, 13)(8, 11)(10, 14) and
B ∼ (2, 12)(3, 15)(4, 7)(5, 9). The presentation of the factor group q ∼= G1/NL[3] is <
c4, d2, e2, (d∗c−1)3, (c−1∗e∗d)2, (c−1∗e)4, (c∗e∗c−1∗e)2, e∗c−2∗d∗c−2∗e∗c−1∗d∗c >, where
q is generated by C ∼ (2, 3, 4, 6)(5, 8), D ∼ (2, 3)(5, 7), and E ∼ (1, 2)(3, 5)(4, 7)(6, 8).
For our presentation of G1 we need to determine the extension type of NL[3] by q. We
first conjugate each generator of NL[3] by each generator of q to determine if G1 is a
semi-direct product. So ac = a, ad = a, ae = b, bc = b, bd = b, and be = a. Below we
check the presentation on Magma.
> H < a, b, c, d, e >:= Group < a, b, c, d, e|a2, b2, (a, b), c4, d2, e2, (d ∗ c−1)3,
(c−1 ∗ e ∗ d)2, (c−1 ∗ e)4, (c ∗ e ∗ c−1 ∗ e)2, e ∗ c−2 ∗ d ∗ c−2 ∗ e ∗ c−1 ∗ d ∗ c,
ac = a, ad = a, ae = b, bc = b, bd = b, be = a >;
> f,H1, k := CosetAction(H, sub < H|Id(H) >);
> IsIsomorphic(H1, G1);
false
Thus G1 is not the semi-direct product 22 : q. Instead, we will check if G1 is a mixed
extension. Then there must exist some elements of q that can be written in terms of
elements of NL[3]. We can use the isomorphism ff : G1/NL[3]→ q to rewrite these ele-
ments. Since ff(T [2]) = q.1 = C, then there exists the natural map G1→ G1/NL[3] ∼= q.
So T [2] ∈ G1. Since |q.1| = 4, then (NL[3]T [2])4 = NL[3]→ NL[3]T [2]4 = NL[3]. Since
|T [2]| 6= 4, then T [2]4 6= e. Thus T [2]4 ∈ NL[3]. So c4 can be written as b. Similarly,
(c−1 ∗ e)4 = a ∗ b and e ∗ c−2 ∗ d ∗ c−2 ∗ e ∗ c−1 ∗ d ∗ c = a ∗ b. We will check this new
presentation of G1.
> H < a, b, c, d, e >:= Group < a, b, c, d, e|a2, b2, (a, b), c4 = b, d2, e2,
(d∗c−1)3, (c−1∗e∗d)2, (c−1∗e)4 = a∗b, (c∗e∗c−1∗e)2, e∗c−2∗d∗c−2∗e∗c−1∗d∗c =
a ∗ b, ac = a, ad = a, ae = b, bc = b, bd = b, be = a >;




Thus G1 is the mixed extension 22 :• q. We can now find the presentation, as well as
extension type, of q. As stated above, the largest normal abelian subgroup from q is nl[4].
The presentation of nl[4] is < a, b, c, d|a2, b2, c2, d2, (a, b), (a, c), (a, d), (b, c), (b, d), (c, d) >,
where nl[4] is generated byA ∼ (1, 8)(2, 4)(3, 6)(5, 7), B ∼ (2, 6)(3, 4), C ∼ (1, 5)(2, 3)(4, 6)
(7, 8), and D ∼ (2, 4)(3, 6). We can also see that the factor group, qq ∼= q/nl[4] is
an extension of Nl[2] by qqq ∼= S3. Since Nl[2] is the Center of qq, then qq is the
central extension, 2•S3. Then the presentation of qq will include the generators of
Nl[2] commuting with the generators of qqq and we must verify which elements of qqq
can be written in terms of elements from Nl[2]. So our presentation of qq ∼= 2•S3 is
< e, f, g|e2, f2 = e2, g−3, (g−1 ∗ f)2, ef = e, eg = e >. Now we need to determine if q is
the semi-direct product 24 : (2•S3). We will conjugate each generator of nl[4] ∼= 24 by
each generator of qq ∼= 2•S3. Then ae = b ∗ c, af = a ∗ b ∗ d, ag = a ∗ c, be = b ∗ d, bf = d,
bg = a ∗ d, ce = a ∗ b ∗ d, cf = a ∗ c ∗ d, cg = c, de = d, df = b, and dg = a ∗ b ∗ c. We now
check our presentation of q on Magma.
> J < a, b, c, d, e, f, g >:= Group < a, b, c, d, e, f, g|a2, b2, c2, d2, (a, b), (a, c), (a, d),
(b, c), (b, d), (c, d), e2, f2 = e2, g−3, (g−1 ∗ f)2, ef = e, eg = e, ae = b ∗ c, af =
a ∗ b ∗ d, ag = a ∗ c, be = b ∗ d, bf = d, bg = a ∗ d, ce = a ∗ b ∗ d, cf = a ∗ c ∗ d, cg =
c, de = d, df = b, dg = a ∗ b ∗ c >;
> f, J1, k := CosetAction(J, sub < J |Id(J) >);
> IsIsomorphic(J1, q);
true
We can see that our image is G1 ∼= 22 :• (24 : (2•S3)).
DCE of 22 :• (24 : (2•S3)) over 2
•S4
From Magma, we can find the products of xx and yy easily, as well as, the total
number of double cosets and right cosets:
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> IN := sub < G1|f(x), f(y) >;
> ts := [Id(G1) : i in [1..24]];
> ts[1] := f(t); ts[2] := f(tx
5∗y); ts[3] := f(ty∗x); ts[4] := f(tx
2
); ts[5] := f(tx);
ts[6] := f(tx
4
); ts[7] := f(tx
6
); ts[8] := f(tx∗y∗x
6
); ts[9] := f(ty∗x
4
);
ts[10] := f(tx∗y); ts[11] := f(tx∗y∗x
7
); ts[12] := f(ty∗x
2





); ts[15] := f(ty∗x
6
); ts[16] := f(tx∗y∗x
3
); ts[17] := f(tx
7
);
ts[18] := f(ty); ts[19] := f(tx∗y∗x); ts[20] := f(tx
3





); ts[23] := f(ty∗x
7
); ts[24] := f(tx∗y∗x
5
);
> #DoubleCosets(G, sub < G|x, y >, sub < G|x, y >);
4
> DoubleCosets(G, sub < G|x, y >, sub < G|x, y >);
> Index(G1, IN);
16
This means that there will be a total of 4 double cosets and a total of 16 right cosets. We
now simplify our relations and proceed with our double coset enumeration algorithm.
Simplifying Relations
We consider Relation #1 : (x ∗ y ∗ ty∗x)4 = e. We now simplify this relation.
First we begin by simplifying y ∗ x.
Since yy = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23)
and xx = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18),
then y ∗ x = yy ∗ xx = (1, 3, 12)(2, 7, 11)(4, 16, 10)(5, 19, 18)(6, 14, 15)(8, 17, 13)(9, 21, 24)
(20, 23, 22). So (x ∗ y ∗ ty∗x)4 = e→
(x ∗ y ∗ t(1,3,12)(2,7,11)(4,16,10)(5,19,18)(6,14,15)(8,17,13)(9,21,24)(20,23,22))4 = e→
(xyt3)






3 t3 = e.
Since (xy)4 = (xxyy)4 =
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20),
(xy)3 = (xxyy)3 = Id(S),
(xy)2 = (xxyy)2 = (1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)
(9, 20, 14), and (xy) = (xxyy) =








3 t3 = e→








3 t3 = e→
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20)t3t18t17t3 = e→
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20) ∗
t
(1,10,23)(2,13,6)(3,17,18)(4,15,19)(5,22,11)(7,12,24)(8,16,21)(9,14,20)
18 t3t18t17t3 = t18 →
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20)t3t3t18t17 = t18
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20)t23t18t17t3 = t18
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20)t18t17t3 = t18.
Thus we have the relation 18, 17, 3 ∼ 18. From Magma, we can check this relation by
using the following:
> f((x ∗ y)4) ∗ ts[18] ∗ ts[17] ∗ ts[3] eq ts[18];
true
We consider Relation #2 : (x ∗ y ∗ t)2 = e. We now simplify this relation.
First we begin by simplifying x ∗ y.
Since yy = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23)
and xx = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18),
then x ∗ y = xx ∗ yy = (1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)
(9, 14, 20). So (x ∗ y ∗ t)2 = e→ (xy)2tx∗y1 t1 = e.
Since (xy)2 = (xxyy)2 =
(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14),
then (xy)2tx∗y1 t1 = e→
(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14) ∗
t
(1,10,23)(2,13,6)(3,17,18)(4,15,19)(5,22,11)(7,12,24)(8,16,21)(9,14,20)
1 ∗ t1 = e→
(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14)t10t1 = e→




23 t10t1 = t23 →
(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14)t10t10t1 =
t23 → (1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14)t210t1 =
t23 →
(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14)t1 = t23. Thus
we have the relation 1 ∼ 23. From Magma, we can check this relation by using the fol-
lowing:
> f((x ∗ y)2) ∗ ts[1] eq ts[23];
true
Conjugates of Additional Relations
If we conjugate the Relation #2: 1 ∼ 23 by all 48 elements of N we can find
all of the equivalent relations. Keep in mind the left portions will all have a permutation
multiplied. So we have:
(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14)t1 ∼ t23
(1, 12, 3)(2, 11, 7)(4, 10, 16)(5, 18, 19)(6, 15, 14)(8, 13, 17)(9, 24, 21)(20, 22, 23)t5 ∼ t18
(1, 8, 19)(2, 3, 21)(4, 9, 13)(5, 10, 14)(6, 22, 24)(7, 18, 23)(11, 17, 15)(12, 16, 20)t17 ∼ t15
(1, 11, 9)(2, 20, 19)(3, 22, 4)(5, 13, 12)(6, 16, 18)(7, 14, 8)(10, 17, 24)(15, 21, 23)t4 ∼ t3
(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14)t10 ∼ t1
(1, 19, 8)(2, 21, 3)(4, 13, 9)(5, 14, 10)(6, 24, 22)(7, 23, 18)(11, 15, 17)(12, 20, 16)t12 ∼ t20
(1, 11, 9)(2, 20, 19)(3, 22, 4)(5, 13, 12)(6, 16, 18)(7, 14, 8)(10, 17, 24)(15, 21, 23)t7 ∼ t14
(1, 8, 19)(2, 3, 21)(4, 9, 13)(5, 10, 14)(6, 22, 24)(7, 18, 23)(11, 17, 15)(12, 16, 20)t20 ∼ t12
(1, 9, 11)(2, 19, 20)(3, 4, 22)(5, 12, 13)(6, 18, 16)(7, 8, 14)(10, 24, 17)(15, 23, 21)t22 ∼ t3
(1, 8, 19)(2, 3, 21)(4, 9, 13)(5, 10, 14)(6, 22, 24)(7, 18, 23)(11, 17, 15)(12, 16, 20)t11 ∼ t17
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20)t13 ∼ t6
(1, 9, 11)(2, 19, 20)(3, 4, 22)(5, 12, 13)(6, 18, 16)(7, 8, 14)(10, 24, 17)(15, 23, 21)t8 ∼ t14
(1, 12, 3)(2, 11, 7)(4, 10, 16)(5, 18, 19)(6, 15, 14)(8, 13, 17)(9, 24, 21)(20, 22, 23)t21 ∼ t9
(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14)t6 ∼ t13
(1, 19, 8)(2, 21, 3)(4, 13, 9)(5, 14, 10)(6, 24, 22)(7, 23, 18)(11, 15, 17)(12, 20, 16)t15 ∼ t17
(1, 19, 8)(2, 21, 3)(4, 13, 9)(5, 14, 10)(6, 24, 22)(7, 23, 18)(11, 15, 17)(12, 20, 16)t16 ∼ t12
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(1, 3, 12)(2, 7, 11)(4, 16, 10)(5, 19, 18)(6, 14, 15)(8, 17, 13)(9, 21, 24)(20, 23, 22)t19 ∼ t18
(1, 11, 9)(2, 20, 19)(3, 22, 4)(5, 13, 12)(6, 16, 18)(7, 14, 8)(10, 17, 24)(15, 21, 23)t8 ∼ t7
(1, 3, 12)(2, 7, 11)(4, 16, 10)(5, 19, 18)(6, 14, 15)(8, 17, 13)(9, 21, 24)(20, 23, 22)t9 ∼ t21
(1, 3, 12)(2, 7, 11)(4, 16, 10)(5, 19, 18)(6, 14, 15)(8, 17, 13)(9, 21, 24)(20, 23, 22)t24 ∼ t9
(1, 19, 8)(2, 21, 3)(4, 13, 9)(5, 14, 10)(6, 24, 22)(7, 23, 18)(11, 15, 17)(12, 20, 16)t11 ∼ t15
(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14)t2 ∼ t6
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20)t2 ∼ t13
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20)t10 ∼ t23
(1, 12, 3)(2, 11, 7)(4, 10, 16)(5, 18, 19)(6, 15, 14)(8, 13, 17)(9, 24, 21)(20, 22, 23)t18 ∼ t19
(1, 11, 9)(2, 20, 19)(3, 22, 4)(5, 13, 12)(6, 16, 18)(7, 14, 8)(10, 17, 24)(15, 21, 23)t3 ∼ t22
(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14)t23 ∼ t10
(1, 8, 19)(2, 3, 21)(4, 9, 13)(5, 10, 14)(6, 22, 24)(7, 18, 23)(11, 17, 15)(12, 16, 20)t12 ∼ t16
(1, 9, 11)(2, 19, 20)(3, 4, 22)(5, 12, 13)(6, 18, 16)(7, 8, 14)(10, 24, 17)(15, 23, 21)t3 ∼ t4
(1, 12, 3)(2, 11, 7)(4, 10, 16)(5, 18, 19)(6, 15, 14)(8, 13, 17)(9, 24, 21)(20, 22, 23)t19 ∼ t5
(1, 8, 19)(2, 3, 21)(4, 9, 13)(5, 10, 14)(6, 22, 24)(7, 18, 23)(11, 17, 15)(12, 16, 20)t15 ∼ t11
(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14)t13 ∼ t2
(1, 19, 8)(2, 21, 3)(4, 13, 9)(5, 14, 10)(6, 24, 22)(7, 23, 18)(11, 15, 17)(12, 20, 16)t17 ∼ t11
(1, 3, 12)(2, 7, 11)(4, 16, 10)(5, 19, 18)(6, 14, 15)(8, 17, 13)(9, 21, 24)(20, 23, 22)t18 ∼ t5
(1, 11, 9)(2, 20, 19)(3, 22, 4)(5, 13, 12)(6, 16, 18)(7, 14, 8)(10, 17, 24)(15, 21, 23)t22 ∼ t4
(1, 19, 8)(2, 21, 3)(4, 13, 9)(5, 14, 10)(6, 24, 22)(7, 23, 18)(11, 15, 17)(12, 20, 16)t20 ∼ t16
(1, 11, 9)(2, 20, 19)(3, 22, 4)(5, 13, 12)(6, 16, 18)(7, 14, 8)(10, 17, 24)(15, 21, 23)t14 ∼ t8
(1, 12, 3)(2, 11, 7)(4, 10, 16)(5, 18, 19)(6, 15, 14)(8, 13, 17)(9, 24, 21)(20, 22, 23)t9 ∼ t24
(1, 12, 3)(2, 11, 7)(4, 10, 16)(5, 18, 19)(6, 15, 14)(8, 13, 17)(9, 24, 21)(20, 22, 23)t24 ∼ t21
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20)t1 ∼ t10
(1, 9, 11)(2, 19, 20)(3, 4, 22)(5, 12, 13)(6, 18, 16)(7, 8, 14)(10, 24, 17)(15, 23, 21)t7 ∼ t8
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20)t23 ∼ t1
(1, 8, 19)(2, 3, 21)(4, 9, 13)(5, 10, 14)(6, 22, 24)(7, 18, 23)(11, 17, 15)(12, 16, 20)t16 ∼ t20
(1, 9, 11)(2, 19, 20)(3, 4, 22)(5, 12, 13)(6, 18, 16)(7, 8, 14)(10, 24, 17)(15, 23, 21)t4 ∼ t22
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20)t6 ∼ t2
(1, 9, 11)(2, 19, 20)(3, 4, 22)(5, 12, 13)(6, 18, 16)(7, 8, 14)(10, 24, 17)(15, 23, 21)t14 ∼ t7
(1, 3, 12)(2, 7, 11)(4, 16, 10)(5, 19, 18)(6, 14, 15)(8, 17, 13)(9, 21, 24)(20, 23, 22)t5 ∼ t19
(1, 3, 12)(2, 7, 11)(4, 16, 10)(5, 19, 18)(6, 14, 15)(8, 17, 13)(9, 21, 24)(20, 23, 22)t21 ∼ t24
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From Magma, we can check these relations by using the following:
> for n in N do N !((xx ∗ yy)2)n, [1, 23]n; end for;
First Double Coset [∗]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ne = N
We begin by analyzing N (e) = {n ∈ N |Nen = Ne}. Then all 48 elements of N
are in N (e). So the coset stabilizer of N is N (e) ≥ all 48 elements of N . Thus |N (e)| = 48.
Right Cosets of [∗]





Orbits of Ne = N
We now find the orbits of N (e) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (e)}. We must



























Then O(1) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24}.
Thus the orbit ofN (e) isO(N (e)) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24}.
DC [∗]
The last thing to consider for [∗] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Nti.
Nt1 ∈ Nt1N = [1]. Thus all 24 orbits from [∗] are sent to [1].
Figure 5.13 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
Figure 5.13: Cayley Graph of [∗] for 22 :• (24 : (2•S3)) over 2•S4
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Second Double Coset, [1]
Stabilizer of the Coset Nt1
We begin by analyzing N (1) = {n ∈ N |Ntn1 = Nt1}. For simplicity, we say
ti ∼ i. By the definition of N (1) we must take 1 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of
N . So we have
1(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21) = 1
1Id(N) = 1e = 1
1(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22) = 2
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if 1n = 1, then n ∈ N (1) and if 1n 6= 1,
then n /∈ N (1). From the above shown conjugations, then the coset stabilizer of Nt1
is N (1) ≥ {e, (2, 13)(3, 8)(4, 7)(5, 20)(9, 11)(10, 23)(12, 19)(14, 22)(15, 24)(16, 18)(17, 21)}.
By using our given relations we can find that the following are also in the coset stabilizer:
Nt
(1,10,23)(2,13,6)(3,17,18)(4,15,19)(5,22,11)(7,12,24)(8,16,21)(9,14,20)
1 = Nt10 → Nt1
(By Relation #2: 1 ∼ 10).
Then (1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20) ∈ N (1).
Nt
(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22)
1 = Nt10 → Nt1
(By Relation #2: 1 ∼ 10).
Then (1, 10)(2, 6)(3, 16)(4, 12)(5, 9)(7, 15)(8, 17)(11, 14)(18, 21)(19, 24)(20, 22) ∈ N (1).
Nt
(1,23,10)(2,6,13)(3,18,17)(4,19,15)(5,11,22)(7,24,12)(8,21,16)(9,20,14)
1 = Nt23 → Nt1
(By Relation #2: 1 ∼ 23).
Then (1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14) ∈ N (1).
Nt
(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17)
1 = Nt23 → Nt1
(By Relation #2: 1 ∼ 23).
Then (1, 23)(3, 21)(4, 24)(5, 14)(6, 13)(7, 19)(8, 18)(9, 22)(11, 20)(12, 15)(16, 17) ∈ N (1).
Thus |N (1)| = 6. From Magma, we can verify N (1) using the following codes:
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Right Cosets of [1]





From Magma, we can verify the number of right cosets using the following code:
> #N/#N1 ;
Orbits of Nt1
We now find the orbits of N (1) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1)}. We must






1Id(N) = 1e = 1






2Id(N) = 2e = 2







3Id(N) = 3e = 3






4Id(N) = 4e = 4






5Id(N) = 5e = 5
Then O(5) = {5, 9, 11, 14, 20, 22}.
Thus the orbits of N (1) are O(N (1)) = {1, 10, 23}, {2, 6, 13}, {3, 8, 16, 17, 18, 21},
{4, 7, 12, 15, 19, 24}, {5, 9, 11, 14, 20, 22}. From Magma, we can verify the orbits of N (1)









The last thing to consider for [1] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Nt1ti.
Nt1t1 = Nt
2
1 = Ne ∈ NeN = [∗]. So 3 orbits from [1] are sent to [∗].
Nt1t2 ∈ Nt1t2N = [1, 2]. So 3 orbits from [1] are sent to [1, 2].
Nt1t3 ∈ Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 6 orbits from [1] are sent to [1, 3].
Nt1t4 → N(x3 ∗ y)t22t24 = Nt1t(1,22,21,12,6,8,5,15)(2,7,18,17,10,4,9,20)(3,24,16,13,14,19,11,23)3 ∈
Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 6 orbits from [1] are sent to [1, 3].
Nt1t5 → N(x2∗y∗x)t17t24 = Nt1t(1,17,6,20)(2,12,10,15)(3,24,14,19)(4,21,7,5)(8,18,22,9)(11,13,16,23)3 ∈
Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 6 orbits from [1] are sent to [1, 3].
Then there is a total of 3 orbits sent from [1] to [∗], 3 orbits sent from [1] to [1, 2], and
18 orbits sent from [1] to [1, 3]. Figure 5.14 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using
the information obtained.
Figure 5.14: Cayley Graph of [∗] and [1] for 22 :• (24 : (2•S3)) over 2•S4
Third Double Coset, [1, 3]
Stabilizer of the Coset Nt1t3
We begin by analyzing N (1,3) = {n ∈ N |N(t1t3)n = (Nt1t3)}. By the definition
of N (1,3), we must take 1,3 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1, 3(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10
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...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3)n = 1, 3, then n ∈ N (1,3)
and if (1, 3)n 6= 1, 3, then n /∈ N (1,3). Since (1, 3)e = 1, 3, then e ∈ N (1,3). So the coset
stabilizer of Nt1t3 is N








Hence (1, 19, 20, 14, 6, 24, 17, 3)(2, 9, 15, 22, 10, 18, 12, 8)(4, 23, 5, 16, 7, 13, 21, 11) ∈ N (1,3).
Let a = (1, 19, 20, 14, 6, 24, 17, 3)(2, 9, 15, 22, 10, 18, 12, 8)(4, 23, 5, 16, 7, 13, 21, 11). Then
any products of a are also in N (1,3). So N (1,3) ≥
{e, (1, 19, 20, 14, 6, 24, 17, 3)(2, 9, 15, 22, 10, 18, 12, 8)(4, 23, 5, 16, 7, 13, 21, 11),
(1, 14, 17, 19, 6, 3, 20, 24)(2, 22, 12, 9, 10, 8, 15, 18)(4, 16, 21, 23, 7, 11, 5, 13),
(1, 20, 6, 17)(2, 15, 10, 12)(3, 19, 14, 24)(4, 5, 7, 21)(8, 9, 22, 18)(11, 23, 16, 13),
(1, 3, 17, 24, 6, 14, 20, 19)(2, 8, 12, 18, 10, 22, 15, 9)(4, 11, 21, 13, 7, 16, 5, 23),
(1, 17, 6, 20)(2, 12, 10, 15)(3, 24, 14, 19)(4, 21, 7, 5)(8, 18, 22, 9)(11, 13, 16, 23),
(1, 24, 20, 3, 6, 19, 17, 14)(2, 18, 15, 8, 10, 9, 12, 22)(4, 13, 5, 11, 7, 23, 21, 16),
(1, 6)(2, 10)(3, 14)(4, 7)(5, 21)(8, 22)(9, 18)(11, 16)(12, 15)(13, 23)(17, 20)(19, 24)}. Thus
|N (1,3)| = 8.
Right Cosets of [1, 3]






We now find the orbits of N (1,3) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3)}. We must
take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1,3):









Then O(1) = {1, 3, 6, 14, 17, 19, 20, 24}.








Then O(2) = {2, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, 22}.








Then O(4) = {4, 5, 7, 11, 13, 16, 21, 23}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,3) are O(N (1,3)) = {1, 3, 6, 14, 17, 19, 20, 24},
{2, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, 22}, {4, 5, 7, 11, 13, 16, 21, 23}.
DC [1, 3]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Nt1t3ti.
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Nt1t3t1 → N(y ∗ x)t19 = Nt(1,19,8)(2,21,3)(4,13,9)(5,14,10)(6,24,22)(7,23,18)(11,15,17)(12,20,16)1 ∈
Nt1N = [1]. So 8 orbits from [1, 3] are sent to [1].
Nt1t3t2 → N(x−2)t16 = Nt(1,16)(2,15)(3,4)(5,24)(6,11)(7,14)(9,18)(10,12)(13,17)(19,21)(20,23)1 ∈
Nt1N = [1]. So 8 orbits from [1, 3] are sent to [1].
Nt1t3t4 → N(x3 ∗ y)t17 = Nt(1,17,6,20)(2,12,10,15)(3,24,14,19)(4,21,7,5)(8,18,22,9)(11,13,16,23)1 ∈
Nt1N = [1]. So 8 orbits from [1, 3] are sent to [1].
Then there is a total of 24 orbits sent from [1, 3] to [1]. Figure 5.15 shows the Cayley
Graph created so far using the information obtained.
Figure 5.15: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], and [1, 3] for 22 :• (24 : (2•S3)) over 2•S4
Fourth Double Coset, [1, 2]
Stabilizer of the Coset Nt1t2
We will begin by analyzing [1, 2] = Nt1t2N = {n ∈ N |1, 2n = 1, 2}. By the
definition of Nt1t2, we must take 1,2 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we
have
1, 2(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 5
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if 1, 2n = 1, 2, then n ∈ N (1,2) and if
1, 2n 6= 1, 2, then n /∈ N (1,2). Since 1, 2e = 1, 2, then e ∈ N (1,2). This is also true since we
know the point stabilizer is N1,2 = 1 and N1,2 ∈ N (1,2). We show below that there are

















Hence (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23) ∈ N (1,2).
Let a = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18) and b =
(1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23). Then any prod-
ucts of a and b are also in N (1,2). Thus |N (1,2)| = 48.
Right Cosets of [1, 2]





From Magma, we can verify the number of right cosets of N (1,2) using the following code:
Orbits of Nt1t2
We now find the orbits of N (1,2) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,2)}. We must
take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1,2):

























Then O(1) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24}.
Thus the orbit ofN (1,2) isO(N (1,2)) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24}.
DC [1, 2]
The last thing to consider for [1, 2] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Nt1t2ti.
Nt1t2t2 → Nt1e ∈ Nt1N = [1].
Thus all 24 orbits from [1, 2] are sent to [1]. Figure 5.16 shows the Complete Cayley
Graph created.
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Figure 5.16: Cayley Graph for 22 :• (24 : (2•S3)) over 2
•S4
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5.6 Construction of M11 over 2
•S4
Elements of Control Group, N
We now examine Image #8 from Section 3.7. This image was produced by
factoring the progenitor 224 : (2•S4) by the relations (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ tx)2, (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗
ty
x
)5, and (x ∗ y ∗ ty∗x)5. Recall that the control group, N = 2•S4, is generated by
xx = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18) and yy =
(1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23), where xx ∼ x,
yy ∼ y, and t ∼ t1. We can find the elements of N using the Magma code below:
> S := Sym(24);
> xx := S!(1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)
(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18);
> yy := S!(1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)
(19, 23);




> G < x, y, t >:= Group < x, y, t|y2, (y ∗ x−1)3, x8, x−1 ∗ y ∗ x4 ∗ y ∗ x−3, t2,
(t, y ∗ x2 ∗ y ∗ x), (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ tx)2, (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ tyx)5, and (x ∗ y ∗ ty∗x)5 >;
> f,G1, k := CosetAction(G, sub < G|x, y >);
> #G1;
7920
Then the order of N is 48 and the order of G1 is 7920.
Isomorphism Type of Permutation Representation of G (G1)
In section 3.3 we found the isomorphism type of our control group, N to be
the central extension 2•S4. We now identify the isomorphism type of our image, G1, by
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From our composition factors of G1 we can see that our image is M11. To verify on
Magma, we load M11 in Magma so that M11 is stored as G and check if G ∼= G1. Thus
our image is G1 ∼= M11.
DCE of M11 over 2
•S4
From Magma, we can also find the products of xx and yy easily, as well as, the
total number of double cosets and right cosets:
> IN := sub < G1|f(x), f(y) >;
> ts := [Id(G1) : i in [1..24]];
ts[1] := f(t); ts[2] := f(tx
5∗y); ts[3] := f(ty∗x); ts[4] := f(tx
2
); ts[5] := f(tx);
ts[6] := f(tx
4
); ts[7] := f(tx
6
); ts[8] := f(tx∗y∗x
6
); ts[9] := f(ty∗x
4
);
ts[10] := f(tx∗y); ts[11] := f(tx∗y∗x
7
); ts[12] := f(ty∗x
2





); ts[15] := f(ty∗x
6
); ts[16] := f(tx∗y∗x
3
); ts[17] := f(tx
7
);
ts[18] := f(ty); ts[19] := f(tx∗y∗x); ts[20] := f(tx
3





); ts[23] := f(ty∗x
7
); ts[24] := f(tx∗y∗x
5
);
> #DoubleCosets(G, sub < G|x, y >, sub < G|x, y >);
8
> DoubleCosets(G, sub < G|x, y >, sub < G|x, y >);
> Index(G1, IN);
165
This means that there will be a total of 8 double cosets and a total of 165 right cosets.




We consider Relation #1: (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ tx)2 = e. We now simplify this relation.
First we begin by simplifying tx.
Since yy = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23)
and xx = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18),
then tx = txx = t(1,5,4,20,6,21,7,17)(2,24,8,11,10,19,22,16)(3,12,13,9,14,15,23,18) = t5. We also have
x ∗ y ∗ x−1 = xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1 = (1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)
(17, 23)(21, 24) and (x∗y∗x−1)2 = (xx∗yy∗xx−1)2 = e. So (x∗y∗x−1)2∗tx∗y∗x
−1
5 ∗t = e→
t(1,11)(2,12)(3,7)(4,14)(5,19)(6,16)(8,22)(10,15)(13,20)(17,23)(21,24) ∗ t5 = e→ t19 ∗ t5 = e→ t5 = t19.
Thus we have the relation 5 ∼ 19.
From Magma, we can check this relation by using the following:
> ts[19] ∗ ts[5] eq Id(G1);
true
> ts[5] eq ts[19];
true
We consider Relation #2: (x∗y ∗x−1 ∗ tyx)5 = e. We now simplify this relation.
First we begin by simplifying ty
x
.
Since yy = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23)





= t(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22) = t13.
We also have x∗y∗x−1 = xx∗yy∗xx−1 = (1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)
(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24), (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)2 = (xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1)2 = e,
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 = (xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1)3 =
(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24),
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)4 = (xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1)4 = e, and (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)5 = (xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1)5 =
(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24).
So (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ tyx)5 = e→ (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ t13)5 = e→








13 ∗ t13 = e→
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)5 ∗ te13 ∗ t
(1,11)(2,12)(3,7)(4,14)(5,19)(6,16)(8,22)(10,15)(13,20)(17,23)(21,24)




13 ∗ t13 = e→
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)5 ∗ t13 ∗ t20 ∗ t13 ∗ t20 ∗ t13 = e→
(x∗y∗x−1)5∗t(x∗y∗x
−1)5
20 ∗t13∗t20∗t13∗t20∗t13 = t20 → (x∗y∗x−1)5∗t20∗t13∗t20∗t13 = t20 →
(x∗y∗x−1)5∗t(x∗y∗x
−1)5
13 ∗t20∗t13∗t20∗t13 = t13∗t20 → (x∗y∗x−1)5∗t13∗t20∗t13 = t13∗t20.
Thus we have the relation (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)5 ∗ t13 ∗ t20 ∗ t13 = t13 ∗ t20.
From Magma, we can check this relation by using the following:
> f((x ∗ y ∗ x(−1))5) ∗ ts[13] ∗ ts[20] ∗ ts[13] eq ts[13] ∗ ts[20];
true
We consider Relation #3: (x ∗ y ∗ ty∗x)5 = e. We now simplify this relation.
First we begin by simplifying ty∗x.
Since yy = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23)
and xx = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18),
then ty∗x = tyy∗xx = t(1,3,12)(2,7,11)(4,16,10)(5,19,18)(6,14,15)(8,17,13)(9,21,24)(20,23,22) = t3.
We also have x ∗ y = xx ∗ yy = (1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)
(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20), (x∗y)2 = (xx∗yy)2 = (1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)
(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14), (x ∗ y)3 = (xx ∗ yy)3 = e, (x ∗ y)4 = (xx ∗ yy)4 =
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20), and
(x∗y)5 = (xx∗yy)5 = (1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)
(9, 20, 14). So (x ∗ y ∗ ty∗x)5 = e→ (x ∗ y ∗ t3)5 = e→








3 ∗ t3 = e→






3 ∗ t3 = e→
(x ∗ y)5 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 ∗ t18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 = e→
(x ∗ y)5 ∗ t(x∗y)
5
18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 ∗ t18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 = t18 → (x ∗ y)5 ∗ t3 ∗ t18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 = t18 →
(x ∗ y)5 ∗ t(x∗y)
5
17 ∗ t3 ∗ t18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 = t17 ∗ t18 → (x ∗ y)5 ∗ t18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 = t17 ∗ t18.
Thus we have the relation (x ∗ y)5 ∗ t18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 = t17 ∗ t18.
From Magma, we can check this relation by using the following:
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> f((x ∗ y)5) ∗ ts[18] ∗ ts[17] ∗ ts[3] eq ts[17] ∗ ts[18];
true
Conjugates of Additional Relations
If we conjugate each relation by all elements of N we can find all of the equiva-
lent relations. From Magma, we can find these relations by using the following:
> for n in N do [5, 19]n; end for;
> for n in N do N !(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)
(17, 23)(21, 24)n,
[13, 20, 13, 13, 20]n; end for;
> for n in N do N !(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)
(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14)n,
[18, 17, 3, 17, 18]n; end for;
Lemmas Formed Using Relation 1
We can use Relation 1 to state and prove the following Lemmas that we will use
throughout this double coset enumeration example.
Lemma 1 (1 ∼ 10) Conjugate Relation 1 (t5 = t19) by
(1, 17, 7, 21, 6, 20, 4, 5)(2, 16, 22, 19, 10, 11, 8, 24)(3, 18, 23, 15, 14, 9, 13, 12). Thus t1 = t10.
Lemma 2 (1 ∼ 23) Conjugate Relation 1 (t5 = t19) by
(1, 21, 6, 5)(2, 18, 10, 9)(3, 16, 14, 11)(4, 20, 7, 17)(8, 15, 22, 12)(13, 19, 23, 24). Thus t1 = t23.
Lemma 3 (2 ∼ 6) Conjugate Relation 1 (t5 = t19) by
(1, 22, 19, 6, 8, 24)(2, 14, 21, 10, 3, 5)(4, 18, 13, 7, 9, 23)(11, 20, 15, 16, 17, 12). Thus t2 = t6.
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Lemma 4 (2 ∼ 13) Conjugate Relation 1 (t5 = t19) by
(1, 9)(2, 5)(3, 14)(4, 8)(6, 18)(7, 22)(10, 21)(12, 20)(13, 19)(15, 17)(23, 24). Thus t2 = t13.
Lemma 5 (3 ∼ 4) Conjugate Relation 1 (t5 = t19) by
(1, 13)(2, 10)(3, 5)(4, 19)(6, 23)(7, 24)(8, 9)(11, 17)(14, 21)(16, 20)(18, 22). Thus t3 = t4.
Lemma 6 (3 ∼ 22) Conjugate Relation 1 (t5 = t19) by
(1, 24, 8, 6, 19, 22)(2, 5, 3, 10, 21, 14)(4, 23, 9, 7, 13, 18)(11, 12, 17, 16, 15, 20). Thus t3 = t22.
Lemma 7 (5 ∼ 18) Conjugate Relation 1 (t5 = t19) by
(1, 7)(2, 3)(4, 6)(8, 23)(9, 24)(10, 14)(11, 12)(13, 22)(15, 16)(17, 20)(18, 19). Thus t5 = t18.
Lemma 8 (9 ∼ 21) Conjugate Relation 1 (t5 = t19) by
(1, 15, 3, 6, 12, 14)(2, 16, 7, 10, 11, 4)(5, 9, 19, 21, 18, 24)(8, 23, 17, 22, 13, 20). Thus t9 = t21.
Lemma 9 (9 ∼ 24) Conjugate Relation 1 (t5 = t19) by
(1, 10)(2, 6)(3, 16)(4, 12)(5, 9)(7, 15)(8, 17)(11, 14)(18, 21)(19, 24)(20, 22). Thus t9 = t24.
Lemma 10 (11 ∼ 15) Conjugate Relation 1 (t5 = t19) by
(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14). Thus t11 =
t15.
Lemma 11 (11 ∼ 17) Conjugate Relation 1 (t5 = t19) by
(1, 24, 20, 3, 6, 19, 17, 14)(2, 18, 15, 8, 10, 9, 12, 22)(4, 13, 5, 11, 7, 23, 21, 16). Thus t11 = t17.
Lemma 12 (12 ∼ 16) Conjugate Relation 1 (t5 = t19) by
(1, 8, 21, 15, 6, 22, 5, 12)(2, 4, 18, 20, 10, 7, 9, 17)(3, 19, 16, 23, 14, 24, 11, 13). Thus t12 = t16.
Lemma 13 (12 ∼ 20) Conjugate Relation 1 (t5 = t19) by
(1, 9, 11)(2, 19, 20)(3, 4, 22)(5, 12, 13)(6, 18, 16)(7, 8, 14)(10, 24, 17)(15, 23, 21). Thus t12 =
t20.
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We were able to easily find the permutation for Lemma 1 on Magma using the code below
(the other Lemma permutations can be found similarly):
> for n in N do if [5, 19]n eq [1, 10] then n; end if ; end for;
Lemmas Formed Using Relations 2 and 3
We can use Relations 2 and 3 to state and prove the following Lemmas that we
will use throughout this double coset enumeration example.
Lemma A (10, 3, 10 ∼ 10, 3)
We begin by rearranging Relation 2: (x∗y∗x−1)5∗t13∗t20∗t13 = t13∗t20 → t13∗t20∗t13 =
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)5 ∗ t13 ∗ t20. Now, conjugate Relation 2 by
(1, 13, 10, 6, 23, 2)(3, 9, 17, 14, 18, 20)(4, 24, 15, 7, 19, 12)(5, 16, 22, 21, 11, 8).
Thus t10 ∗ t3 ∗ t10 =
(1, 4)(2, 14)(3, 10)(5, 21)(6, 7)(8, 13)(9, 19)(11, 15)(12, 16)(18, 24)(22, 23) ∗ t10 ∗ t3.
Lemma B (10, 4, 16 ∼ 4, 10)
We begin by rearranging Relation 3: (x ∗ y)5 ∗ t18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 = t17 ∗ t18 → t18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 =
(x ∗ y)5 ∗ t17 ∗ t18. Now, conjugate Relation 3 by
(1, 21, 6, 5)(2, 18, 10, 9)(3, 16, 14, 11)(4, 20, 7, 17)(8, 15, 22, 12)(13, 19, 23, 24).
Thus t10 ∗ t4 ∗ t16 =
(1, 3, 12)(2, 7, 11)(4, 16, 10)(5, 19, 18)(6, 14, 15)(8, 17, 13)(9, 21, 24)(20, 23, 22) ∗ t4 ∗ t10.
Lemma C (22, 6, 24 ∼ 6, 22)
We begin by rearranging Relation 3: (x ∗ y)5 ∗ t18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 = t17 ∗ t18 → t18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 =
(x ∗ y)5 ∗ t17 ∗ t18. Now, conjugate Relation 3 by
(1, 17, 6, 20)(2, 12, 10, 15)(3, 24, 14, 19)(4, 21, 7, 5)(8, 18, 22, 9)(11, 13, 16, 23).
Thus t22 ∗ t6 ∗ t24 =
(1, 19, 8)(2, 21, 3)(4, 13, 9)(5, 14, 10)(6, 24, 22)(7, 23, 18)(11, 15, 17)(12, 20, 16) ∗ t6 ∗ t22.
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First Double Coset, [∗]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ne = N
We begin by analyzing N (e) = {n ∈ N |Nen = Ne}. Then all 48 elements of N
are in N (e). So the coset stabilizer of N is N (e) ≥ all 48 elements of N . Thus |N (e)| = 48.
Right Cosets of [∗]






We now find the orbits of N (e) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (e)}. We must
take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (e):
1(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24
...
Then O(1) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24}.
Thus the orbit ofN (e) isO(N (e)) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24}.
DC [∗]
The last thing to consider for [∗] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Nti.
Nt1 ∈ Nt1N = [1]. Thus all 24 orbits from [∗] are sent to [1].
Figure 5.17 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
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Figure 5.17: Cayley Graph of [∗] for M11 over 2•S4
Second Double Coset, [1]
Stabilizer of the Coset Nt1
We begin by analyzing N (1) = {n ∈ N |Ntn1 = Nt1}. For simplicity, we say
ti ∼ i. By the definition of N (1) we must take 1 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of
N . So we have
1(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24
1Id(N) = 1e = 1
1(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21) = 1
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if 1n = 1, then n ∈ N (1) and if 1n 6= 1,
then n /∈ N (1). From the above shown conjugations, then the coset stabilizer of Nt1
is N (1) ≥ {e, (2, 13)(3, 8)(4, 7)(5, 20)(9, 11)(10, 23)(12, 19)(14, 22)(15, 24)(16, 18)(17, 21)}.
Below we show there are additional elements in N (1).
Nt
(1,10,23)(2,13,6)(3,17,18)(4,15,19)(5,22,11)(7,12,24)(8,16,21)(9,14,20)
1 = Nt10 → Nt1 (By Lemma 1).
Then (1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20) ∈ N (1).
Nt
(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22)
1 = Nt10 → Nt1 (By Lemma 1).
Then (1, 10)(2, 6)(3, 16)(4, 12)(5, 9)(7, 15)(8, 17)(11, 14)(18, 21)(19, 24)(20, 22) ∈ N (1).
Nt
(1,23,10)(2,6,13)(3,18,17)(4,19,15)(5,11,22)(7,24,12)(8,21,16)(9,20,14)
1 = Nt23 → Nt1 (By Lemma 2).
Then (1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14) ∈ N (1).
Nt
(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17)
1 = Nt23 → Nt1 (By Lemma 2).
Then (1, 23)(3, 21)(4, 24)(5, 14)(6, 13)(7, 19)(8, 18)(9, 22)(11, 20)(12, 15)(16, 17) ∈ N (1).
Thus |N (1)| = 6. From Magma, we can verify N (1) using the following codes:
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Right Cosets of [1]





From Magma, we can verify the number of right cosets using the following code:
> #N/#N1 ;
Orbits of Nt1
We now find the orbits of N (1) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1)}. We must






1Id(N) = 1e = 1






2Id(N) = 2e = 2







3Id(N) = 3e = 3






4Id(N) = 4e = 4






5Id(N) = 5e = 5
Then O(5) = {5, 9, 11, 14, 20, 22}.
Thus the orbits of N (1) are O(N (1)) = {1, 10, 23}, {2, 6, 13}, {3, 8, 16, 17, 18, 21},
{4, 7, 12, 15, 19, 24}, {5, 9, 11, 14, 20, 22}. From Magma, we can verify the orbits of N (1)









The last thing to consider for [1] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Nt1ti.
Nt1t1 = Nt
2
1 = Ne ∈ NeN = [∗]. So 3 orbits from [1] are sent to [∗].
Nt1t2 → N(x4)t1 ∈ Nt1N = [1]. So 3 orbits from [1] are sent to [1].
Nt1t3 ∈ Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 6 orbits from [1] are sent to [1, 3].
Nt1t4 = Nt1t3 (By Lemma 5) ∈ Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 6 orbits from [1] are sent to [1, 3].
Nt1t5 = Nt23t5 (By Lemma 2) = Nt23t18 (By Lemma 7) =
Nt1t
(1,23,10)(2,6,13)(3,18,17)(4,19,15)(5,11,22)(7,24,12)(8,21,16)(9,20,14)
3 ∈ Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 6 or-
bits from [1] are sent to [1, 3].
Then there is a total of 3 orbits sent from [1] to [∗], 3 orbits sent from [1] to [1], and 18
orbits sent from [1] to [1, 3]. Figure 5.18 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the
information obtained.
Figure 5.18: Cayley Graph of [∗] and [1] for M11 over 2•S4
Third Double Coset, [1, 3]
Stabilizer of the Coset Nt1t3
We begin by analyzing N (1,3) = {n ∈ N |N(t1t3)n = Nt1t3}. By the definition
of N (1,3), we must take 1,3 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1, 3(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10
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...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3)n = 1, 3, then n ∈ N (1,3)
and if (1, 3)n 6= 1, 3, then n /∈ N (1,3). Since (1, 3)e = 1, 3, then e ∈ N (1,3). So the coset
stabilizer of Nt1t3 is N
(1,3) ≥ {e}. Thus |N (1,3)| = 1.
Right Cosets of [1, 3]







We now find the orbits of N (1,3) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3)}. We must
take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1,3):
1Id(N) = 1e = 1
2Id(N) = 2e = 2
3Id(N) = 3e = 3
...
Thus the orbits of N (1,3) are O(N (1,3)) = {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, {7}, {8}, {9}, {10},
{11}, {12}, {13}, {14}, {15}, {16}, {17}, {18}, {19}, {20}, {21}, {22}, {23}, {24}.
DC [1, 3]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Nt1t3ti.
Nt1t3t1 = Nt10t3t10 (By Lemma 1) =
N(1, 4)(2, 14)(3, 10)(5, 21)(6, 7)(8, 13)(9, 19)(11, 15)(12, 16)(18, 24)(22, 23) ∗ t10 ∗ t3 (By
Lemma A) = Nt10t3 = Nt1t3 (By Lemma 1) ∈ Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is
sent to [1, 3].
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Nt1t3t2 ∈ Nt1t3t2N = [1, 3, 2]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 2].
Nt1t3t3 = Nt1t
2
3 = Nt1e ∈ Nt1N = [1]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1].
Nt1t3t4 = Nt1t3t3 (By Lemma 5) = Nt1t
2
3 = Nt1e ∈ Nt1N = [1]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3]
is sent to [1].
Nt1t3t5 ∈ Nt1t3t5N = [1, 3, 5]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 5].
Nt1t3t6 = Nt1t3t2 (By Lemma 3) ∈ Nt1t3t2N = [1, 3, 2]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to
[1, 3, 2].
Nt1t3t7 → N(x4)t6t22 = Nt6t22 =
Nt1t
(1,6)(2,23)(3,22)(5,17)(8,14)(9,16)(10,13)(11,18)(12,24)(15,19)(20,21)
3 ∈ [1, 3]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3]
is sent to [1, 3].
Nt1t3t8 → N(x4)t6t22 = Nt6t22 =
Nt1t
(1,6)(2,23)(3,22)(5,17)(8,14)(9,16)(10,13)(11,18)(12,24)(15,19)(20,21)
3 ∈ [1, 3]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3]
is sent to [1, 3].
Nt1t3t9 ∈ Nt1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 9].
Nt1t3t10 = Nt10t3t10 (By Lemma 1) =
N(1, 4)(2, 14)(3, 10)(5, 21)(6, 7)(8, 13)(9, 19)(11, 15)(12, 16)(18, 24)(22, 23)∗t10∗t3 (By Lemma
A) = Nt10t3 = Nt1t3 (By Lemma 1) ∈ Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to
[1, 3].
Nt1t3t11 ∈ Nt1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 11].
Nt1t3t12 = Nt10t3t12 (By Lemma 1) = Nt10t4t12 (By Lemma 5) = Nt10t4t16 (By Lemma
12) = N(1, 3, 12)(2, 7, 11)(4, 16, 10)(5, 19, 18)(6, 14, 15)(8, 17, 13)(9, 21, 24)(20, 23, 22)∗ t4 ∗
t10 (By Lemma B) = Nt4 ∗ t10 =
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Nt1 ∗ t(1,4)(2,14)(3,10)(5,21)(6,7)(8,13)(9,19)(11,15)(12,16)(18,24)(22,23)3 ∈ [1, 3]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3]
is sent to [1, 3].
Nt1t3t13 = Nt1t3t2 (By Lemma 4) ∈ Nt1t3t2N = [1, 3, 2]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to
[1, 3, 2].
Nt1t3t14 → N(x4)t6t22 = Nt6t22 =
Nt1t
(1,6)(2,23)(3,22)(5,17)(8,14)(9,16)(10,13)(11,18)(12,24)(15,19)(20,21)
3 ∈ [1, 3]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3]
is sent to [1, 3].
Nt1t3t15 = Nt1t3t11 (By Lemma 10) ∈ Nt1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is
sent to [1, 3, 11].
Nt1t3t16 = Nt10t3t16 (By Lemma 1) = Nt10t4t16 (By Lemma 5) =
N(1, 3, 12)(2, 7, 11)(4, 16, 10)(5, 19, 18)(6, 14, 15)(8, 17, 13)(9, 21, 24)(20, 23, 22)∗t4∗t10 (By
Lemma B) = Nt4 ∗ t10 = Nt1 ∗ t(1,4)(2,14)(3,10)(5,21)(6,7)(8,13)(9,19)(11,15)(12,16)(18,24)(22,23)3 ∈
[1, 3]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Nt1t3t17 = Nt1t3t11 (By Lemma 11) ∈ Nt1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is
sent to [1, 3].
Nt1t3t18 = Nt1t3t5 (By Lemma 7) ∈ Nt1t3t5N = [1, 3, 5]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to
[1, 3, 5].
Nt1t3t19 = Nt1t3t5 (By Relation 1) ∈ Nt1t3t5N = [1, 3, 5]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent
to [1, 3, 5].
Nt1t3t20 = Nt10t3t20 (By Lemma 1) = Nt10t4t20 (By Lemma 5) = Nt10t4t12 (By Lemma
13) = Nt10t4t16 (By Lemma 12) =
N(1, 3, 12)(2, 7, 11)(4, 16, 10)(5, 19, 18)(6, 14, 15)(8, 17, 13)(9, 21, 24)(20, 23, 22)∗t4∗t10 (By
Lemma B) = Nt4 ∗ t10 = Nt1 ∗ t(1,4)(2,14)(3,10)(5,21)(6,7)(8,13)(9,19)(11,15)(12,16)(18,24)(22,23)3 ∈
[1, 3]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
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Nt1t3t21 = Nt1t3t9 (By Lemma 8) ∈ Nt1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to
[1, 3, 9].
Nt1t3t22 = Nt1t3t3 (By Lemma 6) = Nt1t
2
3 = Nt1e ∈ Nt1N = [1]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3]
is sent to [1].
Nt1t3t23 = Nt10t3t23 (By Lemma 1) = Nt10t3t1 (By Lemma 2) = Nt10t3t10 (By Lemma
1) = N(1, 4)(2, 14)(3, 10)(5, 21)(6, 7)(8, 13)(9, 19)(11, 15)(12, 16)(18, 24)(22, 23) ∗ t10 ∗ t3
(By Lemma A) = Nt10t3 = Nt1t3 (By Lemma 1) ∈ Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 1 orbit from
[1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Nt1t3t24 = Nt1t3t9 (By Lemma 9) ∈ Nt1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to
[1, 3, 9].
Then there is a total of 3 orbits sent from [1, 3] to [1], 10 orbits sent from [1, 3] to [1, 3],
2 orbits sent from [1, 3] to [1, 3, 11], 3 orbits sent from [1, 3] to [1, 3, 9], 3 orbits sent from
[1, 3] to [1, 3, 2], and 3 orbits sent from [1, 3] to [1, 3, 5]. Figure 5.19 shows the Cayley
Graph created so far using the information obtained.
Figure 5.19: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], and [1, 3] for M11 over 2•S4
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Fourth Double Coset, [1, 3, 11]
Stabilizer of the Coset Nt1t3t11
We will begin by analyzing N (1,3,11) = {n ∈ N |N(t1t3t11)n = Nt1t3t11}. By the
definition of [1, 3, 11], we must take 1,3,11 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So
we have
1, 3, 11(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10, 12
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3, 11)n = 1, 3, 11, then n ∈
N (1,3,11) and if (1, 3, 11)n 6= 1, 3, 11, then n /∈ N (1,3,11). Since (1, 3, 11)e = 1, 3, 11, then








Hence (1, 7)(2, 3)(4, 6)(8, 23)(9, 24)(10, 14)(11, 12)(13, 22)(15, 16)(17, 20)(18, 19) ∈ N (1,3,11).
So the coset stabilizer of Nt1t3t11 is N
(1,3,11) ≥ {e,
(1, 7)(2, 3)(4, 6)(8, 23)(9, 24)(10, 14)(11, 12)(13, 22)(15, 16)(17, 20)(18, 19)}. Thus
|N (1,3,11)| = 2.
Right Cosets of [1, 3, 11]






We now find the orbits of N (1,3,11) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3,11)}. We
must take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1,3,11):
1Id(N) = 1e = 1
1(1,7)(2,3)(4,6)(8,23)(9,24)(10,14)(11,12)(13,22)(15,16)(17,20)(18,19) = 7
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2Id(N) = 2e = 2
2(1,7)(2,3)(4,6)(8,23)(9,24)(10,14)(11,12)(13,22)(15,16)(17,20)(18,19) = 3
...
Thus the orbits of N (1,3,11) are O(N (1,3,11)) = {1, 7}, {2, 3}, {4, 6}, {5}, {8, 23}, {9, 24},
{10, 14}, {11, 12}, {13, 22}, {15, 16}, {17, 20}, {18, 19}, {21}.
DC [1, 3, 11]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3, 11] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing
the Double Cosets of Nt1t3t11ti.
Nt1t3t11t1 → N(x4)t10t16t14 = Nt10t16t14 =
Nt1t3t
(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22)
11 ∈ Nt1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So
2 orbits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3, 11].
Nt1t3t11t2 → N(x2 ∗ y ∗ x−2)t15t23t8 = Nt15t23t8 =
Nt1t3t
(1,15,5,8,6,12,21,22)(2,20,9,4,10,17,18,7)(3,23,11,19,14,13,16,24)
5 ∈ Nt1t3t5N = [1, 3, 5]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3, 5].
Nt1t3t11t4 → N(x2 ∗ y ∗ x2)t16t8t23 = Nt16t8t23 =
Nt1t3t
(1,16,9,6,11,18)(2,17,19,10,20,24)(3,8,4,14,22,7)(5,23,12,21,13,15)
5 ∈ Nt1t3t5N = [1, 3, 5]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3, 5].
Nt1t3t11t5 → N(y ∗ x−1)t14t20t13 = Nt14t20t13 =
Nt1t3t
(1,14,17,19,6,3,20,24)(2,22,12,9,10,8,15,18)(4,16,21,23,7,11,5,13)
5 ∈ Nt1t3t5N = [1, 3, 5]. So 1 or-
bit from [1, 3, 11] is sent to [1, 3, 5].
Nt1t3t11t8 → N(y ∗ x−3)t16t4t6 = Nt16t4t6 =
Nt1t3t
(1,16)(2,15)(3,4)(5,24)(6,11)(7,14)(9,18)(10,12)(13,17)(19,21)(20,23)
11 ∈ Nt1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So
2 orbits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3, 11].
Nt1t3t11t9 → Nt1t3t11t21 (By Lemma 8) ∈ Nt1t3t11t21N = [1, 3, 11, 21]. So 2 orbits from
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[1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3, 11, 21].
Nt1t3t11t10 → N(x4)t10t16t14 = Nt10t16t14 =
Nt1t3t
(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22)
11 ∈ Nt1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So
2 orbits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3, 11].
Nt1t3t11t11 = Nt1t3t
2
11 = Nt1t3e ∈ Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to
[1, 3].
Nt1t3t11t13 → N(x2 ∗ y ∗ x−2)t15t23t8 = Nt15t23t8 =
Nt1t3t
(1,15,5,8,6,12,21,22)(2,20,9,4,10,17,18,7)(3,23,11,19,14,13,16,24)
5 ∈ Nt1t3t5N = [1, 3, 5]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3, 5].
Nt1t3t11t15 → Nt1t3t11t11 (By Lemma 10) = Nt1t3t211 = Nt1t3e ∈ Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2
orbits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3].
Nt1t3t11t17 → Nt1t3t11t11 (By Lemma 11) = Nt1t3t211 = Nt1t3e ∈ Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2
orbits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3].
Nt1t3t11t18 → N(y ∗ x−1)t14t20t13 = Nt14t20t13 =
Nt1t3t
(1,14,17,19,6,3,20,24)(2,22,12,9,10,8,15,18)(4,16,21,23,7,11,5,13)
5 ∈ Nt1t3t5N = [1, 3, 5]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3, 5].
Nt1t3t11t21 ∈ Nt1t3t11t21N = [1, 3, 11, 21]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3, 11] is sent to [1, 3, 11, 21].
Then there is a total of 6 orbits sent from [1, 3, 11] to [1, 3], 6 orbits sent from [1, 3, 11]
to [1, 3, 11], 9 orbits sent from [1, 3, 11] to [1, 3, 5], and 3 orbits sent from [1, 3, 11] to
[1, 3, 11, 21]. Figure 5.20 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information
obtained.
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Figure 5.20: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], [1, 3], and [1, 3, 11] for M11 over 2•S4
Fifth Double Coset, [1, 3, 9]
Stabilizer of the Coset Nt1t3t9
We begin by analyzing N (1,3,9) = {n ∈ N |N(t1t3t9)n = Nt1t3t9}. By the defini-
tion of N (1,3,9), we must take 1,3,9 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1, 3, 9(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10, 7
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3, 9)n = 1, 3, 9, then n ∈ N (1,3,9)
and if (1, 3, 9)n 6= 1, 3, 9, then n /∈ N (1,3,9). Since (1, 3, 9)e = 1, 3, 9, then e ∈ N (1,3,9).








Hence (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23) ∈ N (1,3,9).
So the coset stabilizer of Nt1t3t9 is N
(1,3,9) ≥ {e,
(1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23)}. Thus
|N (1,3,9)| = 2.
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Right Cosets of [1, 3, 9]






We now find the orbits of N (1,3,9) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3,9)}. We
must take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1,3,9):
1Id(N) = 1e = 1
1(1,18)(2,21)(4,22)(5,10)(6,9)(7,8)(11,16)(12,17)(13,24)(15,20)(19,23) = 18
2Id(N) = 2e = 2
2(1,18)(2,21)(4,22)(5,10)(6,9)(7,8)(11,16)(12,17)(13,24)(15,20)(19,23) = 21
...
Thus the orbits of N (1,3,9) are O(N (1,3,9)) = {1, 18}, {2, 21}, {3}, {4, 22}, {5, 10}, {6, 9},
{7, 8}, {11, 16}, {12, 17}, {13, 24}, {14}, {15, 20}, {19, 23}.
DC [1, 3, 9]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3, 9] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing
the Double Cosets of Nt1t3t9ti.
Nt1t3t9t1 → N(x2 ∗ y ∗ x−1)t9t14t2 =
Nt1t3t
(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24)
5 ∈ Nt1t3t5N = [1, 3, 5]. So 2
orbits from [1, 3, 9] are sent to [1, 3, 5].
Nt1t3t9t2 → N(x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y)t18t3 =
Nt1t
(1,18)(2,21)(4,22)(5,10)(6,9)(7,8)(11,16)(12,17)(13,24)(15,20)(19,23)
3 ∈ Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 3, 9] are sent to [1, 3].
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Nt1t3t9t3 → N(x4 ∗ y)t18t3t6 =
Nt1t3t
(1,18)(2,21)(4,22)(5,10)(6,9)(7,8)(11,16)(12,17)(13,24)(15,20)(19,23)
9 ∈ Nt1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9]. So 1
orbit from [1, 3, 9] is sent to [1, 3, 9].
Nt1t3t9t4 → N(x4 ∗ y)t18t3t6 =
Nt1t3t
(1,18)(2,21)(4,22)(5,10)(6,9)(7,8)(11,16)(12,17)(13,24)(15,20)(19,23)
9 ∈ Nt1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9]. So 2
orbits from [1, 3, 9] are sent to [1, 3, 9].
Nt1t3t9t5 → N(x4)t6t14t21 =
Nt1t3t
(1,6)(2,10)(3,14)(4,7)(5,21)(8,22)(9,18)(11,16)(12,15)(13,23)(17,20)(19,24)
5 Nt1t3t5N ∈ [1, 3, 5]. So
2 orbits from [1, 3, 9] are sent to [1, 3, 5].
Nt1t3t9t6 → N(x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y)t18t3 =
Nt1t
(1,18)(2,21)(4,22)(5,10)(6,9)(7,8)(11,16)(12,17)(13,24)(15,20)(19,23)
3 ∈ Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 3, 9] are sent to [1, 3].
Nt1t3t9t7 → N(x ∗ y ∗ x−2)t13t9t1 =
Nt1t3t
(1,13,10,6,23,2)(3,9,17,14,18,20)(4,24,15,7,19,12)(5,16,22,21,11,8)
2 ∈ Nt1t3t2N = [1, 3, 2]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 3, 9] are sent to [1, 3, 2].
Nt1t3t9t11 → N(y ∗ x ∗ y)t11t22t9t23 =
Nt1t3t11t
(1,11,9)(2,20,19)(3,22,4)(5,13,12)(6,16,18)(7,14,8)(10,17,24)(15,21,23)
21 ∈ Nt1t3t11t21N =
[1, 3, 11, 21]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 9] are sent to [1, 3, 11, 21].
Nt1t3t9t12 → N(x−2 ∗ y)t16t4t6t19 =
Nt1t3t11t
(1,16)(2,15)(3,4)(5,24)(6,11)(7,14)(9,18)(10,12)(13,17)(19,21)(20,23)
21 ∈ Nt1t3t11t21N =
[1, 3, 11, 21]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 9] are sent to [1, 3, 11, 21].
Nt1t3t9t13 → N(x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y)t18t3 =
Nt1t
(1,18)(2,21)(4,22)(5,10)(6,9)(7,8)(11,16)(12,17)(13,24)(15,20)(19,23)
3 ∈ Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 3, 9] are sent to [1, 3].
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Nt1t3t9t14 → N(x ∗ y ∗ x−2 ∗ y)t19t1t9 =
Nt1t3t
(1,19,20,14,6,24,17,3)(2,9,15,22,10,18,12,8)(4,23,5,16,7,13,21,11)
2 ∈ Nt1t3t2N = [1, 3, 2]. So 1 or-
bit from [1, 3, 9] is sent to [1, 3, 2].
Nt1t3t9t15 → N(y ∗ x ∗ y)t11t22t9t23 =
Nt1t3t11t
(1,11,9)(2,20,19)(3,22,4)(5,13,12)(6,16,18)(7,14,8)(10,17,24)(15,21,23)
21 ∈ Nt1t3t11t21N =
[1, 3, 11, 21]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 9] are sent to [1, 3, 11, 21].
Nt1t3t9t19 → N(x4)t6t14t21 =
Nt1t3t
(1,6)(2,10)(3,14)(4,7)(5,21)(8,22)(9,18)(11,16)(12,15)(13,23)(17,20)(19,24)
5 ∈ Nt1t3t5N = [1, 3, 5].
So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 9] are sent to [1, 3, 5].
Then there is a total of 6 orbits sent from [1, 3, 9] to [1, 3], 3 orbits sent from [1, 3, 9] to
[1, 3, 9], 3 orbits sent from [1, 3, 9] to [1, 3, 2], 6 orbits sent from [1, 3, 9] to [1, 3, 5], and 6
orbits sent from [1, 3, 9] to [1, 3, 11, 21]. Figure 5.21 shows the Cayley Graph created so
far using the information obtained.
Figure 5.21: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], [1, 3], [1, 3, 11], and [1, 3, 9] for M11 over 2•S4
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Sixth Double Coset, [1, 3, 2]
Stabilizer of the Coset Nt1t3t2
We begin by analyzing N (1,3,2) = {n ∈ N |N(t1t3t2)n = Nt1t3t2}. By the defini-
tion of N (1,3,2), we must take 1,3,2 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1, 3, 2(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10, 5
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3, 2)n = 1, 3, 2, then n ∈ N (1,3,2)
and if (1, 3, 2)n 6= 1, 3, 2, then n /∈ N (1,3,2). Since (1, 3, 2)e = 1, 3, 2, then e ∈ N (1,3,2).

























Hence (1, 4)(2, 14)(3, 10)(5, 21)(6, 7)(8, 13)(9, 19)(11, 15)(12, 16)(18, 24)(22, 23) ∈ N (1,3,2).
Then the coset stabilizer of Nt1t3t2 is N
(1,3,2) ≥ {e,
(1, 7)(2, 3)(4, 6)(8, 23)(9, 24)(10, 14)(11, 12)(13, 22)(15, 16)(17, 20)(18, 19),
(1, 6)(2, 10)(3, 14)(4, 7)(5, 21)(8, 22)(9, 18)(11, 16)(12, 15)(13, 23)(17, 20)(19, 24),
(1, 4)(2, 14)(3, 10)(5, 21)(6, 7)(8, 13)(9, 19)(11, 15)(12, 16)(18, 24)(22, 23)}. Thus
|N (1,3,2)| = 4.
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Right Cosets of [1, 3, 2]






We now find the orbits of N (1,3,2) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3,2)}. We
must take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1,3,2):






























Thus the orbits ofN (1,3,2) areO(N (1,3,2)) = {1, 6, 4, 7}, {2, 10, 14, 3}, {5, 21}, {8, 22, 13, 23},
{9, 18, 18, 24}, {11, 16, 15, 12}, {17, 20}.
DC [1, 3, 2]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3, 2] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing
the Double Cosets of Nt1t3t2ti.
Nt1t3t2t1 → N(x ∗ y ∗ x−2 ∗ y)t6t14 =
Nt1t
(1,6)(2,10)(3,14)(4,7)(5,21)(8,22)(9,18)(11,16)(12,15)(13,23)(17,20)(19,24)
3 ∈ Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 4
orbits from [1, 3, 2] are sent to [1, 3].
Nt1t3t2t2 = Nt1t3t
2
2 = Nt1t3e ∈ Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 4 orbits from [1, 3, 2] are sent to
[1, 3].
Nt1t3t2t5 → N(x4 ∗ y)t1t3t2 ∈ Nt1t3t2N = [1, 3, 2]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 2] are sent to
[1, 3, 2].
Nt1t3t2t8 → N(x4)t4t10 = Nt1t(1,4)(2,14)(3,10)(5,21)(6,7)(8,13)(9,19)(11,15)(12,16)(18,24)(22,23)3 ∈
Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 4 orbits from [1, 3, 2] are sent to [1, 3].
Nt1t3t2t9 → N(x ∗ y ∗ x−2)t7t2t3 =
Nt1t3t
(1,7)(2,3)(4,6)(8,23)(9,24)(10,14)(11,12)(13,22)(15,16)(17,20)(18,19)
2 ∈ Nt1t3t2N = [1, 3, 2]. So 4
orbits from [1, 3, 2] are sent to [1, 3, 2].
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Nt1t3t2t11 → N(x3 ∗ y)t14t20t10 =
Nt1t3t
(1,14,17,19,6,3,20,24)(2,22,12,9,10,8,15,18)(4,16,21,23,7,11,5,13)
9 ∈ Nt1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9]. So 4 or-
bits from [1, 3, 2] are sent to [1, 3, 9].
Nt1t3t2t17 → N(x3 ∗ y)t14t20t10 =
Nt1t3t
(1,14,17,19,6,3,20,24)(2,22,12,9,10,8,15,18)(4,16,21,23,7,11,5,13)
9 ∈ Nt1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 3, 2] are sent to [1, 3, 9].
Then there is a total of 12 orbits sent from [1, 3, 2] to [1, 3], 6 orbits sent from [1, 3, 2] to
[1, 3, 2], and 6 orbits sent from [1, 3, 2] to [1, 3, 9]. Figure 5.22 shows the Cayley Graph
created so far using the information obtained.
Figure 5.22: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], [1, 3], [1, 3, 11], [1, 3, 9], and [1, 3, 2] for M11 over
2•S4
Seventh Double Coset, [1, 3, 5]
Stabilizer of the Coset Nt1t3t5
We begin by analyzing N (1,3,5) = {n ∈ N |N(t1t3t5)n = Nt1t3t5}. By the defini-
tion of N (1,3,5), we must take 1,3,5 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1, 3, 5(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10, 3
...
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For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3, 5)n = 1, 3, 5, then n ∈ N (1,3,5)
and if (1, 3, 5)n 6= 1, 3, 5, then n /∈ N (1,3,5). Since (1, 3, 5)e = 1, 3, 5, then e ∈ N (1,3,5).








Hence (1, 9)(2, 5)(3, 14)(4, 8)(6, 18)(7, 22)(10, 21)(12, 20)(13, 19)(15, 17)(23, 24) ∈ N (1,3,5).
Then the coset stabilizer of Nt1t3t5 is N
(1,3,5) ≥
{e, (1, 9)(2, 5)(3, 14)(4, 8)(6, 18)(7, 22)(10, 21)(12, 20)(13, 19)(15, 17)(23, 24)}. Thus
|N (1,3,5)| = 2.
Right Cosets of [1, 3, 5]






We now find the orbits of N (1,3,5) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3,5)}. We
must take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1,3,5):
1Id(N) = 1e = 1
1(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 9
2Id(N) = 2e = 2
2(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 5
3Id(N) = 3e = 3
3(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 14
4Id(N) = 4e = 4
4(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 8
6Id(N) = 6e = 6
6(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 18
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7Id(N) = 7e = 7
7(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 22
10Id(N) = 10e = 10
10(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 21
11Id(N) = 11e = 11
11(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 11
12Id(N) = 12e = 12
12(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 20
13Id(N) = 13e = 13
13(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 19
15Id(N) = 15e = 15
15(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 17
16Id(N) = 16e = 16
16(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 16
23Id(N) = 23e = 23
23(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 24
...
Thus the orbits of N (1,3,5) are O(N (1,3,5)) = {1, 9}, {2, 5}, {3, 14}, {4, 8}, {6, 18}, {7, 22},
{10, 21}, {11}, {12, 20}, {13, 19}, {15, 17}, {16}, {23, 24}.
DC [1, 3, 5]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3, 5] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing
the Double Cosets of Nt1t3t5ti.
Nt1t3t5t1 → N(x4)t18t3t6 =
Nt1t3t
(1,18)(2,21)(4,22)(5,10)(6,9)(7,8)(11,16)(12,17)(13,24)(15,20)(19,23)
9 ∈ Nt1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9]. So 2
orbits from [1, 3, 5] are sent to [1, 3, 9].
Nt1t3t5t2 → Nt9t14 = Nt1t(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24)3 ∈
Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 5] are sent to [1, 3].
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Nt1t3t5t3 → N(yx)t6t22t18 =
Nt1t3t
(1,6)(2,23)(3,22)(5,17)(8,14)(9,16)(10,13)(11,18)(12,24)(15,19)(20,21)
11 ∈ Nt1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So
2 orbits from [1, 3, 5] are sent to [1, 3, 11].
Nt1t3t5t4 → N(yx)t6t22t18 =
Nt1t3t
(1,6)(2,23)(3,22)(5,17)(8,14)(9,16)(10,13)(11,18)(12,24)(15,19)(20,21)
11 ∈ Nt1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So
2 orbits from [1, 3, 5] are sent to [1, 3, 11].
Nt1t3t5t6 → Nt9t14 = Nt1t(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24)3 ∈
Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 5] are sent to [1, 3].
Nt1t3t5t7 → N(x ∗ y ∗ x2 ∗ y)t18t7t6 =
Nt1t3t
(1,18,11,6,9,16)(2,24,20,10,19,17)(3,7,22,14,4,8)(5,15,13,21,12,23)
11 ∈ Nt1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So 2
orbits from [1, 3, 5] are sent to [1, 3, 11].
Nt1t3t5t10 → N(x4)t18t3t6 =
Nt1t3t
(1,18)(2,21)(4,22)(5,10)(6,9)(7,8)(11,16)(12,17)(13,24)(15,20)(19,23)
9 ∈ Nt1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9]. So 2
orbits from [1, 3, 5] are sent to [1, 3, 9].
Nt1t3t5t11 → N(y ∗ x)t24t6t7 =
Nt1t3t
(1,24,20,3,6,19,17,14)(2,18,15,8,10,9,12,22)(4,13,5,11,7,23,21,16)
11 ∈ Nt1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So 1
orbit from [1, 3, 5] is sent to [1, 3, 11].
Nt1t3t5t12 → N(x−3 ∗ y)t13t9t8t11 =
Nt1t3t11t
(1,13,10,6,23,2)(3,9,17,14,18,20)(4,24,15,7,19,12)(5,16,22,21,11,8)
21 ∈ Nt1t3t11t21N =
[1, 3, 11, 21]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 5] are sent to [1, 3, 11, 21].
Nt1t3t5t13 → Nt9t14 = Nt1t(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24)3 ∈
Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 5] are sent to [1, 3].
Nt1t3t5t15 → N(y∗x)t24t6t7 = Nt1t3t(1,24,20,3,6,19,17,14)(2,18,15,8,10,9,12,22)(4,13,5,11,7,23,21,16)11 ∈
Nt1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 5] are sent to [1, 3, 11].
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Nt1t3t5t16 → N(x−3 ∗ y)t13t9t8t11 =
Nt1t3t11t
(1,13,10,6,23,2)(3,9,17,14,18,20)(4,24,15,7,19,12)(5,16,22,21,11,8)
21 ∈ Nt1t3t11t21N =
[1, 3, 11, 21]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3, 5] is sent to [1, 3, 11, 21].
Nt1t3t5t23 → N(x4)t18t3t6 =
Nt1t3t
(1,18)(2,21)(4,22)(5,10)(6,9)(7,8)(11,16)(12,17)(13,24)(15,20)(19,23)
9 ∈ Nt1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9]. So 2
orbits from [1, 3, 5] are sent to [1, 3, 9].
Then there is a total of 6 orbits sent from [1, 3, 5] to [1, 3], 9 orbits sent from [1, 3, 5] to
[1, 3, 11], 6 orbits sent from [1, 3, 5] to [1, 3, 9], and 6 orbits sent from [1, 3, 5] to [1, 3, 11, 21].
Figure 5.23 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
Figure 5.23: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], [1, 3], [1, 3, 11], [1, 3, 9], [1, 3, 2], and [1, 3, 5] for M11
over 2•S4
Eighth Double Coset, [1, 3, 11, 21]
Stabilizer of the Coset Nt1t3t11t21
We will begin by analyzing N (1,3,11,21) = {n ∈ N |N(t1t3t11t21)n = Nt1t3t11t21}.
By the definition of N (1,3,11,21), we must take 1,3,11,21 and conjugate it by all 48 elements
of N . So we have
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1, 3, 11, 21(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10, 12, 14
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3, 11, 21)n = 1, 3, 11, 21, then n ∈
N (1,3,11,21) and if (1, 3, 11, 21)n 6= 1, 3, 11, 21, then n /∈ N (1,3,11,21). Since (1, 3, 11, 21)e =









Hence (1, 7)(2, 3)(4, 6)(8, 23)(9, 24)(10, 14)(11, 12)(13, 22)(15, 16)(17, 20)(18, 19) ∈
N (1,3,11,21).
Then the coset stabilizer of Nt1t3t11t21 is N
(1,3,11,21) ≥
{e, (1, 7)(2, 3)(4, 6)(8, 23)(9, 24)(10, 14)(11, 12)(13, 22)(15, 16)(17, 20)(18, 19)}. Thus
|N (1,3,11,21)| = 2.
Right Cosets of [1, 3, 11, 21]






We now find the orbits of N (1,3,11,21) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3,11,21)}.
We must take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer
N (1,3,11,21):
1Id(N) = 1e = 1
1(1,7)(2,3)(4,6)(8,23)(9,24)(10,14)(11,12)(13,22)(15,16)(17,20)(18,19) = 7
2Id(N) = 2e = 2
2(1,7)(2,3)(4,6)(8,23)(9,24)(10,14)(11,12)(13,22)(15,16)(17,20)(18,19) = 3
4Id(N) = 4e = 4
4(1,7)(2,3)(4,6)(8,23)(9,24)(10,14)(11,12)(13,22)(15,16)(17,20)(18,19) = 6
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5Id(N) = 5e = 5
5(1,7)(2,3)(4,6)(8,23)(9,24)(10,14)(11,12)(13,22)(15,16)(17,20)(18,19) = 5
8Id(N) = 8e = 8
8(1,7)(2,3)(4,6)(8,23)(9,24)(10,14)(11,12)(13,22)(15,16)(17,20)(18,19) = 23
9Id(N) = 9e = 9
9(1,7)(2,3)(4,6)(8,23)(9,24)(10,14)(11,12)(13,22)(15,16)(17,20)(18,19) = 24
10Id(N) = 10e = 10
10(1,7)(2,3)(4,6)(8,23)(9,24)(10,14)(11,12)(13,22)(15,16)(17,20)(18,19) = 14
11Id(N) = 11e = 11
11(1,7)(2,3)(4,6)(8,23)(9,24)(10,14)(11,12)(13,22)(15,16)(17,20)(18,19) = 12
13Id(N) = 13e = 13
13(1,7)(2,3)(4,6)(8,23)(9,24)(10,14)(11,12)(13,22)(15,16)(17,20)(18,19) = 22
15Id(N) = 15e = 15
15(1,7)(2,3)(4,6)(8,23)(9,24)(10,14)(11,12)(13,22)(15,16)(17,20)(18,19) = 16
17Id(N) = 17e = 17
17(1,7)(2,3)(4,6)(8,23)(9,24)(10,14)(11,12)(13,22)(15,16)(17,20)(18,19) = 20
18Id(N) = 18e = 18
18(1,7)(2,3)(4,6)(8,23)(9,24)(10,14)(11,12)(13,22)(15,16)(17,20)(18,19) = 19
21Id(N) = 21e = 21
21(1,7)(2,3)(4,6)(8,23)(9,24)(10,14)(11,12)(13,22)(15,16)(17,20)(18,19) = 21
...
Thus the orbits ofN (1,3,11,21) areO(N (1,3,11,21)) = {1, 7}, {2, 3}, {4, 6}, {5}, {8, 23}, {9, 24},
{10, 14}, {11, 12}, {13, 22}, {15, 16}, {17, 20}, {18, 19}, {21}.
DC [1, 3, 11, 21]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3, 11, 21] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing
the Double Cosets of Nt1t3t11t21ti.
Nt1t3t11t21t1 → N(x−3)t16t4t18 =
Nt1t3t
(1,16)(2,15)(3,4)(5,24)(6,11)(7,14)(9,18)(10,12)(13,17)(19,21)(20,23)
9 ∈ Nt1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9]. So 2
orbits from [1, 3, 11, 21] are sent to [1, 3, 9].
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Nt1t3t11t21t2 → N(x−2 ∗ y ∗ x)t1t8t9t17 =
Nt1t3t11t
(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21)
21 ∈ Nt1t3t11t21N =
[1, 3, 11, 21]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 11, 21] are sent to [1, 3, 11, 21].
Nt1t3t11t21t4 → N(x4)t6t22t18t20 =
Nt1t3t11t
(1,6)(2,23)(3,22)(5,17)(8,14)(9,16)(10,13)(11,18)(12,24)(15,19)(20,21)
21 ∈ Nt1t3t11t21N =
[1, 3, 11, 21]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 11, 21] are sent to [1, 3, 11, 21].
Nt1t3t11t21t5 → N(y ∗ x3)t2t20t8 =
Nt1t3t
(1,2,23,6,10,13)(3,20,18,14,17,9)(4,12,19,7,15,24)(5,8,11,21,22,16)
5 = [1, 3, 5]. So 1 orbit from
[1, 3, 11, 21] is sent to [1, 3, 5].
Nt1t3t11t21t8 → N(x3 ∗ y ∗ x−1)t15t6t19 =
Nt1t3t
(1,15,3,6,12,14)(2,16,7,10,11,4)(5,9,19,21,18,24)(8,23,17,22,13,20)
9 = [1, 3, 9]. So 2 orbits from
[1, 3, 11, 21] are sent to [1, 3, 9].
Nt1t3t11t21t9 → Nt1t3t11t21t21 (By Lemma 8) = Nt1t3t11t221 = Nt1t3t11e ∈ Nt1t3t11N =
[1, 3, 11]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 11, 21] are sent to [1, 3, 11].
Nt1t3t11t21t10 → N(x−3)t16t4t18 =
Nt1t3t
(1,16)(2,15)(3,4)(5,24)(6,11)(7,14)(9,18)(10,12)(13,17)(19,21)(20,23)
9 ∈ [1, 3, 9]. So 2 orbits from
[1, 3, 11, 21] are sent to [1, 3, 9].
Nt1t3t11t21t11 → N(x ∗ y ∗ x−2)t9t14t11t10 =
Nt1t3t11t
(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24)
21 ∈ [1, 3, 11, 21]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 3, 11, 21] are sent to [1, 3, 11, 21].
Nt1t3t11t21t13 → N(x−2 ∗ y ∗ x)t1t8t9t17 =
Nt1t3t11t
(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21)
21 = [1, 3, 11, 21]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 3, 11, 21] are sent to [1, 3, 11, 21].
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Nt1t3t11t21t15 → N(x ∗ y ∗ x−2)t9t14t11t10 =
Nt1t3t11t
(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24)
21 ∈ [1, 3, 11, 21]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 3, 11, 21] are sent to [1, 3, 11, 21].
Nt1t3t11t21t17 → N(x ∗ y ∗ x−2)t9t14t11t10 =
Nt1t3t11t
(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24)
21 ∈ [1, 3, 11, 21]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 3, 11, 21] are sent to [1, 3, 11, 21].
Nt1t3t11t21t18 → N(y ∗ x3)t2t20t8 =
Nt1t3t
(1,2,23,6,10,13)(3,20,18,14,17,9)(4,12,19,7,15,24)(5,8,11,21,22,16)
5 = [1, 3, 5]. So 2 orbits from
[1, 3, 11, 21] are sent to [1, 3, 5].
Nt1t3t11t21t21 = Nt1t3t11t
2
21 = Nt1t3t11e ∈ Nt1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So 1 orbit from
[1, 3, 11, 21] is sent to [1, 3, 11].
Then there is a total of 3 orbits sent from [1, 3, 11, 21] to [1, 3, 11], 6 orbits sent from
[1, 3, 11, 21] to [1, 3, 9], 3 orbits sent from [1, 3, 11, 21] to [1, 3, 5], and 12 orbits sent from
[1, 3, 11, 21] to [1, 3, 11, 21]. Figure 5.24 shows the complete Cayley Graph for M11.






6.1 Maximal Construction of 3 : (PSL(3, 3) : 2) over 4 :• (22 :
S3) and 2
•S4
Elements of Control Group, N
We now examine Image #12 from Section 3.7. This image was produced by
factoring the progenitor 2∗24 : (2•S4) by the additional relations (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ ty∗x)3,
(x ∗ y ∗ t)2, and (x ∗ y ∗ ty∗x)6. Recall that the control group, N = 2•S4 is generated by
x = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18) and
y = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23), where xx ∼
x, yy ∼ y, and t ∼ t1. We can find the elements of N using the Magma codes below:
> S := Sym(24);
> xx := S!(1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)
(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18);
> yy := S!(1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)
(19, 23);





> G < x, y, t >:= Group < x, y, t|y2, (y ∗ x−1)3, x8, x−1 ∗ y ∗ x4 ∗ y ∗ x−3, t2,
(t, y ∗ x2 ∗ y ∗ x), (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ ty∗x)3, (x ∗ y ∗ t)2, (x ∗ y ∗ ty∗x)6 >;
> f,G1, k := CosetAction(G, sub < G|x, y >);
> #G1;
33696
Then the order of N is 48 and the order of G is 33696.
Isomorphism Type of Permutation Representation of G (G1)
Recall that in Section 3.3 we have already identified the isomorphism type of
our control group, 2•S4. We have also previously identified the rough shape of our group
G1, but we now find the exact isomorphism type of our image by examining its normal
lattice and composition factors.
> CompositionFactors(G1);
> NL := NormalLattice(G1);NL;
> for i in [1..#NL] do if IsAbelian(NL[i]) then i; end if ; end for;
> IsIsomorphic(NL[2], CyclicGroup(3));
true
We find that the largest normal abelian subgroup of G1 is NL[2] ∼= 3. We now examine
the factor group q ∼= G1/NL[2].
> q, ff := quo < G1|NL[2] >;
> nl := NormalLattice(q);nl;
> IsIsomorphic(nl[2], PSL(3, 3));
true
We found that nl[2] ∼= PSL(3, 3). We must now find the factor group qq ∼= q/nl[2] in
order to determine the presentation of q.
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> qq, fff := quo < q|nl[2] >;
> IsIsomorphic(qq, CyclicGroup(2));
true
Then qq ∼= 2. We must now determine if q is the semi-direct product PSL(3, 3) : 2, as
shown below.
> A := AutomorphismGroup(PSL(3, 3));




Thus q ∼= PSL(3, 3) : 2. We now determine ifG1 is the semi-direct productNL[2] : q ∼= 3 :
(PSL(3, 3) : 2). The presentation of NL[2] ∼= 3 is < a|a3 >, where NL[2] is generated by
A ∼ (1, 701, 702)(2, 700, 694)(3, 634, 697)(4, 648, 686)(5, 647, 687)(6, 652, 492)(7, 601, 657)
(8, 672, 517)(9, 674, 608)(10, 640, 516)(11, 633, 579)(12, 534, 521)(13, 325, 679)(14, 699, 685)
(15, 532, 448)(16, 351, 627)(17, 598, 578)(18, 456, 581)(19, 603, 658)(20, 391, 503)
(21, 468, 617)(22, 417, 584)(23, 354, 366)(24, 424, 486)(25, 600, 197)(26, 594, 410)
(27, 605, 238)(28, 419, 519)(29, 293, 365)(30, 374, 564)(31, 484, 299)(32, 681, 213)
(33, 636, 496)(34, 416, 444)(35, 660, 565)(36, 602, 607)(37, 604, 298)(38, 533, 449)
(39, 337, 518)(40, 641, 246)(41, 470, 562)(42, 463, 309)(43, 595, 551)(44, 479, 557)
(45, 591, 270)(46, 402, 520)(47, 326, 447)(48, 226, 215)(49, 335, 278)(50, 319, 360)
(51, 324, 507)(52, 105, 683)(53, 265, 585)(54, 385, 432)(55, 328, 450)(56, 129, 680)
(57, 179, 535)(58, 352, 504)(59, 650, 271)(60, 225, 175)(61, 393, 231)(62, 400, 538)
(63, 177, 513)(64, 458, 317)(65, 350, 693)(66, 112, 596)(67, 150, 676)(68, 329, 495)
(69, 364, 588)(70, 289, 478)(71, 599, 498)(72, 574, 653)(73, 454, 614)(74, 474, 620)
(75, 457, 567)(76, 467, 615)(77, 631, 491)(78, 649, 204)(79, 133, 695)(80, 171, 696)
(81, 630, 506)(82, 659, 475)(83, 461, 311)(84, 455, 301)(85, 184, 616)(86, 666, 437)
(87, 553, 341)(88, 389, 315)(89, 415, 429)(90, 152, 678)(91, 471, 566)(92, 651, 255)
(93, 425, 203)(94, 292, 120)(95, 124, 346)(96, 114, 367)(97, 423, 244)(98, 159, 501)
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(99, 426, 394)(100, 220, 487)(101, 510, 190)(102, 339, 490)(103, 606, 199)(104, 597, 196)
(106, 688, 193)(107, 531, 409)(108, 586, 148)(109, 284, 239)(110, 294, 295)(111, 637, 198)
(113, 462, 297)(115, 642, 214)(116, 418, 609)(117, 188, 611)(118, 153, 662)(119, 291, 249)
(121, 370, 248)(122, 554, 254)(123, 632, 494)(125, 403, 541)(126, 485, 612)(127, 664, 274)
(128, 628, 277)(130, 433, 206)(131, 682, 194)(132, 583, 181)(134, 572, 411)(135, 427, 228)
(136, 446, 224)(137, 314, 443)(138, 624, 173)(139, 369, 589)(140, 331, 684)(141, 523, 464)
(142, 663, 308)(143, 473, 312)(144, 621, 548)(145, 441, 610)(146, 472, 618)(147, 336, 536)
(149, 266, 656)(151, 638, 245)(154, 677, 235)(155, 399, 665)(156, 338, 669)(157, 313, 587)
(158, 185, 613)(160, 481, 305)(161, 286, 643)(162, 207, 386)(163, 509, 459)(164, 397, 558)
(165, 480, 243)(166, 187, 559)(167, 398, 460)(168, 590, 273)(169, 281, 577)(170, 691, 269)
(172, 690, 211)(174, 401, 542)(176, 210, 209)(178, 320, 208)(180, 318, 216)(182, 368, 279)
(183, 342, 371)(186, 250, 524)(189, 303, 356)(191, 300, 343)(192, 593, 205)(195, 323, 434)
(200, 256, 635)(201, 466, 363)(202, 573, 570)(212, 327, 497)(217, 353, 692)(218, 469, 580)
(219, 689, 436)(221, 545, 237)(222, 540, 272)(223, 307, 332)(227, 306, 229)(230, 395, 387)
(232, 376, 530)(233, 622, 439)(234, 550, 527)(236, 421, 547)(240, 251, 372)(241, 321, 625)
(242, 322, 639)(247, 575, 408)(252, 440, 477)(253, 283, 552)(257, 626, 404)(258, 576, 428)
(259, 568, 476)(260, 499, 668)(261, 383, 502)(262, 623, 288)(263, 671, 392)(264, 482, 488)
(267, 390, 514)(268, 388, 500)(275, 673, 310)(276, 571, 505)(280, 465, 316)(282, 508, 435)
(285, 340, 431)(287, 667, 378)(290, 377, 544)(296, 344, 345)(302, 355, 304)(330, 493, 347)
(333, 407, 670)(334, 556, 414)(348, 561, 413)(349, 451, 452)(357, 645, 489)(358, 442, 619)
(359, 563, 698)(361, 384, 380)(362, 420, 375)(373, 555, 549)(379, 543, 445)(381, 522, 382)
(396, 483, 405)(406, 569, 438)(412, 515, 560)(422, 592, 430)(453, 512, 511)(525, 629, 644)
(526, 654, 646)(528, 546, 537)(529, 539, 582)(655, 675, 661).
The presentation of q ∼= PSL(3, 3) : 2 is < b, c, d|b8, c2, d2, (c ∗ b−1)3, (b−1 ∗ d ∗ c)2, b−1 ∗
c ∗ b4 ∗ c ∗ b−3, c ∗ b−2 ∗ d ∗ b3 ∗ c ∗ b ∗ d ∗ b2, (b−1 ∗ c ∗ b ∗ d)3, c ∗ d ∗ b ∗ d ∗ b−1 ∗ d ∗ c ∗ d ∗
b−1 ∗ d ∗ c ∗ d, d ∗ b2 ∗ d ∗ b−1 ∗ d ∗ b3 ∗ d ∗ b−1 ∗ d ∗ b ∗ d ∗ c ∗ b, where q is generated by
B ∼ (1, 2, 4, 7, 14, 26, 35, 41)(3, 5, 10, 18, 6, 13, 24, 8)(9, 16, 30, 52, 55, 78, 106, 112)
(11, 21, 19, 37, 25, 15, 28, 50)(12, 22, 43, 67, 36, 62, 87, 97)(17, 33, 56, 79, 32, 54, 76, 29)
(20, 39, 57, 82, 111, 99, 77, 65)(23, 46, 70, 27, 48, 71, 96, 38)(31, 51, 73, 98, 107, 81, 110, 103)
(34, 59, 85, 115, 109, 84, 108, 68)(40, 53, 75, 102, 127, 130, 123, 61)
(42, 66, 92, 104, 124, 128, 132, 80)(44, 63, 89, 114, 47, 49, 45, 69)(58, 83, 60, 72, 86, 64, 91, 88)
(74, 100, 125, 139, 142, 122, 136, 138)(90, 113, 134, 141, 137, 105, 129, 126)
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(93, 95, 94, 121, 118, 117, 133, 143)(101, 116, 119, 131, 144, 135, 140, 120),
C ∼ (1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 9)(5, 12)(7, 11)(10, 20)(14, 27)(15, 29)(16, 32)(17, 34)(18, 36)(19, 38)
(21, 42)(22, 45)(24, 31)(25, 41)(26, 47)(28, 37)(33, 58)(35, 61)(39, 64)(40, 65)(43, 68)(44, 50)
(46, 72)(48, 59)(49, 60)(51, 74)(52, 53)(54, 66)(55, 79)(56, 81)(57, 83)(62, 88)(63, 90)(67, 93)
(70, 95)(71, 97)(73, 99)(75, 85)(76, 105)(77, 103)(78, 108)(80, 109)(82, 113)(84, 114)
(86, 112)(87, 116)(89, 118)(91, 100)(92, 120)(94, 98)(96, 122)(101, 126)(102, 124)(104, 123)
(106, 131)(110, 133)(115, 135)(117, 137)(119, 138)(121, 130)(125, 140)(127, 142)(128, 143)
(129, 144)(134, 136)(139, 141), and
D ∼ (1, 3)(4, 8)(5, 11)(6, 14)(7, 15)(9, 17)(10, 19)(12, 23)(13, 25)(16, 31)(18, 35)(20, 40)
(21, 41)(22, 44)(24, 28)(27, 49)(29, 51)(30, 53)(32, 55)(33, 57)(34, 60)(36, 48)(37, 50)(38, 63)
(39, 42)(43, 45)(46, 71)(47, 62)(52, 65)(54, 77)(56, 80)(58, 84)(59, 86)(61, 66)(64, 83)(67, 70)
(68, 94)(72, 95)(73, 92)(74, 101)(75, 103)(76, 104)(78, 107)(79, 81)(82, 112)(85, 93)(87, 89)
(88, 117)(90, 119)(91, 109)(96, 97)(98, 123)(99, 124)(100, 105)(102, 128)(106, 130)(108, 118)
(110, 132)(111, 127)(113, 122)(115, 133)(116, 136)(120, 129)(125, 135)(126, 141)(131, 134)
(137, 140)(142, 144). We conjugate each generator of NL[2] by each generator of q to
determine if G1 is a semi-direct product. So ab = a2, ad = a2, and ac = a2. Below we
check the presentation on Magma.
> J < a, b, c, d >:= Group < a, b, c, d|a3, b8, c2, d2, (c ∗ b−1)3, (b−1 ∗ d ∗ c)2,
b−1 ∗c∗b4 ∗c∗b−3, c∗b−2 ∗d∗b3 ∗c∗b∗d∗b2, (b−1 ∗c∗b∗d)3, c∗d∗b∗d∗b−1 ∗d∗
c∗d∗b−1∗d∗c∗d, d∗b2∗d∗b−1∗d∗b3∗d∗b−1∗d∗b∗d∗c∗b, ab = a2, ad = a2, ac = a2 >;
> f, J1, k := CosetAction(J, sub < J |Id(J) >);
> IsIsomorphic(J1, G1);
true
Thus G1 is the semi-direct product 3 : (PSL(3, 3) : 2).
Maximal DCE of 3 : (PSL(3, 3) : 2) over 4 :• (22 : S3) and 2
•S4
From Magma, we can find the products of xx and yy easily, as well as, the total
number of double cosets and right cosets:
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> IN := sub < G1|f(x), f(y) >;
> ts := [Id(G1) : i in [1..24]];
ts[1] := f(t); ts[2] := f(tx
5∗y); ts[3] := f(ty∗x); ts[4] := f(tx
2
); ts[5] := f(tx);
ts[6] := f(tx
4
); ts[7] := f(tx
6
); ts[8] := f(tx∗y∗x
6
); ts[9] := f(ty∗x
4
);
ts[10] := f(tx∗y); ts[11] := f(tx∗y∗x
7
); ts[12] := f(ty∗x
2





); ts[15] := f(ty∗x
6
); ts[16] := f(tx∗y∗x
3
); ts[17] := f(tx
7
);
ts[18] := f(ty); ts[19] := f(tx∗y∗x); ts[20] := f(tx
3





); ts[23] := f(ty∗x
7
); ts[24] := f(tx∗y∗x
5
);
> #DoubleCosets(G, sub < G|x, y >, sub < G|x, y >);
24
> DoubleCosets(G, sub < G|x, y >, sub < G|x, y >);
> Index(G1, IN);
702
Maximal Subgroup, H, of G1
Since the number of right cosets is so large, we can instead find a maximal sub-
group of G1, called H. From there we will conduct the double coset enumeration of G1
over H and N .
> H := sub < G|x, y, x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x2 ∗ t >;
> #H;
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> f,G1, k := CosetAction(G,H);
> #G1;
11232
> IH := sub < G|f(x), f(y), f(x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x2 ∗ t) >;




This means that there will be a total of 7 double cosets. Since the order of G1 is 33,696
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and the order of H is 288, the total number of right cosets is 33696/288=117 right cosets.
Isomorphism Type of Maximal Subgroup, H
We now find the isomorphism type of H by examining the composition factors
and normal lattice.
> CompositionFactors(IH);
> NL := NormalLattice(IH);
> IsIsomorphic(NL[3], CyclicGroup(4));
true
We find that the largest normal abelian subgroup in H is NL[3] ∼= 4. We can now find
the factor group, q ∼= H/NL[3].
> q, ff := quo < IH|NL[3] >;
> nl := NormalLattice(q);
> IsIsomorphic(nl[2], AbelianGourp(GrpPerm, [2, 2]));
true
So the largest normal abelian subgroup of q is nl[2] ∼= 22. Next, we find the factor group
qq ∼= q/nl[2].
> qq, fff := quo < q|nl[2] >;
> IsIsomorphic(qq, Sym(3));
true
We find that qq ∼= S3. We now check if q is the semi-direct product nl[2] : qq ∼= 22 : S3.
The presentation of nl[2] ∼= 22 is < a, b|a2, b2, (a, b) >, where nl[2] is generated by
A ∼ (1, 2)(3, 4) and B ∼ (1, 4)(2, 3). The presentation of qq ∼= S3 is < c, d|c2, d2, (d∗c)3 >,
where C ∼ (2, 3) and D ∼ (1, 2). We conjugate each generator from nl[2] by each gener-
ator from qq. So ac = b, ad = a, bc = a, and bd = a ∗ b. Below we check the presentation
of q on Magma.
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> J < a, b, c, d >:= Group < a, b, c, d|a2, b2, (a, b), c2, d2, (d ∗ c)3, ac = b,
ad = a, bc = a, bd = a ∗ b >;
> f, J1, k := CosetAction(J, sub < J |Id(J) >);
> IsIsomorphic(J1, q);
true
Thus q is the semi-direct product 22 : S3. We now check if H is the semi-direct product
NL[3] : q ∼= 4 : (22 : S3). The presentation of NL[3] ∼= 4 is < a|a4 >, where NL[3] is gen-
erated by A ∼ (2, 113, 14, 114)(3, 116, 19, 102)(4, 117, 7, 111)(5, 112, 9, 108)(6, 73, 74, 12)
(8, 72, 92, 47)(10, 42, 77, 13)(11, 23, 57, 41)(15, 33, 70, 37)(16, 25, 68, 69)(17, 29, 61, 85)
(18, 75, 64, 28)(20, 27, 46, 21)(22, 50, 98, 76)(24, 45, 65, 84)(26, 97, 67, 83)(30, 55, 39, 43)
(31, 38, 35, 51)(32, 88)(34, 49, 89, 99)(36, 58, 86, 44)(40, 52)(48, 107, 109, 80)(53, 78, 66, 100)
(54, 106, 101, 82)(56, 93)(59, 95, 105, 90)(60, 94, 104, 81)(62, 91)(63, 96)(71, 87)
(79, 103, 115, 110). The presentation of q ∼= 22 : S3 is < b4, c2, d2, (b−1 ∗ d)2, (c ∗ d)2, (c ∗
b−1)3, c ∗ b−2 ∗ c ∗ b2 ∗ d >, where q is generated by B ∼ (1, 2, 3, 4), C ∼ (1, 2), and
D ∼ (1, 2)(3, 4). We conjugate each generator from NL[3] by each generator from q. So
ab = a3, ac = a3, and ad = a. Below we check the presentation of H on Magma.
> J < a, b, c, d >:= Group < a, b, c, d|a4, b4, c2, d2, (b−1 ∗ d)2, (c ∗ d)2, (c ∗ b−1)3,
c ∗ b−2 ∗ c ∗ b2 ∗ d, ab = a3, ac = a3, ad = a >;
> f, J1, k := CosetAction(J, sub < J |Id(J) >);
> IsIsomorphic(J1, IH);
false
Thus H is not the semi-direct product 4 : (22 : S3). Instead, we will check if H is the
mixed extension 4 :• (22 : S3). We can use the isomorphism ff : H/NL[3] → q to
rewrite elements of q in terms of elements of NL[3]. Since ff(T [2]) = q.1 = B, then
there exists the natural map H → H/NL[3] ∼= q. So T [2] ∈ H. Since |q.1| = 4, then
(NL[3]T [2])4 = NL[3]→ NL[3]T [2]4 = NL[3]. Thus T [2]4 ∈ NL[3]. So b4 can be written
as a2. Similarly, c ∗ b−2 ∗ c ∗ b2 ∗ d = a. We check this new presentation of H.
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> J < a, b, c, d >:= Group < a, b, c, d|a4, b4 = a2, c2, d2, (b−1 ∗ d)2, (c ∗ d)2,
(c ∗ b−1)3, c ∗ b−2 ∗ c ∗ b2 ∗ d = a, ab = a3, ac = a3, ad = a >;
> f, J1, k := CosetAction(J, sub < J |Id(J) >);
> IsIsomorphic(J1, IH);
Thus H is the mixed extension 4 :• (22 : S3).
Simplifying Relations
We consider Relation #1: (x∗y∗x−1 ∗ty∗x)3 = e. We now simplify this relation.
First we begin by simplifying ty∗x.
Since yy = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23)
and xx = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18),
then ty∗x = tyy∗xx = t(1,3,12)(2,7,11)(4,16,10)(5,19,18)(6,14,15)(8,17,13)(9,21,24)(20,23,22) = t3. We
also have x ∗ y ∗ x−1 = xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1 =
(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24), (x ∗ y ∗x−1)2 =
(xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1)2 = e, and (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 = (xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1)3 =
(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24).





e→ (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 ∗ te3 ∗ t
(1,11)(2,12)(3,7)(4,14)(5,19)(6,16)(8,22)(10,15)(13,20)(17,23)(21,24)
3 ∗ t3 = e→
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 ∗ t3 ∗ t7 ∗ t3 = e→ (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 ∗ t(x∗y∗x
−1)3
7 ∗ t3 ∗ t7 ∗ t3 = t7 →
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 ∗ t(x∗y∗x
−1)3
3 ∗ t7 ∗ t3 = t3 ∗ t7 → (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 ∗ t3 = t3 ∗ t7.
Thus we have the relation (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 ∗ t3 = t3 ∗ t7.
From Magma, we can check this relation by using the following:
> f((x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3) ∗ ts[3] ∗ ts[7] ∗ ts[3] eq Id(G1);
true
> f((x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3) ∗ ts[3] eq ts[3] ∗ ts[7];
true
We consider Relation #2: (x ∗ y ∗ t)2 = e. We now simplify this relation.
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Since yy = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)
(19, 23) and xx = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)
(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18), then x ∗ y = xx ∗ yy =
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20) and
(x ∗ y)2 = (xx ∗ yy)2 =
(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14).
So (x ∗ y ∗ t)2 = e→ (x ∗ y ∗ t1)2 → (x ∗ y)2 ∗ tx∗y1 ∗ t1 = e→
(x ∗ y)2 ∗ t(1,10,23)(2,13,6)(3,17,18)(4,15,19)(5,22,11)(7,12,24)(8,16,21)(9,14,20)1 ∗ t1 = e→ (x ∗ y)2 ∗ t10 ∗
t1 = e→ (x ∗ y)2 ∗ t(x∗y)
2
23 ∗ t10 ∗ t1 = t23 → (x ∗ y)2 ∗ t1 = t23.
Thus we have the relation (x ∗ y)2 ∗ t1 = t23.
From Magma, we can check this relation by using the following:
> f((x ∗ y)2) ∗ ts[10] ∗ ts[1] eq Id(G1);
true
> f((x ∗ y)2) ∗ ts[1] eq ts[23];
true
We consider Relation #3: (x ∗ y ∗ ty∗x)6 = e. We now simplify this relation.
First we begin by simplifying ty∗x.
Since yy = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23)
and xx = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18),
then ty∗x = tyy∗xx = t(1,3,12)(2,7,11)(4,16,10)(5,19,18)(6,14,15)(8,17,13)(9,21,24)(20,23,22) = t3.
We also have x ∗ y = xx ∗ yy =
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20), (x ∗ y)2 =
(xx∗yy)2 = (1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14),
(x ∗ y)3 = (xx ∗ yy)3 = e, (x ∗ y)4 = (xx ∗ yy)4 =
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20), (x ∗ y)5 =
(xx∗yy)5 = (1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14),
and (x ∗ y)6 = (xx ∗ yy)6 = e.
So (x ∗ y ∗ ty∗x)6 = e→ (x ∗ y ∗ t3)6 = e→























3 ∗ t3 = e→
t18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 ∗ t18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 = e→ t3 ∗ t18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 = t17 ∗ t18.
Thus we have the relation 3, 18, 17, 3 ∼ 17, 18.
From Magma, we can check this relation by using the following:
> ts[18] ∗ ts[17] ∗ ts[3] ∗ ts[18] ∗ ts[17] ∗ ts[3] eq Id(G1);
true
> ts[3] ∗ ts[18] ∗ ts[17] ∗ ts[3] eq ts[17] ∗ ts[18];
true
Conjugates of Additional Relations
If we conjugate each relation by all elements of N we can find all of the equiva-
lent relations. From Magma, we can find these relations by using the following:
> for n in N do N !(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)
(17, 23)(21, 24)n, [3, 3, 7]n; end for;
> for n in N do N !(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)
(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14)n, [1, 23]n; end for;
> for n in N do N !Id(N)n, [3, 18, 17, 3, 17, 18]n; end for;
Lemmas Formed Using Relation 2
We can use Relation 2 to state and prove the following Lemmas that we will use
throughout this double coset enumeration example.
Lemma 1 (22 ∼ 4) Conjugate Relation 2 ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ t1 = t23) by
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(1, 22, 19, 6, 8, 24)(2, 14, 21, 10, 3, 5)(4, 18, 13, 7, 9, 23)(11, 20, 15, 16, 17, 12). Thus (x−2 ∗y ∗
x) ∗ t22 = t4.
Lemma 2 (1 ∼ 10) Conjugate Relation 2 ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ t1 = t23) by
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20). Thus (x ∗
y) ∗ t1 = t10.
Lemma 3 (19 ∼ 5) Conjugate Relation 2 ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ t1 = t23) by
(1, 19, 20, 14, 6, 24, 17, 3)(2, 9, 15, 22, 10, 18, 12, 8)(4, 23, 5, 16, 7, 13, 21, 11). Thus (x−1 ∗y)∗
t19 = t5.
Lemma 4 (20 ∼ 12) Conjugate Relation 2 ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ t1 = t23) by
(1, 20, 7, 5, 6, 17, 4, 21)(2, 11, 22, 24, 10, 16, 8, 19)(3, 9, 23, 12, 14, 18, 13, 15). Thus (x ∗ y ∗
x−2) ∗ t20 = t12.
Lemma 5 (4 ∼ 3) Conjugate Relation 2 ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ t1 = t23) by
(1, 4, 6, 7)(2, 8, 10, 22)(3, 13, 14, 23)(5, 20, 21, 17)(9, 15, 18, 12)(11, 19, 16, 24). Thus (x−2 ∗
y ∗ x) ∗ t4 = t3.
Lemma 6 (22 ∼ 3) Conjugate Relation 2 ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ t1 = t23) by
(1, 22, 21, 12, 6, 8, 5, 15)(2, 7, 18, 17, 10, 4, 9, 20)(3, 24, 16, 13, 14, 19, 11, 23). Thus (x−1 ∗ y ∗
x2) ∗ t22 = t3.
We were able to find the permutation for Lemma 1 on Magma using the code below (the
other Lemma permutations can be found similarly):
> for n in N do if [1, 23]n eq [22, 4] then n; end if ; end for;
Lemma Formed Using Relations 1 and 3
We can use Relations 1 and 3 to state and prove the following Lemma that we
will use throughout this double coset enumeration example.
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Lemma A (1 ∼ 1, 2) Conjugate Relation 1 ((x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 ∗ t3 = t3t7) by
(1, 12, 3)(2, 11, 7)(4, 10, 16)(5, 18, 19)(6, 15, 14)(8, 13, 17)(9, 24, 21)(20, 22, 23). Thus (x2 ∗
y ∗ x2) ∗ t1 = t1 ∗ t2.
First Double Coset, [∗]
Stabilizer of the Coset He
We begin by analyzing N e = {n ∈ N |Hen = He}. Then all 48 elements of N
are in N (e). So the coset stabilizer of He is N (e) ≥ all 48 elements of N . Thus |N (e)| = 48.
Right Cosets of [∗]






We now find the orbits of N (e) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (e)}. We must
take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (e):
1(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24
...
Then O(1) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24}.
Thus the orbit ofN (e) isO(N (e)) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24}.
DC [∗]
The last thing to consider for [∗] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Hti.
Ht1 ∈ Ht1N = [1]. Thus all 24 orbits from [∗] are sent to [1].
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Figure 6.1 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
Figure 6.1: Cayley Graph of [∗] for 3 : (PSL(3, 3) : 2) over 4 :• (22 : S3) and 2•S4
Second Double Coset, [1]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1
We begin by analyzing N (1){n ∈ N |Htn1 = Ht1}. By the definition of N (1) we
must take 1 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24
1Id(N) = 1e = 1
1(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21) = 1
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if 1n = 1, then n ∈ N (1) and if 1n 6= 1,
then n /∈ N (1). From the above shown conjugations, then the coset stabilizer of Ht1
is N (1) ≥ {e, (2, 13)(3, 8)(4, 7)(5, 20)(9, 11)(10, 23)(12, 19)(14, 22)(15, 24)(16, 18)(17, 21)}.
We can also see that the coset stabilizer contains additional elements, as shown below.
Ht
(1,10,23)(2,13,6)(3,17,18)(4,15,19)(5,22,11)(7,12,24)(8,16,21)(9,14,20)
1 = Ht10 = H(x ∗ y)t1
(By Lemma 2) ∈ Ht1N .
Then (1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20) ∈ N (1).
Ht
(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22)
1 = Ht10 = H(x ∗ y)t1
(By Lemma 2) ∈ Ht1N .
Then (1, 10)(2, 6)(3, 16)(4, 12)(5, 9)(7, 15)(8, 17)(11, 14)(18, 21)(19, 24)(20, 22) ∈ N (1).
Ht
(1,23,10)(2,6,13)(3,18,17)(4,19,15)(5,11,22)(7,24,12)(8,21,16)(9,20,14)
1 = Ht23 = H(x ∗ y)2t1
(By Relation 2) ∈ Ht1N .
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Then (1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14) ∈ N (1).
Ht
(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17)
1 = Ht23 = H(x ∗ y)2t1
(By Relation 2) ∈ Ht1N .
Then (1, 23)(3, 21)(4, 24)(5, 14)(6, 13)(7, 19)(8, 18)(9, 22)(11, 20)(12, 15)(16, 17) ∈ N (1).
Thus |N (1)| = 6. From Magma, we can verify N (1) using the following codes:




Right Cosets of [1]





From Magma, we can verify the number of right cosets using the following code:
> #N/#N1 ;
Orbits of Ht1
We now find the orbits of N (1) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1)}. We must






1Id(N) = 1e = 1







2Id(N) = 2e = 2






3Id(N) = 3e = 3






4Id(N) = 4e = 4






5Id(N) = 5e = 5
Then O(5) = {5, 9, 11, 14, 20, 22}.
Thus the orbits of N (1) are O(N (1)) = {1, 10, 23}, {2, 6, 13}, {3, 8, 16, 17, 18, 21},
{4, 7, 12, 15, 19, 24}, {5, 9, 11, 14, 20, 22}.
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DC [1]
The last thing to consider for [1] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Ht1ti.
Ht1t1 = Ht
2
1 = He ∈ HeN = [∗]. So 3 orbits from [1] are sent to [∗].
Ht1t2 = H(x
2∗y∗x2)t1 (By Lemma A) ∈ Ht1N = [1]. So 3 orbits from [1] are sent to [1].
Ht1t3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 6 orbits from [1] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t4 → Ht1(x−2 ∗ y ∗ x)t22 (By Lemma 1) → H(x−2 ∗ y ∗ x)tx
−2∗y∗x
1 t22 → Ht11t22 =
Ht1t
(1,11,9)(2,20,19)(3,22,4)(5,13,12)(6,16,18)(7,14,8)(10,17,24)(15,21,23)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 6 or-
bits from [1] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t5 → Ht1(x−1 ∗ y)t19 (By Lemma 3) → H(x−1 ∗ y)t(x
−1∗y)
1 t19 → Ht12t19 → H(x ∗ y ∗
x−2)t20t19 (By Lemma 4) → Ht20t19 =
Ht1t
(1,20,6,17)(2,15,10,12)(3,19,14,24)(4,5,7,21)(8,9,22,18)(11,23,16,13)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 6 orbits
from [1] are sent to [1, 3].
Then there is a total of 3 orbits sent from [1] to [∗], 3 orbits sent from [1] to [1], and 18
orbits sent from [1] to [1, 3]. Figure 6.2 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the
information obtained.
Figure 6.2: Cayley Graph of [∗] and [1] for 3 : (PSL(3, 3) : 2) over 4 :• (22 : S3) and 2•S4
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Third Double Coset, [1, 3]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1t3
We begin by analyzing N (1,3) = {n ∈ N |H(t1t3)n = Ht1t3}. By the definition
of N (1,3), we must take 1,3 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1, 3(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3)n = 1, 3, then n ∈ N (1,3)
and if (1, 3)n 6= 1, 3, then n /∈ N (1,3). Since (1, 3)e = 1, 3, then e ∈ N (1,3). So the coset
stabilizer of Ht1t3 is N
(1,3) ≥ {e}. Thus |N (1,3)| = 1.
Right Cosets of [1, 3]







We now find the orbits of N (1,3) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3)}. We must
take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1,3):
1Id(N) = 1e = 1
2Id(N) = 2e = 2
3Id(N) = 3e = 3
...
Thus the orbits of N (1,3) are O(N (1,3)) = {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, {7}, {8}, {9}, {10},
{11}, {12}, {13}, {14}, {15}, {16}, {17}, {18}, {19}, {20}, {21}, {22}, {23}, {24}.
DC [1, 3]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Ht1t3ti.
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Ht1t3t1 ∈ Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 1].
Ht1t3t2 → H(t ∗ x−2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t)t1t3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 1 orbit from
[1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Nt1t3t3 = Nt1t
2
3 = Nt1e ∈ Nt1N = [1]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1].
Ht1t3t4 = Ht1(x




4 = Ht11 =
Ht
(1,11)(2,12)(3,7)(4,14)(5,19)(6,16)(8,22)(10,15)(13,20)(17,23)(21,24)
1 ∈ Ht1N = [1]. So 1 orbit from
[1, 3] is sent to [1].
Ht1t3t5 ∈ Ht1t3t5N = [1, 3, 5]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 5].
Ht1t3t6 → H(t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−2 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t) ∗ t10 ∗ t17 = Ht10t17 =
Ht1t
(1,10,23)(2,13,6)(3,17,18)(4,15,19)(5,22,11)(7,12,24)(8,16,21)(9,14,20)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t7 → H(x4 ∗ y)t9t4 = Ht1t(1,9,11)(2,19,20)(3,4,22)(5,12,13)(6,18,16)(7,8,14)(10,24,17)(15,23,21)3 ∈
Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t8 → H(y ∗ x2 ∗ y ∗ x)t1t3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t9 → H(t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−2 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1)t2t20t2 =
Ht1t3t
(1,2,23,6,10,13)(3,20,18,14,17,9)(4,12,19,7,15,24)(5,8,11,21,22,16)
1 ∈ Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1]. So 1 or-
bit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 1].
Ht1t3t10 → H(x2 ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t)t6t22t6 =
Ht1t3t
(1,6)(2,23)(3,22)(5,17)(8,14)(9,16)(10,13)(11,18)(12,24)(15,19)(20,21)
1 ∈ Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1]. So 1
orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 1].
Ht1t3t11 ∈ Ht1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 11].
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Ht1t3t12 → H(x ∗ t ∗ x3 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−2 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t)t13t5 =
Ht1t
(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t13 → H(x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−2 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1)t23t18 =
Ht1t
(1,23,10)(2,6,13)(3,18,17)(4,19,15)(5,11,22)(7,24,12)(8,21,16)(9,20,14)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t14 → H(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)t11t22 =
Ht1t
(1,11,9)(2,20,19)(3,22,4)(5,13,12)(6,16,18)(7,14,8)(10,17,24)(15,21,23)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t15 → H(x ∗ y ∗ x−2)t8t21t17 =
Ht1t3t
(1,8,19)(2,3,21)(4,9,13)(5,10,14)(6,22,24)(7,18,23)(11,17,15)(12,16,20)
11 ∈ Ht1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So
1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 11].
Ht1t3t16 → H(x2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−2 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t) ∗ t9 ∗ t14 =
Ht1 ∗ t(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24)3 ∈ Ht1 ∗ t3N = [1, 3]. So 1
orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t17 → H(x2 ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t)t21t15t2 =
Ht1t3t
(1,21,4,17,6,5,7,20)(2,19,8,16,10,24,22,11)(3,15,13,18,14,12,23,9)
11 ∈ Ht1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So 1
orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 11].
Ht1t3t18 → H(x−2 ∗ y ∗ x)t2t20t8 =
Ht1t3t
(1,2,23,6,10,13)(3,20,18,14,17,9)(4,12,19,7,15,24)(5,8,11,21,22,16)
5 ∈ Ht1t3t5N = [1, 3, 5]. So 1 or-
bit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 5].
Ht1t3t19 → H(x ∗ y ∗ x2)t24t10t3 =
Ht1t3t
(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20)
5 ∈ Ht1t3t5N = [1, 3, 5]. So 1 or-
bit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 5].
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Ht1t3t20 → H(y ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t)t4t10 =
Ht1t
(1,4)(2,14)(3,10)(5,21)(6,7)(8,13)(9,19)(11,15)(12,16)(18,24)(22,23)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t21 → H(x ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ x−1)t11t22t11 =
Ht1t3t
(1,11,9)(2,20,19)(3,22,4)(5,13,12)(6,16,18)(7,14,8)(10,17,24)(15,21,23)
1 ∈ Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1]. So 1
orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 1].




22 → Ht9 =
Ht
(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24)
1 ∈ Ht1N = [1]. So 1 orbit from
[1, 3] is sent to [1].
Ht1t3t23 → H(x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t)t13t5t13 =
Ht1t3t
(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22)
1 ∈ Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1]. So 1
orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 1].
Ht1t3t24 → H(x2 ∗ y)2t22t24t22 =
Ht1t3t
(1,22,21,12,6,8,5,15)(2,7,18,17,10,4,9,20)(3,24,16,13,14,19,11,23)
1 ∈ Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1]. So 1 or-
bit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 1].
Figure 6.3 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
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Figure 6.3: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], and [1, 3] for 3 : (PSL(3, 3) : 2) over 4 :• (22 : S3)
and 2•S4
Fourth Double Coset, [1, 3, 1]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1t3t1
We begin by analyzing N (1,3,1) = {n ∈ N |H(t1t3t1)n = Ht1t3t1}. By the defini-
tion of N (1,3,1), we must take 1,3,1 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1, 3, 1(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10, 24
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3, 1)n = 1, 3, 1, then n ∈ N (1,3,1)
and if (1, 3, 1)n 6= 1, 3, 1, then n /∈ N (1,3,1). Since (1, 3, 1)e = 1, 3, 1, then e ∈ N (1,3,1). So
the coset stabilizer of Ht1t3t1 is N
(1,3,1) ≥ {e}. We can also see that the coset stabilizer








Hence (1, 2)(3, 11)(4, 15)(5, 18)(6, 10)(7, 12)(8, 20)(9, 21)(13, 23)(14, 16)(17, 22) ∈ N (1,3,1).
Thus |N (1,3,1)| = 2.
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Right Cosets of [1, 3, 1]






We now find the orbits of N (1,3,1) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3,1)}. We
must take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1,3,1):
1Id(N) = 1e = 1
1(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22) = 2
Then O(1) = {1, 2}.
3Id(N) = 3e = 3
3(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22) = 2
Then O(3) = {3, 11}.
4Id(N) = 4e = 4
4(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22) = 2
Then O(4) = {4, 15}.
5Id(N) = 5e = 5
5(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22) = 18
Then O(5) = {5, 18}.
6Id(N) = 6e = 6
6(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22) = 10
Then O(6) = {6, 10}.
7Id(N) = 7e = 7
7(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22) = 12
Then O(7) = {7, 12}.
8Id(N) = 8e = 8
8(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22) = 20
Then O(8) = {8, 20}.
9Id(N) = 9e = 9
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9(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22) = 20
Then O(9) = {9, 21}.
13Id(N) = 13e = 13
13(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22) = 23
Then O(13) = {13, 23}.
14Id(N) = 14e = 14
14(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22) = 16
Then O(14) = {14, 16}.
17Id(N) = 17e = 17
17(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22) = 22
Then O(17) = {17, 22}.
19Id(N) = 19e = 19
19(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22) = 19
Then O(19) = {19}.
24Id(N) = 24e = 24
24(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22) = 24
Then O(24) = {24}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,3,1) are O(N (1,3,1)) = {19}, {24}, {1, 2}, {3, 11}, {4, 15}, {5, 18},
{6, 10}, {7, 12}, {8, 20}, {9, 21}, {13, 23}, {14, 16}, {17, 22}.
DC [1, 3, 1]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3, 1] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing
the Double Cosets of Ht1t3t1ti.
Ht1t3t1t19 → H(x ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t)t2t11t2 =
Ht1t3t
(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22)
1 ∈ Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1]. So 1
orbit from [1, 3, 1] is sent to [1, 3, 1].
Ht1t3t1t24 → H(y ∗ x−2 ∗ y ∗ x)t10t16t14 =
Ht1t3t
(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22)
11 ∈ Ht1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So
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1 orbit from [1, 3, 1] is sent to [1, 3, 11].
Nt1t3t1t1 = Nt1t3t
2
1 = Nt1t3e ∈ Nt1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 1] are sent to
[1, 3].
Ht1t3t1t3 → H(x2 ∗ y ∗ x−2 ∗ y)t15t23 =
Ht1t
(1,15,5,8,6,12,21,22)(2,20,9,4,10,17,18,7)(3,23,11,19,14,13,16,24)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 3, 1] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t1t4 → H(y ∗ x3)t21t15 = Ht1t(1,21,4,17,6,5,7,20)(2,19,8,16,10,24,22,11)(3,15,13,18,14,12,23,9)3 ∈
Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 1] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t1t5 → H(x−3)t3t12t3 =
Ht1t3t
(1,3,12)(2,7,11)(4,16,10)(5,19,18)(6,14,15)(8,17,13)(9,21,24)(20,23,22)
1 ∈ Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1]. So 2
orbits from [1, 3, 1] are sent to [1, 3, 1].
Ht1t3t1t6 → H(x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t)t13t5 =
Ht1t
(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 3, 1] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t1t7 → H(y ∗ x−2)t8t21t10 =
Ht1t3t
(1,8,19)(2,3,21)(4,9,13)(5,10,14)(6,22,24)(7,18,23)(11,17,15)(12,16,20)
5 ∈ Ht1t3t5N = [1, 3, 5]. So 2
orbits from [1, 3, 1] are sent to [1, 3, 5].
Ht1t3t1t8 → H(x ∗ y ∗ x−2 ∗ y)t12t1t18 =
Ht1t3t
(1,12,3)(2,11,7)(4,10,16)(5,18,19)(6,15,14)(8,13,17)(9,24,21)(20,22,23)
5 ∈ Ht1t3t5N = [1, 3, 5]. So 2
orbits from [1, 3, 1] are sent to [1, 3, 5].
Ht1t3t1t9 → H(y ∗ x−2)t16t4t6 =
Ht1t3t
(1,16)(2,15)(3,4)(5,24)(6,11)(7,14)(9,18)(10,12)(13,17)(19,21)(20,23)
11 ∈ Ht1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So
2 orbits from [1, 3, 1] are sent to [1, 3, 11].
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Ht1t3t1t13 → H(x2 ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t)t6t22 =
Ht1t
(1,6)(2,23)(3,22)(5,17)(8,14)(9,16)(10,13)(11,18)(12,24)(15,19)(20,21)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 3, 1] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t1t14 → H(x3 ∗ y ∗ x)t14t15t24 =
Ht1t3t
(1,14,12,6,3,15)(2,4,11,10,7,16)(5,24,18,21,19,9)(8,20,13,22,17,23)
5 ∈ Ht1t3t5N = [1, 3, 5]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 3, 1] are sent to [1, 3, 5].
Ht1t3t1t17 → H(x ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ x−1)t13t9 =
Ht1t
(1,13,10,6,23,2)(3,9,17,14,18,20)(4,24,15,7,19,12)(5,16,22,21,11,8)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 3, 1] are sent to [1, 3].
Figure 6.4 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
Figure 6.4: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], [1, 3], and [1, 3, 1] for 3 : (PSL(3, 3) : 2) over
4 :• (22 : S3) and 2
•S4
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Fifth Double Coset, [1, 3, 11]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1t3t11
We begin by analyzing N (1,3,11) = {n ∈ N |H(t1t3t11)n = Ht1t3t11}. By the
definition of N (1,3,11), we must take 1,3,11 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So
we have
1, 3, 11(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10, 12
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3, 11)n = 1, 3, 11, then n ∈
N (1,3,11) and if (1, 3, 11)n 6= 1, 3, 11, then n /∈ N (1,3,11). Since (1, 3, 11)e = 1, 3, 11, then
e ∈ N (1,3,11). So the coset stabilizer of Ht1t3t11 is N (1,3,11) ≥ {e}. We can also see that
























Hence (1, 6)(2, 10)(3, 14)(4, 7)(5, 21)(8, 22)(9, 18)(11, 16)(12, 15)(13, 23)(17, 20)(19, 24) ∈
N (1,3,11).
Thus |N (1,3,11)| = 4.
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Right Cosets of [1, 3, 11]






We now find the orbits of N (1,3,11) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3,11)}. We




































Then O(19) = {19, 24}.
Thus the orbits ofN (1,3,11) areO(N (1,3,11)) = {13, 23}, {19, 24}, {1, 2, 6, 10}, {3, 11, 14, 16},
{4, 7, 12, 15}, {5, 9, 18, 21}, {8, 17, 20, 22}.
DC [1, 3, 11]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3, 11] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing
the Double Cosets of Ht1t3t11ti.
Ht1t3t11t13 → H(y ∗ x2 ∗ y)t3t12t2t8 =
Ht1t3t11t
(1,3,12)(2,7,11)(4,16,10)(5,19,18)(6,14,15)(8,17,13)(9,21,24)(20,23,22)
13 ∈ Ht1t3t11t13N =
[1, 3, 11, 13]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3, 11, 13].
Ht1t3t11t19 → H(yx)t10t16t10 =
Ht1t3t
(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22)
1 ∈ Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1]. So 2
orbits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3, 1].
Ht1t3t11t1 → H(t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t)t22t24t23t14 =
Ht1t3t11t
(1,22,21,12,6,8,5,15)(2,7,18,17,10,4,9,20)(3,24,16,13,14,19,11,23)
13 ∈ Ht1t3t11t13N =
[1, 3, 11, 13]. So 4 orbits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3, 11, 13].
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Ht1t3t11t3 → H(x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−2 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t)t2t11 =
Ht1t
(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 4 orbits
from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t11t4 → H(t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t)t20t9 =
Ht1t
(1,20,7,5,6,17,4,21)(2,11,22,24,10,16,8,19)(3,9,23,12,14,18,13,15)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 4 orbits
from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t11t5 → H(x2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−2 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t)t14t15t14 =
Ht1t3t
(1,14,12,6,3,15)(2,4,11,10,7,16)(5,24,18,21,19,9)(8,20,13,22,17,23)
1 ∈ Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1]. So 4 or-
bits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3, 1].
Ht1t3t11t8 → H(y ∗ x−1)t24t6 = Ht1t(1,24,20,3,6,19,17,14)(2,18,15,8,10,9,12,22)(4,13,5,11,7,23,21,16)3 ∈
Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 4 orbits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3].
Figure 6.5 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
Figure 6.5: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], [1, 3], [1, 3, 1], and [1, 3, 11] for 3 : (PSL(3, 3) : 2)
over 4 :• (22 : S3) and 2
•S4
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Sixth Double Coset, [1, 3, 5]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1t3t5
We begin by analyzing N (1,3,5) = {n ∈ N |H(t1t3t5)n = Ht1t3t5}. By the defini-
tion of N (1,3,5), we must take 1,3,5 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1, 3, 5(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10, 3
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3, 5)n = 1, 3, 5, then n ∈ N (1,3,5)
and if (1, 3, 5)n 6= 1, 3, 5, then n /∈ N (1,3,5). Since (1, 3, 5)e = 1, 3, 5, then e ∈ N (1,3,5). So
the coset stabilizer of Ht1t3t5 is N
(1,3,5) ≥ {e}. We can also see that the coset stabilizer

















Hence (1, 9, 11)(2, 19, 20)(3, 4, 22)(5, 12, 13)(6, 18, 16)(7, 8, 14)(10, 24, 17)(15, 23, 21) ∈
N (1,3,5).
Thus |N (1,3,5)| = 3.
Right Cosets of [1, 3, 5]







We now find the orbits of N (1,3,5) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3,5)}. We

































Then O(15) = {15, 21, 23}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,3,5) are O(N (1,3,5)) = {1, 9, 11}, {2, 19, 20}, {3, 4, 22}, {5, 12, 13},
{6, 16, 18}, {7, 8, 14}, {10, 17, 24}, {15, 21, 23}.
DC [1, 3, 5]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3, 5] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing
the Double Cosets of Ht1t3t5ti.
Ht1t3t5t1 → H(x4∗y)t15t6t15 = Ht1t3t(1,15,3,6,12,14)(2,16,7,10,11,4)(5,9,19,21,18,24)(8,23,17,22,13,20)1
∈ Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1]. So 3 orbits from [1, 3, 5] are sent to [1, 3, 1].
Ht1t3t5t2 → H(x−1 ∗ y)t5t11 = Ht1t(1,5,6,21)(2,9,10,18)(3,11,14,16)(4,17,7,20)(8,12,22,15)(13,24,23,19)3
∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 3 orbits from [1, 3, 5] are sent to [1, 3].




∈ Ht1t3t5N = [1, 3, 5]. So 3 orbits from [1, 3, 5] are sent to [1, 3, 5].
Ht1t3t5t5 = Ht1t3t
2
5 = Ht1t3e ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 3 orbits from [1, 3, 5] are sent to
[1, 3].
Ht1t3t5t6 → H(x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y)t22t5 =
Ht1t
(1,22,19,6,8,24)(2,14,21,10,3,5)(4,18,13,7,9,23)(11,20,15,16,17,12)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 3 orbits
from [1, 3, 5] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t5t7 → H(x2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ x)t19t2t15t9 =
Ht1t3t11t
(1,19,8)(2,21,3)(4,13,9)(5,14,10)(6,24,22)(7,23,18)(11,15,17)(12,20,16)
13 ∈ Ht1t3t11t13N =
[1, 3, 11, 13]. So 3 orbits from [1, 3, 5] are sent to [1, 3, 11, 13].
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Ht1t3t5t10 → H(x ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t)t8t19t8 =
Ht1t3t
(1,8,21,15,6,22,5,12)(2,4,18,20,10,7,9,17)(3,19,16,23,14,24,11,13)
1 ∈ Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1]. So 3 or-
bits from [1, 3, 5] are sent to [1, 3, 1].
Ht1t3t5t15 → H(x−3)t2t20t2 = Ht1t3t(1,2,23,6,10,13)(3,20,18,14,17,9)(4,12,19,7,15,24)(5,8,11,21,22,16)1
∈ Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1]. So 3 orbits from [1, 3, 5] are sent to [1, 3, 1].
Figure 6.6 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
Figure 6.6: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], [1, 3], [1, 3, 1], [1, 3, 11], and [1, 3, 5] for 3 : (PSL(3, 3) :
2) over 4 :• (22 : S3) and 2
•S4
Seventh Double Coset, [1, 3, 11, 13]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1t3t11t13
We begin by analyzing N (1,3,11,13) = {n ∈ N |H(t1t3t11t13)n = Ht1t3t11t13}. By
the definition of N (1,3,11,13), we must take 1,3,11,13 and conjugate it by all 48 elements
of N . So we have
1, 3, 11, 13(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10, 12, 18
...
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For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3, 11, 13)n = 1, 3, 11, 13, then n ∈
N (1,3,11,13) and if (1, 3, 11, 13)n 6= 1, 3, 11, 13, then n /∈ N (1,3,11,13). Since (1, 3, 11, 13)e =
1, 3, 11, 13, then e ∈ N (1,3,11,13). So the coset stabilizer of Ht1t3t11t13 is N (1,3,11,13) ≥ {e}.













































Hence (1, 4)(2, 14)(3, 10)(5, 21)(6, 7)(8, 13)(9, 19)(11, 15)(12, 16)(18, 24)(22, 23) ∈
N (1,3,11,13).
Thus |N (1,3,11,13)| = 6.
Right Cosets of [1, 3, 11, 13]






We now find the orbits of N (1,3,11,13) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3,11,13)}.





































Then O(20) = {20, 22, 23}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,3,11,13) are O(N (1,3,11,13)) = {8, 13, 17}, {20, 22, 23},
{1, 3, 4, 10, 12, 16}, {2, 6, 7, 11, 14, 15}, {5, 9, 18, 19, 21, 24}.
DC [1, 3, 11, 13]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3, 11, 13] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing
the Double Cosets of Ht1t3t11t13ti.
Ht1t3t11t13t8 → H(y ∗ x2 ∗ y)t3t12t2 =
Ht1t3t
(1,3,12)(2,7,11)(4,16,10)(5,19,18)(6,14,15)(8,17,13)(9,21,24)(20,23,22)
11 ∈ Ht1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So
3 orbits from [1, 3, 11, 13] are sent to [1, 3, 11].




13 ∈ Ht1t3t11t13N =
[1, 3, 11, 13]. So 3 orbits from [1, 3, 11, 13] are sent to [1, 3, 11, 13].
Ht1t3t11t13t1 → H(t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ x−1)t1t8t9t2 =
Ht1t3t11t
(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21)
13 ∈ Ht1t3t11t13N =
[1, 3, 11, 13]. So 6 orbits from [1, 3, 11, 13] are sent to [1, 3, 11, 13].
Ht1t3t11t13t2 → H(x2 ∗ y ∗ x−1)t23t21t20 =
Ht1t3t
(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17)
11 ∈ Ht1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So
6 orbits from [1, 3, 11, 13] are sent to [1, 3, 11].
Ht1t3t11t13t5 → H(x2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ x)t8t21t10 =
Ht1t3t
(1,8,19)(2,3,21)(4,9,13)(5,10,14)(6,22,24)(7,18,23)(11,17,15)(12,16,20)
5 ∈ Ht1t3t5N = [1, 3, 5]. So 6
orbits from [1, 3, 11, 13] are sent to [1, 3, 5].
Figure 6.7 shows the Complete Cayley Graph created.
Figure 6.7: Cayley Graph for 3 : (PSL(3, 3) : 2) over 4 :• (22 : S3) and 2
•S4
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6.2 Maximal Construction of S8 over 2
4 : (22 : S3) and 2•S4
Elements of Control Group, N
We now examine Image #13 from Section 3.7. This image was produced by
factoring the progenitor 2∗24 : (2•S4) by the additional relations (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ ty∗x)6, (x ∗
y∗x−1∗tyx)6, (x∗y∗t)2, and (x∗y∗ty∗x)7. Recall that the control group, N = 2•S4 is gen-
erated by x = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18)
and y = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23), where
xx ∼ x, yy ∼ y, and t ∼ t1. We can find the elements of N using the Magma codes below:
> S := Sym(24);
> xx := S!(1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)
(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18);
> yy := S!(1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)
(19, 23);




> G < x, y, t >:= Group < x, y, t|y2, (y ∗ x−1)3, x8, x−1 ∗ y ∗ x4 ∗ y ∗ x−3, t2,
(t, y ∗x2 ∗y ∗x), (x∗y ∗x−1 ∗ ty∗x)6, (x∗y ∗x−1 ∗ tyx)6, (x∗y ∗ t)2, (x∗y ∗ ty∗x)7 >;
> f,G1, k := CosetAction(G, sub < G|x, y >);
> #G1;
40320
Then the order of N is 48 and the order of G is 40,320.
Isomorphism Type of Permutation Representation of G (G1)
In Section 3.3 we identified the isomorphism type of our control group, 2•S4. In
Section 3.7, we have also already found the isomorphism type of our image, G1, to be S8.
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Maximal DCE of S8 over 2
4 : (22 : S3) and 2•S4
From Magma, we can find the products of xx and yy easily, as well as, the total
number of double cosets and right cosets:
> IN := sub < G1|f(x), f(y) >;
> ts := [Id(G1) : i in [1..24]];
ts[1] := f(t); ts[2] := f(tx
5∗y); ts[3] := f(ty∗x); ts[4] := f(tx
2
); ts[5] := f(tx);
ts[6] := f(tx
4
); ts[7] := f(tx
6
); ts[8] := f(tx∗y∗x
6
); ts[9] := f(ty∗x
4
);
ts[10] := f(tx∗y); ts[11] := f(tx∗y∗x
7
); ts[12] := f(ty∗x
2





); ts[15] := f(ty∗x
6
); ts[16] := f(tx∗y∗x
3
); ts[17] := f(tx
7
);
ts[18] := f(ty); ts[19] := f(tx∗y∗x); ts[20] := f(tx
3





); ts[23] := f(ty∗x
7
); ts[24] := f(tx∗y∗x
5
);
> #DoubleCosets(G, sub < G|x, y >, sub < G|x, y >);
26
> DoubleCosets(G, sub < G|x, y >, sub < G|x, y >);
> Index(G1, IN);
840
Maximal Subgroup, H, of G1
Since the number of right cosets is so large, we can instead find a maximal sub-
group of G1, called H. From there we will conduct the double coset enumeration of G1
over H and N .
> H := sub < G|x, y, t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x >;
> #H;
384
> f,G1, k := CosetAction(G,H);
> IH := sub < G|f(x), f(y), f(t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x) >;
> #DoubleCosets(G,H, sub < G|x, y >);
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6
This means that there will be a total of 6 double cosets. Since the order of G1 is
40,320 and the order of H is 384, then the total number of right cosets is 40,320/384=105
right cosets.
Isomorphism Type of Maximal Subgroup, H
We now find the isomorphism type of H by examining its composition factors
and normal lattice.
> CompositionFactors(IH);
> NL := NormalLattice(IH);
> IsIsomorphic(NL[4], AbelianGroup(GrpPerm, [2, 2, 2, 2]));
true
We find that the largest normal abelian subgroup in H is NL[4] ∼= 24. We can now find
the factor group, q ∼= H/NL[4].
> q, ff := quo < IH|NL[4] >;
> nl := NormalLattice(q);
> IsIsomorphic(nl[2], AbelianGroup(GrpPerm, [2, 2]));
true
So the largest normal abelian subgroup of q is nl[2] ∼= 22. Next, we find the factor group
qq ∼= q/nl[2].
> qq, fff := quo < q|nl[2] >;
> IsIsomorphic(qq, Sym(3));
true
We find that qq ∼= S3. We now check if q is the semi-direct product nl[2] : qq ∼= 22 : S3.
The presentation of nl[2] ∼= 22 is < a, b|a2, b2, (a, b) >, where nl[2] is generated by
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A ∼ (1, 2)(3, 4) and B ∼ (1, 4)(2, 3). The presentation of qq ∼= S3 is < c, d, e|c2, d2, d ∗ c ∗
e, e−1 ∗ d ∗ c ∗ e−1 >, where C ∼ (2, 3), D ∼ (1, 2), and E ∼ (1, 2, 3). We conjugate each
generator from nl[2] by each generator from qq. So ac = b, ad = a, ae = a ∗ b, bc = a,
bd = a ∗ b, and be = a. Below we check the presentation of q on Magma.
> J < a, b, c, d, e >:= Group < a, b, c, d, e|a2, b2, (a, b), c2, d2, d ∗ c ∗ e,
e−1 ∗ d ∗ c ∗ e−1, ac = b, ad = a, ae = a ∗ b, bc = a, bd = a ∗ b, be = a >;
> f, J1, k := CosetAction(J, sub < J |Id(J) >);
> IsIsomorphic(J1, q);
true
Thus q is the semi-direct product 22 : S3. We now check if H is the semi-direct product
NL[4] : q ∼= 24 : (22 : S3). The presentation ofNL[4] ∼= 24 is< a, b, c, d|a2, b2, c2, d2, (a, b),
(a, c), (a, d), (b, c), (b, d), (c, d) >, where NL[4] is generated by
A ∼ (2, 92)(3, 80)(4, 83)(6, 49)(7, 79)(8, 47)(10, 48)(11, 30)(12, 86)(13, 27)(14, 98)(15, 77)
(16, 23)(17, 33)(18, 35)(19, 99)(20, 95)(21, 42)(22, 105)(25, 56)(26, 91)(28, 61)(29, 76)
(31, 60)(32, 73)(36, 38)(37, 62)(39, 58)(40, 63)(41, 69)(43, 70)(45, 102)(46, 100)(50, 81)
(52, 88)(53, 90)(57, 93)(59, 85)(64, 94)(66, 78)(67, 75)(71, 96)(72, 89)(74, 84)(82, 87),
B ∼ (2, 102)(3, 80)(4, 71)(5, 44)(6, 28)(7, 78)(8, 86)(9, 101)(10, 88)(11, 42)(12, 47)(13, 58)
(14, 46)(15, 59)(16, 17)(18, 43)(19, 99)(20, 76)(21, 30)(22, 105)(23, 33)(24, 68)(25, 31)
(26, 91)(27, 39)(29, 95)(34, 103)(35, 70)(36, 84)(37, 41)(38, 74)(40, 90)(45, 92)(48, 52)
(49, 61)(53, 63)(54, 55)(56, 60)(57, 64)(62, 69)(66, 79)(67, 75)(77, 85)(82, 87)(83, 96)
(93, 94)(97, 104)(98, 100),
C ∼ (2, 45)(3, 22)(4, 79)(5, 103)(6, 21)(7, 83)(8, 35)(9, 97)(10, 23)(11, 61)(12, 43)(13, 15)
(14, 100)(16, 48)(17, 52)(18, 47)(19, 75)(20, 60)(25, 29)(26, 91)(27, 77)(28, 30)(31, 95)
(32, 89)(33, 88)(34, 44)(36, 37)(38, 62)(39, 85)(41, 84)(42, 49)(46, 98)(50, 81)(51, 65)(54, 55)
(56, 76)(57, 64)(58, 59)(66, 71)(67, 99)(69, 74)(70, 86)(72, 73)(78, 96)(80, 105)(92, 102)
(93, 94)(101, 104), and
D ∼ (2, 14)(3, 19)(4, 7)(5, 9)(6, 77)(8, 95)(10, 84)(11, 58)(12, 76)(13, 42)(15, 49)(16, 69)
(17, 62)(18, 60)(20, 47)(21, 27)(22, 75)(23, 41)(25, 70)(28, 85)(29, 86)(30, 39)(31, 35)(33, 37)
(34, 104)(36, 88)(38, 52)(43, 56)(44, 101)(45, 100)(46, 102)(48, 74)(59, 61)(66, 96)(67, 105)
(71, 78)(79, 83)(80, 99)(92, 98)(97, 103).
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The presentation of q ∼= 22 : S3 is < e, f, g|e4, f2, g3, (e ∗ g−1)2, (f ∗ g−1)2, f ∗ e−2 ∗ g−1 ∗
e−1 >, where q is generated by E ∼ (1, 2, 3, 4), F ∼ (3, 4), and G ∼ (2, 3, 4). We con-
jugate each generator from NL[4] by each generator from q. So ae = a ∗ c ∗ d, af = a,
ag = a, be = c ∗ d, bf = b ∗ c, bg = c ∗ d, ce = b, cf = c, and cg = b ∗ c ∗ d. Below we check
the presentation of H on Magma.
> J < a, b, c, d, e, f, g >:= Group < a, b, c, d, e, f, g|a2, b2, c2, d2, (a, b), (a, c),
(a, d), (b, c), (b, d), (c, d), e4, f2, g3, (e ∗ g−1)2, (f ∗ g−1)2, f ∗ e−2 ∗ g−1 ∗ e−1,
ae = a ∗ c ∗ d, af = a, ag = a, be = c ∗ d, bf = b ∗ c, bg = c ∗ d, ce = b, cf = c,
cg = b ∗ c ∗ d >;
> f, J1, k := CosetAction(J, sub < J |Id(J) >);
> IsIsomorphic(J1, IH);
true
Thus H is the semi-direct product 24 : (22 : S3).
Simplifying Relations
We consider Relation #1: (x∗y∗x−1 ∗ty∗x)6 = e. We now simplify this relation.
First we begin by simplifying ty∗x.
Since yy = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23)
and xx = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18),
then ty∗x = tyy∗xx = t(1,3,12)(2,7,11)(4,16,10)(5,19,18)(6,14,15)(8,17,13)(9,21,24)(20,23,22) = t3.
We also have x ∗ y ∗ x−1 = xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1 =
(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24),
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)2 = (xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1)2 = e, (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 = (xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1)3 =
(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24), (x ∗ y ∗x−1)4 =
(xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1)4 = e, (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)5 = (xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1)5 =
(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24), and
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)6 = e(xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1)6 = e.
So (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ ty∗x)6 = e→

















3 ∗ te3 ∗
t
(1,11)(2,12)(3,7)(4,14)(5,19)(6,16)(8,22)(10,15)(13,20)(17,23)(21,24)
3 t3 = e→ t7t3t7t3t7t3 = e→
t3t7t3 = t7t3t7. Thus we have the relation 3, 7, 3 ∼ 7, 3, 7.
From Magma, we can check this relation by using the following:
> ts[7] ∗ ts[3] ∗ ts[7] ∗ ts[3] ∗ ts[7] ∗ ts[3] eq Id(G1);
true
> ts[3] ∗ ts[7] ∗ ts[3] eq [7] ∗ ts[3] ∗ ts[7];
true
We consider Relation #2: (x ∗ y ∗ x(−1) ∗ t(yx))6 = e. We now simplify this
relation.
We begin by simplifying ty
x
.
Since yy = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23)




xx = t(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22) = t13.
We also have x ∗ y ∗ x−1 = xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1 =
(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24), (x ∗ y ∗x−1)2 =
(xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1)2 = e, (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 = (xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1)3 =
(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24), (x ∗ y ∗x−1)4 =
(xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1)4 = e, (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)5 = (xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1)5 =
(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24), and
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)6 = e(xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1)6 = e.
So (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ tyx)6 = e→










13 t13 = e→
e ∗ t(1,11)(2,12)(3,7)(4,14)(5,19)(6,16)(8,22)(10,15)(13,20)(17,23)(21,24)13 ∗ te13 ∗
t
(1,11)(2,12)(3,7)(4,14)(5,19)(6,16)(8,22)(10,15)(13,20)(17,23)(21,24)
13 ∗ te13 ∗
t
(1,11)(2,12)(3,7)(4,14)(5,19)(6,16)(8,22)(10,15)(13,20)(17,23)(21,24)
13 ∗ t13 = e→
t20t13t20t13t20t13 = e → t13t20t13 = t20t13t20. Thus we have the relation 13, 20, 13 ∼
20, 13, 20.
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From Magma, we can check this relation by using the following:
> ts[20] ∗ ts[13] ∗ ts[20] ∗ ts[13] ∗ ts[20] ∗ ts[13] eq Id(G1);
true
> ts[13] ∗ ts[20] ∗ ts[13] eq ts[20] ∗ ts[13] ∗ ts[20];
true
We consider Relation #3: (x ∗ y ∗ t)2 = e. We now simplify this relation.
Since yy = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)
(19, 23) and xx = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)
(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18), then x ∗ y = xx ∗ yy =
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20), and
(x ∗ y)2 = (xx ∗ yy)2 =
(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14).
So (x ∗ y ∗ t)2 = e→ (x ∗ y)2 ∗ tx∗y1 ∗ t1 = e→
(x ∗ y)2 ∗ t(1,10,23)(2,13,6)(3,17,18)(4,15,19)(5,22,11)(7,12,24)(8,16,21)(9,14,20)1 ∗ t1 = e→
(x ∗ y)2 ∗ t10 ∗ t1 = e→ (x ∗ y)2 ∗ t(x∗y)
2
23 ∗ t10 ∗ t1 = t23 → (x ∗ y)2 ∗ t10 ∗ t10 ∗ t1 = t23 →
(x ∗ y)2 ∗ t210 ∗ t1 = t23 → (x ∗ y)2 ∗ e ∗ t1 = t23 → (x ∗ y)2 ∗ t1 = t23.
Thus we have the relation (x ∗ y)2 ∗ t1 = t23.
From Magma, we can check this relation by using the following:
> f((x ∗ y)2) ∗ ts[10] ∗ ts[1] eq Id(G1);
true
> f((x ∗ y)2) ∗ ts[1] eq ts[23];
true
We consider Relation #4: (x ∗ y ∗ t(y∗x))7 = e. We now simplify this relation.
First we begin by simplifying ty∗x.
Since yy = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23)
and xx = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18),
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then ty∗x = tyy∗xx = t(1,3,12)(2,7,11)(4,16,10)(5,19,18)(6,14,15)(8,17,13)(9,21,24)(20,23,22) = t3.
We also have x ∗ y = xx ∗ yy =
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20), (x ∗ y)2 =
(xx∗yy)2 = (1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14),
(x ∗ y)3 = (xx ∗ yy)3 = e, (x ∗ y)4 = (xx ∗ yy)4 =
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20), (x ∗ y)5 =
(xx ∗ yy)5 =
(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14), (x ∗ y)6 =
(xx ∗ yy)6 = e, and (x ∗ y)7 = (xx ∗ yy)7 =
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20).












3 ∗ t3 = e→
(x ∗ y)7 ∗ t3 ∗ t18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 ∗ t18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 = e→






18 ∗ t3 ∗ t18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 ∗ t18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 = t3 ∗ t17 ∗ t18 →
(x ∗ y)7 ∗ t3 ∗ t18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 = t3 ∗ t17 ∗ t18.
Thus we have the relation (x ∗ y)7 ∗ t3 ∗ t18 ∗ t17 ∗ t3 = t3 ∗ t17 ∗ t18.
From Magma, we can check this relation by using the following:
> f((x ∗ y)7) ∗ ts[3] ∗ ts[18] ∗ ts[17] ∗ ts[3] ∗ ts[18] ∗ ts[17] ∗ ts[3] eq Id(G1);
true
> f((x ∗ y)7) ∗ ts[3] ∗ ts[18] ∗ ts[17] ∗ ts[3] eq ts[3] ∗ ts[17] ∗ ts[18];
true
Conjugates of Additional Relations
If we conjugate each relation by all elements of N we can find all of the equiva-
lent relations. From Magma, we can find these relations by using the following:
> for n in N do N !Id(N)n, [3, 7, 3, 7, 3, 7]n; end for;
> for n in N do N !Id(N)n, [13, 20, 13, 20, 13, 20]n; end for;
> for n in N do N !(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)
(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14)n, [1, 23]n; end for;
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> for n in N do N !(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)
(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20)n, [3, 18, 17, 3, 3, 17, 18]n; end for;
Lemma Formed Using Relation 3
We can use Relation 3 to state and prove the following Lemma that we will use
throughout this double coset enumeration example.
Lemma 1 (1 ∼ 10) Conjugate Relation 3 ((x ∗ y)2 ∗ t1 = t23) by
(2, 13)(3, 8)(4, 7)(5, 20)(9, 11)(10, 23)(12, 19)(14, 22)(15, 24)(16, 18)(17, 21). Thus
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20) ∗ t1 = t10.
We were able to find the permutation for Lemma 1 using the code below:
> for n in N do if [1, 23]n eq [1, 10] then n; end if ; end for;
> P := S!(xx ∗ yy)2;
> Q := S!(2, 13)(3, 8)(4, 7)(5, 20)(9, 11)(10, 23)(12, 19)(14, 22)(15, 24)(16, 18)
(17, 21);
> PQ;
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20)
First Double Coset, [∗]
Stabilizer of the Coset He
We begin by analyzing N (e) = {n ∈ N |Hen = He}. Then all 48 elements of N
are in N (e). So the coset stabilizer of He is N (e) ≥ all 48 elements of N . Thus |N (e)| = 48.
Right Cosets of [∗]







We now find the orbits of N (e) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (e)}. We must
take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (e):
1(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24
...
Then O(1) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24}.
Thus the orbit ofN (e) isO(N (e)) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24}.
DC [∗]
The last thing to consider for [∗] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Hti.
Ht1 ∈ Ht1N = [1]. Thus all 24 orbits from [∗] are sent to [1].
Figure 6.8 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
Figure 6.8: Cayley Graph of [∗] for S8 over 24 : (22 : S3) and 2•S4
Second Double Coset, [1]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1
We begin by analyzing N (1) = {n ∈ N |Htn1 = Ht1}. By the definition of N (1)
we must take 1 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24
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1Id(N) = 1e = 1
1(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21) = 1
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if 1n = 1, then n ∈ N (1) and if
1n 6= 1, then n /∈ N (1). From the above shown conjugations, then the coset stabilizer of
[1] is N (1) ≥
{e, (2, 13)(3, 8)(4, 7)(5, 20)(9, 11)(10, 23)(12, 19)(14, 22)(15, 24)(16, 18)(17, 21)}. We can
also see that the coset stabilizer contains additional elements, as shown below.
Ht
(1,10,23)(2,13,6)(3,17,18)(4,15,19)(5,22,11)(7,12,24)(8,16,21)(9,14,20)
1 = Ht10 →
H(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20)t1
(By Lemma 1) ∈ Ht1N .
Then (1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20) ∈ N (1).
Ht
(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22)
1 = Ht10 →
H(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20)t1
(By Lemma 1) ∈ Ht1N .
Then (1, 10)(2, 6)(3, 16)(4, 12)(5, 9)(7, 15)(8, 17)(11, 14)(18, 21)(19, 24)(20, 22) ∈ N (1).
Ht
(1,23,10)(2,6,13)(3,18,17)(4,19,15)(5,11,22)(7,24,12)(8,21,16)(9,20,14)
1 = Ht23 → H(x ∗ y)2t1
(By Relation 3) ∈ Ht1N .
Then (1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14) ∈ N (1).
Ht
(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17)
1 = Ht23 → H(x ∗ y)2t1
(By Relation 3) ∈ Ht1N .
Then (1, 23)(3, 21)(4, 24)(5, 14)(6, 13)(7, 19)(8, 18)(9, 22)(11, 20)(12, 15)(16, 17) ∈ N (1).
Thus |N (1)| = 6.
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Right Cosets of [1]






We now find the orbits of N (1) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1)}. We must






1Id(N) = 1e = 1






2Id(N) = 2e = 2






3Id(N) = 3e = 3







4Id(N) = 4e = 4






5Id(N) = 5e = 5
Then O(5) = {5, 9, 11, 14, 20, 22}.
Thus the orbits of N (1) are O(N (1)) = {1, 10, 23}, {2, 6, 13}, {3, 8, 16, 17, 18, 21},
{4, 7, 12, 15, 19, 24}, {5, 9, 11, 14, 20, 22}.
DC [1]
The last thing to consider for [1] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Ht1ti.
Ht1t1 = Ht
2
1 = He ∈ HeN = [∗]. So 3 orbits from [1] are sent to [∗].
Ht1t2 = H(x ∗ y) ∗ (t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t)t(y∗x
2∗y∗x)
1 ∈ Ht1N = [1]. So 3 orbits
from [1] are sent to [1].
Ht1t3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 6 orbits from [1] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t4 → H(x−2∗y∗x)t1t(x
−2∗y∗x)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 6 orbits from [1] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t5 → H(x2 ∗ y ∗ x)t1ty∗x
−2∗y
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 6 orbits from [1] are sent to [1, 3].
Then there is a total of 3 orbits sent from [1] to [∗], 3 orbits sent from [1] to [1], and 18
orbits sent from [1] to [1, 3]. Figure 6.9 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the
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information obtained.
Figure 6.9: Cayley Graph of [∗] and [1] for S8 over 24 : (22 : S3) and 2•S4
Third Double Coset, [1, 3]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1t3
We begin by analyzing N (1,3) = {n ∈ N |H(t1t3)n = Ht1t3}. By the definition
of N (1,3), we must take 1,3 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1, 3(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3)n = 1, 3, then n ∈ N (1,3)
and if (1, 3)n 6= 1, 3, then n /∈ N (1,3). Since (1, 3)e = 1, 3, then e ∈ N (1,3). So the coset
stabilizer of Ht1t3 is N
(1,3) ≥ {e}. Thus |N (1,3)| = 1.
Right Cosets of [1, 3]







We now find the orbits of N (1,3) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3)}. We must
take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1,3):
1Id(N) = 1e = 1
2Id(N) = 2e = 2
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3Id(N) = 3e = 3
...
Thus the orbits of N (1,3) are O(N (1,3)) = {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, {7}, {8}, {9}, {10},
{11}, {12}, {13}, {14}, {15}, {16}, {17}, {18}, {19}, {20}, {21}, {22}, {23}, {24}.
DC [1, 3]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Ht1t3ti.
Ht1t3t1 → H(x−2)∗ (t∗x−1 ∗y ∗x∗ t∗x−1 ∗y ∗x∗ t∗x2)∗ (t1t3t1)x
4 ∈ Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1].
So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 1].
Ht1t3t2 → H(x ∗ y ∗ x−1) ∗ (t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x)t1tx∗y3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3].
So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t3 = Ht1t
2
3 = Ht1e ∈ Ht1N = [1]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1].
Ht1t3t4 → H(y ∗ x2 ∗ y)ty∗x
−2
1 ∈ Ht1N = [1]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1].
Ht1t3t5 → H(x2 ∗ y ∗ x2) ∗ (t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x)t1tx
2∗y
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3].
So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t6 → H(x−1∗y∗x2)∗(t∗x−1∗y∗x∗t∗x−1∗y∗x∗t∗x2)t1∗ty∗x
−1
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3].
So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t7 → H(x−1 ∗ y) ∗ (t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t)t1tx
3∗y∗x
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So
1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t8 → H(x ∗ y ∗x) ∗ (t ∗x−1 ∗ y ∗x ∗ t ∗x−1 ∗ y ∗x ∗ t ∗x−1)t1ty∗x
−2
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3].
So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
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Ht1t3t9 ∈ Ht1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 9].
Ht1t3t10 → H(x∗y∗x2∗y)∗(t∗x−1∗y∗x∗t∗x−1∗y∗x∗t∗x)t1t3tx
−2∗y
1 ∈ Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1].
So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 1].
Ht1t3t11 ∈ Ht1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 11].
Ht1t3t12 → H(x−2 ∗ y ∗x) ∗ (t ∗x ∗ t ∗x2 ∗ t ∗x−1 ∗ y ∗ t ∗x ∗ t)t1tx∗y∗x
−2
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3].
So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t13 → H(x2 ∗ y) ∗ (t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1)t1t3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So
1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t14 → H(y ∗ x2) ∗ (t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x)t1tx
−3
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So
1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t15 → H(x3∗y)∗(t∗x−1∗y∗x∗t∗x−1∗y∗x∗t∗x2)t1t3tx
−1∗y
11 ∈ Ht1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11].
So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 11].
Ht1t3t16 → H(x3∗y∗x−1)∗(t∗x∗t∗x2∗t∗x−1∗y∗t∗x∗t∗y)∗t1∗t3 ∈ Ht1∗t3N = [1, 3].
So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t17 → H(y∗x−2)∗(t∗x−1∗y∗x∗t∗x−1∗y∗x∗t∗x)t1t3tx
2∗y∗x
11 ∈ Ht1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11].
So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 11].
Ht1t3t18 → H(y ∗x−2 ∗ y ∗x)∗ (t∗x−1 ∗ y ∗x∗ t∗x−1 ∗ y ∗x∗ t∗x)t1tx
3
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3].
So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t19 → H(yx) ∗ (t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x)t1tx
3∗y∗x
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So
1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t20 → H(x2 ∗y ∗x−1)∗ (t∗x∗ t∗x2 ∗ t∗x−2 ∗ t∗x−1 ∗ t)t1tx
2∗y∗x−1
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3].
So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
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Ht1t3t21 → H(y ∗ x2 ∗ y)t1t3tx∗y∗x
3
9 ∈ Ht1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent
to [1, 3, 9].
Ht1t3t22 → H(x2 ∗ y)2tx∗y∗x
−3
1 ∈ Ht1N = [1]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1].
Ht1t3t23 → H(x∗y∗x)∗(t∗x−1∗y∗x∗t∗x−1∗y∗x∗t∗x−1)t1t3tx
−3
1 ∈ Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1].
So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 1].
Ht1t3t24 → H(x ∗ y ∗ x−2)t1t3t9 ∈ Ht1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to
[1, 3, 9].
Then there is a total of 3 orbits sent from [1, 3] to [1], 12 orbits sent from [1, 3] to [1, 3],
3 orbits sent from [1, 3] to [1, 3, 9], 3 orbits sent from [1, 3] to [1, 3, 1], and 3 orbits sent
from [1, 3] to [1, 3, 11]. Figure 6.10 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the
information obtained.
Figure 6.10: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], and [1, 3] for S8 over 24 : (22 : S3) and 2•S4
Fourth Double Coset, [1, 3, 9]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1t3t9
We begin by analyzing N (1,3,9) = {n ∈ N |H(t1t3t9)n = Ht1t3t9}. By the defini-
tion of N (1,3,9), we must take 1,3,9 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1, 3, 9(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10, 7
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3, 9)n = 1, 3, 9, then n ∈ N (1,3,9)
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and if (1, 3, 9)n 6= 1, 3, 9, then n /∈ N (1,3,9). Since (1, 3, 9)e = 1, 3, 9, then e ∈ N (1,3,9). So
the coset stabilizer of Ht1t3t9 is N
(1,3,9) ≥ {e}. We can also see that the coset stabilizer








Hence (1, 10)(2, 6)(3, 16)(4, 12)(5, 9)(7, 15)(8, 17)(11, 14)(18, 21)(19, 24)(20, 22) ∈ N (1,3,9).
Thus |N (1,3,9)| = 2.
Right Cosets of [1, 3, 9]






We now find the orbits of N (1,3,9) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3,9)}. We
must take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1,3,9):
1Id(N) = 1e = 1
1(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 10
Then O(1) = {1, 10}.
2Id(N) = 2e = 2
2(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 6
Then O(2) = {2, 6}.
3Id(N) = 3e = 3
3(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 16
Then O(3) = {3, 16}.
4Id(N) = 4e = 4
4(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 12
Then O(4) = {4, 12}.
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5Id(N) = 5e = 5
5(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 9
Then O(5) = {5, 9}.
7Id(N) = 7e = 7
7(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 15
Then O(7) = {7, 15}.
8Id(N) = 8e = 8
8(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 17
Then O(8) = {8, 17}.
11Id(N) = 11e = 11
11(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 14
Then O(11) = {11, 14}.
13Id(N) = 13e = 13
13(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 13
Then O(13) = {13}.
18Id(N) = 18e = 18
18(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 21
Then O(18) = {18, 21}.
19Id(N) = 19e = 19
19(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 24
Then O(19) = {19, 24}.
20Id(N) = 20e = 20
20(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 22
Then O(20) = {20, 22}.
23Id(N) = 23e = 23
23(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 23
Then O(23) = {23}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,3,9) are O(N (1,3,9)) = {13}, {23}, {1, 10}, {2, 6}, {3, 16}, {4, 12},
{5, 9}, {7, 15}, {8, 17}, {11, 14}, {18, 21}, {19, 24}, {20, 22}.
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DC [1, 3, 9]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3, 9] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing
the Double Cosets of Ht1t3t9ti.
Ht1t3t9t13 → H(x ∗ y ∗ x2 ∗ y) ∗ (t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ y)t1t3tx
2∗y∗x−2
9 ∈
Ht1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3, 9] is sent to [1, 3, 9].
Ht1t3t9t23 → H(yx)∗ (t∗x−1 ∗y ∗x∗ t∗x−1 ∗y ∗x∗ t∗x)t1t3tx∗y∗x
2
1 ∈ Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1].
So 1 orbit from [1, 3, 9] is sent to [1, 3, 1].
Ht1t3t9t1 = H(y ∗ x−2 ∗ y)t1t3t(x
2∗y)2
1 ∈ Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 9] are
sent to [1, 3, 1].
Ht1t3t9t2 = H(x
−3 ∗y)∗(t∗x∗ t∗x2 ∗ t∗x−1 ∗y ∗ t∗x∗ t)t1t3tx
3∗y∗x
9 ∈ Ht1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9].




9 ∈ Ht1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9].
So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 9] are sent to [1, 3, 9].
Ht1t3t9t4 = H(y∗x2)∗(t∗x−1∗y∗x∗t∗x−1∗y∗x∗t∗x)t1t3tx
2∗y∗x−2
9 ∈ Ht1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9].
So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 9] are sent to [1, 3, 9].
Ht1t3t9t5 = H(y ∗ x3)t1tx
2∗y∗x−2





11 ∈ Ht1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11].




11 ∈ Ht1t3t11N = [1, 3, 11].
So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 9] are sent to [1, 3, 11].
Ht1t3t9t11 = H(y ∗ x−1) ∗ (t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ x−2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t)t1t3ty∗x∗y∗x
−1
11 ∈ Ht1t3t11N =
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[1, 3, 11]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 9] are sent to [1, 3, 11].
Ht1t3t9t18 = H(x ∗ y ∗ x−2)t1tx∗y∗x
2∗y
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 9] are
sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t9t19 = H(y ∗ x2 ∗ y)t1tx∗y∗x
3





9 ∈ Ht1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9].
So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 9] are sent to [1, 3, 9].
Then there is a total of 6 orbits sent from [1, 3, 9] to [1, 3], 9 orbits sent from [1, 3, 9] to
[1, 3, 9], 3 orbits sent from [1, 3, 9] to [1, 3, 1], and 6 orbits sent from [1, 3, 9] to [1, 3, 11].
Figure 6.11 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
Figure 6.11: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], [1, 3], and [1, 3, 9] for S8 over 24 : (22 : S3) and 2•S4
Fifth Double Coset, [1, 3, 1]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1t3t1
We begin by analyzing N (1,3,1) = {n ∈ N |H(t1t3t1)n = Ht1t3t1}. By the defini-
tion of N (1,3,1), we must take 1,3,1 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1, 3, 1(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10, 24
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3, 1)n = 1, 3, 1, then n ∈ N (1,3,1)
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and if (1, 3, 1)n 6= 1, 3, 1, then n /∈ N (1,3,1). Since (1, 3, 1)e = 1, 3, 1, then e ∈ N (1,3,1). So
the coset stabilizer of Ht1t3t1 is N
(1,3,1) ≥ {e}. We can also see that the coset stabilizer
























Hence (1, 6)(2, 10)(3, 14)(4, 7)(5, 21)(8, 22)(9, 18)(11, 16)(12, 15)(13, 23)(17, 20)(19, 24) ∈
N (1,3,1).
Thus |N (1,3,1)| = 4.
Right Cosets of [1, 3, 1]






We now find the orbits of N (1,3,1) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3,1)}. We





































Then O(13) = {13, 17, 20, 23}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,3,1) are O(N (1,3,1)) = {8, 22}, {9, 18}, {1, 6, 11, 16}, {2, 10, 12, 15},
{3, 4, 7, 14}, {5, 19, 21, 24}, {13, 17, 20, 23}.
DC [1, 3, 1]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3, 1] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing
the Double Cosets of Ht1t3t1ti.
Ht1t3t1t8 → H(x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y) ∗ (t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x2)t1t3tx∗y∗x
−1
1 ∈
Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 1] are sent to [1, 3, 1].
Ht1t3t1t9 → H(x∗y∗x2∗y)∗(t∗x−1∗y∗x∗t∗x−1∗y∗x∗t∗x)t1t3t9 ∈ Ht1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9].
So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 1] are sent to [1, 3, 9].
Ht1t3t1t1 = Ht1t3t
2
1 = Ht1t3e = Ht1t3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 4 orbits from [1, 3, 1] are
sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t1t2 → H(x∗y ∗x2 ∗y)∗ (t∗x−1 ∗y ∗x∗ t∗x−1 ∗y ∗x∗ t∗x)t1ty∗x
3
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3].
So 4 orbits from [1, 3, 1] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t1t3 → H(x−1∗y∗x∗y)∗(t∗x−1∗y∗x∗t∗x−1∗y∗x∗t∗x2)t1t3t1 ∈ Ht1t3t1N = [1, 3, 1].
So 4 orbits from [1, 3, 1] are sent to [1, 3, 1].
Ht1t3t1t5 → H(y ∗ x−2 ∗ y)t1t3tx
2∗y∗x−2∗y
9 ∈ Ht1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9]. So 4 orbits from [1, 3, 1]
are sent to [1, 3, 9].
Ht1t3t1t13 → H(x∗y∗x)∗(t∗x−1 ∗y∗x∗ t∗x−1 ∗y∗x∗ t∗x−1)t1tx
−3∗y
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3].
So 4 orbits from [1, 3, 1] are sent to [1, 3].
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Then there is a total of 12 orbits sent from [1, 3, 1] to [1, 3], 6 orbits sent from [1, 3, 1] to
[1, 3, 9], and 6 orbits sent from [1, 3, 1] to [1, 3, 1]. Figure 6.12 shows the Cayley Graph
created so far using the information obtained.
Figure 6.12: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], [1, 3], [1, 3, 9], and [1, 3, 1] for S8 over 24 : (22 : S3)
and 2•S4
Sixth Double Coset [1, 3, 11]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1t3t11
We begin by analyzing N (1,3,11) = {n ∈ N |H(t1t3t11)n = Ht1t3t11}. By the
definition of N (1,3,11), we must take 1,3,11 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So
we have
1, 3, 11(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10, 12
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3, 11)n = 1, 3, 11, then n ∈
N (1,3,11) and if (1, 3, 11)n 6= 1, 3, 11, then n /∈ N (1,3,11). Since (1, 3, 11)e = 1, 3, 11, then
e ∈ N (1,3,11). So the coset stabilizer of Ht1t3t11 is N (1,3,11) ≥ {e}. We can also see that



























Hence (1, 17, 6, 20)(2, 12, 10, 15)(3, 24, 14, 19)(4, 21, 7, 5)(8, 18, 22, 9)(11, 13, 16, 23) ∈
N (1,3,11).
Thus |N (1,3,11)| = 4.
Right Cosets of [1, 3, 11]






We now find the orbits of N (1,3,11) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3,11)}. We































Then O(11) = {11, 13, 16, 23}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,3,11) are O(N (1,3,11)) = {1, 6, 17, 20}, {2, 10, 12, 15}, {3, 14, 19, 24},
{4, 5, 7, 21}, {8, 9, 18, 22}, {11, 13, 16, 23}.
DC [1, 3, 11]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3, 11] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing
the Double Cosets of Ht1t3t11ti.
Ht1t3t11t1 → H(x−2) ∗ (t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t)t1ty∗x
−3
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 4
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orbits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t11t2 → H(y ∗ x ∗ y ∗ x−1) ∗ (t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x2)t1ty∗x∗y∗x
−1
3 ∈
Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 4 orbits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t11t3 → H(x−2)∗(t∗x−1∗y∗x∗t∗x−1∗y∗x∗t∗x2)t1t3tx∗y∗x
−1
9 ∈ Ht1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9].




9 ∈ Ht1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9].
So 4 orbits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3, 9].
Ht1t3t11t8 → H(x−3)∗ (t∗x−1 ∗y ∗x∗ t∗x−1 ∗y ∗x∗ t∗x)t1t3ty∗x
3
9 ∈ Ht1t3t9N = [1, 3, 9].
So 4 orbits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to [1, 3, 9].
Ht1t3t11t11 = Ht1t3t
2
11 = Ht1t3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 4 orbits from [1, 3, 11] are sent to
[1, 3].
Then there is a total of 12 orbits sent from [1, 3, 11] to [1, 3] and 12 orbits sent from
[1, 3, 11] to [1, 3, 9]. Figure 6.13 shows the complete Cayley Graph for S8.
Figure 6.13: Cayley Graph for S8 over 2
4 : (22 : S3) and 2•S4
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6.3 Maximal Construction of 2•M12 over 3
2 : (2•S4) and 2
•S4
Elements of Control Group, N
We now examine Image #16 from Section 3.7. This image was produced by
factoring the progenitor 224 : (2•S4) by the additional relations (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ ty∗x)5,
(x∗y∗x−1∗tyx)3, and (x∗y∗t)3. Recall that the control group, N = 2•S4, is generated by
xx = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18) and yy =
(1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23), where xx ∼ x,
yy ∼ y, and t ∼ t1. We can find the elements of N using the Magma code below:
> S := Sym(24);
> xx := S!(1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)
(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18);
> yy := S!(1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)
(19, 23);




> G < x, y, t >:= Group < x, y, t|y2, (y ∗ x−1)3, x8, x−1 ∗ y ∗ x4 ∗ y ∗ x−3, t2,
(t, y ∗ x2 ∗ y ∗ x), (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ ty∗x)5, (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ tyx)3, (x ∗ y ∗ t)3 >;
> f,G1, k := CosetAction(G, sub < G|x, y >);
> #G1;
190080
Then the order of N is 48 and the order of G1 is 190080. We note for the reader that
in section 3.3 we found the isomorphism type of our control group, N to be the central
extension 2•S4. Also, in Section 3.7 we identified the isomorphism type of G1 to be the
central extension 2•M12.
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Maximal DCE of 2•M12 over 3
2 : (2•S4) and 2
•S4
From Magma, we can find the products of xx and yy easily, as well as, the total
number of double cosets and right cosets:
> IN := sub < G1|f(x), f(y) >;
> ts := [Id(G1) : i in [1..24]];
ts[1] := f(t); ts[2] := f(tx
5∗y); ts[3] := f(ty∗x); ts[4] := f(tx
2
); ts[5] := f(tx);
ts[6] := f(tx
4
); ts[7] := f(tx
6
); ts[8] := f(tx∗y∗x
6
); ts[9] := f(ty∗x
4
);
ts[10] := f(tx∗y); ts[11] := f(tx∗y∗x
7
); ts[12] := f(ty∗x
2





); ts[15] := f(ty∗x
6
); ts[16] := f(tx∗y∗x
3
); ts[17] := f(tx
7
);
ts[18] := f(ty); ts[19] := f(tx∗y∗x); ts[20] := f(tx
3





); ts[23] := f(ty∗x
7
); ts[24] := f(tx∗y∗x
5
);




Maximal Subgroup, H, of G
Since the number of right cosets is so large, we can instead find a maximal sub-
group of 2•M12, called H. From there we will conduct the double coset enumeration of
2•M12 over H and 2
•S4.
H := sub < G|x, y, x ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ x−2 ∗ t ∗ y >;
> #H;
864
> f,G1, k := CosetAction(G,H);
> #G1;
95040
> IH := sub < G1|f(x), f(y), f(x∗ t∗x∗ t∗x−2 ∗ t∗x−1 ∗ t∗x2 ∗ t∗x−2 ∗ t∗y) >;





This means that there will be a total of 12 double cosets. Since the order of 2•M12 is
190080 and the order of H is 864, the total number of right cosets is 190080/864 = 220
right cosets.
Isomorphism Type of Maximal Subgroup, H
We now examine the composition factors and normal lattice of IH in order to
find the isomorphism type of H.
> CompositionFactors(IH);
> NL := NormalLattice(IH);
We find that the largest normal abelian subgroup of IH is NL[2] ∼= 9. We can now find
the factor group, q ∼= IH/NL[2].
> q, ff := quo < IH|NL[2] >;
> nl := NormalLattice(q);
> Center(q) eq nl[2];
Above we have found that the largest normal abelian subgroup in q ∼= IH/NL[2] is
nl[2] ∼= 2. Since nl[2] is in the center of q, then q is a central extension. We can now find
the second factor group, qq ∼= q/nl[2].
> qq, fff := quo < q|nl[2] >;
> K < a, b, c, d, e >:= Group < a, b, c, d, e|a3, b3, (a, b), d2, e2, (d ∗ e)2,
c4 ∗ d ∗ e, (d ∗ c−1)3, ac = b2, ad = b2, ae = b, bc = a2 ∗ b2, bd = a2, be = a >;




We can see that the factor group qq ∼= q/nl[2] ∼= S4. So q ∼= 2•S4. We have included
the presentation above checking if we have a semi-direct product and it was isomorphic
to our original group IH. Thus our maximal subgroup IH, of 2•M12 is the semi-direct
product 32 : (2•S4). We have included more detailed work in the appendix for our readers.
Simplifying Relations
We consider Relation #1: (x∗y∗x−1 ∗ty∗x)5 = e. We now simplify this relation.
First we begin by simplifying ty∗x. Since
yy = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23) and
xx = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18),
then ty∗x = tyy∗xx = t(1,3,12)(2,7,11)(4,16,10)(5,19,18)(6,14,15)(8,17,13)(9,21,24)(20,23,22) = t3.
We also have x ∗ y ∗ x−1 = xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1 =
(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24),
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)2 = (xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1)2 = e, (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 = (xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1)3 =
(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24), and
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)4 = e.
So (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ ty∗x)5 = e→ (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ t3)5 = e→








3 ∗ t3 = e→
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)5 ∗ te3 ∗ t
(1,11)(2,12)(3,7)(4,14)(5,19)(6,16)(8,22)(10,15)(13,20)(17,23)(21,24)
3 ∗ te3 ∗
t
(1,11)(2,12)(3,7)(4,14)(5,19)(6,16)(8,22)(10,15)(13,20)(17,23)(21,24)
3 ∗ t3 = e→
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)5 ∗ t3 ∗ t7 ∗ t3 ∗ t7 ∗ t3 = e→ t7 ∗ (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)5 ∗ t3 ∗ t7 ∗ t3 ∗ t7 ∗ t3 = t7 →
(x∗y∗x−1)5∗t(x∗y∗x
−1)5
7 ∗t3∗t7∗t3∗t7∗t3 = t7 → (x∗y∗x−1)5∗t3∗t3∗t7∗t3∗t7∗t3 = t7 →
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)5 ∗ t23 ∗ t7 ∗ t3 ∗ t7 ∗ t3 = t7 → (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)5 ∗ t7 ∗ t3 ∗ t7 ∗ t3 = t7 →
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)5 ∗ t(x∗y∗x
−1)5
3 ∗ t7 ∗ t3 ∗ t7 ∗ t3 = t3 ∗ t7 → (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)5 ∗ t3 ∗ t7 ∗ t3 = t3 ∗ t7.
Thus we have the relation (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)5 ∗ t3 ∗ t7 ∗ t3 = t3 ∗ t7.
From Magma, we can check this relation by using the following:
> f((x ∗ y ∗ x−1)5) ∗ ts[3] ∗ ts[7] ∗ ts[3] ∗ ts[7] ∗ ts[3] eq Id(G1);
true
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> f((x ∗ y ∗ x−1)5) ∗ ts[3] ∗ ts[7] ∗ ts[3] eq ts[3] ∗ ts[7];
true
We consider Relation #2: (x∗y ∗x−1 ∗ tyx)3 = e. We now simplify this relation.
First we begin by simplifying ty
x
. Since
yy = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23) and




xx = t(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22) = t13.
We also have x ∗ y ∗ x−1 = xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1 =
(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24) and
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)2 = (xx ∗ yy ∗ xx−1)2 = e.
So (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ tyx)3 = e→ (x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ t13)3 = e→




13 ∗ t13 = e→
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 ∗ te13 ∗ t
(1,11)(2,12)(3,7)(4,14)(5,19)(6,16)(8,22)(10,15)(13,20)(17,23)(21,24)
13 ∗ t13 = e→
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 ∗ t13 ∗ t20 ∗ t13 = e→ t20 ∗ (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 ∗ t13 ∗ t20 ∗ t13 = t20 →
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 ∗ t(x∗y∗x
−1)3
20 ∗ t13 ∗ t20 ∗ t13 = t20 →
(x∗y∗x−1)3∗t(1,11)(2,12)(3,7)(4,14)(5,19)(6,16)(8,22)(10,15)(13,20)(17,23)(21,24)20 ∗t13∗t20∗t13 = t20 →
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 ∗ t13 ∗ t13 ∗ t20 ∗ t13 = t20 → (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 ∗ t213 ∗ t20 ∗ t13 = t20 →
(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 ∗ t20 ∗ t13 = t20 → (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 ∗ t13 = t13 ∗ t20.
Thus we have the relation (x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3 ∗ t13 = t13 ∗ t20.
From Magma, we can check this relation by using the following:
> f((x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3) ∗ ts[13] ∗ ts[20] ∗ ts[13] eq Id(G1);
true
> f((x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3) ∗ ts[20] ∗ ts[13] eq ts[20];
true
> f((x ∗ y ∗ x−1)3) ∗ ts[13] eq ts[13] ∗ ts[20];
true
We consider Relation #3: (x ∗ y ∗ t)3 = e. We now simplify this relation.
Since yy = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23)
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and xx = (1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18),
then x ∗ y = xx ∗ yy =
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20). We also have
(x ∗ y)2 = (xx ∗ yy)2 =
(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14) and (x∗y)3 =
(xx ∗ yy)3 = e.










1 ∗ t1 = e→
t23 ∗ t10 ∗ t1 = e→ t10 ∗ t1 = t23.
Thus we have the relation 10, 1 ∼ 23.
From Magma, we can check this relation by using the following:
> ts[23] ∗ ts[10] ∗ ts[1] eq Id(G1);
true
> ts[10] ∗ ts[1] eq ts[23];
true
Conjugates of Additional Relations
If we conjugate each relation by all of the elements in our control group then
we can find all of the equivalent relations. From Magma, we can find these relations by
using the following:
> for n in N do N !(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)
(17, 23)(21, 24)n, [3, 7, 3, 3, 7]n; end for;
> for n in N do N !(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)
(17, 23)(21, 24)n, [13, 13, 20]n; end for;
> for n in N do N !Id(N)n, [10, 1, 23]n; end for;
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First Double Coset, [∗]
Stabilizer of the Coset He
We begin by analyzing N (e) = {n ∈ N |Hen = He}. Then all 48 elements of N
are in N (e). So the coset stabilizer of He is N (e) ≥ all 48 elements of N . Thus |N (e)| = 48.
Right Cosets of [∗]






We now find the orbits of N (e) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (e)}. We must
take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (e):
1(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24
...
Then O(1) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24}.
Thus the orbit ofN (e) isO(N (e)) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24}.
DC [∗]
The last thing to consider for [∗] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Hti.
Ht1 ∈ Ht1N = [1]. Thus all 24 orbits from [∗] are sent to [1].
Figure 6.14 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
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Figure 6.14: Cayley Graph of [∗] for 2•M12 over 32 : (2•S4) and 2•S4
Second Double Coset, [1]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1
We begin by analyzing N (1) = {n ∈ N |Htn1 = Ht1}. For simplicity, we say
ti ∼ i. By the definition of N (1) we must take 1 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of
N . So we have
1(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24
1Id(N) = 1e = 1
1(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21) = 1
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if 1n = 1, then n ∈ N (1) and if




(2, 13)(3, 8)(4, 7)(5, 20)(9, 11)(10, 23)(12, 19)(14, 22)(15, 24)(16, 18)(17, 21)}.
Thus |N (1)| = 2. From Magma, we can verify N (1) using the following codes:





Right Cosets of [1]





From Magma, we can verify the number of right cosets using the following code:
> #N/#N1 ;
Orbits of Ht1
We now find the orbits of N (1) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1)}. We must
take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1):
1e = 1
1(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21) = 1
Then O(1) = {1}.
2e = 2
2(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21) = 13
Then O(2) = {2, 13}.
3e = 3
3(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21) = 8
Then O(3) = {3, 8}.
4e = 4
4(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21) = 7
Then O(4) = {4, 7}.
5e = 5
5(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21) = 20
Then O(5) = {5, 20}.
6e = 6
6(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21) = 6
Then O(6) = {6}.
9e = 9
9(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21) = 11




Then O(10) = {10, 23}.
12e = 12
12(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21) = 19
Then O(12) = {12, 19}.
14e = 14
14(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21) = 22
Then O(14) = {14, 22}.
15e = 15
15(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21) = 24
Then O(15) = {15, 24}.
16e = 16
16(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21) = 18
Then O(16) = {16, 18}.
17e = 17
17(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21) = 21
Then O(17) = {17, 21}.
Thus the orbits of N (1) are O(N (1)) = {1}, {6}, {2, 13}, {3, 8}, {4, 7}, {5, 20}, {9, 11},
{10, 23}, {12, 19}, {14, 22}, {15, 24}, {16, 18}, {17, 21}. From Magma, we can verify the
orbits of N (1) using the following codes:
> Orbits(N1s); Orbit(N1s, 1); Orbit(N1s, 2); Orbit(N1s, 3); Orbit(N1s, 4);
> Orbit(N1s, 5);Orbit(N1s, 6);Orbit(N1s, 9);Orbit(N1s, 10);Orbit(N1s, 12);
> Orbit(N1s, 14); Orbit(N1s, 15); Orbit(N1s, 16); Orbit(N1s, 17);
DC [1]
The last thing to consider for [1] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Ht1ti.
Ht1t1 = Ht
2
1 = He ∈ HeN = [∗]. So 1 orbit from [1] is sent to [∗].
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Ht1t6 → H(y ∗ x−2 ∗ y ∗ x)t1 ∈ Ht1N = [1]. So 1 orbit from [1] is sent to [1].
Ht1t2 ∈ Ht1t2N = [1, 2]. So 2 orbits from [1] are sent to [1, 2].
Ht1t3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits from [1] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t4 ∈ Ht1t4N = [1, 4]. So 2 orbits from [1] are sent to [1, 4].
Ht1t5 → H(t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t)t1 ∈ Ht1N = [1]. So 2 orbits from [1] are sent to [1].
Ht1t9 ∈ Ht1t9N = [1, 9]. So 2 orbits from [1] are sent to [1, 9].
Ht1t10 → Ht23 (By Relation #3) =
Ht
(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21)
1 ∈ Ht1N = [1]. So 2 orbits from
[1] are sent to [1].
Ht1t12 → H(t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ t)t1 ∈ Ht1N = [1]. So 2 orbits from [1] are sent to [1].
Ht1t14 ∈ Ht1t14N = [1, 14]. So 2 orbits from [1] are sent to [1, 14].
Ht1t15 ∈ Ht1t15N = [1, 15]. So 2 orbits from [1] are sent to [1, 15].
Ht1t16 → H(x ∗ y ∗ x3)t1 ∈ Ht1N = [1]. So 2 orbits from [1] are sent to [1].
Ht1t17 → H(x−2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x ∗ y)t16t8 =
Ht1t
(1,16,9,6,11,18)(2,17,19,10,20,24)(3,8,4,14,22,7)(5,23,12,21,13,15)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits
from [1] are sent to [1, 3].
Then there is a total of 1 orbit sent from [1] to [∗], 9 orbits sent from [1] to [1], 2 orbits
sent from [1] to [1, 2], 4 orbits sent from [1] to [1, 3], 2 orbits sent from [1] to [1, 4], 2 orbits
sent from [1] to [1, 9], 2 orbits sent from [1] to [1, 14], and 2 orbits sent from [1] to [1, 15].
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Figure 6.15 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
Figure 6.15: Cayley Graph of [∗] and [1] for 2•M12 over 32 : (2•S4) and 2•S4
Third Double Coset, [1, 3]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1t3
We begin by analyzing N (1,3) = {n ∈ N |H(t1t3)n = Ht1t3}. By the definition
of N (1,3), we must take 1,3 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1, 3(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3)n = 1, 3, then n ∈ N (1,3)
and if (1, 3)n 6= 1, 3, then n /∈ N (1,3). Since (1, 3)e = 1, 3, then e ∈ N (1,3). So the coset
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stabilizer of Ht1t3 is N
(1,3) ≥ {e}. We can also see that the coset stabilizer contains








Hence (1, 13)(2, 10)(3, 5)(4, 19)(6, 23)(7, 24)(8, 9)(11, 17)(14, 21)(16, 20)(18, 22) ∈ N (1,3).
Thus |N (1,3)| = 2.
Right Cosets of [1, 3]







We now find the orbits of N (1,3) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3)}. We must
take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1,3):
1e = 1
1(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22) = 13
Then O(1) = {1, 13}.
2e = 2
2(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22) = 10
Then O(2) = {2, 10}.
3e = 3
3(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22) = 5
Then O(3) = {3, 5}.
4e = 4
4(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22) = 19




Then O(6) = {6, 23}.
7e = 7
7(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22) = 24
Then O(7) = {7, 24}.
8e = 8
8(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22) = 9
Then O(8) = {8, 9}.
11e = 11
11(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22) = 17
Then O(11) = {11, 17}.
12e = 12
12(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22) = 12
Then O(12) = {12}.
14e = 14
14(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22) = 21
Then O(14) = {14, 21}.
15e = 15
15(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22) = 15
Then O(15) = {15}.
16e = 16
16(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22) = 20
Then O(16) = {16, 20}.
18e = 18
18(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22) = 22
Then O(18) = {18, 22}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,3) are O(N (1,3)) = {12}, {15}, {1, 13}, {2, 10}, {3, 5}, {4, 19},
{6, 23}, {7, 24}, {8, 9}, {11, 17}, {14, 21}, {16, 20}, {18, 22}.
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DC [1, 3]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Ht1t3ti.
Ht1t3t12 → H(x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x)t13t5 =
Ht1t
(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t15 ∈ Ht1t3t15N = [1, 3, 15]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3] is sent to [1, 3, 15].
Ht1t3t1 → H(x ∗ y ∗ x2 ∗ y)t20t22 =
Ht1t
(1,20,6,17)(2,15,10,12)(3,19,14,24)(4,5,7,21)(8,9,22,18)(11,23,16,13)
9 ∈ Ht1t9N = [1, 9]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 3] are sent to [1, 9].
Ht1t3t2 → H(x2 ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t)t18 =
Ht
(1,18)(2,21)(4,22)(5,10)(6,9)(7,8)(11,16)(12,17)(13,24)(15,20)(19,23)
1 ∈ Ht1N = [1]. So 2 orbits from
[1, 3] are sent to [1].
Ht1t3t3 = Ht1t
2
3 = Ht1e ∈ Ht1N = [1]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3] are sent to [1].
Ht1t3t4 → H(y ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x ∗ y)t10t20 =
Ht1t
(1,10,23)(2,13,6)(3,17,18)(4,15,19)(5,22,11)(7,12,24)(8,16,21)(9,14,20)
14 ∈ Ht1t14N = [1, 14]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 3] are sent to [1, 14].
Ht1t3t6 → H(x2 ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t)t18t13 =
Ht1t
(1,18,11,6,9,16)(2,24,20,10,19,17)(3,7,22,14,4,8)(5,15,13,21,12,23)
15 ∈ Ht1t15N = [1, 15]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 3] are sent to [1, 15].
Ht1t3t7 ∈ Ht1t3t7N = [1, 3, 7]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3] are sent to [1, 3, 7].
Ht1t3t8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3] are sent to [1, 3, 8].
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Ht1t3t11 → H(x−1 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−3)t20t19t9 =
Ht1t3t
(1,20,6,17)(2,15,10,12)(3,19,14,24)(4,5,7,21)(8,9,22,18)(11,23,16,13)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 2
orbits from [1, 3] are sent to [1, 3, 8].
Ht1t3t14 → H(y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x4)t24t2 =
Ht1t
(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20)
14 ∈ Ht1t14N = [1, 14]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 3] are sent to [1, 14].
Ht1t3t16 → H(x ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ t)t16t2 =
Ht1t
(1,16)(2,15)(3,4)(5,24)(6,11)(7,14)(9,18)(10,12)(13,17)(19,21)(20,23)
15 ∈ Ht1t15N = [1, 15]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 3] are sent to [1, 15].
Ht1t3t18 → H(t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x)t13t19 =
Ht1t
(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22)
4 ∈ Ht1t4N = [1, 4]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 3] are sent to [1, 4].
Then there is a total of 4 orbits sent from [1, 3] to [1], 1 orbit sent from [1, 3] to [1, 3], 2
orbits sent from [1, 3] to [1, 4], 4 orbits sent from [1, 3] to [1, 15], 4 orbits sent from [1, 3]
to [1, 14], 2 orbits sent from [1, 3] to [1, 9], 4 orbits sent from [1, 3] to [1, 3, 8], 1 orbit
sent from [1, 3] to [1, 3, 15], and 2 orbits sent from [1, 3] to [1, 3, 7]. Figure 6.16 shows the
Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
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Figure 6.16: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], and [1, 3] for 2•M12 over 32 : (2•S4) and 2•S4
Fourth Double Coset, [1, 4]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1t4
We begin by analyzing N (1,4) = {n ∈ N |H(t1t4)n = Ht1t4}. By the definition
of N (1,4), we must take 1,4 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1, 4(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 23
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 4)n = 1, 4, then n ∈ N (1,4)
and if (1, 4)n 6= 1, 4, then n /∈ N (1,4). Since (1, 4)e = 1, 4, then e ∈ N (1,4). So the coset
stabilizer of Ht1t4 is N
(1,4) ≥ {e}. We can also see that the coset stabilizer contains









Hence (1, 10)(2, 6)(3, 16)(4, 12)(5, 9)(7, 15)(8, 17)(11, 14)(18, 21)(19, 24)(20, 22) ∈ N (1,4).
Thus |N (1,4)| = 2.
Right Cosets of [1, 4]







We now find the orbits of N (1,4) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,4)}. We must
take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1,4):
1e = 1
1(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 10
Then O(1) = {1, 10}.
2e = 2
2(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 6
Then O(2) = {2, 6}.
3e = 3
3(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 16
Then O(3) = {3, 16}.
4e = 4
4(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 12
Then O(4) = {4, 12}.
5e = 5
5(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 9
Then O(5) = {5, 9}.
7e = 7
7(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 15




Then O(8) = {8, 17}.
11e = 11
11(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 17
Then O(11) = {11, 14}.
13e = 13
13(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 13
Then O(13) = {13}.
18e = 18
18(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 21
Then O(18) = {18, 21}.
19e = 19
19(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 24
Then O(19) = {19, 24}.
20e = 20
20(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 22
Then O(20) = {20, 22}.
23e = 23
23(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22) = 23
Then O(23) = {23}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,4) are O(N (1,4)) = {13}, {23}, {1, 10}, {2, 6}, {3, 16}, {4, 12}, {5, 9},
{7, 15}, {8, 17}, {11, 14}, {18, 21}, {19, 24}, {20, 22}.
DC [1, 4]
The last thing to consider for [1, 4] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Ht1t4ti.
Ht1t4t13 → H(y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x ∗ y)t7t24 =
Ht1t
(1,7)(2,3)(4,6)(8,23)(9,24)(10,14)(11,12)(13,22)(15,16)(17,20)(18,19)
9 ∈ Ht1t9N = [1, 9]. So 1 orbit
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from [1, 4] is sent to [1, 9].
Ht1t4t23 → H(y ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x)t20t19t21 =
Ht1t3t
(1,20,6,17)(2,15,10,12)(3,19,14,24)(4,5,7,21)(8,9,22,18)(11,23,16,13)
7 ∈ Ht1t3t7N = [1, 3, 7]. So 1
orbit from [1, 4] is sent to [1, 3, 7].
Ht1t4t1 → H(y ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ t)t11t22t21 =
Ht1t3t
(1,11,9)(2,20,19)(3,22,4)(5,13,12)(6,16,18)(7,14,8)(10,17,24)(15,21,23)
15 ∈ Ht1t3t15N = [1, 3, 15]. So
2 orbits from [1, 4] are sent to [1, 3, 15].
Ht1t4t2 → H(x2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y)t23t24 =
Ht1t
(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17)
4 ∈ Ht1t4N = [1, 4]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 4] are sent to [1, 4].
Ht1t4t3 → H(y ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x ∗ y)t10t20 =
Ht1t
(1,10,23)(2,13,6)(3,17,18)(4,15,19)(5,22,11)(7,12,24)(8,16,21)(9,14,20)
14 ∈ Ht1t14N = [1, 14]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 4] are sent to [1, 14].
Ht1t4t4 = Ht1t
2
4 = Ht1 ∈ Ht1N = [1]. So 2 orbits from [1, 4] are sent to [1].
Ht1t4t5 → H(x2 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−3 ∗ y)t12t13t1 =
Ht1t3t
(1,12,5,22,6,15,21,8)(2,17,9,7,10,20,18,4)(3,13,11,24,14,23,16,19)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 4] are sent to [1, 3, 8].
Ht1t4t7 → H(y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x ∗ y)t10t12 =
Ht1t
(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22)
4 ∈ Ht1t4N = [1, 4]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 4] are sent to [1, 4].
Ht1t4t8 → H(x ∗ y ∗ x−1)t11t7t22 =
Ht1t3t
(1,11)(2,12)(3,7)(4,14)(5,19)(6,16)(8,22)(10,15)(13,20)(17,23)(21,24)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 2
orbits from [1, 4] are sent to [1, 3, 8].
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Ht1t4t11 → H(y ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x2)t14t15t20 =
Ht1t3t
(1,14,12,6,3,15)(2,4,11,10,7,16)(5,24,18,21,19,9)(8,20,13,22,17,23)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 4] are sent to [1, 3, 8].
Ht1t4t18 → H(x3 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x3)t6t14t22 =
Ht1t3t
(1,6)(2,10)(3,14)(4,7)(5,21)(8,22)(9,18)(11,16)(12,15)(13,23)(17,20)(19,24)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8].
So 2 orbits from [1, 4] are sent to [1, 3, 8].
Ht1t4t19 → H(y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t)t1t15 ∈ Ht1t15N = [1, 15]. So 2 orbits from [1, 4] are
sent to [1, 15].
Ht1t4t20 → H(y ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x2)t10t16 =
Ht1t
(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 4] are sent to [1, 3].
Then there is a total of 2 orbits sent from [1, 4] to [1], 2 orbits sent from [1, 4] to [1, 3],
4 orbits sent from [1, 4] to [1, 4], 2 orbits sent from [1, 4] to [1, 15], 2 orbits sent from
[1, 4] to [1, 14], 1 orbit sent from [1, 4] to [1, 9], 8 orbits sent from [1, 4] to [1, 3, 8], 2 orbits
sent from [1, 4] to [1, 3, 15], and 1 orbit sent from [1, 4] to [1, 3, 7]. Figure 6.17 shows the
Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
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Figure 6.17: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], [1, 3], and [1, 4] for 2•M12 over 32 : (2•S4) and 2•S4
Fifth Double Coset, [1, 15]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1t15
We begin by analyzing N (1,15) = {n ∈ N |H(t1t15)n = Ht1t15}. By the definition
of N (1,15), we must take 1,15 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1, 15(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 20
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 15)n = 1, 15, then n ∈ N (1,15)
and if (1, 15)n 6= 1, 15, then n /∈ N (1,15). Since (1, 15)e = 1, 15, then e ∈ N (1,15). So
the coset stabilizer of Ht1t15 is N
(1,15) ≥ {e}. We can also see that the coset stabilizer









Hence (1, 23)(3, 21)(4, 24)(5, 14)(6, 13)(7, 19)(8, 18)(9, 22)(11, 20)(12, 15)(16, 17) ∈ N (1,15).
Thus |N (1,15)| = 2.
Right Cosets of [1, 15]






We now find the orbits of N (1,15) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,15)}. We must
take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1,15):
1e = 1
1(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 23
Then O(1) = {1, 23}.
2e = 2
2(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 2
Then O(2) = {2}.
3e = 3
3(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 21
Then O(3) = {3, 21}.
4e = 4
4(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 24
Then O(4) = {4, 24}.
5e = 5
5(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 14
Then O(5) = {5, 14}.
6e = 6
6(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 13




Then O(7) = {7, 19}.
8e = 8
8(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 18
Then O(8) = {8, 18}.
9e = 9
9(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 22
Then O(9) = {9, 22}.
10e = 10
10(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 10
Then O(10) = {10}.
11e = 11
11(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 20
Then O(11) = {11, 20}.
12e = 12
12(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 15
Then O(12) = {12, 15}.
16e = 16
16(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 17
Then O(16) = {16, 17}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,15) are O(N (1,15)) = {2}, {10}, {1, 23}, {3, 21}, {4, 24}, {5, 14},
{6, 13}, {7, 19}, {8, 18}, {9, 22}, {11, 20}, {12, 15}, {16, 17}.
DC [1, 15]
The last thing to consider for [1, 15] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Ht1t15ti.
Ht1t15t2 ∈ Ht1t15t2N = [1, 15, 2]. So 1 orbit from [1, 15] is sent to [1, 15, 2].




12 ∈ Ht1t15N = [1, 15]. So 1 or-
bit from [1, 15] is sent to [1, 15].
Ht1t15t1 → H(x ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x ∗ y)t17t24 =
Ht1t
(1,17,6,20)(2,12,10,15)(3,24,14,19)(4,21,7,5)(8,18,22,9)(11,13,16,23)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 15] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t15t3 → H(y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y)t22t5t9 =
Ht1t3t
(1,22,19,6,8,24)(2,14,21,10,3,5)(4,18,13,7,9,23)(11,20,15,16,17,12)
7 ∈ Ht1t3t7N = [1, 3, 7]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 15] are sent to [1, 3, 7].
Ht1t15t4 → H(y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t)t1t15 ∈ Ht1t15N = [1, 15]. So 2 orbits from [1, 15] are
sent to [1, 15].
Ht1t15t5 → H(y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x)t6t14t22 =
Ht1t3t
(1,6)(2,10)(3,14)(4,7)(5,21)(8,22)(9,18)(11,16)(12,15)(13,23)(17,20)(19,24)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8].
So 2 orbits from [1, 15] are sent to [1, 3, 8].
Ht1t15t6 → H(x4)t2t20t11 = Ht1t3t(1,2,23,6,10,13)(3,20,18,14,17,9)(4,12,19,7,15,24)(5,8,11,21,22,16)8 ∈
Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 2 orbits from [1, 15] are sent to [1, 3, 8].
Ht1t15t7 → H(t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1)t23t24 =
Ht1t
(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17)
4 ∈ Ht1t4N = [1, 4]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 15] are sent to [1, 4].
Ht1t15t8 → H(x4 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1)t15t6t23 =
Ht1t3t
(1,15,3,6,12,14)(2,16,7,10,11,4)(5,9,19,21,18,24)(8,23,17,22,13,20)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 15] are sent to [1, 3, 8].
Ht1t15t9 → H(x3 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t)t9t14t22 =
Ht1t3t
(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24)
7 ∈ Ht1t3t7N = [1, 3, 7]. So 2
orbits from [1, 15] are sent to [1, 3, 7].
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Ht1t15t11 → H(x−2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x ∗ y)t16t8 =
Ht1t
(1,16,9,6,11,18)(2,17,19,10,20,24)(3,8,4,14,22,7)(5,23,12,21,13,15)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 15] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t15t12 → H(t ∗ y ∗ x2 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1)t23 =
Ht
(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17)
1 ∈ Ht1N = [1]. So 2 orbits from
[1, 15] are sent to [1].
Ht1t15t16 → H(t ∗ y ∗ x2 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1)t20t22 =
Ht1t
(1,20,6,17)(2,15,10,12)(3,19,14,24)(4,5,7,21)(8,9,22,18)(11,23,16,13)
9 ∈ Ht1t9N = [1, 9]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 15] are sent to [1, 9].
Then there is a total of 2 orbits sent from [1, 15] to [1], 4 orbits sent from [1, 15] to [1, 3],
2 orbits sent from [1, 15] to [1, 4], 3 orbits sent from [1, 15] to [1, 15], 2 orbits sent from
[1, 15] to [1, 9], 6 orbits sent from [1, 15] to [1, 3, 8], 4 orbits sent from [1, 15] to [1, 3, 7],
and 1 orbit sent from [1, 15] to [1, 15, 2]. Figure 6.18 shows the Cayley Graph created so
far using the information obtained.
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Figure 6.18: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], [1, 3], [1, 4], and [1, 15] for 2•M12 over 32 : (2•S4)
and 2•S4
Sixth Double Coset, [1, 14]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1t14
We begin by analyzing N (1,14) = {n ∈ N |H(t1t14)n = Ht1t14}. By the definition
of N (1,14), we must take 1,14 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1, 14(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 2
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 14)n = 1, 14, then n ∈ N (1,14)
and if (1, 14)n 6= 1, 14, then n /∈ N (1,14). Since (1, 14)e = 1, 14, then e ∈ N (1,14). So
the coset stabilizer of Ht1t14 is N
(1,14) ≥ {e}. We can also see that the coset stabilizer









Hence (1, 23)(3, 21)(4, 24)(5, 14)(6, 13)(7, 19)(8, 18)(9, 22)(11, 20)(12, 15)(16, 17) ∈ N (1,14).
Thus |N (1,14)| = 2.
Right Cosets of [1, 14]






We now find the orbits of N (1,14) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,14)}. We must
take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1,14):
1e = 1
1(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 23
Then O(1) = {1, 23}.
2e = 2
2(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 2
Then O(2) = {2}.
3e = 3
3(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 21
Then O(3) = {3, 21}.
4e = 4
4(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 24
Then O(4) = {4, 24}.
5e = 5
5(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 14




Then O(6) = {6, 13}.
7e = 7
7(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 19
Then O(7) = {7, 19}.
8e = 8
8(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 18
Then O(8) = {8, 18}.
9e = 9
9(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 22
Then O(9) = {9, 22}.
10e = 10
10(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 10
Then O(10) = {10}.
11e = 11
11(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 20
Then O(11) = {11, 20}.
12e = 12
12(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 15
Then O(12) = {12, 15}.
16e = 16
16(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17) = 17
Then O(16) = {16, 17}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,14) are O(N (1,14)) = {2}, {10}, {1, 23}, {3, 21}, {4, 24}, {5, 14},
{6, 13}, {7, 19}, {8, 18}, {9, 22}, {11, 20}, {12, 15}, {16, 17}.
DC [1, 14]
The last thing to consider for [1, 14] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Ht1t14ti.




17 ∈ Ht1t2N = [1, 2]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 14] is sent to [1, 2].
Ht1t14t10 → H(t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t)t1t14 ∈ Ht1t14N = [1, 14]. So 1 orbit from [1, 14] is sent
to [1, 14].
Ht1t14t1 → H(x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x)t23t21t12 =
Ht1t3t
(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17)
15 ∈ Ht1t3t15N = [1, 3, 15]. So
2 orbits from [1, 14] are sent to [1, 3, 15].
Ht1t14t3 → H(x2 ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t)t19t2 =
Ht1t
(1,19,8)(2,21,3)(4,13,9)(5,14,10)(6,24,22)(7,23,18)(11,15,17)(12,20,16)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 14] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t14t4 → H(y ∗ x2 ∗ y ∗ x)t1t3t7 ∈ Ht1t3t7N = [1, 3, 7]. So 2 orbits from [1, 14] are sent
to [1, 3, 7].
Ht1t14t5 → H(t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t)t23 =
Ht
(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17)
1 ∈ Ht1N = [1]. So 2 orbits from
[1, 14] are sent to [1].
Ht1t14t6 → H(y ∗ x−2 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ t)t10t20 =
Ht1t
(1,10,23)(2,13,6)(3,17,18)(4,15,19)(5,22,11)(7,12,24)(8,16,21)(9,14,20)
14 ∈ Ht1t14N = [1, 14]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 14] are sent to [1, 14].
Ht1t14t7 → H(x−2 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−2)t2t20 =
Ht1t
(1,2,23,6,10,13)(3,20,18,14,17,9)(4,12,19,7,15,24)(5,8,11,21,22,16)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 14] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t14t8 → H(x ∗ y ∗ x−2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t)t23t19 =
Ht1t
(1,23,10)(2,6,13)(3,18,17)(4,19,15)(5,11,22)(7,24,12)(8,21,16)(9,20,14)
4 ∈ Ht1t4N = [1, 4]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 14] are sent to [1, 4].
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Ht1t14t9 → H(y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y)t22t5t24 =
Ht1t3t
(1,22,19,6,8,24)(2,14,21,10,3,5)(4,18,13,7,9,23)(11,20,15,16,17,12)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 14] are sent to [1, 3, 8].
Ht1t14t11 → H(x4 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−2)t7t23t2 =
Ht1t3t
(1,7,6,4)(2,22,10,8)(3,23,14,13)(5,17,21,20)(9,12,18,15)(11,24,16,19)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 2
orbits from [1, 14] are sent to [1, 3, 8].
Ht1t14t12 → H(y ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x)t17t18t21 =
Ht1t3t
(1,17,7,21,6,20,4,5)(2,16,22,19,10,11,8,24)(3,18,23,15,14,9,13,12)
7 ∈ Ht1t3t7N = [1, 3, 7]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 14] are sent to [1, 3, 7].
Ht1t14t16 → H(x2 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x3)t6t14t22 =
Ht1t3t
(1,6)(2,10)(3,14)(4,7)(5,21)(8,22)(9,18)(11,16)(12,15)(13,23)(17,20)(19,24)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8].
So 2 orbits from [1, 14] are sent to [1, 3, 8].
Then there is a total of 2 orbits sent from [1, 14] to [1], 4 orbits sent from [1, 14] to [1, 3],
2 orbits sent from [1, 14] to [1, 4], 3 orbits sent from [1, 14] to [1, 14], 1 orbit sent from
[1, 14] to [1, 2], 6 orbits sent from [1, 14] to [1, 3, 8], 2 orbits sent from [1, 14] to [1, 3, 15],
and 4 orbits sent from [1, 14] to [1, 3, 7]. Figure 6.19 shows the Cayley Graph created so
far using the information obtained.
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Figure 6.19: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], [1, 3], [1, 4], [1, 15], and [1, 14] for 2•M12 over
32 : (2•S4) and 2
•S4
Seventh Double Coset, [1, 9]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1t9
We begin by analyzing N (1,9) = {n ∈ N |H(t1t9)n = Ht1t9}. By the definition
of N (1,9), we must take 1,9 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1, 9(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 7
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 9)n = 1, 9, then n ∈ N (1,9)
and if (1, 9)n 6= 1, 9, then n /∈ N (1,9). Since (1, 9)e = 1, 9, then e ∈ N (1,9). So the coset
stabilizer of Ht1t9 is N
(1,9) ≥ {e}. We can also see that the coset stabilizer contains

















Hence (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23) ∈ N (1,9).
Let a = (1, 16)(2, 15)(3, 4)(5, 24)(6, 11)(7, 14)(9, 18)(10, 12)(13, 17)(19, 21)(20, 23) and
b = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23).
Since a ∈ N (1,9) and b ∈ N (1,9), then any products of a and b are also in N (1,9). So
a ∗ b ∈ N (1,9), (a ∗ b)−1 ∈ N (1,9), and (a ∗ b) ∗ a ∈ N (1,9).
Then (1, 11, 9)(2, 20, 19)(3, 22, 4)(5, 13, 12)(6, 16, 18)(7, 14, 8)(10, 17, 24)(15, 21, 23) ∈ N (1,9),
(1, 9, 11)(2, 19, 20)(3, 4, 22)(5, 12, 13)(6, 18, 16)(7, 8, 14)(10, 24, 17)(15, 23, 21) ∈ N (1,9), and
(1, 6)(2, 23)(3, 22)(5, 17)(8, 14)(9, 16)(10, 13)(11, 18)(12, 24)(15, 19)(20, 21) ∈ N (1,9).
Thus |N (1,9)| = 6.
Right Cosets of [1, 9]






We now find the orbits of N (1,9) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,9)}. We must




































Then O(7) = {7, 8, 14}.
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Thus the orbits ofN (1,9) areO(N (1,9)) = {1, 6, 9, 11, 16, 18}, {2, 15, 19, 20, 21, 23}, {3, 4, 22},
{5, 10, 12, 13, 17, 24}, {7, 8, 14}.
DC [1, 9]
The last thing to consider for [1, 9] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Ht1t9ti.
Ht1t9t3 → H(x2 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−2)t7t1 =
Ht1t
(1,7,6,4)(2,22,10,8)(3,23,14,13)(5,17,21,20)(9,12,18,15)(11,24,16,19)
4 ∈ Ht1t4N = [1, 4]. So 3 orbits
from [1, 9] are sent to [1, 4].
Ht1t9t7 → H(t ∗ y ∗ x2 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x)t15t6t10 =
Ht1t3t
(1,15,3,6,12,14)(2,16,7,10,11,4)(5,9,19,21,18,24)(8,23,17,22,13,20)
7 ∈ Ht1t3t7N = [1, 3, 7]. So 3 or-
bits from [1, 9] are sent to [1, 3, 7].
Ht1t9t1 → Ht11 = Ht(1,11)(2,12)(3,7)(4,14)(5,19)(6,16)(8,22)(10,15)(13,20)(17,23)(21,24)1 ∈ Ht1N =
[1]. So 6 orbits from [1, 9] are sent to [1].
Ht1t9t2 → H(x−1 ∗ y ∗ x2)t18t13 =
Ht1t
(1,18,11,6,9,16)(2,24,20,10,19,17)(3,7,22,14,4,8)(5,15,13,21,12,23)
15 ∈ Ht1t15N = [1, 15]. So 6 orbits
from [1, 9] are sent to [1, 15].
Ht1t9t5 → H(y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−3)t9t4 =
Ht1t
(1,9,11)(2,19,20)(3,4,22)(5,12,13)(6,18,16)(7,8,14)(10,24,17)(15,23,21)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 6 or-
bits from [1, 9] are sent to [1, 3].
Then there is a total of 6 orbits sent from [1, 9] to [1], 6 orbits sent from [1, 9] to [1, 3], 3
orbits sent from [1, 9] to [1, 4], 6 orbits sent from [1, 9] to [1, 15], and 3 orbits sent from
[1, 9] to [1, 3, 7]. Figure 6.20 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information
obtained.
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Figure 6.20: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], [1, 3], [1, 4], [1, 15], [1, 14], and [1, 9] for 2•M12 over
32 : (2•S4) and 2
•S4
Eighth Double Coset, [1, 2]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1t2
We begin by analyzing N (1,2) = {n ∈ N |H(t1t2)n = Ht1t2}. By the definition
of N (1,2), we must take 1,2 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1, 2(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 5
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 2)n = 1, 2, then n ∈ N (1,2)
and if (1, 2)n 6= 1, 2, then n /∈ N (1,2). Since (1, 2)e = 1, 2, then e ∈ N (1,2). So the coset
stabilizer of Ht1t2 is N
(1,2) ≥ {e}. We can also see that the coset stabilizer contains


























Hence (1, 16, 9, 6, 11, 18)(2, 17, 19, 10, 20, 24)(3, 8, 4, 14, 22, 7)(5, 23, 12, 21, 13, 15) ∈ N (1,2).
Let a = (1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23),
b = (1, 6)(2, 10)(3, 14)(4, 7)(5, 21)(8, 22)(9, 18)(11, 16)(12, 15)(13, 23)(17, 20)(19, 24), and
c = (1, 16, 9, 6, 11, 18)(2, 17, 19, 10, 20, 24)(3, 8, 4, 14, 22, 7)(5, 23, 12, 21, 13, 15). Since a, b, c ∈
N (1,2), then any products of a, b, and c are also in N (1,2). So a ∗ b, a ∗ b ∗ c, c2, a ∗ c2, b ∗
c2, (a ∗ b) ∗ c2, c2 ∗ (a ∗ b), c3, c4, (a ∗ b) ∗ c4 ∈ N (1,2). Then
(1, 9)(2, 5)(3, 14)(4, 8)(6, 18)(7, 22)(10, 21)(12, 20)(13, 19)(15, 17)(23, 24),
(1, 6)(2, 23)(3, 22)(5, 17)(8, 14)(9, 16)(10, 13)(11, 18)(12, 24)(15, 19)(20, 21),
(1, 9, 11)(2, 19, 20)(3, 4, 22)(5, 12, 13)(6, 18, 16)(7, 8, 14)(10, 24, 17)(15, 23, 21),
(1, 16)(2, 15)(3, 4)(5, 24)(6, 11)(7, 14)(9, 18)(10, 12)(13, 17)(19, 21)(20, 23),
(1, 18, 11, 6, 9, 16)(2, 24, 20, 10, 19, 17)(3, 7, 22, 14, 4, 8)(5, 15, 13, 21, 12, 23),
(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24),
(2, 13)(3, 8)(4, 7)(5, 20)(9, 11)(10, 23)(12, 19)(14, 22)(15, 24)(16, 18)(17, 21),
(1, 6)(2, 10)(3, 14)(4, 7)(5, 21)(8, 22)(9, 18)(11, 16)(12, 15)(13, 23)(17, 20)(19, 24),
(1, 11, 9)(2, 20, 19)(3, 22, 4)(5, 13, 12)(6, 16, 18)(7, 14, 8)(10, 17, 24)(15, 21, 23),
and (2, 13)(3, 8)(4, 7)(5, 20)(9, 11)(10, 23)(12, 19)(14, 22)(15, 24)(16, 18)(17, 21) ∈ N (1,2).
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Thus |N (1,2)| = 12.
Right Cosets of [1, 2]






We now find the orbits of N (1,2) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,2)}. We must








































Then O(3) = {3, 4, 7, 8, 14, 22}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,2) are O(N (1,2)) = {1, 6, 9, 11, 16, 18},
{2, 5, 10, 12, 13, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24}, {3, 4, 7, 8, 14, 22}.
DC [1, 2]
The last thing to consider for [1, 2] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing the
Double Cosets of Ht1t2ti.
Ht1t2t1 → H(x−1 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ y)t9t19 =
Ht1t
(1,9,11)(2,19,20)(3,4,22)(5,12,13)(6,18,16)(7,8,14)(10,24,17)(15,23,21)
2 ∈ Ht1t2N = [1, 2]. So 6 or-
bits from [1, 2] are sent to [1, 2].
Ht1t2t3 → H(x ∗ y ∗ x−2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t)t8t5 =
Ht1t
(1,8,19)(2,3,21)(4,9,13)(5,10,14)(6,22,24)(7,18,23)(11,17,15)(12,16,20)
14 ∈ Ht1t14N = [1, 14]. So 6 or-
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bits from [1, 2] are sent to [1, 14].
Ht1t2t2 = Ht1t
2
2 = Ht1 inHt1N = [1]. So 12 orbits from [1, 2] are sent to [1].
Then there is a total of 12 orbits sent from [1, 2] to [1], 6 orbits sent from [1, 2] to [1, 14],
and 6 orbits sent from [1, 2] to [1, 2]. Figure 6.21 shows the Cayley Graph created so far
using the information obtained.
Figure 6.21: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], [1, 3], [1, 4], [1, 15], [1, 14], [1, 9], and [1, 2] for 2•M12
over 32 : (2•S4) and 2
•S4
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Ninth Double Coset, [1, 3, 8]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1t3t8
We begin by analyzing N (1,3,8) = {n ∈ N |H(t1t3t8)n = Ht1t3t8}. By the defini-
tion of N (1,3,8), we must take 1,3,8 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1, 3, 8(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10, 6
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3, 8)n = 1, 3, 8, then n ∈ N (1,3,8)
and if (1, 3, 8)n 6= 1, 3, 8, then n /∈ N (1,3,8). Since (1, 3, 8)e = 1, 3, 8, then e ∈ N (1,3,8). So
the coset stabilizer of Ht1t3t8 is N
(1,3,8) ≥ {e}. Thus |N (1,3,8)| = 1.
Right Cosets of [1, 3, 8]






We now find the orbits of N (1,3,8) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3,8)}. We
must take each letter of N to the power of each element in the Stabilizer of N (1,3,8):
1e = 1
Then O(1) = {1}.
2e = 2
Then O(2) = {2}.
3e = 3
Then O(3) = {3}.
...
Thus the orbits ofN (1,3,8) areO(N (1,3,8)) = {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, {7}, {8}, {9}, {10},
{11}, {12}, {13}, {14}, {15}, {16}, {17}, {18}, {19}, {20}, {21}, {22}, {23}, {24}.
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DC [1, 3, 8]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3, 8] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing
the Double Cosets of Ht1t3t8ti.
Ht1t3t8t1 → H(t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x2)t1t8t3 =
Ht1t3t
(2,13)(3,8)(4,7)(5,20)(9,11)(10,23)(12,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,18)(17,21)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 1
orbit from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 3, 8].
Ht1t3t8t2 → H(y ∗ x ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−2)t23t21t18 =
Ht1t3t
(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 1
orbit from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 3, 8].
Ht1t3t8t3 → H(y ∗ x2 ∗ y ∗ x)t1t3t8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3, 8] is sent
to [1, 3, 8].
Ht1t3t8t4 → H(x−2 ∗ y ∗ x)t11t14 =
Ht1t
(1,11)(2,12)(3,7)(4,14)(5,19)(6,16)(8,22)(10,15)(13,20)(17,23)(21,24)
4 ∈ Ht1t4N = [1, 4]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 4].
Ht1t3t8t5 → H(x−1 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x)t24t10t13 =
Ht1t3t
(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20)
7 ∈ Ht1t3t7N = [1, 3, 7]. So 1 or-
bit from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 3, 7].
Ht1t3t8t6 → H(t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x)t17t24t2 =
Ht1t3t
(1,17,6,20)(2,12,10,15)(3,24,14,19)(4,21,7,5)(8,18,22,9)(11,13,16,23)
15 ∈ Ht1t3t15N = [1, 3, 15]. So
1 orbit from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 3, 15].
Ht1t3t8t7 → H(y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x4)t24t2 =
Ht1t
(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20)
14 ∈ Ht1t14N = [1, 14]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 14].
Ht1t3t8t8 = Ht1t3t
2
8 = Ht1t3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 1 orbit from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 3].
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Ht1t3t8t9 → H(x2 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−3)t2t15 =
Ht1t
(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22)
4 ∈ Ht1t4N = [1, 4]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 4].
Ht1t3t8t10 → H(x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x)t24t20t5 =
Ht1t15t
(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20)
2 ∈ Ht1t15t2N = [1, 15, 2]. So 1
orbit from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 15, 2].
Ht1t3t8t11 → H(x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1)t13t21 =
Ht1t
(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22)
14 ∈ Ht1t14N = [1, 14]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 14].
Ht1t3t8t12 → H(y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x4)t7t1 =
Ht1t
(1,7,6,4)(2,22,10,8)(3,23,14,13)(5,17,21,20)(9,12,18,15)(11,24,16,19)
4 ∈ Ht1t4N = [1, 4]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 4].
Ht1t3t8t13 → H(t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x)t17t24 =
Ht1t
(1,17,6,20)(2,12,10,15)(3,24,14,19)(4,21,7,5)(8,18,22,9)(11,13,16,23)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t8t14 → H(x−1 ∗ y ∗ x2)t9t14t22 =
Ht1t3t
(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24)
7 ∈ Ht1t3t7N = [1, 3, 7]. So 1
orbit from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 3, 7].
Ht1t3t8t15 → H(x2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−3 ∗ y)t24t6t10 =
Ht1t3t
(1,24,20,3,6,19,17,14)(2,18,15,8,10,9,12,22)(4,13,5,11,7,23,21,16)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 1 or-
bit from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 3, 8].
Ht1t3t8t16 → H(x2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1)t22t24t5 =
Ht1t3t
(1,22,21,12,6,8,5,15)(2,7,18,17,10,4,9,20)(3,24,16,13,14,19,11,23)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 1 or-
bit from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 3, 8].
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Ht1t3t8t17 → H(y ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x)t20t9t5 =
Ht1t3t
(1,20,7,5,6,17,4,21)(2,11,22,24,10,16,8,19)(3,9,23,12,14,18,13,15)
7 ∈ Ht1t3t7N = [1, 3, 7]. So 1 or-
bit from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 3, 7].
Ht1t3t8t18 → H(x ∗ y ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x)t14t20t15 =
Ht1t3t
(1,14,17,19,6,3,20,24)(2,22,12,9,10,8,15,18)(4,16,21,23,7,11,5,13)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 1 or-
bit from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 3, 8].
Ht1t3t8t19 → H(t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−2)t4t23 =
Ht1t
(1,4,6,7)(2,8,10,22)(3,13,14,23)(5,20,21,17)(9,15,18,12)(11,19,16,24)
14 ∈ Ht1t14N = [1, 14]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 14].
Ht1t3t8t20 → H(t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−2)t8t6 =
Ht1t
(1,8,21,15,6,22,5,12)(2,4,18,20,10,7,9,17)(3,19,16,23,14,24,11,13)
15 ∈ Ht1t15N = [1, 15]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 15].
Ht1t3t8t21 → H(x2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ y)t13t15 =
Ht1t
(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22)
15 ∈ Ht1t15N = [1, 15]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 15].
Ht1t3t8t22 → H(t ∗ y ∗ x2 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−2)t15t2 =
Ht1t
(1,15,3,6,12,14)(2,16,7,10,11,4)(5,9,19,21,18,24)(8,23,17,22,13,20)
4 ∈ Ht1t4N = [1, 4]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 4].
Ht1t3t8t23 → H(t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−2)t2t4 =
Ht1t
(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22)
15 ∈ Ht1t15N = [1, 15]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 15].
Ht1t3t8t24 → H(y ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x)t15t23t6 =
Ht1t3t
(1,15,5,8,6,12,21,22)(2,20,9,4,10,17,18,7)(3,23,11,19,14,13,16,24)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 1 or-
bit from [1, 3, 8] is sent to [1, 3, 8].
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Then there is a total of 2 orbits sent from [1, 3, 8] to [1, 3], 4 orbits sent from [1, 3, 8] to
[1, 4], 3 orbits sent from [1, 3, 8] to [1, 15], 3 orbits sent from [1, 3, 8] to [1, 14], 7 orbits sent
from [1, 3, 8] to [1, 3, 8], 1 orbit sent from [1, 3, 8] to [1, 3, 15], 3 orbits sent from [1, 3, 8] to
[1, 3, 7], and 1 orbit sent from [1, 3, 8] to [1, 15, 2]. Figure 6.22 shows the Cayley Graph
created so far using the information obtained.
Figure 6.22: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], [1, 3], [1, 4], [1, 15], [1, 14], [1, 9], [1, 2], and [1, 3, 8]
for 2•M12 over 3
2 : (2•S4) and 2
•S4
Tenth Double Coset, [1, 3, 15]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1t3t15
We begin by analyzing N (1,3,15) = {n ∈ N |H(t1t3t15)n = Ht1t3t15}. By the
definition of N (1,3,15), we must take 1,3,15 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So
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we have
1, 3, 15(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10, 20
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3, 15)n = 1, 3, 15, then n ∈
N (1,3,15) and if (1, 3, 15)n 6= 1, 3, 15, then n /∈ N (1,3,15). Since (1, 3, 15)e = 1, 3, 15, then
e ∈ N (1,3,15). So the coset stabilizer of Ht1t3t15 is N (1,3,15) ≥ {e}. We can also see that

















Hence (1, 13)(2, 10)(3, 5)(4, 19)(6, 23)(7, 24)(8, 9)(11, 17)(14, 21)(16, 20)(18, 22) ∈ N (1,3,15).
Let a = (1, 23)(3, 21)(4, 24)(5, 14)(6, 13)(7, 19)(8, 18)(9, 22)(11, 20)(12, 15)(16, 17) and
b = (1, 13)(2, 10)(3, 5)(4, 19)(6, 23)(7, 24)(8, 9)(11, 17)(14, 21)(16, 20)(18, 22). Since a, b ∈
N (1,3,15), then any products of a and b are also in N (1,3,15). So a ∗ b ∈ N (1,3,15).
Then (1, 6)(2, 10)(3, 14)(4, 7)(5, 21)(8, 22)(9, 18)(11, 16)(12, 15)(13, 23)(17, 20)(19, 24) ∈
N (1,3,15).
Thus |N (1,3,15)| = 4.
Right Cosets of [1, 3, 15]







We now find the orbits of N (1,3,15) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3,15)}. We




































Then O(12) = {12, 15}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,3,15) are O(N (1,3,15)) = {1, 6, 13, 23}, {2, 10}, {3, 5, 14, 21},
{4, 7, 19, 24}, {8, 9, 18, 22}, {11, 16, 17, 20}, {12, 15}.
DC [1, 3, 15]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3, 15] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing
the Double Cosets of Ht1t3t15ti.
Ht1t3t15t2 → H(x3 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x)t13t5t15 =
Ht1t3t
(1,13)(2,10)(3,5)(4,19)(6,23)(7,24)(8,9)(11,17)(14,21)(16,20)(18,22)
15 ∈ Ht1t3t15N = [1, 3, 15]. So
2 orbits from [1, 3, 15] are sent to [1, 3, 15].
Ht1t3t15t12 → H(x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ x2)t6t14 =
Ht1t
(1,6)(2,10)(3,14)(4,7)(5,21)(8,22)(9,18)(11,16)(12,15)(13,23)(17,20)(19,24)
3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2
orbits from [1, 3, 15] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t15t1 → H(x ∗ y ∗ x2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x ∗ y)t1t14 ∈ Ht1t14N = [1, 14]. So 4 orbits
from [1, 3, 15] are sent to [1, 14].
Ht1t3t15t3 → H(x−1 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ t)t9t14t17 =
Ht1t3t
(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24)
15 ∈ Ht1t3t15N = [1, 3, 15]. So
4 orbits from [1, 3, 15] are sent to [1, 3, 15].
Ht1t3t15t4 → H(x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x)t2t11t12 =
Ht1t3t
(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22)
7 ∈ Ht1t3t7N = [1, 3, 7]. So 4
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orbits from [1, 3, 15] are sent to [1, 3, 7].
Ht1t3t15t8 → H(x2 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x)t7t1 =
Ht1t
(1,7,6,4)(2,22,10,8)(3,23,14,13)(5,17,21,20)(9,12,18,15)(11,24,16,19)
4 ∈ Ht1t4N = [1, 4]. So 4 orbits
from [1, 3, 15] are sent to [1, 4].
Ht1t3t15t11 → H(y ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x ∗ y)t16t4t8 =
Ht1t3t
(1,16)(2,15)(3,4)(5,24)(6,11)(7,14)(9,18)(10,12)(13,17)(19,21)(20,23)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 4
orbits from [1, 3, 15] are sent to [1, 3, 8].
Then there is a total of 2 orbits sent from [1, 3, 15] to [1, 3], 4 orbits sent from [1, 3, 15] to
[1, 4], 4 orbits sent from [1, 3, 15] to [1, 14], 4 orbits sent from [1, 3, 15] to [1, 3, 8], 6 orbit
sent from [1, 3, 15] to [1, 3, 15], and 4 orbits sent from [1, 3, 15] to [1, 3, 7]. Figure 6.23
shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information obtained.
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Figure 6.23: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], [1, 3], [1, 4], [1, 15], [1, 14], [1, 9], [1, 2], [1, 3, 8], and
[1, 3, 15] for 2•M12 over 3
2 : (2•S4) and 2
•S4
Eleventh Double Coset, [1, 3, 7]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1t3t7
We begin by analyzing N (1,3,7) = {n ∈ N |H(t1t3t7)n = Ht1t3t7}. By the defini-
tion of N (1,3,7), we must take 1,3,7 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So we have
1, 3, 7(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 10, 13
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 3, 7)n = 1, 3, 7, then n ∈ N (1,3,7)
and if (1, 3, 7)n 6= 1, 3, 7, then n /∈ N (1,3,7). Since (1, 3, 7)e = 1, 3, 7, then e ∈ N (1,3,7). So
the coset stabilizer of Ht1t3t7 is N
(1,3,7) ≥ {e}. We can also see that the coset stabilizer









Hence (1, 9)(2, 5)(3, 14)(4, 8)(6, 18)(7, 22)(10, 21)(12, 20)(13, 19)(15, 17)(23, 24) ∈ N (1,3,7).
Thus |N (1,3,7)| = 2.
Right Cosets of [1, 3, 7]






We now find the orbits of N (1,3,7) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,3,7)}. We
must take each letter of N to the power of each element in the coset stabilizer N (1,3,7):
1e = 1
1(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 9
Then O(1) = {1, 9}.
2e = 2
2(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 5
Then O(2) = {2, 5}.
3e = 3
3(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 14
Then O(3) = {3, 14}.
4e = 4
4(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 8
Then O(4) = {4, 8}.
6e = 6
6(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 18




Then O(7) = {7, 22}.
10e = 10
10(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 21
Then O(10) = {10, 21}.
11e = 11
11(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 11
Then O(11) = {11}.
12e = 12
12(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 20
Then O(12) = {12, 20}.
13e = 13
13(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 19
Then O(13) = {13, 19}.
15e = 15
15(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 17
Then O(15) = {15, 17}.
16e = 16
16(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 16
Then O(16) = {16}.
23e = 23
23(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24) = 24
Then O(23) = {23, 24}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,3,7) are O(N (1,3,7)) = {1, 9}, {2, 5}, {3, 14}, {4, 8}, {6, 18}, {7, 22},
{10, 21}, {11}, {12, 20}, {13, 19}, {15, 17}, {16}, {23, 24}.
DC [1, 3, 7]
The last thing to consider for [1, 3, 7] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing
the Double Cosets of Ht1t3t7ti.
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Ht1t3t7t11 → H(x2 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x4)t15t10 =
Ht1t
(1,15,5,8,6,12,21,22)(2,20,9,4,10,17,18,7)(3,23,11,19,14,13,16,24)
4 ∈ Ht1t4N = [1, 4]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 3, 7] is sent to [1, 4].
Ht1t3t7t16 → H(x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x2 ∗ y)t3t2 =
Ht1t
(1,3,17,24,6,14,20,19)(2,8,12,18,10,22,15,9)(4,11,21,13,7,16,5,23)
9 ∈ Ht1t9N = [1, 9]. So 1 orbit
from [1, 3, 7] is sent to [1, 9].
Ht1t3t7t1 → H(x−2 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ t)t9t17 =
Ht1t
(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24)
15 ∈ Ht1t15N = [1, 15]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 3, 7] are sent to [1, 15].
Ht1t3t7t2 → H(y ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−2 ∗ y ∗ x)t22t5t24 =
Ht1t3t
(1,22,19,6,8,24)(2,14,21,10,3,5)(4,18,13,7,9,23)(11,20,15,16,17,12)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 3, 7] are sent to [1, 3, 8].
Ht1t3t7t3 → H(x−1 ∗ y ∗ x2)t9t14t4 =
Ht1t3t
(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 2
orbits from [1, 3, 7] are sent to [1, 3, 8].
Ht1t3t7t4 → H(t ∗ y ∗ x2 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t)t23t5 =
Ht1t
(1,23)(3,21)(4,24)(5,14)(6,13)(7,19)(8,18)(9,22)(11,20)(12,15)(16,17)
14 ∈ Ht1t14N = [1, 14]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 3, 7] are sent to [1, 14].
Ht1t3t7t6 → H(x2 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ y ∗ t)t21t15t16 =
Ht1t3t
(1,21,4,17,6,5,7,20)(2,19,8,16,10,24,22,11)(3,15,13,18,14,12,23,9)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 2 or-
bits from [1, 3, 7] are sent to [1, 3, 8].
Ht1t3t7t7 = Ht1t3t
2
7 = Ht1t3 ∈ Ht1t3N = [1, 3]. So 2 orbits from [1, 3, 7] are sent to [1, 3].
Ht1t3t7t10 → H(x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x)t24t20 =
Ht1t
(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20)
15 ∈ Ht1t15N = [1, 15]. So 2 orbits
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from [1, 3, 7] are sent to [1, 15].
Ht1t3t7t12 → H(x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x3)t8t21t12 =
Ht1t3t
(1,8,19)(2,3,21)(4,9,13)(5,10,14)(6,22,24)(7,18,23)(11,17,15)(12,16,20)
7 ∈ Ht1t3t7N = [1, 3, 7]. So 2
orbits from [1, 3, 7] are sent to [1, 3, 7].
Ht1t3t7t13 → H(x3 ∗ y ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−2)t5t15 =
Ht1t
(1,5,4,20,6,21,7,17)(2,24,8,11,10,19,22,16)(3,12,13,9,14,15,23,18)
14 ∈ Ht1t14N = [1, 14]. So 2 orbits
from [1, 3, 7] are sent to [1, 14].
Ht1t3t7t15 → H(x−1 ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x)t2t11t4 =
Ht1t3t
(1,2)(3,11)(4,15)(5,18)(6,10)(7,12)(8,20)(9,21)(13,23)(14,16)(17,22)
15 ∈ Ht1t3t15N = [1, 3, 15]. So
2 orbits from [1, 3, 7] are sent to [1, 3, 15].
Ht1t3t7t23 → H(t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ x ∗ t ∗ x−3)t9t14t22 =
Ht1t3t
(1,9)(2,5)(3,14)(4,8)(6,18)(7,22)(10,21)(12,20)(13,19)(15,17)(23,24)
7 ∈ Ht1t3t7N = [1, 3, 7]. So 2
orbits from [1, 3, 7] are sent to [1, 3, 7].
Then there is a total of 2 orbits sent from [1, 3, 7] to [1, 3], 1 orbit sent from [1, 3, 7] to
[1, 4], 4 orbits sent from [1, 3, 7] to [1, 15], 4 orbits sent from [1, 3, 7] to [1, 14], 1 orbit sent
from [1, 3, 7] to [1, 9], 6 orbits sent from [1, 3, 7] to [1, 3, 8], 2 orbits sent from [1, 3, 7] to
[1, 3, 15], and 4 orbits sent from [1, 3, 7] to [1, 3, 7]. Figure 6.24 shows the Cayley Graph
created so far using the information obtained.
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Figure 6.24: Cayley Graph of [∗], [1], [1, 3], [1, 4], [1, 15], [1, 14], [1, 9], [1, 2], [1, 3, 8],
[1, 3, 15], and [1, 3, 7] for 2•M12 over 3
2 : (2•S4) and 2
•S4
Twelfth Double Coset, [1, 15, 2]
Stabilizer of the Coset Ht1t15t2
We begin by analyzing N (1,15,2) = {n ∈ N |H(t1t15t2)n = Ht1t15t2}. By the
definition of N (1,15,2), we must take 1,15,2 and conjugate it by all 48 elements of N . So
we have
1, 15, 2(1,24,8,6,19,22)(2,5,3,10,21,14)(4,23,9,7,13,18)(11,12,17,16,15,20) = 24, 20, 5
...
For the coset stabilizer, we recall the definition that if (1, 15, 2)n = 1, 15, 2, then n ∈
N (1,15,2) and if (1, 15, 2)n 6= 1, 15, 2, then n /∈ N (1,15,2). Since (1, 15, 2)e = 1, 15, 2, then
e ∈ N (1,15,2). So the coset stabilizer of Ht1t15t2 is N (1,15,2) ≥ {e}. We can also see that

















Hence (1, 4, 6, 7)(2, 8, 10, 22)(3, 13, 14, 23)(5, 20, 21, 17)(9, 15, 18, 12)(11, 19, 16, 24) ∈
N (1,15,2).
Let a = (1, 19, 20, 14, 6, 24, 17, 3)(2, 9, 15, 22, 10, 18, 12, 8)(4, 23, 5, 16, 7, 13, 21, 11) and
b = (1, 4, 6, 7)(2, 8, 10, 22)(3, 13, 14, 23)(5, 20, 21, 17)(9, 15, 18, 12)(11, 19, 16, 24). Since a, b ∈
N (1,15,2), then any products of a and b are also in N (1,15,2). So a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, b3, a ∗
b, a2 ∗ b, a3 ∗ b, a3 ∗ b3, a2 ∗ b3, a ∗ b3 ∈ N (1,15,2).
Then (1, 20, 6, 17)(2, 15, 10, 12)(3, 19, 14, 24)(4, 5, 7, 21)(8, 9, 22, 18)(11, 23, 16, 13),
(1, 14, 17, 19, 6, 3, 20, 24)(2, 22, 12, 9, 10, 8, 15, 18)(4, 16, 21, 23, 7, 11, 5, 13),
(1, 6)(2, 10)(3, 14)(4, 7)(5, 21)(8, 22)(9, 18)(11, 16)(12, 15)(13, 23)(17, 20)(19, 24),
(1, 24, 20, 3, 6, 19, 17, 14)(2, 18, 15, 8, 10, 9, 12, 22)(4, 13, 5, 11, 7, 23, 21, 16),
(1, 17, 6, 20)(2, 12, 10, 15)(3, 24, 14, 19)(4, 21, 7, 5)(8, 18, 22, 9)(11, 13, 16, 23),
(1, 3, 17, 24, 6, 14, 20, 19)(2, 8, 12, 18, 10, 22, 15, 9)(4, 11, 21, 13, 7, 16, 5, 23),
(1, 7, 6, 4)(2, 22, 10, 8)(3, 23, 14, 13)(5, 17, 21, 20)(9, 12, 18, 15)(11, 24, 16, 19),
(1, 16)(2, 15)(3, 4)(5, 24)(6, 11)(7, 14)(9, 18)(10, 12)(13, 17)(19, 21)(20, 23),
(1, 21, 6, 5)(2, 18, 10, 9)(3, 16, 14, 11)(4, 20, 7, 17)(8, 15, 22, 12)(13, 19, 23, 24),
(1, 23)(3, 21)(4, 24)(5, 14)(6, 13)(7, 19)(8, 18)(9, 22)(11, 20)(12, 15)(16, 17),
(1, 13)(2, 10)(3, 5)(4, 19)(6, 23)(7, 24)(8, 9)(11, 17)(14, 21)(16, 20)(18, 22),
(1, 5, 6, 21)(2, 9, 10, 18)(3, 11, 14, 16)(4, 17, 7, 20)(8, 12, 22, 15)(13, 24, 23, 19), and
(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24) ∈ N (1,15,2).
Thus |N (1,15,2)| = 16.
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Right Cosets of [1, 15, 2]






We now find the orbits of N (1,15,2) on X using O(x) = {xn|n ∈ N (1,15,2)}. We



































Then O(2) = {2, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, 22}.
Thus the orbits of N (1,15,2) are O(N (1,15,2)) =
{1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24}, {2, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, 22}.
DC [1, 15, 2]
The last thing to consider for [1, 15, 2] is where each orbit is sent by analyzing
the Double Cosets of Ht1t15t2ti.
Ht1t15t2t2 = Ht1t15t
2
2 = Ht1t15 ∈ Ht1t15N = [1, 15]. So 16 orbits from [1, 15, 2] are sent
to [1, 15].
Ht1t15t2t1 → H(x ∗ t ∗ x−1 ∗ t ∗ y ∗ x−2 ∗ y ∗ t)t10t16t17 =
Ht1t3t
(1,10)(2,6)(3,16)(4,12)(5,9)(7,15)(8,17)(11,14)(18,21)(19,24)(20,22)
8 ∈ Ht1t3t8N = [1, 3, 8]. So 8
orbits from [1, 15, 2] are sent to [1, 3, 8].
Then there is a total of 16 orbits sent from [1, 15, 2] to [1, 15] and 8 orbits sent from [1, 15, 2]
to [1, 3, 8]. Figure 6.25 shows the Cayley Graph created so far using the information
obtained.
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Figure 6.25: Cayley Graph of 2•M12 over 2
•S4 and 3
2 : (2•S4) over 3
2 : (2•S4) and 2
•S4








xx:=S!(1, 3, 6, 2, 4, 5)(7, 29, 36, 13, 21, 12, 27, 33, 17, 20, 9, 25,
31, 15, 24, 8, 30, 35, 14, 22, 11, 28, 34, 18, 19, 10, 26, 32, 16, 23);
yy:=S!(1, 36)(2, 35)(3, 32)(4, 31)(5, 33)(6, 34)(7, 8)(9, 10)(11, 12)




T:={X‘subgroup: X in SL};
#T;
Trivcore := {H:H in T|#Core(N,H) eq 1};
mdeg := Min({Index(N,H):H in Trivcore});
















/*So NL[4] is isomorphic to 6.*/
for A in NL[4] do if Order(A) eq 6 and NL[4] eq sub<NL[4]|A>
then A; break; end if; end for;
A:=N!(1, 5, 4, 2, 6, 3)(7, 12, 9, 8, 11, 10)(13, 17, 15, 14, 18, 16)











/*From the Composition Factors of N we can see that this will be a direct






for B,C in NL[5] do if Order(B) eq 2 and Order(C) eq 3 and NL[5] eq
sub<NL[5]|B,C> then B,C; break; end if; end for;
B:=N!(1, 36)(2, 35)(3, 32)(4, 31)(5, 33)(6, 34)(7, 8)(9, 10)(11, 12)
(13, 28)(14, 27)(15, 29)(16, 30)(17, 26)(18, 25)(19, 20)(21, 22)
(23, 24);
C:=N!(1, 25, 18)(2, 26, 17)(3, 27, 14)(4, 28, 13)(5, 30, 16)(6, 29, 15)











/*Now we write the final group as a direct product, so G is the
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xx:=S!(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8);
yy:=S!(1, 5)(4, 8);




T:={X‘subgroup: X in SL};
#T;
Trivcore := {H:H in T|#Core(N,H) eq 1};
mdeg := Min({Index(N,H):H in Trivcore});















/*So NL[17] is isomorphic to 4 x 4.*/
402
for A,B in NL[17] do if Order(A) eq 4 and Order(B) eq 4 and NL[17] eq
sub<NL[17]|A,B> then A,B; break; end if; end for;
A:=N!(1, 3, 5, 7)(2, 4, 6, 8);





















/*So q=N/NL[17]=nl[5] is ismomorphic to 2 x 2.*/
for C,D in nl[5] do if Order(C) eq 2 and Order(D) eq 2 and nl[5] eq





















for i,j in [1..4] do
if A^T[2] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
A^T[2] eq A*B^4;
for i,j in [1..4] do
if B^T[2] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
B^T[2] eq A*B^3;
for i,j in [1..4] do
if A^T[3] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
A^T[3] eq A^3*B^4;
for i,j in [1..4] do
if B^T[3] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
B^T[3] eq A^4*B^3;

















xx:=S!(1, 26, 17, 23, 7, 33, 6, 29, 15, 21, 11, 31, 3, 27, 13, 20, 10, 35)
(2, 25, 18, 24, 8, 34, 5, 30, 16, 22, 12, 32, 4, 28, 14, 19, 9, 36);
yy:=S!(1, 34, 15, 28, 10, 24, 6, 32, 13, 25, 7, 22, 3, 36, 17, 30, 11, 19)




T:={X‘subgroup: X in SL};
#T;
Trivcore := {H:H in T|#Core(N,H) eq 1};
mdeg := Min({Index(N,H):H in Trivcore});
















/*So NL[26] is isomorphic to 18 x 9.*/
for A,B in NL[26] do if Order(A) eq 18 and Order(B) eq 9 and NL[26] eq
sub<NL[26]|A,B> then A,B; break; end if; end for;
A:=N!(1, 8, 15, 4, 10, 18, 6, 12, 13, 2, 7, 16, 3, 9, 17, 5, 11, 14)
(19, 23, 22, 20, 24, 21)(25, 29, 28, 26, 30, 27)(31, 36, 33, 32, 35, 34);
B:=N!(1, 10, 13, 3, 11, 15, 6, 7, 17)(2, 9, 14, 4, 12, 16, 5, 8, 18)





















/*So q=N/NL[26]=nl[2] is ismomorphic to 2.*/
for C in nl[2] do if Order(C) eq 2 and nl[2] eq sub<nl[2]|C>














/*Now we write the final group as a semi-direct product.*/
C eq q.1;
ff(T[2]) eq C;
for i in [1..18] do for j in [1..9] do
if A^T[2] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for; end for;
A^T[2] eq A*B^8;
for i in [1..18] do for j in [1..9] do
if B^T[2] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for; end for;
B^T[2] eq A^18*B^8;















xx:=S!(1, 8, 36, 13, 19, 12, 27, 31, 21, 3, 6, 34, 16, 17, 9, 25, 29, 24,
2, 7, 35, 14, 20, 11, 28, 32, 22, 4, 5, 33, 15, 18, 10, 26, 30, 23);
yy:=S!(1, 29, 21, 16, 5, 35, 28, 19, 10)(2, 30, 22, 15, 6, 36, 27, 20, 9)




T:={X‘subgroup: X in SL};
#T;
Trivcore := {H:H in T|#Core(N,H) eq 1};
mdeg := Min({Index(N,H):H in Trivcore});
















/*So NL[33] is isomorphic to 12 x 3.*/
for A,B in NL[33] do if Order(A) eq 12 and Order(B) eq 3 and NL[33] eq
sub<NL[33]|A,B> then A,B; break; end if; end for;
A:=N!(1, 13, 27, 3, 16, 25, 2, 14, 28, 4, 15, 26)(5, 18, 30, 8, 19, 31, 6,
17, 29, 7, 20, 32)(9, 24, 35, 11, 22, 33, 10, 23, 36, 12, 21, 34);
B:=N!(5, 29, 19)(6, 30, 20)(7, 31, 18)(8, 32, 17)(9, 22, 36)(10, 21, 35)






















/*So q=N/NL[33]=nl[4] is ismomorphic to 6.*/
for C in nl[4] do if Order(C) eq 6 and nl[4] eq sub<nl[4]|C> then C;
break; end if; end for;













/*Now we write the final group as a semi-direct product.*/
C eq q.2;
ff(T[3]) eq C;
for i in [1..12] do for j in [1..3] do
if A^T[3] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for; end for;
A^T[3] eq A^7*B^3;
for i in [1..12] do for j in [1..3] do
if B^T[3] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for; end for;
B^T[3] eq A^4*B;











/*So T[3]^6 is in NL[33].*/
for i in [1..12] do for j in [1..3] do if T[3]^6 eq A^i*B^j then i,j;
end if; end for; end for;
T[3]^6 eq A^8*B^3;















xx:=S!(1, 12, 19, 27, 36, 6, 13, 22, 31)(2, 11, 20, 28, 35, 5, 14, 21, 32)
(3, 9, 18, 25, 33, 7, 16, 23, 30)(4, 10, 17, 26, 34, 8, 15, 24, 29);
yy:=S!(1, 17, 36, 16, 31, 10, 27, 8, 22, 3, 19, 34, 13, 29, 12, 25, 6, 24)




T:={X‘subgroup: X in SL};
#T;
Trivcore := {H:H in T|#Core(N,H) eq 1};
mdeg := Min({Index(N,H):H in Trivcore});
















/*So NL[9] is isomorphic to 2^4 x 3.*/
for A,B,C,D,E in NL[9] do if Order(A) eq 2 and Order(B) eq 2 and Order(C)
eq 2 and Order(D) eq 2 and Order(E) eq 3 and NL[9] eq sub<NL[9]|A,B,C,D,E>
then A,B,C,D,E; break; end if; end for;
A:=N!(1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6)(9, 10)(13, 14)(15, 16)(19, 20)(23, 24)(25, 26)
(27, 28)(31, 32)(33, 34);
B:=N!(3, 4)(5, 6)(7, 8)(11, 12)(15, 16)(17, 18)(19, 20)(21, 22)(25, 26)
(29, 30)(31, 32)(35, 36);
C:=N!(5, 6)(11, 12)(19, 20)(21, 22)(31, 32)(35, 36);
D:=N!(7, 8)(9, 10)(17, 18)(23, 24)(29, 30)(33, 34);
E:=N!(1, 13, 27)(2, 14, 28)(3, 16, 25)(4, 15, 26)(5, 20, 32)(6, 19, 31)


























/*So q=N/NL[9]=nl[4] is ismomorphic to 6.*/
for F in nl[4] do if Order(F) eq 6 and nl[4] eq sub<nl[4]|F> then F;
break; end if; end for;













/*Now we write the final group as a semi-direct product.*/
F eq q.2;
ff(T[3]) eq F;
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do for m in [1..3] do
if A^T[3] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l*E^m then i,j,k,l,m; end if; end for; end for;
A^T[3] eq A*B*C*D^2*E^3;
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do for m in [1..3] do
if B^T[3] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l*E^m then i,j,k,l,m; end if; end for; end for;
B^T[3] eq A^2*B*C^2*D*E^3;
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do for m in [1..3] do
if C^T[3] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l*E^m then i,j,k,l,m; end if; end for; end for;
C^T[3] eq A^2*B*C*D*E^3;
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do for m in [1..3] do
if D^T[3] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l*E^m then i,j,k,l,m; end if; end for; end for;
D^T[3] eq A*B*C^2*D*E^3;
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do for m in [1..3] do
if E^T[3] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l*E^m then i,j,k,l,m; end if; end for; end for;
E^T[3] eq A^2*B^2*C^2*D^2*E;















/*So T[3]^6 is in NL[9].*/
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do for m in [1..3] do
if T[3]^6 eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l*E^m then i,j,k,l,m; end if; end for; end for;
T[3]^6 eq A^2*B^2*C^2*D^2*E^2;


















xx:=S!(1, 33, 19, 26, 21, 8, 16, 12, 29, 4, 35, 17, 27, 24, 5, 13, 9, 31,
2, 34, 20, 25, 22, 7, 15, 11, 30, 3, 36, 18, 28, 23, 6, 14, 10, 32);
yy:=S!(1, 28, 15, 2, 27, 16)(3, 25, 13, 4, 26, 14)(9, 22, 36, 10, 21, 35)




T:={X‘subgroup: X in SL};
#T;
Trivcore := {H:H in T|#Core(N,H) eq 1};
mdeg := Min({Index(N,H):H in Trivcore});
















/*So NL[26] is isomorphic to 6^2 x 4.*/
for A,B,C in NL[26] do if Order(A) eq 6 and Order(B) eq 6 and Order(C) eq
4 and NL[26] eq sub<NL[26]|A,B,C> then A,B,C; break; end if; end for;
A:=N!(1, 28, 15, 2, 27, 16)(3, 25, 13, 4, 26, 14)(5, 29, 19, 6, 30, 20)
(7, 31, 17, 8, 32, 18)(9, 36, 21)(10, 35, 22)(11, 33, 24)(12, 34, 23);
B:=N!(1, 28, 15, 2, 27, 16)(3, 25, 13, 4, 26, 14)(9, 22, 36, 10, 21, 35)
(11, 23, 33, 12, 24, 34);
C:=N!(1, 4, 2, 3)(5, 7, 6, 8)(9, 11, 10, 12)(13, 15, 14, 16)
(17, 20, 18, 19)(21, 24, 22, 23)(25, 28, 26, 27)(29, 31, 30, 32)























/*So q=N/NL[26]=nl[2] is ismomorphic to 3.*/
for D in nl[2] do if Order(D) eq 3 and nl[2] eq sub<nl[2]|D> then D;














/*Now we write the final group as a semi-direct product.*/
D eq q.1;
ff(T[2]) eq D;
for i,j in [1..6] do for k in [1..4] do
if A^T[2] eq A^i*B^j*C^k then i,j,k; end if; end for; end for;
A^T[2] eq A^4*B^3*C^4;
for i,j in [1..6] do for k in [1..4] do
if B^T[2] eq A^i*B^j*C^k then i,j,k; end if; end for; end for;
B^T[2] eq A^5*B^1*C^4;
for i,j in [1..6] do for k in [1..4] do
if C^T[2] eq A^i*B^j*C^k then i,j,k; end if; end for; end for;
C^T[2] eq A^6*B^6*C^1;












/*So T[2]^3 is in NL[26].*/
for i,j in [1..6] do for k in [1..4] do
if T[2]^3 eq A^i*B^j*C^k then i,j,k; end if; end for; end for;
T[2]^3 eq A^4*B^6*C^3;













Magma Perm Prog 2∗18 : ((6× 2) : 6)
S:=Sym(18);
xx:=S!(1, 16, 2, 3, 11, 6)(4, 10, 7, 9, 5, 13)(8, 18, 12)(14, 15, 17);























[9] Order 72 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 7 8
---
[8] Order 36 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5 6
[7] Order 24 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4 6
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---
[6] Order 12 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2 3
[5] Order 12 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
---
[4] Order 6 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
[3] Order 4 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[2] Order 3 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
*/







/* So we have |N/NL[6]|=72/12=6 */
/*What is the isom type of NL[6]? We will look at the factors of 12
since |NL[6]|=12. 12 = 2^2 x 3. Here are some of the possbilites:
12
6 x 2




/* We need to find generators of NL[6] */
for A1,B1 in NL[6] do if Order(A1) eq 6 and Order(B1) eq 2 and NL[6] eq
sub<NL[6]|A1,B1> then A:=A1; B:=B1; end if; end for;
A:=N!(1, 3, 8)(2, 13, 12, 7, 6, 17)(4, 9, 14)(5, 16, 15, 11, 10, 18);
B:=N!(1, 4)(3, 9)(5, 11)(8, 14)(10, 16)(15, 18);









Finitely presented group on 2 generators
Relations
$.2^2 = Id($)


















Permutation group q acting on a set of cardinality 6
Order = 6 = 2 * 3
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)





(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6),
(1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6),
(1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 6),
(1, 5, 3)(2, 6, 4),















/* We need to find generators of nl[4] */
for C1 in nl[4] do if Order(C1) eq 6 and nl[4] eq sub<nl[4]|C1> then
C:=C1; end if; end for;
C:=q!(1, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2);













/*Next we need to determine whether N is a semi-direct product of (6x2):6
or a mixed extension of (6x2):6.
A presentation for NL6: N/NL6=q. That is, (6x2):6 is
<a,b,c|a^6,b^2,a^-1*b*a*b,(a,b),c^6,a^c=?,b^c=?>. We need to find
what each letter from NL[6] to the power of c is equal to. */
for i in [1..Order(A)] do for j in [1..Order(B)] do
if A^T[2] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for; end for;




for i in [1..Order(A)] do for j in [1..Order(B)] do
if B^T[2] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for; end for;
/* 3 2 So b^c=a^3*b^2 */
B^T[2] eq A^3*B^2;
/* true */








/* true, so this means that N is the semi direct product (6x2):6 */






/*Since .1=a, .2=b, then
$.1^6 = a^6,
$.2^6 = b^6,
($.1 * $.2 * $.1)^2 = (a*b*a)^2,
$.2^-1 * $.1^-1 * $.2^-1 * $.1 * $.2 * $.1 = b^(-1)*a^(-1)*b^(-1)*a*b*a,







for i in [2..#NN] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=xx^-1; end if;
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if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -2 then P[j]:=yy^-1; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);
for k in [1..#P] do
PP:=PP*P[k]; end for;





A:=N!(3, 8)(6, 12)(9, 14)(10, 15)(13, 17)(16, 18);
B:=N!(2, 7)(5, 11)(6, 13)(10, 16)(12, 17)(15, 18);
word(A);
/* b^3 so add in the presentation of G the relation (t,y^3) */
word(B);








for n in N do for j in temp do if 1^n eq j then word(n),j; temp:=temp
diff {j}; end if; end for; end for;
/*Then we have relations
b 5 = (t,t^y)
a^-1 6 = (t,t^(x^(-1)))
a^2 2 = (t,t^(x^2))
b * a^-1 9 = (t,t^(y*x^(-1)))
b^-1 * a^-1 10 = (t,t^(y^(-1)*x^(-1)))
a^3 3 = (t,t^(x^3))





print Index(G,sub<G|x,y>: CosetLimit:=9^10, Hard:=true, Print:=2);
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/*INDEX = 262144 Total time: 280.610 seconds, Total memory usage:
16672.50MB. We got what the index should equal: 2^18=262,144*/




for i in [2..#C] do i, C[i][3]; word(C[i][3]);
Orbits(Centraliser(N,C[i][3])); end for;
/*
2 (1, 3)(2, 6)(4, 9)(5, 10)(7, 13)(11, 16)
a^3 = x^3
[GSet{@ 8, 14, 12, 17, 18, 15 @},
GSet{@ 1, 3, 9, 2, 4, 6, 13, 7, 11, 16, 10, 5 @}]
Then F.O.R. for C[2] are
(x^3*t8)=(x^3*t^((y*x^(-1))^2))
(x^3*t)
3 (1, 4)(2, 7)(3, 9)(6, 13)(8, 14)(12, 17)
a^-2 * b^2 = x^(-2)*y^2
[GSet{@ 1, 4, 9, 3, 14, 8 @}, GSet{@ 2, 7, 13, 6, 17, 12 @},
GSet{@ 5, 11, 10, 16, 15, 18 @}]




4 (1, 4)(3, 14)(5, 11)(6, 12)(8, 9)(10, 18)(13, 17)(15, 16)
a^2 * b = x^2*y
[GSet{@ 1, 4 @}, GSet{@ 2, 7 @}, GSet{@ 5, 11 @}, GSet{@ 3, 8, 14, 9 @},
GSet{@ 6, 12, 13, 17 @}, GSet{@ 10, 15, 18, 16 @}]






(x^2*y*t10) = (x^2*y*t^(y^2*x^(-1))) */
for j in [2..#N] do for i in [1..#Setseq(Set(N))] do if
1^Setseq(Set(N))[i] eq j then j, word(Setseq(Set(N))[i]); break; end if;
end for; end for;
/*
For 1 use just t
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2 a^-2 * b = x^(-2)*y
3 (a * b^-1)^2 = (x*y^(-1))^2
4 a^2 * b^-2
5 b^2 * a^2 = y^2*x^2
6 a * b * a^-1 * b = x*y*x^(-1)*y
7 b^2
8 (b * a^-1)^2 = (y*x^(-1))^2
9 b * a^-1
10 b^2 * a^-1 = y^2*x^(-1)
11 a * b * a^-1 * b * a^-1
12 b^2 * a * b^-1
13 a^2 * b * a^-1
14 a^3 * b^-1 * a
15 a^3 * b
16 a
17 a * b^-1 * a^-1
18 a * b^3
*/







a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j, #G; end for;
/*-----------Now Find S.O.R. for Class [2]---------------------------*/
C[2][3]; word(C[2][3]); Orbits(Centraliser(N,C[2][3]));
/*
(1, 3)(2, 6)(4, 9)(5, 10)(7, 13)(11, 16)
a^3 = x^3
[GSet{@ 8, 14, 12, 17, 18, 15 @},
GSet{@ 1, 3, 9, 2, 4, 6, 13, 7, 11, 16, 10, 5 @}]






[GSet{@ 8 @}, GSet{@ 14 @}, GSet{@ 1, 3 @}, GSet{@ 4, 9 @},
GSet{@ 12, 17 @}, GSet{@ 15, 18 @}, GSet{@ 2, 7, 6, 13 @},
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GSet{@ 5, 11, 10, 16 @}]










/*---------Progenitor Presentation with F.O.R. and S.O.R.------------*/













































[5] Order 48 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4
---
[4] Order 24 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
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---
[3] Order 8 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[2] Order 2 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
*/
for i in [1..#NL] do if IsAbelian(NL[i]) then i; end if; end for;
NL[2];
A:=N!(1, 6)(2, 10)(3, 14)(4, 7)(5, 21)(8, 22)(9, 18)(11, 16)(12, 15)



















/* T gives right cosets of NL2 in N. Thus,
N/NL2=<NL2T[2],NL2T[3],...,NL2T[24]>. */
q;
/*Permutation group q acting on a set of cardinality 4
Order = 24 = 2^3 * 3
(1, 2, 3, 4)
(1, 2)
*/
ff(T[2]) eq q.1; ff(T[3]) eq q.2;
/* true */





















/*----------Presentation of N, Central Extension of 2 and S4*/
/*Since we have a central ext. we need to write elements of q in terms of












/* $.1 = a */
T[2]^4 eq A;
(T[3]^2)@rho;
/*function(W) return W!1; end function
*/
C1:=function(W) return W!1; end function;
C1(FPGroup(NL[2]));
T[2]^4 eq A;












/*Since .1=a, .2=b, then
$.2^2 = b^2,
($.2 * $.1^-1)^3 = (b*a^(-1))^3
$.1^8 = a^8
$.1^-1 * $.2 * $.1^4 * $.2 * $.1^-3 = a^(-1)*b*a^4*b*a^(-3)*/




for i in [2..#NN] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=xx^-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -2 then P[j]:=yy^-1; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);
for k in [1..#P] do
PP:=PP*P[k]; end for;





A:=N!(2, 13)(3, 8)(4, 7)(5, 20)(9, 11)(10, 23)(12, 19)(14, 22)(15, 24)
(16, 18)(17, 21);
word(A);









for n in N do for j in temp do if 1^n eq j then word(n),j; temp:=temp
diff {j}; end if; end for; end for;
/*Then we have relations
a 5 = (t,t^x)
a^-1 17 = (t,t^(x^(-1)))
a^2 4 = (t,t^(x^2))
a * b 10 = (t,t^(x*y))
a^-1 * b 12 = (t,t^(x^(-1)*y))
a^4 6 = (t,t^(x^4))
a^3 * b 15 = (t,t^(x^3*y))
a^2 * b * a 16 = (t,t^(x^2*y*x))
a^-1 * b * a^2 9 = (t,t^(x^(-1)*y*x^2))
a^-3 * b 2 = (t,t^(x^(-3)*y))
b * a 3 = (t,t^(y*x))






print Index(G,sub<G|x,y>: CosetLimit:=9^10, Hard:=true, Print:=2);
/* The index should equal: 2^24*/




for i in [2..#C] do i, C[i][3]; word(C[i][3]);
Orbits(Centraliser(N,C[i][3])); end for;
/*
2 (1, 6)(2, 10)(3, 14)(4, 7)(5, 21)(8, 22)(9, 18)(11, 16)(12, 15)(13, 23)
(17, 20)(19, 24)
a^4 = x^4
[ GSet{@ 1, 5, 18, 4, 10, 3, 20, 22, 19, 12, 6, 15, 16, 23, 13, 17, 21, 9,
2, 11, 24, 7, 14, 8 @}]
Then F.O.R. for C[2] is:
(x^4*t)
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3 (1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)(13, 20)(17, 23)
(21, 24)
a * b * a^-1 = x*y*x^(-1)
[ GSet{@ 8, 22 @}, GSet{@ 9, 18 @}, GSet{@ 1, 11, 16, 6 @},
GSet{@ 2, 12, 15, 10 @},GSet{@ 3, 7, 4, 14 @}, GSet{@ 5, 19, 24, 21 @},
GSet{@ 13, 20, 17, 23 @}]








4 (1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)
(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20)
a * b = x*y
[ GSet{@ 1, 10, 2, 23, 13, 6 @}, GSet{@ 3, 17, 20, 18, 9, 14 @},
GSet{@ 4, 15, 12, 19, 24, 7 @},GSet{@ 5, 22, 8, 11, 16, 21 @}]






for j in [2..#N] do for i in [1..#Setseq(Set(N))] do if
1^Setseq(Set(N))[i] eq j then j, word(Setseq(Set(N))[i]); break;
end if; end for; end for;
/*
For 1 use just t
2 a^2 * b * a^2 = x^2*y*x^2
3 b * a = y*x
4 a^2 = x^2
5 a = x
6 b * a^-2 * b * a = y*x^(-2)*y*x
7 a * b * a^-2 * b = x*y*x^(-2)*y
8 a * b * a^-2 = x*y*x^(-2)
9 a^-1 * b * a^2 = x^(-1)*y*x^2
10 a^2 * b * a^-2 = x^2*y*x^(-2)
11 a * b * a^-1 = x*y*x^(-1)
12 a^-1 * b = x^(-1)*y
433
13 b^a = y^x
14 b * a^-3 = y*x^(-3)
15 b * a^-2 = y*x^(-2)
16 a^2 * b * a = x^2*y*x
17 b * a^2 * b = y*x^2*y
18 b * a * b * a^-1 = y*x*y*x^(-1)
19 a^2 * b * a^-1 = x^2*y*x^(-1)
20 a^3 = x^3
21 a^-3 = x^(-3)
22 a * b * a^2 = x*y*x^2
23 a^3 * b * a = x^3*y*x
24 a^-1 * b * a * b = x^(-1)*y*x*y
*/













a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j, #G; end for;
/*-------------Now Find S.O.R. for Class [2]-----------------*/
C[2][3]; word(C[2][3]); Orbits(Centraliser(N,C[2][3]));
/*(1, 6)(2, 10)(3, 14)(4, 7)(5, 21)(8, 22)(9, 18)(11, 16)(12, 15)(13, 23)
(17, 20)(19, 24)
a^4 = x^4
[ GSet{@ 1, 5, 18, 4, 10, 3, 20, 22, 19, 12, 6, 15, 16, 23, 13, 17, 21,
9, 2, 11, 24, 7, 14, 8 @}]




/*[ GSet{@ 1 @}, GSet{@ 6 @}, GSet{@ 2, 13 @}, GSet{@ 3, 8 @},
GSet{@ 4, 7 @}, GSet{@ 5, 20 @},GSet{@ 9, 11 @}, GSet{@ 10, 23 @},
GSet{@ 12, 19 @}, GSet{@ 14, 22 @}, GSet{@ 15, 24 @},
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GSet{@ 16, 18 @}, GSet{@ 17, 21 @}]















/*---------Progenitor Presentation with F.O.R. and S.O.R.---------*/





































[2] Order 2520 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---










($.1 * $.2^-1 * $.1^-1 * $.2^-1)^2 = Id($)
($.1 * $.2^-1 * $.1^-2 * $.2^-1 * $.1)^2 = Id($)
















/*Since .1=a, .2=b, then
$.1^5 = a^5,
$.2^7 = b^7,
($.1^-1 * $.2^-1)^4 = (a^(-1)*b^(-1))^4,
$.1 * $.2 * $.1 * $.2^-1 * $.1^-2 * $.2^-1 * $.1 * $.2^-3
= a*b*a*b^(-1)*a^(-2)*b^(-1)*a*b^(-3),







for i in [2..#NN] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
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if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=xx^-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -2 then P[j]:=yy^-1; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);
for k in [1..#P] do
PP:=PP*P[k]; end for;





A:=N!(2, 13, 57, 72)(3, 55, 99, 54)(4, 71, 35, 50)(5, 33, 31, 51)
(6, 82, 37, 66)(7, 11)(8, 70)(9, 65, 10, 28)(12, 67, 48, 102)
(14, 74, 78, 86)(15, 43)(16, 95, 63, 42)(17, 59, 32, 21)(18, 46, 39, 47)
(19, 34, 90, 105)(20, 24)(22, 75, 85, 64)(23, 49, 91, 53)(25, 83, 84, 27)
(26, 103, 61, 101)(29, 73, 94, 79)(30, 93, 88, 76)(36, 87, 69, 80)
(38, 52, 68, 77)(40, 97, 81, 104)(41, 45, 58, 60)(44, 98, 56, 89)
(62, 100, 96, 92);
B:=N!(2, 68)(3, 67)(4, 39)(5, 31)(6, 103)(8, 11)(9, 74)(10, 86)(12, 79)
(14, 98)(15, 70)(17, 83)(18, 35)(19, 61)(20, 24)(21, 97)(22, 80)(23, 82)
(25, 81)(26, 90)(27, 32)(28, 71)(29, 94)(30, 34)(33, 77)(36, 69)(37, 101)
(38, 57)(40, 84)(41, 46)(42, 64)(44, 60)(45, 56)(47, 58)(48, 73)(49, 92)
(50, 65)(51, 52)(53, 100)(59, 104)(62, 76)(66, 91)(75, 95)(78, 89)(85, 87)
(88, 105)(93, 96)(99, 102);
C:=N!(4, 10)(5, 68)(6, 53)(7, 70)(8, 43)(9, 35)(12, 54)(13, 77)(14, 28)
(16, 22)(17, 81)(18, 60)(19, 76)(20, 24)(21, 25)(23, 96)(26, 66)(27, 97)
(29, 67)(30, 100)(31, 38)(32, 40)(33, 51)(34, 101)(36, 75)(37, 49)
(39, 45)(41, 98)(44, 86)(46, 50)(47, 71)(48, 55)(52, 72)(56, 74)(58, 89)
(59, 84)(61, 82)(62, 91)(63, 85)(64, 69)(65, 78)(73, 79)(80, 87)(83, 104)
(88, 92)(90, 93)(94, 102)(103, 105);
word(A);
/* a^-1*b^-1*a^-2*b*a^-1*b So add in the presentation of G the relation
(t,x^(-1)*y^(-1)*x^(-2)*y*x^(-1)*y) */
word(B);
/* a*b^-1*a*b^-1*a*b*a So add in the presentation of G the relation
(t,x*y^(-1)*x*y^(-1)*x*y*x) */
word(C);











for n in N do for j in temp do if 1^n eq j then word(n),j;
temp:=temp diff {j}; end if; end for; end for;
/*Then we have relations
a 3 = (t,t^x)
b 2 = (t,t^y)
a^2 7 = (t,t^(x^2))
a * b 6 = (t,t^(x*y))
b^2 4 = (t,t^(y^2))
a * b^-3 * a^2 * b^2 20 = (t,t^(x*y^(-3)*x^2*y^2))
b^-2 * a 17 = (t,t^(y^(-2)*x))







print Index(G,sub<G|x,y>: CosetLimit:=9^10, Hard:=true, Print:=2);
/* We got the index equalnto 2^105 */




for i in [2..#C] do i, C[i][3]; word(C[i][3]);
Orbits(Centraliser(N,C[i][3])); end for;
/*
2 (1, 24)(2, 38)(3, 50)(4, 60)(5, 72)(6, 76)(7, 32)(8, 84)(9, 55)(10, 29)
(11, 97)(12, 39)(14, 102)(15, 104)(16, 101)(17, 43)(18, 67)(19, 80)
(21, 40)(22, 66)(23, 92)(25, 70)(26, 34)(28, 89)(30, 64)(33, 68)(35, 65)
(36, 62)(41, 54)(42, 90)(44, 79)(45, 98)(47, 86)(48, 78)(49, 95)(51, 52)
(53, 87)(56, 99)(57, 77)(58, 94)(59, 81)(61, 91)(63, 96)(69, 103)(71, 73)
(75, 82)(85, 88)(100, 105)
(a * b)^2 = (x*y)^2
[ GSet{@ 83 @}, GSet{@ 37, 93 @}, GSet{@ 13, 31, 20, 46, 74, 27 @},
GSet{@ 1, 24, 52, 51, 38, 2, 41, 54, 10, 29, 76, 6 @},
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GSet{@ 4, 89, 60, 32, 28, 5, 7, 17, 72, 43, 21, 40 @},
GSet{@ 9, 58, 55, 59, 94, 34, 81, 26, 23, 92, 86, 47 @},
GSet{@ 19, 49, 80, 88, 95, 45, 85, 82, 98, 65, 75, 35 @},
GSet{@ 3, 79, 50, 42, 44, 70, 90, 87, 25, 8, 53, 22, 84, 97, 66, 64, 11,
104, 30, 102, 15, 39, 14, 12 @},
GSet{@ 16, 36, 101, 91, 62, 67, 61, 105, 18, 48, 100, 96, 78, 68, 63, 103,
33, 77, 69, 99, 57, 71, 56, 73 @}]










3 (1, 10, 41)(2, 76, 52)(3, 64, 97)(4, 21, 89)(5, 43, 32)(6, 51, 38)
(7, 72, 17)(8, 14, 90)(9, 94, 86)(11, 50, 30)(12, 25, 87)(13, 31, 27)
(15, 66, 44)(16, 103, 68)(18, 105, 73)(19, 45, 75)(20, 74, 46)
(22, 79, 104)(23, 34, 81)(24, 29, 54)(26, 59, 92)(28, 60, 40)(33, 101, 69)
(35, 95, 88)(36, 77, 96)(39, 70, 53)(42, 84, 102)(47, 55, 58)(48, 56, 61)
(49, 85, 65)(57, 63, 62)(67, 100, 71)(78, 99, 91)(80, 98, 82)
a * b^-2 * a^2 * b^-1 = x*y^(-2)*x^2*y^(-1)

















for j in [2..#N] do for i in [1..#Setseq(Set(N))] do if
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1^Setseq(Set(N))[i] eq j then j, word(Setseq(Set(N))[i]); break;
end if; end for; end for;
/* For 1 use just t
2 b * a^2 * b^-3 * a^-1 * b
3 b * a * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^2 = y*x*y^(-1)*x^(-1)*y^2
4 a^-2 * b * a * b^-1 * a^-1 = x^(-2)*y*x*y^(-1)*x^(-1)
5 a * b^-2 * a * b
6 a * b^-2 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^2
7 b^2 * a^-1 * b * a^-2 * b^2
8 (b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a * b)^2
9 b * a^-1 * b^-2 * a * b^-2 = y*x^(-1)*y^(-2)*x*y^(-2)
10 a * b * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^2
11 b^-1 * a * b * a^-1 * b * a * b * a
12 b^-2 * a^-1 * b^2 * a * b^-1 * a^-1
13 a^-2 * b^-1 * a^2 * b^-2 = x^(-2)*y^(-1)*x^2*y^(-2)
14 a^-1 * b^2 * a^-1 * b * a^-1
15 (b^-1 * a^-1 * b * a * b)^2
16 b^2 * a * b^-1 * a^2 * b^2 = y^2*x*y^(-1)*x^2*y^2
17 a^-1 * b^-1 * a * b * a^-2
18 (b^2 * a^-1 * b^-2)^2
19 a * b^-2 * a * b^3 = x*y^(-2)*x*y^3
20 (a^2 * b)^2 = (x^2*y)^2
21 b^2 * a^-2 * b^3 * a^-1 = y^2*x^-2*y^3*x^-1
22 a^2 * b^-2 * a^-1 * b^-1 = x^2*y^-2*x^-1*y^-1
23 b * a^-2 * b^-1 * a^2 * b = y*x^-2*y^-1*x^2*y
24 b^-1 * a * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-3 = y^-1*x*y^-1*x^-1*y^-3
25 a * b^2 * a * b^3 = x*y^2*x*y^3
26 a^2 * b^2 = x^2*y^2
27 b * a * b * a * b^-1 * a^-1 = (y*x)^2*y^-1*x^-1
28 a * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-3 * a^-2
29 b * a * b * a^-2 * b^-2
30 b * a^-2 * b^3 * a
31 a^-2 * b * a^-1 * b^-2 * a
32 b^-2 * a * b
33 a * b * a^-1 * b * a * b * a * b^-1
34 a * b^-3 * a^-1 * b^2
35 a * b^-1 * a^2 * b^-1 * a^2 * b
36 b^-1 * a^2 * b^2 * a^-1 * b
37 a * b^-2 * a^-2 = x*y^(-2)*x^(-2)
38 a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-1
39 b * a^-1 * b^-1 * a * b
40 b * a * b^2 * a^-2
41 a^-2 * b * a * b^2 * a^-1 * b
42 b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^2
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43 (b^-1 * a^2 * b * a^-1 * b)^2
44 a * b * a^2 * b^-2
45 a^2 * b^3 * a^-1 * b^2
46 a^2 * b^2 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a * b^-1
47 a^2 * b^2 * a * b^-1 * a * b^-1
48 a * b * a * b^-1 * a * b * a * b
49 a^2 * b^-1 * a * b^-1 * a^-1 * b
50 a^2 * b^2 * a^2
51 a^2 * b^-2 * a^-1 * b^2
52 b^-1
53 b * a * b * a^-2 * b^-1
54 b^-1 * a^2 * b^-2 * a^-2
55 a * b^-1 * a^2 * b^3
56 b * a^-1 * b^3 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-1
57 b * a^-2 * b * a^2 * b * a
58 b * a^-2 * b * a^-1 * b * a^-1
59 b^-2 * a * b * a
60 b * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-1
61 b^2 * a^-2 * b * a^-2 * b
62 a * b^-2 * a * b^-1 * a^-1
63 a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-2
64 b^-1 * a^-1 * b * a * b * a
65 b^3 * a^-1 * b^-2 * a^-1
66 b * a * b^2 * a^2
67 a^-1 * b * a * b^2 * a^-1
68 a^2 * b * a * b^2 * a^-1
69 a^-1 * b^-1 * a^2 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b * a
70 b^-1 * a * b^2 * a * b^2
71 a * b * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^2 * b^-2
72 b^2 * a^-2 * b^-3
73 a^-2 * b^-1 * a * b * a^-1 * b^-1
74 (b * a^-1)^3
75 a * b * a * b^-1 * a * b^-1 * a^-2
76 b * a * b^-2 * a^2 * b^-1
77 b * a^-1 * b^2 * a^-2
78 a^2 * b^2 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-1
79 a * b^2 * a^-2 * b^-1
80 a * b^-1 * a * b^-1 * a^2
81 (b^-2 * a * b^2)^2
82 b * a^2 * b * a * b^-1
83 b^a = y^x
84 a^-1 * b^2 * a^-1 * b * a^-2 * b
85 a * b * a^-1 * b^-1 * a * b^-1
86 b * a^2 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b
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87 a^-1 * b * a^-2 * b^-2
88 (b^-1 * a * b)^2
89 a * b^2 * a^-2 * b
90 (b^-1 * a^2)^2
91 b^-1 * a * b^-1 * a^2 * b^-1 * a^-1
92 a^-2 * b^2 * a^-2 * b
93 b * a * b^2 * a^2 * b
94 a * b * a * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^2 * a^-1
95 a * b^-1 * a * b^-1 * a^-2 * b
96 a * b^-3 * a^-2
97 a^2 * b^-1
98 a * b^-1 * a^2 * b^2 * a^-2
99 a * b^2 * a * b^-1
100 a * b * a^2 * b * a^-1
101 a * b * a^-1 * b^-1 * a * b * a
102 a * b * a^-2 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b
103 b * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b * a
104 a^2 * b * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^2
105 a * b * a^-1 * b^-2 * a^-2*/





















end if; end for;
/*----------------Now Find S.O.R. for Class [2]----------------------*/
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C[2][3]; word(C[2][3]); Orbits(Centraliser(N,C[2][3]));
/*(1, 24)(2, 38)(3, 50)(4, 60)(5, 72)(6, 76)(7, 32)(8, 84)(9, 55)(10, 29)
(11, 97)(12, 39)(14, 102)(15, 104)(16, 101)(17, 43)(18, 67)(19, 80)
(21, 40)(22, 66)(23, 92)(25, 70)(26, 34)(28, 89)(30, 64)(33, 68)(35, 65)
(36, 62)(41, 54)(42, 90)(44, 79)(45, 98)(47, 86)(48, 78)(49, 95)(51, 52)
(53, 87)(56, 99)(57, 77)(58, 94)(59, 81)(61, 91)(63, 96)(69, 103)(71, 73)
(75, 82)(85, 88)(100, 105)
(a * b)^2 = (x*y)^2
[ GSet{@ 83 @}, GSet{@ 37, 93 @}, GSet{@ 13, 74, 31, 46, 27, 20 @},
GSet{@ 1, 76, 24, 10, 2, 6, 52, 54, 29, 38, 41, 51 @},
GSet{@ 4, 32, 60, 21, 5, 7, 40, 72, 89, 43, 28, 17 @},
GSet{@ 9, 23, 55, 94, 92, 34, 58, 86, 59, 26, 81, 47 @},
GSet{@ 19, 80, 45, 35, 98, 65, 75, 88, 95, 82, 85, 49 @},
GSet{@ 3, 39, 50, 64, 84, 12, 70, 66, 30, 8, 97, 42, 22, 102, 25, 53,
15, 44, 11, 90, 14, 104, 79, 87 @},
GSet{@ 16, 71, 101, 103, 78, 73, 67, 63, 69, 48, 68, 91, 96, 99, 18,
100, 57, 62, 33, 61, 56, 77, 36, 105 @}]












[ GSet{@ 1 @}, GSet{@ 20 @}, GSet{@ 21 @}, GSet{@ 24 @}, GSet{@ 27 @},
GSet{@ 40 @}, GSet{@ 59 @}, GSet{@ 81 @}, GSet{@ 83 @}, GSet{@ 2, 51 @},
GSet{@ 3, 79 @}, GSet{@ 4, 89 @}, GSet{@ 5, 72 @}, GSet{@ 6, 76 @},
GSet{@ 7, 43 @}, GSet{@ 8, 70 @}, GSet{@ 9, 58 @}, GSet{@ 10, 41 @},
GSet{@ 11, 15 @}, GSet{@ 12, 102 @}, GSet{@ 13, 31 @}, GSet{@ 14, 39 @},
GSet{@ 16, 36 @}, GSet{@ 17, 32 @}, GSet{@ 18, 78 @}, GSet{@ 19, 49 @},
GSet{@ 22, 64 @}, GSet{@ 23, 34 @}, GSet{@ 25, 84 @}, GSet{@ 26, 92 @},
GSet{@ 28, 60 @}, GSet{@ 29, 54 @}, GSet{@ 30, 66 @}, GSet{@ 33, 57 @},
GSet{@ 35, 98 @}, GSet{@ 37, 93 @}, GSet{@ 38, 52 @}, GSet{@ 42, 87 @},
GSet{@ 44, 50 @}, GSet{@ 45, 65 @}, GSet{@ 46, 74 @}, GSet{@ 47, 86 @},
GSet{@ 48, 67 @}, GSet{@ 53, 90 @}, GSet{@ 55, 94 @}, GSet{@ 56, 71 @},
GSet{@ 61, 100 @}, GSet{@ 62, 101 @}, GSet{@ 63, 69 @}, GSet{@ 68, 77 @},
GSet{@ 73, 99 @}, GSet{@ 75, 85 @}, GSet{@ 80, 95 @}, GSet{@ 82, 88 @},
GSet{@ 91, 105 @}, GSet{@ 96, 103 @}, GSet{@ 97, 104 @}]
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/*--------Progenitor Presentation with F.O.R. and S.O.R.---------------*/





















Magma Mono Prog 3∗3 :m (23 : 3)






















[6] Order 24 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4 5
---
[5] Order 12 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
[4] Order 8 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2 3
---
[3] Order 4 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
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[2] Order 2 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
*/
IsIsomorphic(G,Sym(4));
/* false, so G will be an extension */





































for i,j,k in [1..Order(A)] do for j in [1..Order(B)] do for j in
[1..Order(C)] do if A^T[2] eq A^i*B^j*C^k then i,j,k;
end if; end for; end for; end for;
/* 1 2 1 so a^d=a*b^2*c */
for i,j,k in [1..Order(A)] do for j in [1..Order(B)] do for j in
[1..Order(C)] do if B^T[2] eq A^i*B^j*C^k then i,j,k;
end if; end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 2 1 so b^d=a^2*b^2*c */
for i,j,k in [1..Order(A)] do for j in [1..Order(B)] do for j in
[1..Order(C)] do if C^T[2] eq A^i*B^j*C^k then i,j,k;
end if; end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 1 1 so c^d=a^2*b*c */









/* true, so G is the semi-direct product of 2^3:3 */
/*---------Determining Mon. Rep------------*/
CG:=CharacterTable(G);CG;
/*Character Table of Group G
--------------------------
------------------------------------
Class | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Size | 1 1 3 3 4 4 4 4
Order | 1 2 2 2 3 3 6 6
------------------------------------
p = 2 1 1 1 1 6 5 6 5
p = 3 1 2 3 4 1 1 2 2
------------------------------------
X.1 + 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
X.2 + 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1
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X.3 0 1 1 1 1-1-J J-1-J J
X.4 0 1 -1 -1 1-1-J J 1+J -J
X.5 0 1 -1 -1 1 J-1-J -J 1+J
X.6 0 1 1 1 1 J-1-J J-1-J
X.7 + 3 3 -1 -1 0 0 0 0
X.8 + 3 -3 1 -1 0 0 0 0









/*<2, 1, (1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 6)>*/
C[3];
/*<2, 3, (1, 4)>*/
C[4];
/*<2, 3, (1, 4)(3, 6)>*/
C[5];
/*<3, 4, (1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6)>*/
C[6];
/*<3, 4, (1, 5, 3)(2, 6, 4)>*/
C[7];
/*<6, 4, (1, 6, 2, 4, 3, 5)>*/
C[8];












/*<2, 1, (1, 4)(2, 5)>*/
Set(Class(H,D[2][3]));
D[3];




/*<2, 1, (1, 4)(3, 6)>*/
Set(Class(H,D[4][3]));
D[5];
/*<2, 1, (2, 5)>*/
Set(Class(H,D[5][3]));
D[6];
/*<2, 1, (1, 4)>*/
Set(Class(H,D[6][3]));
D[7];
/*<2, 1, (3, 6)>*/
Set(Class(H,D[7][3]));
D[8];
/*<2, 1, (1, 4)(2, 5)(3, 6)>*/
Set(Class(H,D[8][3]));
/*We want to check which class from H induces to which class from G.




/*( 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, -1 )*/
CG[8];
/*( 3, -3, 1, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0 )*/













/* Will be 3 since #G/#H=3.*/







































/*Now we check faithfullness*/
Order(CG!A) eq Order(xx);




/* The Progenitor here is:
















($.2 * $.1 * $.2^-1 * $.1)^2 = Id($)
*/
Stabilizer(N,{1,2});




for i in [2..#NN] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=xx^-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -2 then P[j]:=yy^-1; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);
for k in [1..#P] do
PP:=PP*P[k]; end for;





for i in [2..#C] do i, C[i][3]; word(C[i][3]);
Orbits(Centraliser(N,C[i][3])); end for;
/*
2 (1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6)
(a * b)^3








4 (1, 2)(3, 4)
a * b^-1 * a * b




5 (1, 3, 5)(2, 4, 6)
b
[GSet{@ 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 2 @}]
(y*t)
6 (1, 5, 3)(2, 6, 4)
b^-1
[GSet{@ 1, 5, 4, 3, 2, 6 @}]
(y^-1*t)
7 (1, 5, 3, 2, 6, 4)
b^-1 * a
[GSet{@ 1, 5, 3, 2, 6, 4 @}]
(y^-1*x*t)
8 (1, 4, 6, 2, 3, 5)
a * b
[GSet{@ 1, 4, 6, 2, 3, 5 @}]
*/
for j in [2..#N] do for i in [1..#Setseq(Set(N))] do if
1^Setseq(Set(N))[i] eq j then j,word(Setseq(Set(N))[i]) ; break;
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end if; end for; end for;
/*
2 a
3 (b^-1 * a)^2 = (y^-1*x)^2
4 a * b
5 b^-1 = y^-1
6 a * b^-1 * a
*/






if #G gt 24 then
a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j, #G;




7∗8 :m (PSL(2, 7) : 2)
/*------Isomorphism Type of G--------*/
S:=Sym(8);
xx:=S!(1, 7, 5, 4, 6, 8, 2);















[3] Order 336 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[2] Order 168 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
*/
IsIsomorphic(G,DirectProduct(PSL(2,7),CyclicGroup(2)));


























/*----------Determining if Semi-direct Product-----*/
T:=Transversal(G,NL[2]);
NL[2];
A:=G!(1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 8)(5, 7);







w3 := W.2^2; w4 := W.1 * w3; w11 := w4^2; w2 := W.2^-1;
w6 := w2 * W.1; w1:= W.1^-1; w7 := w1 * w2; w8 := W.2 * w7;
w9 := w6 * w8; w5 := w4^-1; w12 := w9 * w5; w13 := w11 * w12;




/* $.1 * $.2^2 * $.1 * $.2 * $.1 * $.2 * $.1^-1 * $.2^-3 * $.1^-1 *
$.2^-1 * $.1 * $.2 * $.1^-1 */
A^T[2] eq A * B^2 * A * B * A * B * A^-1 * B^-3 * A^-1 * B^-1 * A *
B * A^-1;
/* true */
/* So a^c=a * b^2 * a * b * a * b * a^-1 * b^-3 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a *
b * a^-1 */
(B^T[2])@rho;
BB:=function(W)
w3 := W.2^2; w4 := W.1 * w3; w11 := w4^2; w2 := W.2^-1;
w6 := w2 * W.1; w1:= W.1^-1; w7 := w1 * w2; w8 := W.2 * w7;
w9 := w6 * w8; w5 := w4^-1; w12 :=w9 * w5; w13 := w11 * w12;




/* $.1 * $.2^2 * $.1 * $.2 * $.1 * $.2 * $.1^-1 * $.2^-3 * $.1^-1 *
$.2^-1 * $.1 * $.2 * $.1^-1 * $.2^-1 * $.1 * $.2^3 * $.1 */
/* So b^c=a * b^2 * a * b * a * b * a^-1 * b^-3 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a *
b * a^-1 * b^-1 * a * b^3 * a */
/*--------Presentation of G ~ PSL(2,7):2---------*/
K<a,b,c>:=Group<a,b,c|a^2,b^4,b^-2*a*b^2*a*b^2*a,(a*b^-1)^7,
c^2,
a^c=a * b^2 * a * b * a * b * a^-1 * b^-3 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a *
b * a^-1,
b^c=a * b^2 * a * b * a * b * a^-1 * b^-3 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a *








/*--------Inducing CH[3] up to CG[9]------*/
S:=Sym(8);
xx:=S!(1, 7, 5, 4, 6, 8, 2);












/*<2, 21, (1, 4)(2, 7)(3, 8)(5, 6)>*/
Set(Class(G,C[2][3]));
C[3];
/*<2, 28, (1, 2)(3, 7)(4, 5)>*/
Set(Class(G,C[3][3]));
C[4];
/*<3, 56, (1, 7, 5)(2, 3, 4)>*/
Set(Class(G,C[4][3]));
C[5];
/*<4, 42, (1, 8, 4, 3)(2, 5, 7, 6)>*/
Set(Class(G,C[5][3]));
C[6];
/*<6, 56, (1, 4, 7, 2, 5, 3)>*/
Set(Class(G,C[6][3]));
C[7];
/*<7, 48, (1, 7, 5, 4, 6, 8, 2)>*/
Set(Class(G,C[7][3]));
C[8];
/*<8, 42, (1, 6, 8, 2, 4, 5, 3, 7)>*/
Set(Class(G,C[8][3]));
C[9];
/*<8, 42, (1, 2, 3, 6, 4, 7, 8, 5)>*/
Set(Class(G,C[9][3]));












/*<2, 7, (1, 8)(2, 6)(3, 5)>*/
Set(Class(H,D[2][3]));
D[3];
/*<3, 7, (1, 2, 4)(3, 6, 5)>*/
Set(Class(H,D[3][3]));
D[4];
/*<3, 7, (1, 4, 2)(3, 5, 6)>*/
Set(Class(H,D[4][3]));
D[5];
/*<6, 7, (1, 5, 3, 4, 8, 2)>*/
Set(Class(H,D[5][3]));
D[6];
/*<6, 7, (1, 2, 8, 4, 3, 5)>*/
Set(Class(H,D[6][3]));
D[7];
/*<7, 6, (1, 6, 4, 2, 8, 5, 3)>*/
Set(Class(H,D[7][3]));
/*We want to check which class from H induces to which class from G.




/*( 1, 1, -zeta(3)_3 - 1, zeta(3)_3, zeta(3)_3, -zeta(3)_3 - 1, 1 )*/
CG[9];
/*( 8, 0, 2, -1, 0, -1, 1, 0, 0 )*/














/* Will be 8 since #G/#H=8.*/
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T;
/*First we find A(xx).*/
T[1]*xx*T[2]^-1 in H;
T[1]*xx*T[2]^-1;



































CH[3](H!(1, 8, 2, 5, 6, 4));
/*-zeta(3)_3 - 1*/
/*Eighth row: [0,0,w^2,0,0,0,0,0]*/







































CH[3](H!(1, 3, 6, 8, 5, 2));
/*-zeta(3)_3 - 1*/
/*Eighth row: [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,w^2]*/











/*Now we check faithfullness*/
Order(CG!A) eq Order(xx);
Order(CG!B) eq Order (yy);
Order(CG!A*CG!B) eq Order(xx*yy);
IsIsomorphic(G,sub<CG|CG!A,CG!B>);
/* The Progenitor here is:




























A:=N!(2, 32)(3, 13)(4, 30)(5, 27)(6, 12)(8, 10)(11, 29)(14, 28)(16, 26)
(18, 40)(19, 45)(20, 38)(21, 35)(22, 44)(24, 42)(34, 48)(36, 46)(37, 43);
B:=N!(2, 6)(3, 28)(4, 11)(7, 8)(10, 14)(12, 27)(15, 16)(18, 22)(19, 36)
(20, 43)(23, 24)(26, 30)(31, 32)(34, 38)(35, 44)(39, 40)(42, 46)(47, 48);
C:=N!(1, 9, 25)(2, 11, 28)(3, 12, 26)(4, 10, 27)(5, 30, 8)(6, 16, 13)
(7, 31, 15)(14, 32, 29)(17, 41, 33)(18, 43, 36)(19, 44, 34)(20, 42, 35)
(21, 38, 24)(22, 48, 45)(23, 39, 47)(37, 46, 40);
word:=function(A)
Sch:=SchreierSystem(NN,sub<NN|Id(NN)>);
for i in [2..#NN] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=xx^-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -2 then P[j]:=yy^-1; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);
for k in [1..#P] do
PP:=PP*P[k]; end for;





/* x * y^2 * x^-1 * y^-1 */
word(B);
/*x * y * x^-1 * y^-1 * x * y*/
word(C);
/*x * y * x^-1 * y^3*/
Stabilizer(N,{1,9,17,25,33,41}) eq sub<N|
xx * yy^2 * xx^-1 * yy^-1,
xx * yy * xx^-1 * yy^-1 * xx * yy,
xx * yy * xx^-1 * yy^3>;
/* true */
H<x,y,t>:=Group<x,y,t|x^7,y^6,(x*y*x)^2,x^-1*y*x^-3*y*x^-1*y^-2,t^7,
t^(x * y^2 * x^-1 * y^-1)=t,t^(x * y * x^-1 * y^-1 * x * y)=t,




xx:=S!(1, 7, 5, 4, 6, 8, 2);








for i in [2..#NN] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=xx^-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -2 then P[j]:=yy^-1; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);
for k in [1..#P] do
PP:=PP*P[k]; end for;




for n in N do for j in temp do if 1^n eq j then word(n),j;
temp:=temp diff {j}; end if; end for; end for;
/*
a * b 2 = x*y
*/
G<x,y,t>:=Group<x,y,t|x^7,y^6,(x*y*x)^2,x^-1*y*x^-3*y*x^-1*y^-2,t^7,
t^(x * y^2 * x^-1 * y^-1)=t,t^(x * y * x^-1 * y^-1 * x * y)=t,
t^(x * y * x^-1 * y^3)=t^2,(t,t^(x*y))>;






Should get Order # = (7^8)x(#G)=(7^8)x(336)=1,936,973,136*/
/* Since we do have the correct index, we can now write the progenitor












for i in [2..#NN] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=xx^-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -2 then P[j]:=yy^-1; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);
for k in [1..#P] do
PP:=PP*P[k]; end for;





for i in [2..#C] do i, C[i][3]; word(C[i][3]);
Orbits(Centraliser(N,C[i][3])); end for;
/*
2 (1, 11)(2, 31)(3, 25)(4, 14)(5, 8)(6, 28)(7, 10)(9, 27)(12, 30)(13, 16)
(15, 26)(17, 43)(18, 39)(19, 33)(20, 46)(21, 24)(22, 36)(23, 42)
(29, 32)(34, 47)(35, 41)(37, 40)(38, 44)(45, 48)
a^-1 * b * a^-2 * b = x^-1*y*x^-2*y
[
GSet{@ 1, 2, 11, 5, 31, 6, 8, 28 @},
GSet{@ 3, 15, 25, 32, 26, 12, 29, 30 @},
GSet{@ 4, 14, 7, 10, 27, 9, 16, 13 @},
GSet{@ 17, 18, 43, 21, 39, 22, 24, 36 @},
GSet{@ 19, 47, 33, 40, 34, 44, 37, 38 @},
GSet{@ 20, 46, 23, 42, 35, 41, 48, 45 @}
]





3 (1, 29)(2, 4)(3, 30)(5, 9)(6, 11)(10, 12)(13, 25)(14, 27)(17, 37)(18, 20)
(19, 38)(21, 41)(22, 43)(26, 28)(33, 45)(34, 36)(35, 46)(42, 44)
b^3 = y^3
[
GSet{@ 1, 29, 30, 3, 26, 28 @},
GSet{@ 2, 6, 4, 9, 11, 5 @},
GSet{@ 7, 8, 15, 32, 16, 31 @},
GSet{@ 10, 14, 12, 25, 27, 13 @},
GSet{@ 17, 37, 38, 19, 34, 36 @},
GSet{@ 18, 22, 20, 41, 43, 21 @},
GSet{@ 23, 24, 47, 40, 48, 39 @},
GSet{@ 33, 45, 46, 35, 42, 44 @}
]





4 (1, 26, 30)(2, 6, 9)(3, 29, 28)(4, 11, 5)(7, 31, 15)(8, 16, 32)(10, 14,
25)(12, 27, 13)(17, 34, 38)(18, 22, 41)(19, 37, 36)(20, 43, 21)
(23, 39, 47)(24, 48, 40)(33, 42, 46)(35, 45, 44)
b^2 = y^2
[
GSet{@ 7, 31, 15 @},
GSet{@ 8, 16, 32 @},
GSet{@ 23, 39, 47 @},
GSet{@ 24, 48, 40 @},
GSet{@ 1, 26, 29, 30, 28, 3 @},
GSet{@ 2, 6, 4, 9, 11, 5 @},
GSet{@ 10, 14, 12, 25, 27, 13 @},
GSet{@ 17, 34, 37, 38, 36, 19 @},
GSet{@ 18, 22, 20, 41, 43, 21 @},
GSet{@ 33, 42, 45, 46, 44, 35 @}
]






for j in [2..#N] do for i in [1..#Setseq(Set(N))] do if
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1^Setseq(Set(N))[i] eq j then j,word(Setseq(Set(N))[i]) ; break;
end if; end for; end for;
/*
2 b * a * b^-1 * a * b^-1 = y*x*y^-1*x*y^-1
3 b = y
4 a^-1 * b^2 * a^2 = x^-1*y^2*x^2
5 a * b * a^-2
6 (a * b)^2
7 a * b^-1 * a * b * a = x*y^-1*x*y*x
8 a * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-1 = x*y^-1*x^-1*y^-1
9 b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-2
10 (a^-1 * b * a)^2 = (x^-1*y*x)^2
11 a^-1 * b^2 * a^-2
12 b^-2 * a * b^-1
13 a * b^-2 * a^-1 * b^-1
14 a * b^-1 * a
15 b^-1 * a
16 a * b^2 * a^-2
25 b^3 * a * b * a
26 b^3 * a^-1 * b^-1
27 a^2 * b^-1 * a^-1
28 a^-1 * b^-2 * a^-1 * b^-1
29 b^3
30 a * b * a^-1 * b^-1 * a * b^-1
31 b^2 * a^2 * b^-1
32 b^-1 * a * b^-1 * a * b
*/
/*-----NEW PROGENITOR REPRESENTATION WITH ONLY F.O.R.---------*/
for a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j in [0..10] do
G<x,y,t>:=Group<x,y,t|x^7,y^6,(x*y*x)^2,x^-1*y*x^-3*y*x^-1*y^-2,
t^7,t^(x * y^2 * x^-1 * y^-1)=t,t^(x * y * x^-1 * y^-1 * x * y)=t,











if #G gt 336 then
a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j, #G;
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end if; end for;
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Appendix L




for i in [1..#s] do if Index(G, s[i]‘subgroup) eq 4 then i; end if;
end for;
/* There are many options, but we will work with s‘[67] */
H:=s[67]‘subgroup;
IsAbelian(H);
/*false, this means that we must lift characters*/
G;
for g,h in G do if G eq sub<G|g,h> then g,h; end if; end for;
/*IF NO OUTPUT then we must use all generators of G*/
S:=Sym(8);
xx:=S!(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8);
yy:=S!(1, 5)(4, 8);





for g,h,k in H do if H eq sub<H|g,h,k> then A:=g; B:=h; C:=k; end if;
end for;
A, B, C;
/* (1, 7)(2, 6)(3, 5), (1, 3)(4, 8)(5, 7), (1, 5)(2, 6)*/
H:=sub<G|(1, 7)(2, 6)(3, 5),(1, 3)(4, 8)(5, 7),(1, 5)(2, 6)>;
H eq s[67]‘subgroup;
/*true*/
/*------Isomorphism Type of G--------*/
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S:=Sym(8);
xx:=S!(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8);
yy:=S!(1, 5)(4, 8);























[27] Order 64 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
---
[26] Order 32 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 13 16 17
[25] Order 32 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 17 18 19
[24] Order 32 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 13 15 19
[23] Order 32 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 15 16 18
[22] Order 32 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 14 16 19
[21] Order 32 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 13 14 18
[20] Order 32 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 14 15 17
---
[19] Order 16 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 9 11 12
[18] Order 16 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 9
[17] Order 16 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 9
[16] Order 16 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 6 9 10
[15] Order 16 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 9
[14] Order 16 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 7 8 9
[13] Order 16 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 9
---
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[12] Order 8 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5
[11] Order 8 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5
[10] Order 8 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4
[ 9] Order 8 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3 4 5
[ 8] Order 8 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
[ 7] Order 8 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
[ 6] Order 8 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4
---
[ 5] Order 4 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
[ 4] Order 4 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
[ 3] Order 4 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[ 2] Order 2 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[ 1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
*/



























/*----------Determining if Semi-direct Product-----*/
T:=Transversal(G,NL[17]);
NL[17];
A:=G!(1, 3, 5, 7)(2, 4, 6, 8);




for i,j in [1..Order(A)] do if A^T[2] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if;
end for;
/* 1 4 so a^c=a*b^4 */
for i,j in [1..Order(A)] do if A^T[3] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if;
end for;
/* 3 4 so a^d=a^3*b^4 */
for i,j in [1..Order(A)] do if B^T[2] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if;
end for;
/* 1 3 so b^c=a*b^3 */
for i,j in [1..Order(A)] do if B^T[3] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if;
end for;
/* 4 3 so b^d=a^4*b^3 */










/* So G is the semi-direct product 4^2:2^2 */
/*---------Now we find Monomial Representation-------*/
CG:=CharacterTable(G); CG;
CH:=CharacterTable(H); CH;
for j in [1..#CH] do for i in [1..#CG] do if Induction(CH[j],G) eq CG[i]
then j,i; end if; end for; end for;
/*








/*We need to find all of the linear char of H.*/













Ht:=[{h*T[i]:h in DH}: i in [1..#T]];
Ht[1] eq Set(DH);
/*true*/
/*Next we find a character table of H/DH. We know that H/DH is Abelian
Group of order 8, but what is it isomorphic to? It can be either






/*This means that Z2=<a>=<-1>, Z2=<b>=<-1>, Z2=<c>=<-1> and we are using
a square root of unity since it is Z2xZ2xZ2*/
Order(T[1]); Order(T[2]); Order(T[3]); Order(T[4]);
/*1 2 2 2*/
q;
/*From the above q, q.1=>a, q.2=>b, q.3=>c. We will verify below*/
ff(T[2]) eq q.1; ff(T[3]) eq q.2; ff(T[4]) eq q.3;
/*true*/
/*So e=T[1], a=T[2], b=T[3], c=T[4]*/
/*Let us now write the classes of H/DH. Since the order of H/DH is 8,
then we will have 8 classes. The 8 characters are obtained by
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substituting. We will use that Z2=<a>=<-1>
For X.1 (e) a=(-1)^0=1,b=(-1)^0=1,c=(-1)^0=1 [1,1,1]
For X.2 (a) a=(-1)^1=-1,b=(-1)^0=1,c=(-1)^0=1 [-1,1,1]
For X.3 (b) a=(-1)^0=1,b=(-1)^1=-1,c=(-1)^0=1 [1,-1,1]
For X.4 (c) a=(-1)^0=1,b=(-1)^0=1,c=(-1)^1=-1 [1,1,-1]
For X.5 (ab) a=(-1)^1=-1,b=(-1)^1=-1,c=(-1)^0=1 [-1,-1,1]
For X.6 (ac) a=(-1)^1=-1,b=(-1)^0=1,c=(-1)^1=-1 [-1,1,-1]
For X.7 (bc) a=(-1)^0=1,b=(-1)^1=-1,c=(-1)^1=-1 [1,-1,-1]
For X.8 (abc) a=(-1)^1=-1,b=(-1)^1=-1,c=(-1)^1=-1 [-1,-1,-1]
Note we treat e as being equal to a^0*b^0*c^0 and a as a^1*b^0*c^0, etc.
e, a, b, c, a*b, a*c, b*c, a*b*c
X.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
X.2 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1
X.3 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1
X.4 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1
X.5 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1
X.6 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1
X.7 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1
X.8 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1






for i in [1..#T] do if T[2]*T[3] in Ht[i] then i; end if; end for;
/*5 so ab=T[5]*/
for i in [1..#T] do if T[2]*T[4] in Ht[i] then i; end if; end for;
/*6 so ac=T[6]*/
for i in [1..#T] do if T[3]*T[4] in Ht[i] then i; end if; end for;
/*7 so bc=T[7]*/
for i in [1..#T] do if T[2]*T[3]*T[4] in Ht[i] then i; end if; end for;
/*8 so abc=T[8]*/
/* Thus we have ab, ac, bc, and abc are 5,6,7, and 8, respectively*/
/*From the above work we can now re-write our Characters of DH to include
the T[i] values.
T[1] T[2] T[3] T[4] T[2]*T[3] T[2]*T[4] T[3]*T[4] T[2]*T[3]T[4]
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
e, a, b, c, a*b, a*c, b*c, a*b*c
X.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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X.2 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1
X.3 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1
X.4 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1
X.5 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1
X.6 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1
X.7 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1
X.8 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1
*/






/*NEXT let us lift X_[-1,-1,-1] to Xdot of H*/
for i in [1..#D] do if Ht[1] subset DD[i] then i;




/*Class 1 of H/DH:DH={e,(1, 5)(3, 7)}*/
for i in [1..#D] do if Id(H) in DD[i] then i; end if; end for;
/*1*/
/*Xdot(e)=X_[-1,-1,-1](e)=X_[-1,-1,-1](T[1])=1, so the value at DD[1] is
1*/
for i in [1..#D] do if G!(1, 5)(3, 7) in DD[i] then i;
end if; end for;
/*3*/
/*Xdot((1, 5)(3, 7))=X_[-1,-1,-1]((1, 5)(3, 7))=X_[-1,-1,-1](T[1])=1,
so the value at DD[3] is 1*/
for i in [1..#D] do if Ht[2] subset DD[i] then i;
end if; end for;
/*5*/
/*Xdot(DD[5])=X_[-1,-1,-1](T[2])=-1, so the value at DD[5] is -1*/
for i in [1..#D] do if Ht[3] subset DD[i] then i;
end if; end for;
/*6*/
/*Xdot(DD[6])=X_[-1,-1,-1](T[3])=-1, so the value at DD[6] is -1*/
for i in [1..#D] do if Ht[4] subset DD[i] then i;
end if; end for;
/*7*/
/*Xdot(DD[7])=X_[-1,-1,-1](T[4])=-1, so the value at DD[7] is -1*/
for i in [1..#D] do if Ht[5] subset DD[i] then i;
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end if; end for;
/**/
Ht[5];
/*{(2, 6)(4, 8),(1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8)}*/
for i in [1..#D] do if G!(2, 6)(4, 8) in DD[i] then i; end if; end for;
/*4*/
/*Xdot((2, 6)(4, 8))=X_[-1,-1,-1]((2, 6)(4, 8))=X_[-1,-1,-1](T[5])=1,
so the value at DD[4] is 1*/
for i in [1..#D] do if G!(1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8) in DD[i] then i;
end if; end for;
/*2*/
/*Xdot((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8))=X_[-1,-1,-1]((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8))=
X_[-1,-1,-1](T[5])=1, so the value at DD[2] is 1*/
for i in [1..#D] do if Ht[6] subset DD[i] then i;
end if; end for;
/*9*/
/*Xdot(DD[9])=X_[-1,-1,-1](T[6])=1, so the value at DD[9] is 1*/
for i in [1..#D] do if Ht[7] subset DD[i] then i;
end if; end for;
/*10*/
/*Xdot(DD[10])=X_[-1,-1,-1](T[7])=1, so the value at DD[10] is 1*/
for i in [1..#D] do if Ht[8] subset DD[i] then i;
end if; end for;
/*8*/
/*Xdot(DD[8])=X_[-1,-1,-1](T[8])=-1, so the value at DD[8] is -1*/
/*We get that X.8 from DH is lifted to
DD[1] DD[2] DD[3] DD[4] DD[5] DD[6] DD[7] DD[8] DD[9] DD[10]
1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 */
CH[4];
/*( 1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1 )*/
/*NEXT let us lift X_[1,-1,-1] to Xdot of H*/
/*Xdot(e)=X_[1,-1,-1](e)=X_[1,-1,-1](T[1])=1, so the value at DD[1] is
1*/
/*Xdot((1, 5)(3, 7))=X_[1,-1,-1]((1, 5)(3, 7))=X_[1,-1,-1](T[1])=1,
so the value at DD[3] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[5])=X_[1,-1,-1](T[2])=1, so the value at DD[5] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[6])=X_[1,-1,-1](T[3])=-1, so the value at DD[6] is -1*/
/*Xdot(DD[7])=X_[1,-1,-1](T[4])=-1, so the value at DD[7] is -1*/
/*Xdot((2, 6)(4, 8))=X_[1,-1,-1]((2, 6)(4, 8))=X_[1,-1,-1](T[5])=-1,
so the value at DD[4] is -1*/
/*Xdot((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8))=X_[1,-1,-1]((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8))=
X_[1,-1,-1](T[5])=-1, so the value at DD[2] is -1*/
/*Xdot(DD[9])=X_[1,-1,-1](T[6])=-1, so the value at DD[9] is -1*/
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/*Xdot(DD[10])=X_[1,-1,-1](T[7])=1, so the value at DD[10] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[8])=X_[1,-1,-1](T[8])=1, so the value at DD[8] is 1*/
/*We get that X.7 from DH is lifted to
DD[1] DD[2] DD[3] DD[4] DD[5] DD[6] DD[7] DD[8] DD[9] DD[10]
1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 */
CH[5];
/*( 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1 )*/
/*NEXT let us lift X_[-1,1,-1] to Xdot of H */
/*Xdot(e)=X_[-1,1,-1](e)=X_[-1,1,-1](T[1])=1, so the value at DD[1] is
1*/
/*Xdot((1, 5)(3, 7))=X_[-1,1,-1]((1, 5)(3, 7))=X_[-1,1,-1](T[1])=1,
so the value at DD[3] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[5])=X_[-1,1,-1](T[2])=-1, so the value at DD[5] is -1*/
/*Xdot(DD[6])=X_[-1,1,-1](T[3])=1, so the value at DD[6] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[7])=X_[-1,1,-1](T[4])=-1, so the value at DD[7] is -1*/
/*Xdot((2, 6)(4, 8))=X_[-1,1,-1]((2, 6)(4, 8))=X_[-1,1,-1](T[5])=-1,
so the value at DD[4] is -1*/
/*Xdot((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8))=X_[-1,1,-1]((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8))=
X_[-1,1,-1](T[5])=-1, so the value at DD[2] is -1*/
/*Xdot(DD[9])=X_[-1,1,-1](T[6])=1, so the value at DD[9] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[10])=X_[-1,1,-1](T[7])=-1, so the value at DD[10] is -1*/
/*Xdot(DD[8])=X_[-1,1,-1](T[8])=1, so the value at DD[8] is 1*/
/*We get that X.6 from DH is lifted to
DD[1] DD[2] DD[3] DD[4] DD[5] DD[6] DD[7] DD[8] DD[9] DD[10]
1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 */
CH[2];
/*( 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, -1 )*/
/*NEXT let us lift X_[-1,-1,1] to Xdot of H*/
/*Xdot(e)=X_[-1,-1,1](e)=X_[-1,-1,1](T[1])=1, so the value at DD[1] is
1*/
/*Xdot((1, 5)(3, 7))=X_[-1,-1,1]((1, 5)(3, 7))=X_[-1,-1,1](T[1])=1,
so the value at DD[3] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[5])=X_[-1,-1,1](T[2])=-1, so the value at DD[5] is -1*/
/*Xdot(DD[6])=X_[-1,-1,1](T[3])=-1, so the value at DD[6] is -1*/
/*Xdot(DD[7])=X_[-1,-1,1](T[4])=1, so the value at DD[7] is 1*/
/*Xdot((2, 6)(4, 8))=X_[-1,-1,1]((2, 6)(4, 8))=X_[-1,-1,1](T[5])=1,
so the value at DD[4] is 1*/
/*Xdot((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8))=X_[-1,-1,1]((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8))=
X_[-1,-1,1](T[5])=1, so the value at DD[2] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[9])=X_[-1,-1,1](T[6])=-1, so the value at DD[9] is -1*/
/*Xdot(DD[10])=X_[-1,-1,1](T[7])=-1, so the value at DD[10] is -1*/
/*Xdot(DD[8])=X_[-1,-1,1](T[8])=1, so the value at DD[8] is 1*/
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/*We get that X.5 from DH is lifted to
DD[1] DD[2] DD[3] DD[4] DD[5] DD[6] DD[7] DD[8] DD[9] DD[10]
1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 */
CH[7];
/*( 1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, -1 )*/
/*NEXT let us lift X_[1,1,-1] to Xdot of H */
/*Xdot(e)=X_[1,1,-1](e)=X_[1,1,-1](T[1])=1, so the value at DD[1] is 1*/
/*Xdot((1, 5)(3, 7))=X_[1,1,-1]((1, 5)(3, 7))=X_[1,1,-1](T[1])=1,
so the value at DD[3] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[5])=X_[1,1,-1](T[2])=1, so the value at DD[5] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[6])=X_[1,1,-1](T[3])=1, so the value at DD[6] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[7])=X_[1,1,-1](T[4])=-1, so the value at DD[7] is -1*/
/*Xdot((2, 6)(4, 8))=X_[1,1,-1]((2, 6)(4, 8))=X_[1,1,-1](T[5])=1,
so the value at DD[4] is 1*/
/*Xdot((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8))=X_[1,1,-1]((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8))=
X_[1,1,-1](T[5])=1, so the value at DD[2] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[9])=X_[1,1,-1](T[6])=-1, so the value at DD[9] is -1*/
/*Xdot(DD[10])=X_[1,1,-1](T[7])=-1, so the value at DD[10] is -1*/
/*Xdot(DD[8])=X_[1,1,-1](T[8])=-1, so the value at DD[8] is -1*/
/*We get that X.4 from DH is lifted to
DD[1] DD[2] DD[3] DD[4] DD[5] DD[6] DD[7] DD[8] DD[9] DD[10]
1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 */
CH[8];
/*( 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1 )*/
/*NEXT let us lift X_[1,-1,1] to Xdot of H*/
/*Xdot(e)=X_[1,-1,1](e)=X_[1,-1,1](T[1])=1, so the value at DD[1] is 1*/
/*Xdot((1, 5)(3, 7))=X_[1,-1,1]((1, 5)(3, 7))=X_[1,-1,1](T[1])=1,
so the value at DD[3] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[5])=X_[1,-1,1](T[2])=1, so the value at DD[5] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[6])=X_[1,-1,1](T[3])=-1, so the value at DD[6] is -1*/
/*Xdot(DD[7])=X_[1,-1,1](T[4])=1, so the value at DD[7] is 1*/
/*Xdot((2, 6)(4, 8))=X_[1,-1,1]((2, 6)(4, 8))=X_[1,-1,1](T[5])=-1,
so the value at DD[4] is -1*/
/*Xdot((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8))=X_[1,-1,1]((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8))=
X_[1,-1,1](T[5])=-1, so the value at DD[2] is -1*/
/*Xdot(DD[9])=X_[1,-1,1](T[6])=1, so the value at DD[9] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[10])=X_[1,-1,1](T[7])=-1, so the value at DD[10] is -1*/
/*Xdot(DD[8])=X_[1,-1,1](T[8])=-1, so the value at DD[8] is -1*/
/*We get that X.3 from DH is lifted to
DD[1] DD[2] DD[3] DD[4] DD[5] DD[6] DD[7] DD[8] DD[9] DD[10]
1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 */
CH[3];
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/*( 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1 )*/
/*NEXT let us lift X_[-1,1,1] to Xdot of H */
/*Xdot(e)=X_[-1,1,1](e)=X_[-1,1,1](T[1])=1, so the value at DD[1] is 1*/
/*Xdot((1, 5)(3, 7))=X_[-1,1,1]((1, 5)(3, 7))=X_[-1,1,1](T[1])=1,
so the value at DD[3] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[5])=X_[-1,1,1](T[2])=-1, so the value at DD[5] is -1*/
/*Xdot(DD[6])=X_[-1,1,1](T[3])=1, so the value at DD[6] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[7])=X_[-1,1,1](T[4])=1, so the value at DD[7] is 1*/
/*Xdot((2, 6)(4, 8))=X_[-1,1,1]((2, 6)(4, 8))=X_[-1,1,1](T[5])=-1,
so the value at DD[4] is -1*/
/*Xdot((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8))=X_[-1,1,1]((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8))=
X_[-1,1,1](T[5])=-1, so the value at DD[2] is -1*/
/*Xdot(DD[9])=X_[-1,1,1](T[6])=-1, so the value at DD[9] is -1*/
/*Xdot(DD[10])=X_[-1,1,1](T[7])=1, so the value at DD[10] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[8])=X_[-1,1,1](T[8])=-1, so the value at DD[8] is -1*/
/*We get that X.2 from DH is lifted to
DD[1] DD[2] DD[3] DD[4] DD[5] DD[6] DD[7] DD[8] DD[9] DD[10]
1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 */
CH[6];
/*( 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1 )*/
/*NEXT let us lift X_[1,1,1] to Xdot of H*/
/*Xdot(e)=X_[1,1,1](e)=X_[1,1,1](T[1])=1, so the value at DD[1] is 1*/
/*Xdot((1, 5)(3, 7))=X_[1,1,1]((1, 5)(3, 7))=X_[1,1,1](T[1])=1,
so the value at DD[3] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[5])=X_[1,1,1](T[2])=1, so the value at DD[5] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[6])=X_[1,1,1](T[3])=1, so the value at DD[6] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[7])=X_[1,1,1](T[4])=1, so the value at DD[7] is 1*/
/*Xdot((2, 6)(4, 8))=X_[1,1,1]((2, 6)(4, 8))=X_[1,1,1](T[5])=1,
so the value at DD[4] is 1*/
/*Xdot((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8))=X_[1,1,1]((1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8))=
X_[1,1,1](T[5])=1, so the value at DD[2] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[9])=X_[1,1,1](T[6])=1, so the value at DD[9] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[10])=X_[1,1,1](T[7])=1, so the value at DD[10] is 1*/
/*Xdot(DD[8])=X_[1,1,1](T[8])=1, so the value at DD[8] is 1*/
/*We get that X.1 from DH is lifted to
DD[1] DD[2] DD[3] DD[4] DD[5] DD[6] DD[7] DD[8] DD[9] DD[10]
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 */
CH[1];
/*( 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 )*/




for i in [1..#Cq] do if Cq[i](ff(T[2])) eq -1 and Cq[i](ff(T[2]*T[3])) eq
-1 and Cq[i](ff(T[2]*T[4])) eq -1 then i; end if; end for;
/*2*/
/*This verifies that our Character Table for the second character of H/DH




( 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 )
( 1, -1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1 )
( 1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1 )
( 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1 )
( 1, 1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, -1 )
( 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1 )
( 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1 )







Cq[1] eq E!CHoDh[1]; Cq[2] eq E!CHoDh[2]; Cq[3] eq E!CHoDh[3];
Cq[4] eq E!CHoDh[4]; Cq[5] eq E!CHoDh[5]; Cq[6] eq E!CHoDh[6];
Cq[7] eq E!CHoDh[7]; Cq[8] eq E!CHoDh[8];
/*true*/
/* We have now shown that all our characters of H/DH correspond to char
of q*/
/* Which char of H/DH=q lifts to CH[2] (because CH[2] induces up to
CG[15])? */
for i in [1..#Cq] do if LiftCharacter(Cq[i],ff,H) eq CH[2] then i;
end if; end for;
/*6*/
/*So the sixth character of H/Hprime lifts to CH[2]*/
LiftCharacter(E!CHoDh[6],ff,H) eq CH[2];
/*true*/
/*---------NOW WE WILL INDUCE CH[2] UP TO CG[15]-------------*/
S:=Sym(8);
xx:=S!(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8);
yy:=S!(1, 5)(4, 8);
















/*<2, 1, (1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8)>*/
C[3];
/*<2, 2, (1, 5)(3, 7)>*/
C[4];
/*<2, 4, (1, 8)(2, 3)(4, 5)(6, 7)>*/
C[5];
/*<2, 4, (1, 5)(2, 6)>*/
C[6];
/*<2, 4, (1, 3)(2, 4)(5, 7)(6, 8)>*/
C[7];
/*<2, 4, (1, 4)(2, 3)(5, 8)(6, 7)>*/
C[8];
/*<2, 8, (1, 3)(2, 6)(5, 7)>*/
C[9];
/*<4, 2, (1, 3, 5, 7)(2, 4, 6, 8)>*/
C[10];
/*<4, 2, (1, 3, 5, 7)(2, 8, 6, 4)>*/
C[11];
/*<4, 4, (1, 2, 5, 6)(3, 8, 7, 4)>*/
C[12];
/*<4, 4, (1, 7, 5, 3)>*/
C[13];
/*<4, 4, (1, 6, 5, 2)(3, 8, 7, 4)>*/
C[14];
/*<4, 4, (1, 5)(2, 8, 6, 4)(3, 7)>*/
C[15];
/*<8, 8, (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)>*/
C[16];








/*<2, 1, (1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)(4, 8)>*/
D[3];
/*<2, 1, (1, 5)(3, 7)>*/
D[4];
/*<2, 1, (2, 6)(4, 8)>*/
D[5];
/*<2, 2, (1, 7)(2, 6)(3, 5)>*/
D[6];
/*<2, 2, (1, 3)(4, 8)(5, 7)>*/
D[7];
/*<2, 2, (1, 5)(2, 6)>*/
D[8];
/*<2, 2, (3, 7)(4, 8)>*/
D[9];
/*<4, 2, (1, 3, 5, 7)>*/
D[10];










/*{(1, 7)(2, 6)(3, 5),(1, 3)(2, 6)(5, 7)}*/
Set(Class(H,D[6][3]));
/*{(1, 7)(3, 5)(4, 8),(1, 3)(4, 8)(5, 7)}*/
Set(Class(H,D[7][3]));
/*{(1, 5)(2, 6),(2, 6)(3, 7)}*/
Set(Class(H,D[8][3]));
/*{(1, 5)(4, 8),(3, 7)(4, 8)}*/
Set(Class(H,D[9][3]));
/*{(1, 7, 5, 3),(1, 3, 5, 7)}*/
Set(Class(H,D[10][3]));





/*( 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, -1 )*/
CG[15];








for i in [1..#D] do if (Set(Class(G,C[2][3])) meet Set(H)) meet




then C[2] \cap H = C[2] \cap D[2][3] so there are 1 of phi(D[2][3])=-1.*/
/*So phi_2^G = 4/#C2 Sigma_(C2 \cap H) phi(w) = 4/1 (phi(D[2][3])) =
4(-1) = -4 */
#(Set(Class(G,C[3][3])));
/*2*/
for i in [1..#D] do if (Set(Class(G,C[3][3])) meet Set(H)) meet





then C[3] \cap H = C[3] \cap (D[3][3]+D[4][3]) so there are 1 of
phi(D[3][3])=1 and 1 of phi(D[4][3])=-1.*/
/*So phi_3^G = 4/#C3 Sigma_(C3 \cap H) phi(w) = 4/2 (phi(D[3][3])+
phi(D[4][3])) = 2(1-1) = 2(0) = 0 */
#(Set(Class(G,C[4][3])));
/*4*/
for i in [1..#D] do if (Set(Class(G,C[4][3])) meet Set(H)) meet




then C[4] \cap H = C[4] \cap {} = {} so there are 0 of phi(0). */




for i in [1..#D] do if (Set(Class(G,C[5][3])) meet Set(H)) meet





then C[5] \cap H = C[5] \cap (D[7][3]+D[8][3]) so there are 2 of
phi(D[7][3])=-1 and 2 of phi(D[8][3])=1. */
/*So phi_5^G = 4/#C5 Sigma_(C5 \cap H) phi(w) = 4/4 (2phi(D[7][3])+
2phi(D[8][3])) = 2(-1)+2(1) = -2+2 = 0 */
#(Set(Class(G,C[6][3])));
/*4*/
for i in [1..#D] do if (Set(Class(G,C[6][3])) meet Set(H)) meet




then C[6] \cap H = C[6] \cap {} = {} so there are 0 of phi(0). */
/*So phi_6^G = 4/#C6 Sigma_(C6 \cap H) phi(w) = 4/4 (phi(0)) = 1(0) = 0*/
#(Set(Class(G,C[7][3])));
/*4*/
for i in [1..#D] do if (Set(Class(G,C[7][3])) meet Set(H)) meet




then C[7] \cap H = C[7] \cap {} = {} so there are 0 of phi(0). */
/*So phi_7^G = 4/#C7 Sigma_(C7 \cap H) phi(w) = 4/4 (phi(0)) = 1(0) = 0*/
#(Set(Class(G,C[8][3])));
/*8*/
for i in [1..#D] do if (Set(Class(G,C[8][3])) meet Set(H)) meet





then C[8] \cap H = C[8] \cap (D[5][3]+D[6][3]) so there are 2 of
phi(D[5][3])=-1 and 2 of phi(D[6][3])=1. */
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/*So phi_8^G = 4/#C8 Sigma_(C8 \cap H) phi(w) = 4/8 (2phi(D[5][3])+
2phi(D[6][3])) = 1/2(2(-1)+2(1)) = 1/2(0) = 0 */
#(Set(Class(G,C[9][3])));
/*2*/
for i in [1..#D] do if (Set(Class(G,C[9][3])) meet Set(H))
meet Set(Class(H,D[i][3])) ne {} then #(Set(Class(H,D[i][3]))), i;
end if; end for;
/*
No ouputs
then C[9] \cap H = C[9] \cap {} = {} so there are 0 of phi(0). */
/*So phi_9^G = 4/#C9 Sigma_(C9 \cap H) phi(w) = 4/2 (phi(0)) = 2(0) = 0*/
#(Set(Class(G,C[10][3])));
/*2*/
for i in [1..#D] do if (Set(Class(G,C[10][3])) meet Set(H)) meet
Set(Class(H,D[i][3])) ne {} then #(Set(Class(H,D[i][3]))), i;
end if; end for;
/*
No ouputs
then C[10] \cap H = C[10] \cap {} = {} so there are 0 of phi(0). */




for i in [1..#D] do if (Set(Class(G,C[11][3])) meet Set(H)) meet
Set(Class(H,D[i][3])) ne {} then #(Set(Class(H,D[i][3]))), i;
end if; end for;
/*
No ouputs
then C[11] \cap H = C[11] \cap {} = {} so there are 0 of phi(0). */




for i in [1..#D] do if (Set(Class(G,C[12][3])) meet Set(H)) meet
Set(Class(H,D[i][3])) ne {} then #(Set(Class(H,D[i][3]))), i;
end if; end for;
/*
2 9
then C[12] \cap H = C[12] \cap D[9][3] so there are 2 of phi(D[9][3])=1*/
/*So phi_12^G = 4/#C12 Sigma_(C12 \cap H) phi(w) = 4/4 (2phi(D[9][3])) =
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2(1) = 2 */
#(Set(Class(G,C[13][3])));
/*4*/
for i in [1..#D] do if (Set(Class(G,C[13][3])) meet Set(H)) meet
Set(Class(H,D[i][3])) ne {} then #(Set(Class(H,D[i][3]))), i;
end if; end for;
/*
No ouputs
then C[13] \cap H = C[13] \cap {} = {} so there are 0 of phi(0). */




for i in [1..#D] do if (Set(Class(G,C[14][3])) meet Set(H)) meet
Set(Class(H,D[i][3])) ne {} then #(Set(Class(H,D[i][3]))), i;
end if; end for;
/*
2 10
then C[14] \cap H = C[14] \cap D[10][3] so there are 2 of
phi(D[10][3])=-1. */
/*So phi_14^G = 4/#C14 Sigma_(C14 \cap H) phi(w) = 4/4 (2phi(D[10][3])) =
2(-1) = -2 */
#(Set(Class(G,C[15][3])));
/*8*/
for i in [1..#D] do if (Set(Class(G,C[15][3])) meet Set(H)) meet
Set(Class(H,D[i][3])) ne {} then #(Set(Class(H,D[i][3]))), i;
end if; end for;
/*
No ouputs
then C[15] \cap H = C[15] \cap {} = {} so there are 0 of phi(0). */
/*So phi_15^G = 4/#C15 Sigma_(C15 \cap H) phi(w) = 4/8 (phi(0)) =
1/2(0) = 0 */
#(Set(Class(G,C[16][3])));
/*8*/
for i in [1..#D] do if (Set(Class(G,C[16][3])) meet Set(H)) meet
Set(Class(H,D[i][3])) ne {} then #(Set(Class(H,D[i][3]))), i;
end if; end for;
/*
No ouputs
then C[16] \cap H = C[16] \cap {} = {} so there are 0 of phi(0). */
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/*So phi_16^G = 4/#C16 Sigma_(C16 \cap H) phi(w) = 4/8 (phi(0)) =
1/2(0) = 0 */
/*Thus we have that CH[2]=phi:( 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, -1 )
induces up to CG[15]=phi^G:( 4, -4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, -2,
0, 0 )*/
/*NEXT WE FIND MONO REPRES, use xx,yy,zz and G from above*/
T:=Transversal(G,H);
#T; T
/*4 So our matrices will be 4 by 4
{Id(G), (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8), (1, 3, 5, 7)(2, 4, 6, 8),
(1, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2)}*/
C:=CyclotomicField(2);
/*Use CyclotomicField(2) since we have square root of unity*/
A:=[[C.1 : i in [1..#T]] : i in [1..#T]];
for i,j in [1..#T] do A[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..#T] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]^-1 in H then A[i,j]:=




B:=[[C.1 : i in [1..#T]] : i in [1..#T]];
for i,j in [1..#T] do B[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..#T] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]^-1 in H then B[i,j]:=
CH[2](T[i]*yy*T[j]^-1); end if; end for;
Order(GG!B); Order(yy);
/*2 2*/
CC:=[[C.1 : i in [1..#T]] : i in [1..#T]];
for i,j in [1..#T] do CC[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..#T] do if T[i]*zz*T[j]^-1 in H then CC[i,j]:=





/*Question: What is the Progenitor here? It will be of the form:
(Order of the field)^(dim matrix) = 3^(*4):G
The field is Z3 since we have the square root of unity.*/







A:=[[C.1 : i in [1..#T]] : i in [1..#T]];
for i,j in [1..#T] do A[i,j]:=0; end for;
B:=[[C.1 : i in [1..#T]] : i in [1..#T]];
for i,j in [1..#T] do B[i,j]:=0; end for;
CC:=[[C.1 : i in [1..#T]] : i in [1..#T]];
for i,j in [1..#T] do CC[i,j]:=0; end for;
CH:=CharacterTable(H);
for i,j in [1..#T] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]^-1 in H then A[i,j]:=
CH[2](T[i]*xx*T[j]^-1); end if; end for;
for i,j in [1..#T] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]^-1 in H then B[i,j]:=
CH[2](T[i]*yy*T[j]^-1); end if; end for;
for i,j in [1..#T] do if T[i]*zz*T[j]^-1 in H then CC[i,j]:=
CH[2](T[i]*zz*T[j]^-1); end if; end for;























/*Since xx is order 8 then the permutation will be a 8 cycle*/
/*Since yy is order 2 then the permutation will be a 2 cycle*/












/*Now we check faithfullness*/
Order(Aper) eq Order(GG!A); Order(Aper) eq Order(xx);
/*true*/
Order(Bper) eq Order(GG!B); Order(Bper) eq Order(yy);
/*true*/



















$.3 * $.1^3 * $.3 * $.1^-1 = Id($)
($.1 * $.2 * $.1)^2 = Id($)
$.3 * $.1 * $.2 * $.1^-1 * $.3 * $.2 = Id($)






/*Need to find the Normalizer of <t>. Choose any t, say <t_1>={t1,t1^2}.
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This is the same as the Stabilizer of the letter of each of these from
the labeling we made of the powers of t.*/
Stabilizer(N,{1,5});
A:=N!(2, 8)(3, 7)(4, 6);




for i in [2..#NN] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=xx^-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -2 then P[j]:=yy^-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 3 then P[j]:=zz; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -3 then P[j]:=zz^-1; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);
for k in [1..#P] do
PP:=PP*P[k]; end for;













/*1 So t^(z)=t */
1^(xx*zz*xx);
/*5 So t^(x*z*x)=t^2 */
1^(yy);
/*1 So t^(y)=t */







xx:=S!(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8);
yy:=S!(1, 5)(4, 8);







GSet{@ 3, 7 @},





for i in [2..#NN] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=xx^-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -2 then P[j]:=yy^-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 3 then P[j]:=zz; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -3 then P[j]:=zz^-1; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);
for k in [1..#P] do
PP:=PP*P[k]; end for;





for n in N do for j in temp do if 1^n eq j then word(n),j;temp:=temp










print Index(G,sub<G|x,y,z>: CosetLimit:=9^10, Hard:=true, Print:=2);
/*
Should get Index # = 3^4 = 81 and
Order # = (3^4)x(#G) = (81)x(64) = 5184 */












xx:=S!(1, 21, 26, 20, 3, 2, 22, 25, 19, 4)(5, 27, 29, 7, 11, 6, 28, 30,
8, 12)(9, 17, 16, 13, 24, 10, 18, 15, 14, 23);
yy:=S!(1, 25, 5, 2, 26, 6)(3, 18, 8, 4, 17, 7)(9, 19, 30, 10, 20, 29)
(11, 27, 13, 12, 28, 14)(15, 24, 22, 16, 23, 21);
G:=sub<S|xx,yy>;
IsIsomorphic(G,T[30]);
/*Finding Isomorphism Type of the control group*/
S:=Sym(30);
xx:=S!(1, 21, 26, 20, 3, 2, 22, 25, 19, 4)(5, 27, 29, 7, 11, 6, 28, 30,
8, 12)(9, 17, 16, 13, 24, 10, 18, 15, 14, 23);
yy:=S!(1, 25, 5, 2, 26, 6)(3, 18, 8, 4, 17, 7)(9, 19, 30, 10, 20, 29)




















[4] Order 120 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2 3
---
[3] Order 60 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[2] Order 2 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
*/
/*ALGORITHM FOR ISOMORPHISM TYPE:*/









for A in NL[2] do if Order(A) eq 2 and NL[2] eq sub<NL[2]|A> then A;
end if; end for;
A:=N!(1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6)(7, 8)(9, 10)(11, 12)(13, 14)(15, 16)(17, 18)




/*-------------------Checking if Direct Product--------------*/
/*Note that we have NL[2] is order 2 and |N|=120. So G will be a direct



















for B,C in NL[3] do if Order(B) eq 2 and Order(C) eq 3 and NL[3] eq
sub<NL[3]|B,C> then B,C; end if; end for;
B:=N!(3, 23)(4, 24)(5, 19)(6, 20)(7, 25)(8, 26)(9, 21)(10, 22)(13, 29)
(14, 30)(17, 28)(18, 27);
C:=N!(1, 8, 19)(2, 7, 20)(3, 10, 15)(4, 9, 16)(5, 13, 22)(6, 14, 21)




















for i in [1..#s] do if Index(G,s[i]‘subgroup) in {3,4,5} then
i, Index(G,s[i]‘subgroup); end if; end for;
495
/*So here we have that s‘[20] has Index 5 so we should get the character






for p,q in H do if H eq sub<H|p,q> then D:=p; E:=q; end if; end for;
D, E;
H:=sub<G|(1, 27, 29, 2, 28, 30)(3, 7, 17, 4, 8, 18)(5, 21, 13, 6, 22, 14)
(9, 11, 24, 10, 12, 23)(15, 25, 19, 16, 26, 20),(1, 24, 3, 2, 23, 4)
(5, 14, 22, 6, 13, 21)(7, 11, 25, 8, 12, 26)(9, 29, 20, 10, 30, 19)









for i in [2..#CH] do for j in [2..#CG] do if Induction(CH[i],G) eq CG[j]
and IsFaithful(CG[j]) then i,j;
end if; end for; end for;
/*Let us verify if CH[4] induces up to CG[10]
(an irr char of G of degree 5)*/
Induction(CH[4],G) eq CG[10];
CH[4];
/*(1, -1, 1, -1, zeta(3)_3, -zeta(3)_3 - 1, zeta(3)_3 + 1, -zeta(3)_3)*/
CG[10];
/*( 5, -5, -1, 1, -1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 )*/




/* Will be 5 since #G/#H=5.*/
T;
for i,j in [1..#T] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]^-1 in H then i,j,









for i,j in [1..#T] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]^-1 in H then i,j,








/*Let us now write A(xx) and A(yy) as monomial marices*/
C:=CyclotomicField(3);
A:=[[C.1 : i in [1..#T]] : i in [1..#T]];
for i,j in [1..#T] do A[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..#T] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]^-1 in H then A[i,j]:=
CH[4](T[i]*xx*T[j]^-1); end if; end for;
GG:=GL(#T,C);
GG!A;
B:=[[C.1 : i in [1..#T]] : i in [1..#T]];
for i,j in [1..#T] do B[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..#T] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]^-1 in H then B[i,j]:=
CH[4](T[i]*yy*T[j]^-1); end if; end for;
GG!B;





/* The Progenitor here is:


























A:=S!(2, 14)(3, 15)(4, 22)(5, 23)(7, 29)(8, 30)(9, 12)(10, 13)(17, 24)
(18, 25)(19, 27)(20, 28);
B:=S!(2, 20)(3, 19)(4, 8)(5, 7)(9, 18)(10, 17)(12, 25)(13, 24)(14, 28)
(15, 27)(22, 30)(23, 29);
C:=S!(1, 16, 6)(2, 5, 24)(3, 8, 18)(4, 12, 15)(7, 10, 14)(9, 27, 30)
(11, 21, 26)(13, 28, 23)(17, 20, 29)(19, 22, 25);
D:=S!(1, 26)(2, 15)(3, 14)(4, 23)(5, 22)(6, 21)(7, 30)(8, 29)(9, 13)
(10, 12)(11, 16)(17, 25)(18, 24)(19, 28)(20, 27);
word:=function(A)
Sch:=SchreierSystem(NN,sub<NN|Id(NN)>);
for i in [2..#NN] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=xx^-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -2 then P[j]:=yy^-1; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);
for k in [1..#P] do
PP:=PP*P[k]; end for;






/*y * x^2 * y*/
word(B);




/*x * y^-1 * x*/
Stabiliser(N,{1,6,11,16,21,26}) eq sub<N|yy * xx^2 * yy,xx * yy^2 * xx,
yy^-1 * xx^-1, xx * yy^-1 * xx>;
/* true */






xx:=S!(1, 21, 26, 20, 3, 2, 22, 25, 19, 4)(5, 27, 29, 7, 11, 6, 28, 30,
8, 12)(9, 17, 16, 13, 24, 10, 18, 15, 14, 23);
yy:=S!(1, 25, 5, 2, 26, 6)(3, 18, 8, 4, 17, 7)(9, 19, 30, 10, 20, 29)





for n in N do for j in temp do if 1^n eq j then word(n),j; temp:=temp




x * y 15
y^2 5
y^-1 * x^-1 11
x^2 * y^-1 2
x * y * x 14
x * y^-2 16
y^2 * x^-1 12
x^4 3







(t,t^(y^-1 * x^-1)),(t,t^(x^2 * y^-1)),(t,t^(x * y * x)),
(t,t^(x * y^-2)),(t,t^(y^2 * x^-1)),(t,t^(x^4)),
(t,t^((x * y * x^-1)^2))>;
print Index(G,sub<G|x,y>: CosetLimit:=9^10, Hard:=true, Print:=2);
/* Should get index = 7^5 */
/* Since we do have the correct index, we can now write the progenitor








for i in [2..#C] do i, C[i][3]; word(C[i][3]);
Orbits(Centraliser(N,C[i][3])); end for;
/*
2 (1, 26)(2, 27)(3, 28)(4, 29)(5, 30)(6, 21)(7, 22)(8, 23)(9, 24)(10, 25)
(11, 16)(12, 17)(13, 18)(14, 19)(15, 20)
b^3 = y^3
[
GSet{@ 1, 7, 28, 9, 6, 16, 27, 10, 14, 17, 23, 2, 13, 29, 26, 8, 30,
15, 4, 19, 22, 12, 3, 20, 5, 24, 21, 11, 18, 25 @}
]
Then F.O.R. for C[2] are
(y^3*t)
3 (1, 29)(2, 25)(3, 28)(4, 26)(5, 12)(6, 24)(7, 15)(8, 23)(9, 21)(10, 27)
(11, 19)(13, 18)(14, 16)(17, 30)(20, 22)
a^2 * b^-1 = x^2*y^-1
[
GSet{@ 3, 28 @},
GSet{@ 8, 23 @},
GSet{@ 13, 18 @},
GSet{@ 1, 29, 2, 27, 25, 10, 26, 4 @},
GSet{@ 5, 12, 19, 14, 11, 16, 30, 17 @},
GSet{@ 6, 24, 7, 22, 15, 20, 21, 9 @}
]








4 (2, 20)(3, 19)(4, 8)(5, 7)(9, 18)(10, 17)(12, 25)(13, 24)(14, 28)
(15, 27)(22, 30)(23, 29)
a * b^2 * a = x*y^2*x
[
GSet{@ 1, 26 @},
GSet{@ 6, 21 @},
GSet{@ 11, 16 @},
GSet{@ 2, 20, 3, 15, 19, 27, 14, 28 @},
GSet{@ 4, 8, 5, 23, 7, 29, 22, 30 @},
GSet{@ 9, 18, 10, 13, 17, 24, 12, 25 @}
]








for j in [2..#N] do for i in [1..#Setseq(Set(N))] do if
1^Setseq(Set(N))[i] eq j then j,word(Setseq(Set(N))[i]); break;
end if; end for; end for;
/*
2 b * a^2 = y*x^2
3 b^-2 = y^-2
4 b^-1 * a = y^-1*x
5 a^-2 * b = x^-2*y
6 a^-1 * b^-1 = x^-1*y^-1
7 a = x
8 a * b^-1 = x*y^-1
9 a * b^-1 * a * b^-1 * a * b = x*y^-1*x*y^-1*x*y
10 a^3 = x^3
11 b^-2 * a = y^-2*x
12 a * b^-2 * a = x*y^-2*x
13 b * a * b = y*x*y
14 a^2 * b
15 b * a^-1 * b^-2
16 b^-1 * a^-1
501
17 a * b * a^-1 * b^-2
18 b * a^-1 * b * a
19 b * a * b^-1 * a
20 b * a^-1 * b
21 a^-1 * b^2
22 a * b^3
23 b * a * b^-1 * a^-1 * b
24 b * a * b^-1 * a * b^-1
25 a * b * a * b^-1 * a^-1 * b
26 a^2 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b
27 (a * b^-1)^2
28 a * b^-1 * a^-1 * b * a
29 a * b^-1 * a * b^-1 * a
30 (a^-1, b)
*/
/*-----NEW PROGENITOR REPRESENTATION WITH ONLY F.O.R.---------*/














if #G gt 120 then
a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j, #G;
end if; end for;
502
Appendix N





xx:=S!(1, 9, 13, 3, 5)(2, 10, 14, 4, 6)(7, 22, 25, 15, 18)
(8, 21, 26, 16, 17)(11, 28, 23, 20, 30)(12, 27, 24, 19, 29);
yy:=S!(1, 14, 17, 12)(2, 13, 18, 11)(3, 24, 8, 10)(4, 23, 7, 9)(5, 25)
(6, 26)(15, 30, 19, 21)(16, 29, 20, 22)(27, 28);
G:=sub<S|xx,yy>;
IsIsomorphic(G,T[30]);
/*Finding Isomorphism Type of the Given group*/
S:=Sym(30);
xx:=S!(1, 21, 26, 20, 3, 2, 22, 25, 19, 4)(5, 27, 29, 7, 11, 6, 28, 30,
8, 12)(9, 17, 16, 13, 24, 10, 18, 15, 14, 23);
yy:=S!(1, 25, 5, 2, 26, 6)(3, 18, 8, 4, 17, 7)(9, 19, 30, 10, 20, 29)




















[3] Order 120 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[2] Order 60 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---




























A:=N!(1, 13)(2, 14)(3, 5)(4, 6)(7, 15)(8, 16)(11, 28)(12, 27)(21, 26)
(22, 25)(23, 30)(24, 29);
504
B:=N!(1, 21, 9)(2, 22, 10)(3, 20, 23)(4, 19, 24)(5, 28, 26)(6, 27, 25)




















w3 := W.2 * W.1; w2 := W.2^-1; w4 := w3 * w2; return w4;
end function;
AA(FPGroup(NL[2]));





w5 := W.1 * W.2; w6 := w5 * W.1; w2 := W.2^-1; w7 := w6 *




w5 := W.1 * W.2; w6 := w5 * W.1; w2 := W.2^-1; w7 := w6 *
w2; w8 := w7 * W.1; w9 := w8 * w2; return w9;
end function;
BB(FPGroup(NL[2]));







/* false, group collapses so we need to complete it in a different
approach. */
/*-------Alternate Method for Isom Type-----*/
Rotman pg 95 claims we can wite 2 generators of Sn with one generator of
order 2 and the other generator of order n. So we will write our
generators with one on 5 letters and one on 2 letters.
for g,h in N do if Order(g) eq 2 and Order(h) eq 5 and Order(g*h) eq 4
and N eq sub<N|g,h> then A:=g; B:=h; break; end if; end for;
A; B;
xxx:=N!(1, 24)(2, 23)(3, 14)(4, 13)(5, 25)(6, 26)(7, 11)(8, 12)(9, 18)
(10, 17)(15, 16)(19, 20)(21, 29)(22, 30)(27, 28);
yyy:=N!(1, 9, 13, 3, 5)(2, 10, 14, 4, 6)(7, 22, 25, 15, 18)














[3] Order 120 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[2] Order 60 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---



























A:=N!(1, 17)(2, 18)(3, 8)(4, 7)(9, 23)(10, 24)(11, 13)(12, 14)(15, 19)
(16, 20)(21, 30)(22, 29);
B:=N!(1, 8, 5)(2, 7, 6)(3, 21, 11)(4, 22, 12)(9, 20, 17)(10, 19, 18)





























w3 := W.1 * W.2; w4 := W.2 * w3; w5 := w4 * w3; w6 := w3^2;
w7 := w5 * w6; w8 := w6 * W.1; w9 := w7 * w8; w10 := w3^3;
w11 := w9 * w10; w1 := W.1^-1; w12 := w1 * W.2; w13 := W.2 *
w12; w14 := w11 * w13; w16 := W.1 * w14; w17 := w16 * W.2;
w18 := w17 * W.1; w2 := W.2^-1; w19 := w18 * w2; w20 := w19




w3 := W.1 * W.2; w4 := W.2 * w3; w5 := w4 * w3; w6 := w3^2;
w7 := w5 * w6; w8 := w6 * W.1; w9 := w7 * w8; w10 := w3^3;
w11 := w9 * w10; w1 := W.1^-1; w12 := w1 * W.2; w13 := W.2 *
w12; w14 := w11 * w13; w16 := W.1 * w14; w17 := w16 * W.2;
w18 := w17 * W.1; w2 := W.2^-1; w19 := w18 * w2; w20 := w19
* W.1; return w20;
end function;
BB(FPGroup(NL[2]));
/* $.1 * $.2 * $.1 * $.2 * $.1 * $.2 * $.1 * $.2 * $.1 * $.2 * $.1
* $.2 * $.1 * $.2 * $.1^2 * $.2 * $.1 * $.2 * $.1 * $.2^2 *
$.1^-1 * $.2^2 * $.1 * $.2^-1 * $.1 */
B^T[2] eq A * B * A * B * A * B * A * B * A * B * A
* B * A * B * A^2 * B * A * B * A * B^2 *
A^-1 * B^2 * A * B^-1 * A;
/* true */
G<a,b,c>:=Group<a,b,c|a^2,b^3,(a*b^-1)^5,c^2,a^c=a,b^c=a * b * a * b *
a * b * a * b * a * b * a * b * a * b * a^2 * b * a * b * a * b^2 *








/*Thus N is the semi-direct product A5:2, or Sym(5) and the presentation
of N is <a,b,c|a^2,b^3,(a*b^-1)^5,c^2,a^c=a,b^c=a * b * a * b * a * b *
a * b * a * b * a * b * a * b * a^2 * b * a * b * a * b^2 * a^-1 * b^2 *





for i in [1..#s] do if Index(G,s[i]‘subgroup) in {4,5,6} then
i, Index(G,s[i]‘subgroup); end if; end for;
/*So here we have that s‘[16] has Index 6 so we should get the character






for p,q in H do if H eq sub<H|p,q> then D:=p; E:=q; end if; end for;
D, E;
H:=sub<G|(1, 13)(2, 14)(3, 5)(4, 6)(7, 15)(8, 16)(11, 28)(12, 27)(21, 26)
(22, 25)(23, 30)(24, 29),(1, 12, 5, 19)(2, 11, 6, 20)(3, 27, 9, 24)









for i in [2..#CH] do for j in [2..#CG] do if Induction(CH[i],G) eq CG[j]
and IsFaithful(CG[j]) then i,j;
end if; end for; end for;
/*Let us verify if CH[3] induces up to CG[7]
(an irr char of G of degree 6)*/
Induction(CH[3],G) eq CG[7];
CH[3];
/*( 1, -1, -zeta(4)_4, zeta(4)_4, 1 )*/
CG[7];
/*( 6, 0, -2, 0, 0, 1, 0 )*/





/* Will be 6 since #G/#H=6.*/
T;
for i,j in [1..#T] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]^-1 in H then i,j,









for i,j in [1..#T] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]^-1 in H then i,j,
CH[3](S!T[i]*yy*T[j]^-1); end if; end for;
/*
1 3 zeta(4)_4 = i
2 2 zeta(4)_4 = i
3 5 -zeta(4)_4 = -i




/*Let us now write A(xx) and A(yy) as monomial marices*/
C:=CyclotomicField(4);
A:=[[C.1 : i in [1..#T]] : i in [1..#T]];
for i,j in [1..#T] do A[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..#T] do if T[i]*xx*T[j]^-1 in H then A[i,j]:=
CH[3](T[i]*xx*T[j]^-1); end if; end for;
GG:=GL(#T,C);
GG!A;
B:=[[C.1 : i in [1..#T]] : i in [1..#T]];
for i,j in [1..#T] do B[i,j]:=0; end for;
for i,j in [1..#T] do if T[i]*yy*T[j]^-1 in H then B[i,j]:=
CH[3](T[i]*yy*T[j]^-1); end if; end for;
GG!B;






/* The Progenitor here is:
























A:=S!(2, 3, 23, 12, 22)(4, 20, 21, 5, 18)(6, 10, 14, 15, 11)
(8, 9, 17, 24, 16);
B:=S!(1, 13, 19, 7)(2, 24, 5, 10)(3, 9, 21, 15)(4, 14, 12, 17)
(6, 23, 16, 20)(8, 18, 11, 22);
word:=function(A)
Sch:=SchreierSystem(NN,sub<NN|Id(NN)>);
for i in [2..#NN] do
P:=[Id(N): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1 then P[j]:=xx^-1; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;




for k in [1..#P] do
PP:=PP*P[k]; end for;
















xx:=S!(1, 9, 13, 3, 5)(2, 10, 14, 4, 6)(7, 22, 25, 15, 18)
(8, 21, 26, 16, 17)(11, 28, 23, 20, 30)(12, 27, 24, 19, 29);
yy:=S!(1, 14, 17, 12)(2, 13, 18, 11)(3, 24, 8, 10)(4, 23, 7, 9)(5, 25)





for n in N do for j in temp do if 1^n eq j then word(n),j; temp:=temp




x * y 4
x^-2 3
x^2 * y^-1 2
x * y * x 6
x * y^2 23
y^2 * x^-1 16
y^x 15
x^-2 * y 24

















print Index(G,sub<G|x,y>: CosetLimit:=9^10, Hard:=true, Print:=2);
/* Should get index = 5^6 */
/* Since we do have the correct index, we can now write the progenitor







for i in [2..#C] do i, C[i][3]; word(C[i][3]);
Orbits(Centraliser(N,C[i][3])); end for;
/*
2 (1, 9)(2, 6)(3, 13)(4, 11)(5, 16)(7, 21)(8, 12)(10, 23)(14, 18)(15, 19)
(17, 22)(20, 24)
y^2 * x^2 * y
[
GSet{@ 1, 9, 22, 14, 17, 18, 15, 8, 4, 19, 12, 11 @},
GSet{@ 2, 6, 20, 10, 24, 23, 16, 13, 21, 5, 3, 7 @}
]
Then F.O.R. for C[2] are
(y^2*x^2*y*t)
(y^2*x^2*y*t2) = (y^2*x^2*y*t^(x))





GSet{@ 1, 5, 23, 6, 19, 15, 9, 24 @},
GSet{@ 2, 20, 22, 10, 4, 16, 8, 14 @},
GSet{@ 3, 12, 21, 11, 18, 7, 17, 13 @}
]
Then F.O.R. for C[3] are
(y^2*t)
(y^2*t2) = (y^2*t^(x))
(y^2*t3) = (y^2*t^((y^-1 * x)^2))
4 (1, 18, 4)(2, 23, 21)(3, 20, 5)(6, 10, 7)(8, 17, 15)(9, 14, 11)
(12, 22, 19)(13, 24, 16)
y * x * y^-1 * x
[
GSet{@ 1, 18, 14, 4, 11, 9 @},
GSet{@ 2, 23, 10, 21, 7, 6 @},
GSet{@ 3, 20, 24, 5, 16, 13 @},
GSet{@ 8, 17, 22, 15, 19, 12 @}
]
Then F.O.R. for C[4] are
(y*x*y^-1*x*t)
(y*x*y^-1*x*t2) = (y*x*y^-1*x*t^(x))
(y*x*y^-1*x*t3) = (y*x*y^-1*x*t^((y^-1 * x)^2))
(y*x*y^-1*x*t8) = (y*x*y^-1*x*t^(y^2 * x^-1 * y^-1 * x^-1))
5 (1, 9, 5, 24)(2, 8, 20, 14)(3, 17, 12, 13)(4, 16, 22, 10)
(6, 19, 15, 23)(7, 21, 11, 18)
y
[
GSet{@ 1, 9, 5, 24 @},
GSet{@ 2, 8, 20, 14 @},
GSet{@ 3, 17, 12, 13 @},
GSet{@ 4, 16, 22, 10 @},
GSet{@ 6, 19, 15, 23 @},
GSet{@ 7, 21, 11, 18 @}
]
Then F.O.R. for C[5] are
(y*t)
(y*t2) = (y*t^(x))
(y*t3) = (y*t^((y^-1 * x)^2))
(y*t4) = (y*t^(x^2))
(y*t6) = (y*t^(y * x * y * x * y^-1))
(y*t7) = (y*t^(y * x^-1 * y^2))
*/
514
for j in [2..#N] do for i in [1..#Setseq(Set(N))] do if
1^Setseq(Set(N))[i] eq j then j,word(Setseq(Set(N))[i]); break;
end if; end for; end for;
/*
2 x
3 (y^-1 * x)^2
4 x^2
5 x^-2
6 y * x * y * x * y^-1
7 y * x^-1 * y^2
8 y^2 * x^-1 * y^-1 * x^-1
9 x^-2 * y^-1
10 x * y^-1 * x * y^2
11 x * y * x^2
12 x^2 * y * x * y
13 x * y^-1 * x^-1
14 y * x^2 * y^2
15 y^2 * x * y * x
16 y^2 * x^-1 * y
17 y^2 * x^-1 * y * x
18 y * x * y^-1 * x
19 (y^-1, x)
20 y * x^2 * y
21 y * x^-1 * y^-1
22 x^2 * y^2
23 x^-1 * y^-1 * x^-1 * y
24 y^-1 * x^-2
*/
/*----NEW PROGENITOR REPRESENTATION WITH ONLY F.O.R.-------*/














if #G gt 120 then
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a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j, #G;
end if; end for;
516
Appendix O
Magma DCE of S7 over 3







G<x,y,t>:=Group<x,y,t|x^6,y^2,(x^-1 * y)^4,(x * y * x^-1 * y)^2,t^2,























[7] Order 72 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4 5 6
---
[6] Order 36 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
[5] Order 36 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
[4] Order 36 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
---
[3] Order 18 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[2] Order 9 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
*/









































for g in nl[5] do if Order(g) eq 4 and nl[5] eq sub<q|g> then g;
end if; end for;





































for i,j in [1..3] do if A^T[2] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
for i,j in [1..3] do if A^T[3] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
for i,j in [1..3] do if B^T[2] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;









/*Thus N is the semi-direct product 3^2:(4:2) */
/*---------------Isomorphism Type of G--------*/
G<x,y,t>:=Group<x,y,t|x^6,y^2,(x^-1 * y)^4,(x * y * x^-1 * y)^2,t^2,




















[3] Order 5040 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[2] Order 2520 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---












A:=G1!(1, 3, 2)(4, 17, 8)(6, 14, 9)(7, 11, 10)(12, 51, 25)(15, 52, 22)
(18, 46, 28)(20, 55, 29)(21, 40, 38)(23, 35, 33)(24, 43, 39)(26, 31, 30)
(27, 62, 34)(32, 42, 37)(36, 56, 60)(41, 44, 58)(45, 57, 50)(47, 68, 59)
(48, 49, 54)(53, 67, 70)(61, 69, 65)(63, 66, 64);
B:=G1!(1, 41, 39, 7, 22, 67)(2, 66, 9, 26, 8, 68)(3, 55, 34, 23, 25, 46)
(4, 36, 27)(5, 45, 29, 21, 28, 54)(6, 12, 69)(10, 38)
(11, 62, 53, 32, 58, 51)(13, 50, 44, 31, 70, 49)(14, 43, 61, 60, 52, 17)
(15, 35, 24, 18, 42, 20)(16, 57, 64, 59, 48, 19)(30, 33)









w3 := W.2 * W.1; w4 := W.2 * w3; w5 := w3 * W.1; w6 := w4 * w5;
w7 := w3 * w5; w8 := w6 * w7; w12 := w5 * w7; w13 := w8 * w12;
w16 := w7 * W.1; w17 := w13 * w16; w18 := w12 * w7; w19 := w17 * w18;
w2 := W.2^-1; w20 := w2 * W.1; w21 := W.2^-2; w1 := W.1^-1;
w9 := w1 * W.2; w10 := w8 * w9; w11 := w10^-1; w22 := w21 * w11;
w23 := w20 * w22; w24 := w19 * w23;
w26 := w24 * W.1;
w27 := w26 * w11; w28 := w27 * W.2; w29 := w28 * W.2;




b^2 * a * b * a^2 * b * a * b * a^2 * b * a^2 * b * a * b * a^2 *
b * a * b * a^3 * b * a^2 * b * a * b * a^2 * b * a * b * a^2 *
b^-1 * a * b^-3 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-2 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-2
* a * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-2 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^2 * a *
b * a^2 * b * a * b * a^2 * b * a^2 * b * a * b * a^2
(B^T[2])@rho;
BB:=function(W)
w3 := W.2 * W.1; w4 := W.2 * w3; w5 := w3 * W.1; w6 := w4 * w5;
w7 := w3 * w5; w8 := w6 * w7; w12 := w5 * w7; w13 := w8 * w12;
w16 := w7 * W.1; w17 := w13 * w16; w18 := w12 * w7; w19 := w17 * w18;
w2 := W.2^-1; w20 := w2 * W.1; w21 := W.2^-2; w1 := W.1^-1;
w9 := w1 * W.2; w10 := w8 * w9; w11 := w10^-1; w22 := w21 * w11;
w23 := w20 * w22; w24 := w19 * w23; w25 := w24^-1; w32 := w25 * w1;
w33 := w32 * W.2; w34 := w33 * W.1; return w34;
end function;
BB(FPGroup(NL[2]));
b^2 * a * b * a^2 * b * a * b * a * b^3 * a^-1 * b * a^-2 * b^-1
* a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-2 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-2 * b^-1 * a^-3 * b^-1
* a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-2 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-2 * b^-1 * a^-2 * b^-1
* a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-2 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-2 * a^-1 * b * a
H<a,b,c>:=Group<a,b,c|a^3,b^6,a^-1 * b * a^-1 * b^-1 * a * b * a * b^-1,
(a * b^-2 * a^-1 * b^-2)^2,(a^-1 * b^2 * a^-1 * b^-2)^2,(b^-1 * a^-1)^7,
c^2,a^c=b^2 * a * b * a^2 * b * a * b * a^2 * b * a^2 * b * a * b * a^2 *
b * a * b * a^3 * b * a^2 * b * a * b * a^2 * b * a * b * a^2 *
b^-1 * a * b^-3 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-2 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-2
* a * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-2 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^2 * a *
b * a^2 * b * a * b * a^2 * b * a^2 * b * a * b * a^2,
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b^c=b^2 * a * b * a^2 * b * a * b * a * b^3 * a^-1 * b * a^-2 * b^-1
* a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-2 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-2 * b^-1 * a^-3 * b^-1
* a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-2 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-2 * b^-1 * a^-2 * b^-1
* a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-2 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-2 * a^-1 * b * a>;
#H eq #G1;
/*false, so this method WILL NOT WORK, we must try a different
method to identify our isomorphism type.*/
/*--------------------Presentation of G1*/






G<x,y,t>:=Group<x,y,t|x^6,y^2,(x^-1 * y)^4,(x * y * x^-1 * y)^2,t^2,




/*true, so we can find 2 generators. One of order 7 and one of order 2*/
for g,h in G1 do if Order(g) eq 7 and Order(h) eq 2 and G1 eq sub<G1|g,h>
then xxx:=g; yyy:=h; break; end if; end for;
xxx;
(1, 53, 27, 60, 65, 21, 55)(2, 47, 69, 25, 33, 31, 41)
(3, 18, 39, 58, 37, 59, 66)(4, 34, 20, 32, 70, 26, 14)
(5, 49, 67, 52, 56, 64, 45)(6, 61, 24, 23, 62, 7, 43)
(8, 30, 35, 22, 10, 40, 36)(9, 63, 42, 28, 38, 11, 12)
(13, 48, 68, 17, 15, 29, 50)(16, 19, 54, 46, 51, 44, 57)
yyy;
(1, 2)(4, 8)(6, 9)(7, 10)(12, 22)(15, 25)(18, 28)(20, 29)(21, 30)(23, 33)
(24, 34)(26, 38)(27, 39)(31, 40)(32, 37)(43, 62)(44, 58)(47, 59)(48, 49)


















A:=G2!(1, 13, 23)(2, 37, 26)(3, 42, 21)(4, 19, 61)(5, 32, 7)(6, 16, 60)
(8, 65, 66)(9, 56, 68)(10, 33, 38)(11, 35, 31)(12, 48, 43)(14, 36, 59)
(15, 54, 34)(17, 69, 64)(18, 49, 53)(20, 50, 58)(22, 70, 55)(24, 45, 25)
(27, 57, 52)(28, 62, 41)(29, 51, 67)(39, 44, 46);
B:=G2!(1, 17, 15)(2, 46, 12, 5, 52, 18)(3, 51, 4)(6, 11, 56, 7, 14, 44)
(8, 54, 22, 19, 25, 49)(9, 67, 36, 13, 60, 53)(10, 68, 41, 16, 58, 47)
(20, 40, 33, 26, 55, 57)(21, 62, 64, 24, 31, 65)(23, 43, 29, 27, 35, 37)








w3 := W.1 * W.2; w4 := W.2 * w3; w5 := w3 * W.1; w6 := w4 * w5;
w7 := W.1 * w5; w8 := w6 * w7; w2 := W.2^-1; w9 := w2 * W.1;
w10 := W.2^-2; w11 := w9 * w10; w12 := W.1 * w2; w13 := w11 * w12;
w14 := w8 * w13; w16 := w14 * W.1; w17 := w16 * w14;
w18 := w17 * W.1; w19 := w18 * W.2; w20 := w19 * W.2;




b * a * b * a * b * a^3 * b * a * b^-1 * a * b^-2 * a * b^-1 *
a * b * a * b * a * b * a^3 * b * a * b^-1 * a * b^-2 * a *
b^-1 * a * b^4 * a * b * a * b * a^3 * b * a * b^-1 * a * b^-2 *




w3 := W.1 * W.2; w4 := W.2 * w3; w5 := w3 * W.1; w6 := w4 * w5;
w7 := W.1 * w5; w8 := w6 * w7; w2 := W.2^-1; w9 := w2 * W.1;
w10 := W.2^-2; w11 := w9 * w10; w12 := W.1 * w2; w13 := w11 * w12;
w14 := w8 * w13; w16 := w14 * W.1; w15 := w14^-1; w24 := w16 * w15;
w25 := w24 * w2; w26 := w25 * w2; w27 := w26 * w14; w28 := w27 * W.2;
w29 := w28 * W.2; return w29;
end function;
BB(FPGroup(NL[2]));
b * a * b * a * b * a^3 * b * a * b^-1 * a * b^-2 * a * b^-1 *
a * b * a^-1 * b^2 * a^-1 * b * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-3 * b^-1 * a^-1 *
b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-2 * a * b * a * b * a^3 * b * a * b^-1 * a *
b^-2 * a * b
H<a,b,c>:=Group<a,b,c|a^3,b^6,a^-1 * b * a^-1 * b^-1 * a * b * a * b^-1,
(a * b^-2 * a^-1 * b^-2)^2,(a^-1 * b^2 * a^-1 * b^-2)^2,(b^-1 * a^-1)^7,
c^2,
a^c=b * a * b * a * b * a^3 * b * a * b^-1 * a * b^-2 * a * b^-1 *
a * b * a * b * a * b * a^3 * b * a * b^-1 * a * b^-2 * a *
b^-1 * a * b^4 * a * b * a * b * a^3 * b * a * b^-1 * a * b^-2 *
a * b^-1 * a^-1,
b^c=b * a * b * a * b * a^3 * b * a * b^-1 * a * b^-2 * a * b^-1 *
a * b * a^-1 * b^2 * a^-1 * b * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-3 * b^-1 * a^-1 *
b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-2 * a * b * a * b * a^3 * b * a * b^-1 * a *












/*------------------Finding DCE of S7 over 3^2:(4:2)-----*/
IN:=sub<G1|f(x),f(y)>;










<GrpFP, t * y * t, GrpFP>,
<GrpFP, t * y * t * y * t, GrpFP>,
<GrpFP, t * x * y * t * y * t, GrpFP>
} */
DC:=[ f( Id(G)), f( t), f( t * y * t), f(t * y * t * y * t),
f(t * x * y * t * y * t)];
Index(G1,IN);
/* 70 SO THE TOTAL NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IS 70*/
/*---------------SECOND DOUBLE COSET [1]---------------*/
cst := [null : i in [1 .. Index(G1,IN)]] where null is [Integers() | ];
prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
v := pt;





for i := 1 to 6 do
cst[prodim(1, ts, [i])] := [i];
end for;
/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1; end if;
end for;m;
/* 6 SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1] IS 6*/







for i in [1..#SSS] do










/* GSet{@[ 1 ],@}*/
Generators(N1s);
/* {(2, 4, 6),(4, 6),(3, 5)}*/
Set(N1s);
/*{(2, 6, 4),(2, 6)(3, 5),(2, 4)(3, 5),(2, 4, 6),Id(N1),(3, 5)(4, 6),





GSet{@ 3, 5 @},
GSet{@ 2, 4, 6 @}
]
*/
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m,n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if; end for;end for;
/* 1 So 1 orbit from [1] sent to 1=[*] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m,n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break;end if;
end for;end for;
/* 2 So 2 orbits sent from [1] to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m,n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break;end if;
end for;end for;
/* 3 So 3 orbits sent from [1] to 3=[1,2] */
/* So we have the double cosets 1=[*], 2=[1], 3=[1,2], 4=[], 5=[] */









for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
/*
{




































/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,2]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;






GSet{@ 3, 5 @},
GSet{@ 4, 6 @}
]
*/
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[1] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit sent from [1,2] to 4=[1,2,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[2] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 2 So 1 orbit sent from [1,2] to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[3] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 5 So 2 orbits sent from [1,2] to 5=[1,2,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[4] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits sent from [1,2] to 3=[1,2] */
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/* So we have the double cosets 1=[*], 2=[1], 3=[1,2], 4=[1,2,1],
5=[1,2,3]*/








for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[1]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
/*
{
[ 1, 2, 1 ]
}
{












[ 1, 2, 1 ]
@}
*/







[ 1, 2, 1 ]







(1, 2)(3, 6, 5, 4),
(1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6),
(3, 5)(4, 6),
(3, 5),
(1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 5),





(1, 2)(3, 6, 5, 4),
(1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6),
(3, 5)(4, 6),
(4, 6),
(1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 5),
(3, 5),
Id(N121s),








/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,2,1]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;





GSet{@ 1, 2 @},




for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[1]*ts[1] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits from [1,2,1] sent to 3=[1,2] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[1]*ts[3] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 5 So 4 orbits from [1,2,1] sent to 5=[1,2,3] */








for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[3]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
/*
{


































/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,2,3]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;









GSet{@ 4, 6 @}
]
*/
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[3]*ts[1] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit from [1,2,3] sent to 4=[1,2,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[3]*ts[2] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 5 So 1 orbit from [1,2,3] sent to 5=[1,2,3] */
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for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[3]*ts[3] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit from [1,2,3] sent to 3=[1,2] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[3]*ts[5] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 5 So 1 orbit from [1,2,3] sent to 5=[1,2,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[3]*ts[4] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 5 So 2 orbits from [1,2,3] sent to 5=[1,2,3] */
/*--------------------------DCE PROOFS-------------------------*/
Sch:=SchreierSystem(G,sub<G|Id(G)>);
ArrayP:=[Id(G1): i in [1..#G1]];
for i in [2..#G1] do
P:=[Id(G1): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=f(x); end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1
then P[j]:=f(x^-1); end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2
then P[j]:=f(y); end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 3
then P[j]:=f(t); end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(G1);




/*----------------------------------------PROOF THAT t1t3 is in [1]*/
for m,n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3] eq m*(ts[1])^n
then A:=m; B:=n;
end if; end for;
for i in [1..#G1] do if ArrayP[i] eq A then print Sch[i]; end if;
end for;
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/* y * x^3 * y */
for i in [1..#G1] do if ArrayP[i] eq B then print Sch[i]; end if;
end for;
/* x * t * x^-1 * t * x * t */
ts[1]*ts[3] eq f(y * x^3 * y)*ts[1];
/*true So 1,3 ~ 1 */
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Appendix P
Magma DCE of 22 :• (24 : (2•S3))
over 2•S4






























[12] Order 768 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 9 10 11
---
[11] Order 384 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 7 8
[10] Order 384 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 8
[ 9] Order 384 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 8
---
[ 8] Order 192 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 6
[ 7] Order 128 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5 6
---
[ 6] Order 64 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4
---
[ 5] Order 32 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4
---
[ 4] Order 16 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
---
[ 3] Order 4 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[ 2] Order 2 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[ 1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
*/


















A:=G1!(1, 16)(6, 13)(8, 11)(10, 14);



























for i,j in [1..2] do if A^T[2] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
/* 1 2 So a^c=a */
for i,j in [1..2] do if A^T[3] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
/* 1 2 So a^d=a */
for i,j in [1..2] do if A^T[4] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
/* 2 1 So a^e=b */
for i,j in [1..2] do if B^T[2] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
/* 2 1 So b^c=b */
for i,j in [1..2] do if B^T[3] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
/* 2 1 So b^d=b */
for i,j in [1..2] do if B^T[4] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
/* 1 2 So b^e=a */
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/*----------------------------------Writing Semi-direct Product 2^2:q */
FPGroup(q);
H<a,b,c,d,e>:=Group<a,b,c,d,e|a^2,b^2,(a,b),c^4,d^2,e^2,(d * c^-1)^3,
(c^-1 * e * d)^2,(c^-1 * e)^4,







/*false, so we do not have semi-direct product. Instead, we check mixed
extension. */
/*----------------------------Writing Mixed Extension 2^2:^(\cdot)q */
/*Here we need to write each relation in the presentation that has
letters of q in terms of letters of NNL[3]*/
C:=T[2]; ff(T[2]) eq q.1;
D:=T[3]; ff(T[3]) eq q.2;




/* 2 1, So T[2]^4 is in NL[3] */
for i,j in [1..2] do if T[2]^4 eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;





Order((T[3] * T[2]^-1)^3) eq Order((q.2 * q.1^-1)^3);
/* true */
Order((T[2]^-1 * T[4] * T[3])^2) eq Order((q.1^-1 * q.3 * q.2)^2);
/* true */
Order((T[2]^-1 * T[4])^4) eq Order((q.1^-1 * q.3)^4);
/* false */
Order((T[2]^-1 * T[4])^4); Order((q.1^-1 * q.3)^4);
/* 2 1, So (T[2]^-1 * T[4])^4 in NL[3] */
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for i,j in [1..2] do if (T[2]^-1 * T[4])^4 eq A^i*B^j then i,j;
end if; end for;
/* 1 1 So (c^-1 * e)^4=a*b */
Order((T[2] * T[4] * T[2]^-1 * T[4])^2) eq
Order((q.1 * q.3 * q.1^-1 * q.3)^2);
/* true */
Order(T[4] * T[2]^-2 * T[3] * T[2]^-2 * T[4] * T[2]^-1 * T[3] * T[2]) eq
Order(q.3 * q.1^-2 * q.2 * q.1^-2 * q.3 * q.1^-1 * q.2 * q.1);
/* false */
Order(T[4] * T[2]^-2 * T[3] * T[2]^-2 * T[4] * T[2]^-1 * T[3] * T[2]);
Order(q.3 * q.1^-2 * q.2 * q.1^-2 * q.3 * q.1^-1 * q.2 * q.1);
/* 2 1, So e * c^-2 * d * c^-2 * e * c^-1 * d * c is in NL[3] */
for i,j in [1..2] do if T[4] * T[2]^-2 * T[3] * T[2]^-2 * T[4] *
T[2]^-1 * T[3] * T[2] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
/* 1 1 So e * c^-2 * d * c^-2 * e * c^-1 * d * c=a*b */
H<a,b,c,d,e>:=Group<a,b,c,d,e|a^2,b^2,(a,b),c^4=b,d^2,e^2,(d * c^-1)^3,
(c^-1 * e * d)^2,(c^-1 * e)^4=a*b,







/*true, So our group is a mixed extention from 2^2 to q,
so 2^2:^(\cdot)q */






















[10] Order 192 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 7 8 9
---
[ 9] Order 96 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5 6
[ 8] Order 96 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 6
[ 7] Order 96 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 6
---
[ 6] Order 48 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4
[ 5] Order 32 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3 4
---
[ 4] Order 16 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[ 3] Order 8 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[ 2] Order 4 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[ 1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
*/



































[7] Order 12 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4 5 6
---
[6] Order 6 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2 3
[5] Order 6 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
[4] Order 6 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
---
[3] Order 3 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
[2] Order 2 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
*/
Center(qq) eq Nl[2];
/* true, so qq is a Central Extension. We will make center element
commute with all other elements. So (e,f) or e^f=e and all elements
of qqq can be written in terms of center. */












/* true, So qqq ~ S3 */









E:=qq!(1, 3)(2, 6)(4, 5);
for i in [1..2] do if TTT[2]^2 eq E^i then i; end if; end for;
/* 2, so f^2=e^2, which is identity */
for i in [1..2] do if TTT[3]^-3 eq E^i then i; end if; end for;










/* true, So qq ~ 2^(\cdot)S3 */
/*------Presentation of q ~ nl[4]:qq ~ nl[4]:(2^(\cdot)S3 */
/*We will see if q is a semi-direct product so we will conjugate each
letter from nl[4] by each letter from qq*/
nl[4];
A:=q!(1, 8)(2, 4)(3, 6)(5, 7);
B:=q!(2, 6)(3, 4);









($.1 * $.3)^2 = Id($)
($.2 * $.1)^3 = Id($)









E:=qq!(1, 3)(2, 6)(4, 5);
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if A^TT[2] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
/* 2 1 1 2, so a^e=b*c */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if A^TT[3] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
/* 1 1 2 1, so a^f=a*b*d */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if A^TT[4] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
/* 1 2 1 2, so a^g=a*c */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if B^TT[2] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
/* 2 1 2 1, so b^e=b*d */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if B^TT[3] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
/* 2 2 2 1, so b^f=d */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if B^TT[4] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
/* 1 2 2 1, so b^g=a*d */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if C^TT[2] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
/* 1 1 2 1, so c^e=a*b*d */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if C^TT[3] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
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end if; end for;
/* 1 2 1 1, so c^f=a*c*d */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if C^TT[4] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
/* 2 2 1 2, so c^g=c */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if D^TT[2] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
/* 2 2 2 1, so d^e=d */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if D^TT[3] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
/* 2 1 2 2, so d^f=b */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if D^TT[4] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;












/* true, So q ~ 2^4:2^(\cdot)S3.
































/*{ <GrpFP, Id(G), GrpFP>, <GrpFP, t * x^-1 * y * x * t, GrpFP>,
<GrpFP, t, GrpFP>, <GrpFP, t * x * t, GrpFP> }*/
DC:=[f(Id(G)),f(t),f(t * x * t),f(t * x^-1 * y * x * t)];
Index(G1,IN);
/*16*/
/*-----------------SECOND DOUBLE COSET [1]------------------*/
cst := [null : i in [1 .. Index(G1,IN)]] where null is [Integers() | ];
prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
v := pt;





for i := 1 to 24 do
cst[prodim(1, ts, [i])] := [i];
end for;
/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1; end if;
end for;m;
/* 8 SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1] IS 8*/








for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]
then print SSS[i];





























(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12,
24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20),
(1, 10)(2, 6)(3, 16)(4, 12)(5, 9)(7, 15)(8, 17)(11, 14)(18,
21)(19, 24)(20, 22),







(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12,
24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20),
Id(N1s),
(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24,
12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14),
(1, 23)(3, 21)(4, 24)(5, 14)(6, 13)(7, 19)(8, 18)(9, 22)(11,
20)(12, 15)(16, 17),
(1, 10)(2, 6)(3, 16)(4, 12)(5, 9)(7, 15)(8, 17)(11, 14)(18,
21)(19, 24)(20, 22),







GSet{@ 1, 10, 23 @},
GSet{@ 2, 13, 6 @},
GSet{@ 3, 8, 17, 16, 21, 18 @},
GSet{@ 4, 7, 15, 12, 24, 19 @},
GSet{@ 5, 20, 22, 9, 14, 11 @}
]
*/
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m,n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if; end for;end for;
/* 1 So 3 orbits from [1] sent to 1=[*] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m,n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if; end for;end for;
/* 4 So 3 orbits from [1] sent to 4=[1,2] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m,n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 6 orbits sent from [1] to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m,n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if; end for; end for;
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/* 3 So 6 orbits sent from [1] to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m,n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[5] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 6 orbits sent from [1] to 3=[1,3] */
/* So we have the double cosets 1=[*], 2=[1], 3=[1,3], 4=[1,2] */








for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
/*
{
[ 1, 3 ]
}
{
[ 19, 1 ]
}
{
[ 3, 17 ]
}
{
[ 6, 14 ]
}
{
[ 17, 24 ]
}
{
[ 24, 6 ]
}
{















[ 1, 3 ]
@}
*/







[ 1, 3 ],
[ 19, 1 ],
[ 20, 19 ],
[ 14, 20 ],
[ 6, 14 ],
[ 24, 6 ],
[ 17, 24 ],






(1, 19, 20, 14, 6, 24, 17, 3)(2, 9, 15, 22, 10, 18, 12, 8)






(1, 14, 17, 19, 6, 3, 20, 24)(2, 22, 12, 9, 10, 8, 15, 18)
(4, 16, 21, 23, 7, 11, 5, 13),
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(1, 20, 6, 17)(2, 15, 10, 12)(3, 19, 14, 24)(4, 5, 7, 21)
(8, 9, 22, 18)(11, 23, 16, 13),
Id(N13s),
(1, 19, 20, 14, 6, 24, 17, 3)(2, 9, 15, 22, 10, 18, 12, 8)
(4, 23, 5, 16, 7, 13, 21, 11),
(1, 3, 17, 24, 6, 14, 20, 19)(2, 8, 12, 18, 10, 22, 15, 9)
(4, 11, 21, 13, 7, 16, 5, 23),
(1, 17, 6, 20)(2, 12, 10, 15)(3, 24, 14, 19)(4, 21, 7, 5)
(8, 18, 22, 9)(11, 13, 16, 23),
(1, 24, 20, 3, 6, 19, 17, 14)(2, 18, 15, 8, 10, 9, 12, 22)
(4, 13, 5, 11, 7, 23, 21, 16),
(1, 6)(2, 10)(3, 14)(4, 7)(5, 21)(8, 22)(9, 18)(11, 16)








/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;




GSet{@ 1, 19, 20, 14, 6, 24, 17, 3 @},
GSet{@ 2, 9, 15, 22, 10, 18, 12, 8 @},
GSet{@ 4, 23, 5, 16, 7, 13, 21, 11 @}
]
*/
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 2 So 8 orbits sent from [1,3] to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
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end for; end for;
/* 2 So 8 orbits sent from [1,3] to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[4] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 2 So 8 orbits sent from [1,3] to 2=[1] */
/* So we have the double cosets 1=[*], 2=[1], 3=[1,3], 4=[1,2] */








for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]*ts[2]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
/*
{
[ 1, 2 ]
}
{
[ 5, 24 ]
}
{
[ 18, 21 ]
}
{
[ 4, 8 ]
}
{
[ 10, 13 ]
}5
{




[ 20, 11 ]
}
{
[ 22, 7 ]
}
{
[ 19, 9 ]
}
{
[ 12, 17 ]
}10
{
[ 3, 8 ]
}
{
[ 6, 10 ]
}
{
[ 15, 16 ]
}
{
[ 16, 17 ]
}
{
[ 22, 14 ]
}15
{
[ 23, 6 ]
}
{
[ 13, 1 ]
}
{
[ 17, 12 ]
}
{
[ 12, 11 ]
}
{
[ 21, 19 ]
}20
{




[ 23, 2 ]
}
{
[ 2, 1 ]
}
{
[ 11, 12 ]
}
{
[ 16, 15 ]
}25
{
[ 4, 14 ]
}
{
[ 24, 18 ]
}
{
[ 1, 13 ]
}
{
[ 13, 10 ]
}
{
[ 17, 16 ]
}30
{
[ 7, 22 ]
}
{
[ 2, 23 ]
}
{
[ 14, 4 ]
}
{
[ 18, 24 ]
}
{
[ 19, 21 ]
}35
{




[ 21, 18 ]
}
{
[ 11, 20 ]
}
{
[ 20, 15 ]
}
{
[ 8, 3 ]
}40
{
[ 5, 9 ]
}
{
[ 9, 19 ]
}
{
[ 8, 4 ]
}
{
[ 15, 20 ]
}
{
[ 14, 22 ]
}45
{
[ 7, 3 ]
}
{
[ 10, 6 ]
}
{












[ 1, 2 ]
@}
*/







[ 1, 2 ],
[ 5, 24 ],
[ 4, 8 ],
[ 20, 11 ],
[ 6, 10 ],
[ 21, 19 ],
[ 7, 22 ],
[ 17, 16 ]
@}
*/







[ 1, 2 ],
[ 5, 24 ],
[ 18, 21 ],
[ 4, 8 ],
[ 10, 13 ],
[ 3, 7 ],
[ 20, 11 ],
[ 22, 7 ],
[ 19, 9 ],
[ 12, 17 ],
[ 3, 8 ],
[ 6, 10 ],
[ 15, 16 ],
[ 16, 17 ],
[ 22, 14 ],
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[ 23, 6 ],
[ 13, 1 ],
[ 17, 12 ],
[ 12, 11 ],
[ 21, 19 ],
[ 9, 5 ],
[ 23, 2 ],
[ 2, 1 ],
[ 11, 12 ],
[ 16, 15 ],
[ 4, 14 ],
[ 24, 18 ],
[ 1, 13 ],
[ 13, 10 ],
[ 17, 16 ],
[ 7, 22 ],
[ 2, 23 ],
[ 14, 4 ],
[ 18, 24 ],
[ 19, 21 ],
[ 24, 5 ],
[ 21, 18 ],
[ 11, 20 ],
[ 20, 15 ],
[ 8, 3 ],
[ 5, 9 ],
[ 9, 19 ],
[ 8, 4 ],
[ 15, 20 ],
[ 14, 22 ],
[ 7, 3 ],
[ 10, 6 ],






(1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)
(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18),
(1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)







(1, 24, 8, 6, 19, 22)(2, 5, 3, 10, 21, 14)(4, 23, 9, 7, 13, 18)
(11, 12, 17, 16, 15, 20),
(1, 4, 6, 7)(2, 8, 10, 22)(3, 13, 14, 23)(5, 20, 21, 17)
(9, 15, 18, 12)(11, 19, 16, 24),
(1, 15, 5, 8, 6, 12, 21, 22)(2, 20, 9, 4, 10, 17, 18, 7)
(3, 23, 11, 19, 14, 13, 16, 24),
(1, 4)(2, 14)(3, 10)(5, 21)(6, 7)(8, 13)(9, 19)(11, 15)
(12, 16)(18, 24)(22, 23),
(1, 16, 9, 6, 11, 18)(2, 17, 19, 10, 20, 24)
(3, 8, 4, 14, 22, 7)(5, 23, 12, 21, 13, 15),
(1, 17, 6, 20)(2, 12, 10, 15)(3, 24, 14, 19)(4, 21, 7, 5)
(8, 18, 22, 9)(11, 13, 16, 23),
(1, 6)(2, 23)(3, 22)(5, 17)(8, 14)(9, 16)(10, 13)(11, 18)
(12, 24)(15, 19)(20, 21),
(1, 21, 4, 17, 6, 5, 7, 20)(2, 19, 8, 16, 10, 24, 22, 11)
(3, 15, 13, 18, 14, 12, 23, 9),
(1, 3, 12)(2, 7, 11)(4, 16, 10)(5, 19, 18)(6, 14, 15)
(8, 17, 13)(9, 21, 24)(20, 23, 22),
(1, 8, 19)(2, 3, 21)(4, 9, 13)(5, 10, 14)(6, 22, 24)(7, 18, 23)
(11, 17, 15)(12, 16, 20),
(1, 23)(3, 21)(4, 24)(5, 14)(6, 13)(7, 19)(8, 18)(9, 22)
(11, 20)(12, 15)(16, 17),
(1, 7)(2, 3)(4, 6)(8, 23)(9, 24)(10, 14)(11, 12)(13, 22)
(15, 16)(17, 20)(18, 19),
(1, 10)(2, 6)(3, 16)(4, 12)(5, 9)(7, 15)(8, 17)(11, 14)
(18, 21)(19, 24)(20, 22),
(1, 22, 19, 6, 8, 24)(2, 14, 21, 10, 3, 5)
(4, 18, 13, 7, 9, 23)(11, 20, 15, 16, 17, 12),
(1, 19, 8)(2, 21, 3)(4, 13, 9)(5, 14, 10)(6, 24, 22)
(7, 23, 18)(11, 15, 17)(12, 20, 16),
(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)
(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24),
(1, 2)(3, 11)(4, 15)(5, 18)(6, 10)(7, 12)(8, 20)(9, 21)
(13, 23)(14, 16)(17, 22),
(1, 20, 7, 5, 6, 17, 4, 21)(2, 11, 22, 24, 10, 16, 8, 19)
(3, 9, 23, 12, 14, 18, 13, 15),
(2, 13)(3, 8)(4, 7)(5, 20)(9, 11)(10, 23)(12, 19)(14, 22)
(15, 24)(16, 18)(17, 21),
(1, 12, 3)(2, 11, 7)(4, 10, 16)(5, 18, 19)(6, 15, 14)
(8, 13, 17)(9, 24, 21)(20, 22, 23),
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(1, 17, 7, 21, 6, 20, 4, 5)(2, 16, 22, 19, 10, 11, 8, 24)
(3, 18, 23, 15, 14, 9, 13, 12),
(1, 21, 6, 5)(2, 18, 10, 9)(3, 16, 14, 11)(4, 20, 7, 17)
(8, 15, 22, 12)(13, 19, 23, 24),
(1, 18, 11, 6, 9, 16)(2, 24, 20, 10, 19, 17)
(3, 7, 22, 14, 4, 8)(5, 15, 13, 21, 12, 23),
(1, 9, 11)(2, 19, 20)(3, 4, 22)(5, 12, 13)(6, 18, 16)
(7, 8, 14)(10, 24, 17)(15, 23, 21),
(1, 13)(2, 10)(3, 5)(4, 19)(6, 23)(7, 24)(8, 9)(11, 17)
(14, 21)(16, 20)(18, 22),
(1, 5, 4, 20, 6, 21, 7, 17)(2, 24, 8, 11, 10, 19, 22, 16)
(3, 12, 13, 9, 14, 15, 23, 18),
(1, 3, 17, 24, 6, 14, 20, 19)(2, 8, 12, 18, 10, 22, 15, 9)
(4, 11, 21, 13, 7, 16, 5, 23),
(1, 6)(2, 10)(3, 14)(4, 7)(5, 21)(8, 22)(9, 18)(11, 16)
(12, 15)(13, 23)(17, 20)(19, 24),
(1, 14, 12, 6, 3, 15)(2, 4, 11, 10, 7, 16)
(5, 24, 18, 21, 19, 9)(8, 20, 13, 22, 17, 23),
(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)
(7, 12, 24)(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20),
(1, 7, 6, 4)(2, 22, 10, 8)(3, 23, 14, 13)(5, 17, 21, 20)
(9, 12, 18, 15)(11, 24, 16, 19),
(1, 11, 9)(2, 20, 19)(3, 22, 4)(5, 13, 12)(6, 16, 18)
(7, 14, 8)(10, 17, 24)(15, 21, 23),
(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)
(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14),
(1, 5, 6, 21)(2, 9, 10, 18)(3, 11, 14, 16)(4, 17, 7, 20)
(8, 12, 22, 15)(13, 24, 23, 19),
(1, 20, 6, 17)(2, 15, 10, 12)(3, 19, 14, 24)(4, 5, 7, 21)
(8, 9, 22, 18)(11, 23, 16, 13),
(1, 24, 20, 3, 6, 19, 17, 14)(2, 18, 15, 8, 10, 9, 12, 22)
(4, 13, 5, 11, 7, 23, 21, 16),
(1, 22, 21, 12, 6, 8, 5, 15)(2, 7, 18, 17, 10, 4, 9, 20)
(3, 24, 16, 13, 14, 19, 11, 23),
(1, 13, 10, 6, 23, 2)(3, 9, 17, 14, 18, 20)
(4, 24, 15, 7, 19, 12)(5, 16, 22, 21, 11, 8),
(1, 2, 23, 6, 10, 13)(3, 20, 18, 14, 17, 9)
(4, 12, 19, 7, 15, 24)(5, 8, 11, 21, 22, 16),
(1, 15, 3, 6, 12, 14)(2, 16, 7, 10, 11, 4)
(5, 9, 19, 21, 18, 24)(8, 23, 17, 22, 13, 20),
(1, 14, 17, 19, 6, 3, 20, 24)(2, 22, 12, 9, 10, 8, 15, 18)
(4, 16, 21, 23, 7, 11, 5, 13),
(1, 16)(2, 15)(3, 4)(5, 24)(6, 11)(7, 14)(9, 18)(10, 12)
(13, 17)(19, 21)(20, 23),
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(1, 12, 5, 22, 6, 15, 21, 8)(2, 17, 9, 7, 10, 20, 18, 4)
(3, 13, 11, 24, 14, 23, 16, 19),
Id(N12s),
(1, 8, 21, 15, 6, 22, 5, 12)(2, 4, 18, 20, 10, 7, 9, 17)
(3, 19, 16, 23, 14, 24, 11, 13),
(1, 9)(2, 5)(3, 14)(4, 8)(6, 18)(7, 22)(10, 21)(12, 20)
(13, 19)(15, 17)(23, 24),
(1, 18)(2, 21)(4, 22)(5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 8)(11, 16)(12, 17)
(13, 24)(15, 20)(19, 23),
(1, 19, 20, 14, 6, 24, 17, 3)(2, 9, 15, 22, 10, 18, 12, 8)








/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,2]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;




GSet{@ 1, 5, 18, 4, 10, 3, 20, 22, 19, 12, 6, 15, 16, 23, 13, 17, 21,




for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[1] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 2 So 24 orbits sent from [1,2] to 2=[1] */
/*--------------------------DCE PROOFS-------------------------*/
Sch:=SchreierSystem(G,sub<G|Id(G)>);
ArrayP:=[Id(G1): i in [1..#G1]];
for i in [2..#G1] do
P:=[Id(G1): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
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if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=f(x); end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1
then P[j]:=f(x^-1); end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2
then P[j]:=f(y); end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 3
then P[j]:=f(t); end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(G1);




/*----------------------------------------PROOF THAT t1t4 is in [1,3]*/
for m,n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4] eq m*(ts[1]*ts[3])^n
then A:=m; B:=n;
end if; end for;
for i in [1..#G1] do if ArrayP[i] eq A then print Sch[i]; end if;
end for;
/* x^3 * y */
for i in [1..#G1] do if ArrayP[i] eq B then print Sch[i]; end if;
end for;
/* x^2 * y */
[1,3]^(xx^2 * yy);
/*[ 22, 24 ]*/
ts[1]*ts[4] eq f(x^3 * y)*ts[22]*ts[24];
/*true So 1,4 ~ 22,24 */
for n in N do if [1,3]^n eq [22,24] then n; end if; end for;
/*(1, 22, 21, 12, 6, 8, 5, 15)(2, 7, 18, 17, 10, 4, 9, 20)
(3, 24, 16, 13, 14, 19, 11, 23)*/
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DC:=[ f( Id(G)), f( t), f( t * x * t), f(t * x^-1 * t * y * t),
f(t * x * t * x * t), f(t * x^-1 * y * t * x * t),
f(t * x * t * y * x * t), f(t * x * t * x * t * x * t)];
Index(G1,IN);
/* 165, so the total number of right cosets is 165. */





for n in N do [5,19]^n; end for;











for n in N do N!(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)
(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24)^n, [13,20,13,13,20]^n; end for;










for n in N do N!(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)
(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14)^n, [18,17,3,17,18]^n; end for;
/*------------SECOND DOUBLE COSET [1]----------------*/
cst := [null : i in [1 .. Index(G1,IN)]] where null is [Integers() | ];
prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
v := pt;





for i := 1 to 24 do
cst[prodim(1, ts, [i])] := [i];
end for;
/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1; end if;
end for;m;
/* 8 */
/* SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1] IS 8*/






for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]
then print SSS[i];















GSet{@ 1, 10, 23 @},
GSet{@ 2, 13, 6 @},
GSet{@ 3, 8, 17, 16, 21, 18 @},
GSet{@ 4, 7, 15, 12, 24, 19 @},
GSet{@ 5, 20, 22, 9, 14, 11 @}
]
*/
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m,n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if; end for;end for;
/* 1 So 3 orbits sent to 1=[*] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m,n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 2 So 3 orbits sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m,n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 6 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m,n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 6 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m,n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[5] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 6 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
/* SO "3"=Nt1t3N=[1,3] IS A NEW DOUBLE COSET */
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for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];














/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/*56*/
































for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 6 So 1 orbit sent to 6=[1,3,2] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[3] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 2 So 1 orbit sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[4] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
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end for; end for;
/* 2 So 1 orbit sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 7 So 1 orbit sent to 7=[1,3,5] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[6] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 6 So 1 orbit sent to 6=[1,3,2] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 5 So 1 orbit sent to 5=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[10] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit sent to 4=[1,3,11] */
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for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[12] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[13] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 6 So 1 orbit sent to 6=[1,3,2] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[14] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[15] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit sent to 4=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[16] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[17] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit sent to 4=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[18] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 7 So 1 orbit sent to 7=[1,3,5] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
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for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[19] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 7 So 1 orbit sent to 7=[1,3,5] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[20] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[21] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 5 So 1 orbit sent to 5=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[22] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 2 So 1 orbit sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[23] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[24] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 5 So 1 orbit sent to 5=[1,3,9] */
/* SO "4"=Nt1t3t11N=[1,3,11] IS A NEW DOUBLE COSET */
/* SO "5"=Nt1t3t9N=[1,3,9] IS A NEW DOUBLE COSET */
/* SO "6"=Nt1t3t2N=[1,3,2] IS A NEW DOUBLE COSET */
/* SO "7"=Nt1t3t5N=[1,3,5] IS A NEW DOUBLE COSET */








for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];





for n in N do if [1,3,11]^n eq [ 7, 2, 12 ] then N1311s:=sub<N|N1311s,n>;












/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,11]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 80 */







GSet{@ 1, 7 @},
GSet{@ 2, 3 @},
GSet{@ 4, 6 @},
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GSet{@ 8, 23 @},
GSet{@ 9, 24 @},
GSet{@ 10, 14 @},
GSet{@ 11, 12 @},
GSet{@ 13, 22 @},
GSet{@ 15, 16 @},
GSet{@ 17, 20 @},
GSet{@ 18, 19 @}
]
*/
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[5] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 7 So 1 orbit sent to 7=[1,3,5] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[21] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 8 So 1 orbit sent to 8=[1,3,11,21] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[1] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 4 So 2 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[2] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 7 So 2 orbits sent to 7=[1,3,5] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[4] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 7 So 2 orbits sent to 7=[1,3,5] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[8] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
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end for; end for;
/* 4 So 2 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[9] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 8 So 2 orbits sent to 8=[1,3,11,21] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[10] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 4 So 2 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[11] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[13] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 7 So 2 orbits sent to 7=[1,3,5] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[15] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[17] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[18] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 7 So 2 orbits sent to 7=[1,3,5] */
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/* SO "8"=Nt1t3t11t21N=[1,3,11,21] IS A NEW DOUBLE COSET */







for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];





for n in N do if [1,3,9]^n eq [ 18, 3, 6 ] then N139s:=sub<N|N139s,n>;










/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,9]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 104 */








GSet{@ 1, 18 @},
GSet{@ 2, 21 @},
GSet{@ 4, 22 @},
GSet{@ 5, 10 @},
GSet{@ 6, 9 @},
GSet{@ 7, 8 @},
GSet{@ 11, 16 @},
GSet{@ 12, 17 @},
GSet{@ 13, 24 @},
GSet{@ 15, 20 @},
GSet{@ 19, 23 @}
]
*/
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[3] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 5 So 1 orbit sent to 5=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[14] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 6 So 1 orbit sent to 6=[1,3,2] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[1] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 7 So 2 orbits sent to 7=[1,3,5] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[2] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[4] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
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/* 5 So 2 orbits sent to 5=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[5] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 7 So 2 orbits sent to 7=[1,3,5] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[6] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[7] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 6 So 2 orbits sent to 6=[1,3,2] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[11] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 8 So 2 orbits sent to 8=[1,3,11,21] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[12] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 8 So 2 orbits sent to 8=[1,3,11,21] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[13] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[15] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 8 So 2 orbits sent to 8=[1,3,11,21] */
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for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[19] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 7 So 2 orbits sent to 7=[1,3,5] */







for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];





for n in N do if [1,3,2]^n eq [ 6, 14, 10 ] then N132s:=sub<N|N132s,n>;
end if; end for;
#N132s;
[1,3,2]^N132s;
for n in N do if [1,3,2]^n eq [ 4, 10, 14 ] then N132s:=sub<N|N132s,n>;










/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,2]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
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/* 116 */





GSet{@ 5, 21 @},
GSet{@ 17, 20 @},
GSet{@ 1, 6, 4, 7 @},
GSet{@ 2, 10, 14, 3 @},
GSet{@ 8, 22, 13, 23 @},
GSet{@ 9, 18, 19, 24 @},
GSet{@ 11, 16, 15, 12 @}
]
*/
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2]*ts[5] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 6 So 2 orbits sent to 6=[1,3,2] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2]*ts[17] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 5 So 2 orbits sent to 5=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2]*ts[1] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 4 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2]*ts[2] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 4 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2]*ts[8] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
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end for; end for;
/* 3 So 4 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2]*ts[9] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 6 So 4 orbits sent to 6=[1,3,2] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2]*ts[11] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 5 So 4 orbits sent to 5=[1,3,9] */







for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IN do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];





for n in N do if [1,3,5]^n eq [ 9, 14, 2 ] then N135s:=sub<N|N135s,n>;











/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,5]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 140 */







GSet{@ 1, 9 @},
GSet{@ 2, 5 @},
GSet{@ 3, 14 @},
GSet{@ 4, 8 @},
GSet{@ 6, 18 @},
GSet{@ 7, 22 @},
GSet{@ 10, 21 @},
GSet{@ 12, 20 @},
GSet{@ 13, 19 @},
GSet{@ 15, 17 @},
GSet{@ 23, 24 @}
]
*/
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[11] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit sent to 4=[1,3,11] */,
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[16] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 8 So 1 orbit sent to 8=[1,3,11,21] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[1] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
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/* 5 So 2 orbits sent to 5=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[2] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[3] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 4 So 2 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[4] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 4 So 2 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[6] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[7] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 4 So 2 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[10] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 5 So 2 orbits sent to 5=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[12] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 8 So 2 orbits sent to 8=[1,3,11,21] */
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for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[13] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[15] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 4 So 2 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[23] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for;
/* 5 So 2 orbits sent to 5=[1,3,9] */







for i in [1..#SSS] do









for n in N do if [1,3,11,21]^n eq [ 7, 2, 12, 21 ] then











/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,11,21]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 164 */







GSet{@ 1, 7 @},
GSet{@ 2, 3 @},
GSet{@ 4, 6 @},
GSet{@ 8, 23 @},
GSet{@ 9, 24 @},
GSet{@ 10, 14 @},
GSet{@ 11, 12 @},
GSet{@ 13, 22 @},
GSet{@ 15, 16 @},
GSet{@ 17, 20 @},
GSet{@ 18, 19 @}
]
*/
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[21]*ts[5] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break;
end if; end for; end for;
/* 7 So 1 orbit sent to 7=[1,3,5] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[21]*ts[21] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break;
end if; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit sent to 4=[1,3,11] */
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for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[21]*ts[1] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break;
end if; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 2 orbits sent to 5=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[21]*ts[2] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break;
end if; end for; end for;
/* 8 So 2 orbits sent to 8=[1,3,11,21] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[21]*ts[4] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break;
end if; end for; end for;
/* 8 So 2 orbits sent to 8=[1,3,11,21] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[21]*ts[8] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break;
end if; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 2 orbits sent to 5=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[21]*ts[9] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break;
end if; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 2 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[21]*ts[10] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break;
end if; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 2 orbits sent to 5=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[21]*ts[11] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break;
end if; end for; end for;
/* 8 So 2 orbits sent to 8=[1,3,11,21] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
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if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[21]*ts[13] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break;
end if; end for; end for;
/* 8 So 2 orbits sent to 8=[1,3,11,21] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[21]*ts[15] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break;
end if; end for; end for;
/* 8 So 2 orbits sent to 8=[1,3,11,21] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[21]*ts[17] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break;
end if; end for; end for;
/* 8 So 2 orbits sent to 8=[1,3,11,21] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for g,h in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[21]*ts[18] eq g*(DC[i])^h then i; break; break;
end if; end for; end for;
/* 7 So 2 orbits sent to 7=[1,3,5] */
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Appendix R
Magma Maximal DCE of

































/* Now we can find the Maximal subgroup of G, which is H*/






f(x * t * x^-1 * t * x^2 * t * y * t * y * x^2 * t)>;
CompositionFactors(IH);
IN:=sub<G1|f(x),f(y)>;












DC:=[ f( Id(G)), f( t), f( t * x * t), f( t * x * t * x * t),
f(t * x^-1 * t * x * t), f(t * x * t * y * x * t),
f(t * x^2 * t * x^-1 * t * x * t)];
Index(G1,IN);
/* 234, so the total number of right cosets is 234*/















[5] Order 33696 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4
---
[4] Order 16848 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2 3
---
[3] Order 5616 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[2] Order 3 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
*/













/*----------------------Presentation of G1 ~ 3:q */
Generators(NL[2]);
A:=G1!(1, 701, 702)(2, 700, 694)(3, 634, 697)(4, 648, 686)(5, 647, 687)
(6, 652, 492)(7, 601, 657)(8, 672, 517)(9, 674, 608)(10, 640, 516)
(11, 633, 579)(12, 534, 521)(13, 325, 679)(14, 699, 685)(15, 532, 448)
(16, 351, 627)(17, 598, 578)(18, 456, 581)(19, 603, 658)(20, 391, 503)
(21, 468, 617)(22, 417, 584)(23, 354, 366)(24, 424, 486)(25, 600, 197)
(26, 594, 410)(27, 605, 238)(28, 419, 519)(29, 293, 365)(30, 374, 564)
(31, 484, 299)(32, 681, 213)(33, 636, 496)(34, 416, 444)(35, 660, 565)
(36, 602, 607)(37, 604, 298)(38, 533, 449)(39, 337, 518)(40, 641, 246)
(41, 470, 562)(42, 463, 309)(43, 595, 551)(44, 479, 557)(45, 591, 270)
(46, 402, 520)(47, 326, 447)(48, 226, 215)(49, 335, 278)(50, 319, 360)
(51, 324, 507)(52, 105, 683)(53, 265, 585)(54, 385, 432)(55, 328, 450)
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(56, 129, 680)(57, 179, 535)(58, 352, 504)(59, 650, 271)(60, 225, 175)
(61, 393, 231)(62, 400, 538)(63, 177, 513)(64, 458, 317)(65, 350, 693)
(66, 112, 596)(67, 150, 676)(68, 329, 495)(69, 364, 588)(70, 289, 478)
(71, 599, 498)(72, 574, 653)(73, 454, 614)(74, 474, 620)(75, 457, 567)
(76, 467, 615)(77, 631, 491)(78, 649, 204)(79, 133, 695)(80, 171, 696)
(81, 630, 506)(82, 659, 475)(83, 461, 311)(84, 455, 301)(85, 184, 616)
(86, 666, 437)(87, 553, 341)(88, 389, 315)(89, 415, 429)(90, 152, 678)
(91, 471, 566)(92, 651, 255)(93, 425, 203)(94, 292, 120)(95, 124, 346)
(96, 114, 367)(97, 423, 244)(98, 159, 501)(99, 426, 394)(100, 220, 487)
(101, 510, 190)(102, 339, 490)(103, 606, 199)(104, 597, 196)
(106, 688, 193)(107, 531, 409)(108, 586, 148)(109, 284, 239)
(110, 294, 295)(111, 637, 198)(113, 462, 297)(115, 642, 214)
(116, 418, 609)(117, 188, 611)(118, 153, 662)(119, 291, 249)
(121, 370, 248)(122, 554, 254)(123, 632, 494)(125, 403, 541)
(126, 485, 612)(127, 664, 274)(128, 628, 277)(130, 433, 206)
(131, 682, 194)(132, 583, 181)(134, 572, 411)(135, 427, 228)
(136, 446, 224)(137, 314, 443)(138, 624, 173)(139, 369, 589)
(140, 331, 684)(141, 523, 464)(142, 663, 308)(143, 473, 312)
(144, 621, 548)(145, 441, 610)(146, 472, 618)(147, 336, 536)
(149, 266, 656)(151, 638, 245)(154, 677, 235)(155, 399, 665)
(156, 338, 669)(157, 313, 587)(158, 185, 613)(160, 481, 305)
(161, 286, 643)(162, 207, 386)(163, 509, 459)(164, 397, 558)
(165, 480, 243)(166, 187, 559)(167, 398, 460)(168, 590, 273)
(169, 281, 577)(170, 691, 269)(172, 690, 211)(174, 401, 542)
(176, 210, 209)(178, 320, 208)(180, 318, 216)(182, 368, 279)
(183, 342, 371)(186, 250, 524)(189, 303, 356)(191, 300, 343)
(192, 593, 205)(195, 323, 434)(200, 256, 635)(201, 466, 363)
(202, 573, 570)(212, 327, 497)(217, 353, 692)(218, 469, 580)
(219, 689, 436)(221, 545, 237)(222, 540, 272)(223, 307, 332)
(227, 306, 229)(230, 395, 387)(232, 376, 530)(233, 622, 439)
(234, 550, 527)(236, 421, 547)(240, 251, 372)(241, 321, 625)
(242, 322, 639)(247, 575, 408)(252, 440, 477)(253, 283, 552)
(257, 626, 404)(258, 576, 428)(259, 568, 476)(260, 499, 668)
(261, 383, 502)(262, 623, 288)(263, 671, 392)(264, 482, 488)
(267, 390, 514)(268, 388, 500)(275, 673, 310)(276, 571, 505)
(280, 465, 316)(282, 508, 435)(285, 340, 431)(287, 667, 378)
(290, 377, 544)(296, 344, 345)(302, 355, 304)(330, 493, 347)
(333, 407, 670)(334, 556, 414)(348, 561, 413)(349, 451, 452)
(357, 645, 489)(358, 442, 619)(359, 563, 698)(361, 384, 380)
(362, 420, 375)(373, 555, 549)(379, 543, 445)(381, 522, 382)
(396, 483, 405)(406, 569, 438)(412, 515, 560)(422, 592, 430)
(453, 512, 511)(525, 629, 644)(526, 654, 646)(528, 546, 537)




B:=q!(1, 2, 4, 7, 14, 26, 35, 41)(3, 5, 10, 18, 6, 13, 24, 8)
(9, 16, 30, 52, 55, 78, 106, 112)(11, 21, 19, 37, 25, 15, 28, 50)
(12, 22, 43, 67, 36, 62, 87, 97)(17, 33, 56, 79, 32, 54, 76, 29)
(20, 39, 57, 82, 111, 99, 77, 65)(23, 46, 70, 27, 48, 71, 96, 38)
(31, 51, 73, 98, 107, 81, 110, 103)(34, 59, 85, 115, 109, 84, 108, 68)
(40, 53, 75, 102, 127, 130, 123, 61)(42, 66, 92, 104, 124, 128, 132, 80)
(44, 63, 89, 114, 47, 49, 45, 69)(58, 83, 60, 72, 86, 64, 91, 88)
(74, 100, 125, 139, 142, 122, 136, 138)
(90, 113, 134, 141, 137, 105, 129, 126)
(93, 95, 94, 121, 118, 117, 133, 143)
(101, 116, 119, 131, 144, 135, 140, 120);
C:=q!(1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 9)(5, 12)(7, 11)(10, 20)(14, 27)(15, 29)(16, 32)
(17, 34)(18, 36)(19, 38)(21, 42)(22, 45)(24, 31)(25, 41)(26, 47)(28, 37)
(33, 58)(35, 61)(39, 64)(40, 65)(43, 68)(44, 50)(46, 72)(48, 59)(49, 60)
(51, 74)(52, 53)(54, 66)(55, 79)(56, 81)(57, 83)(62, 88)(63, 90)(67, 93)
(70, 95)(71, 97)(73, 99)(75, 85)(76, 105)(77, 103)(78, 108)(80, 109)
(82, 113)(84, 114)(86, 112)(87, 116)(89, 118)(91, 100)(92, 120)(94, 98)
(96, 122)(101, 126)(102, 124)(104, 123)(106, 131)(110, 133)(115, 135)
(117, 137)(119, 138)(121, 130)(125, 140)(127, 142)(128, 143)(129, 144)
(134, 136)(139, 141);
D:=q!(1, 3)(4, 8)(5, 11)(6, 14)(7, 15)(9, 17)(10, 19)(12, 23)(13, 25)
(16, 31)(18, 35)(20, 40)(21, 41)(22, 44)(24, 28)(27, 49)(29, 51)(30, 53)
(32, 55)(33, 57)(34, 60)(36, 48)(37, 50)(38, 63)(39, 42)(43, 45)(46, 71)
(47, 62)(52, 65)(54, 77)(56, 80)(58, 84)(59, 86)(61, 66)(64, 83)(67, 70)
(68, 94)(72, 95)(73, 92)(74, 101)(75, 103)(76, 104)(78, 107)(79, 81)
(82, 112)(85, 93)(87, 89)(88, 117)(90, 119)(91, 109)(96, 97)(98, 123)
(99, 124)(100, 105)(102, 128)(106, 130)(108, 118)(110, 132)(111, 127)




ff(T[2]) eq q.1; ff(T[3]) eq q.2; ff(T[4]) eq q.3;
/* true */
q.1 eq B; q.2 eq D; q.3 eq C;
/* true, so B=T[2], C=T[4], D=T[3] *?
for i in [1..Order(A)] do if A^T[2] eq A^i then i; end if; end for;
/* a^b=a^2 */
for i in [1..Order(A)] do if A^T[3] eq A^i then i; end if; end for;
/* a^d=a^2 */
for i in [1..Order(A)] do if A^T[4] eq A^i then i; end if; end for;
/* a^c=a^2 */
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/*------------------------Presentation of G1 ~ NL[2]:q ~ 3:q */
J<a,b,c,d>:=Group<a,b,c,d|a^3,b^8,c^2,d^2,(c * b^-1)^3,(b^-1 * d * c)^2,
b^-1 * c * b^4 * c * b^-3,c * b^-2 * d * b^3 * c * b * d * b^2,
(b^-1 * c * b * d)^3,c * d * b * d * b^-1 * d * c * d * b^-1 * d * c * d,









/* true, so G1 is NL[2]:q ~ 3:q */











for g,h in nl[2] do if Order(g) eq 3 and Order(h) eq 3 and sub<nl[2]|g,h>
eq nl[2] then D:=g; E:=h; break; end if; end for;
A:=nl[2]!(2, 80, 96)(3, 111, 140)(4, 9, 135)(5, 102, 85)(6, 78, 109)
(7, 101, 112)(8, 10, 88)(11, 18, 50)(12, 67, 138)(13, 16, 119)
(14, 113, 61)(15, 100, 35)(17, 105, 36)(19, 97, 63)(20, 134, 54)
(21, 26, 22)(23, 121, 75)(24, 57, 106)(25, 46, 95)(28, 55, 118)
(29, 89, 115)(30, 74, 108)(31, 56, 81)(32, 45, 114)(33, 137, 47)
(34, 41, 77)(37, 91, 128)(38, 143, 104)(39, 49, 68)(40, 90, 132)
(42, 117, 92)(43, 48, 124)(44, 136, 83)(51, 64, 93)(52, 110, 58)
(53, 71, 144)(59, 69, 62)(60, 122, 142)(65, 107, 141)(66, 129, 70)
(72, 103, 82)(73, 120, 133)(76, 126, 125)(79, 130, 123)
(94, 127, 131)(98, 139, 116);
B:=nl[2]!(1, 34, 93)(2, 53, 56)(3, 73, 23)(4, 100, 112)(5, 103, 33)
(6, 68, 111)(7, 104, 132)(8, 84, 144)(9, 141, 119)(10, 21, 99)
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(11, 44, 19)(12, 115, 14)(13, 128, 61)(15, 126, 51)(16, 17, 32)
(18, 22, 66)(20, 59, 90)(24, 106, 25)(26, 107, 48)(27, 109, 95)
(28, 31, 65)(29, 71, 38)(30, 88, 108)(35, 136, 140)(36, 130, 121)
(37, 86, 42)(39, 124, 137)(40, 131, 79)(41, 138, 135)(43, 80, 116)
(45, 139, 82)(46, 94, 87)(47, 110, 113)(49, 62, 60)(50, 55, 89)
(52, 123, 125)(54, 57, 122)(58, 92, 83)(63, 101, 114)(64, 118, 117)
(67, 72, 133)(69, 97, 102)(70, 143, 98)(74, 129, 96)(75, 77, 91)













w3 := W.1 * W.2; w4 := W.2 * w3; w5 := w4^2; w6 := w5 * w3;
w7 := w4 * W.1; w8 := w6 * w7; w9 := W.2 * W.1; w1 := W.1^-1;
w10 := W.2 * w1; w11 := w9 * w10; w12 := w8 * w11; w13:= w12^-1;
w14 := w13 * W.1; w2 := W.2^-1; w15 := w14 * w2;
w16 := w15 * W.1; w17 := w16 * w2; w18 := w17 * W.1;
w19 := w18 * w2; w20 := w19 * W.1; return w20;
end function;
AA(FPGroup(nl[2]));
/* a^c=a * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-2 * a^-1 * b^-1 *
a^-1 * b^-2 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a * b^-1 * a * b^-1 * a * b^-1 * a */
(B^T[2])@rho;
BB:=function(W)
w3 := W.1 * W.2; w4 := W.2 * w3; w5 := w4^2; w6 := w5 * w3;
w7 := w4 * W.1; w8 := w6 * w7; w9 := W.2 * W.1; w1 := W.1^-1;
w10 := W.2 * w1; w11 := w9 * w10; w12 := w8 * w11;
w21:= w12 * W.2; w22 := w21 * w12; w23 := w22 * W.1;
w24 := w23 * W.2; w25 := w24 * w1; w2:= W.2^-1;
w26 := w25 * w2; w27 := w26 * W.1; w28 := w27 * w2;




/* b^c=b * a * b^2 * a * b * a * b^2 * a * b * a * b * a * b * a^-1 *
b^2 * a * b^2 * a * b * a * b^2 * a * b * a * b * a * b^2 * a^-1
* b^-1 * a * b^-1 * a * b^-1
*/
/*--------------Presentation of q ~ nl[2]:qq ~ PSL(3,3):2 */
J<a,b,c>:=Group<a,b,c|a^3,b^3,a * b^-1 * a^-1 * b * a^-1 * b^-1 * a * b *
a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b,(a * b^-1 * a * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-1 *
b^-1)^2,c^2,a^c=a * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-2 *
a^-1 * b^-1 * a^-1 * b^-2 * a^-1 * b^-1 * a * b^-1 * a * b^-1 * a *
b^-1 * a,b^c=b * a * b^2 * a * b * a * b^2 * a * b * a * b * a * b *
a^-1 * b^2 * a * b^2 * a * b * a * b^2 * a * b * a * b * a * b^2 * a^-1
* b^-1 * a * b^-1 * a * b^-1>;
#J eq #q;
/* false */





/* true, so */
/*-----------Isom Type of IH------------*/








for n in N do N!(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)
(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24)^n, [3,3,7]^n; end for;





for n in N do N!(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)
(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14)^n, [1,23]^n; end for;
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for n in N do N!Id(N)^n, [3,18,17,3,17,18]^n; end for;
/*---------------SECOND DOUBLE COSET [1]------------------*/
cst := [null : i in [1 .. Index(G1,IN)]] where null is [Integers() | ];
prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
v := pt;





for i := 1 to 24 do
cst[prodim(1, ts, [i])] := [i];
end for;
/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1; end if;
end for;m;
/* 8 */
/* SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1] IS 8*/






for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IH do if ts[1]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
N1s:=N1;








for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 1 So 3 orbits sent to 1=[*] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 3 orbits sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 6 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 6 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[5] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 6 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
/* SO "3"=Nt1t3N=[1,3] IS A NEW DOUBLE COSET */







for i in [1..#SSS] do
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for g in IH do if ts[1]*ts[3]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];












/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 56 */
/* SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3] IS 56-8=48*/
/*--------------------DCE FOR [1,3]*/
Orbits(N13s);
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit sent to 4=[1,3,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 so 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 1 orbit sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
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if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[4] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 1 orbit sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 1 orbit sent to 6=[1,3,5] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[6] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 so 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit sent to 4=[1,3,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[10] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit sent to 4=[1,3,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
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/* 5 So 1 orbit sent to 5=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[12] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 so 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[13] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 so 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[14] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[15] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 1 orbit sent to 5=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[16] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 so 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[17] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 1 orbit sent to 5=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[18] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 1 orbit sent to 6=[1,3,5] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
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for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[19] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 1 orbit sent to 6=[1,3,5] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[20] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 so 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[21] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit sent to 4=[1,3,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[22] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 1 orbit sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[23] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit sent to 4=[1,3,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[24] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit sent to 4=[1,3,1] */
/* So "4"=[1,3,1] is a new double Coset. */
/* So "5"=[1,3,11] is a new double Coset. */
/* So "6"=[1,3,5] is a new double Coset. */








for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IH do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];




for n in N do if [1,3,1]^n eq [2,11,2] then N131s:=sub<N|N131s,n>;









/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,1]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 80 */
/* SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,1] IS 80-56=24*/
/*--------------------DCE FOR [1,3,1]*/
Orbits(N131s);
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[19] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit sent to 4=[1,3,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[24] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 so 1 orbit sent to 5=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
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/* 3 So 2 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[4] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[5] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 2 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[6] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[7] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 2 orbits sent to 6=[1,3,5] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[8] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 2 orbits sent to 6=[1,3,5] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[9] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 2 orbits sent to 5=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
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for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[13] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[14] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 2 orbits sent to 6=[1,3,5] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[17] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */







for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IH do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];




for n in N do if [1,3,11]^n eq [6,14,16] then N1311s:=sub<N|N1311s,n>;
end if; end for;
[1,3,11]^N1311s;
for n in N do if [1,3,11]^n eq [2,11,3] then N1311s:=sub<N|N1311s,n>;










/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,11]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 92 */
/* SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,11] IS 92-80=12*/
/*--------------------DCE FOR [1,3,11]*/
Orbits(N1311s);
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[13] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 7 So 2 orbits sent to 1=[1,3,11,13] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[19] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 so 2 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 7 So 4 orbits sent to 7=[1,3,11,13] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 4 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[4] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 4 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[5] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
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/* 4 So 4 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[8] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 4 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
/* So "7"=[1,3,11,13] is a new double coset*/







for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IH do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];




for n in N do if [1,3,5]^n eq [11,22,13] then N135s:=sub<N|N135s,n>;









/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,5]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 108 */
/* SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,5] IS 108-92=16*/
/*--------------------DCE FOR [1,3,5]*/
Orbits(N135s);
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
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if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 so 3 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 so 3 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 3 orbits sent to 6=[1,3,5] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[5] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 so 3 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[6] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 so 3 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[7] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 7 So 3 orbits sent to 7=[1,3,11,13] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[10] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 so 3 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5]*ts[15] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
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/* 4 so 3 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,1] */







for i in [1..#SSS] do








for n in N do if [1,3,11,13]^n eq [3,12,2,8] then
N131113s:=sub<N|N131113s,n>; end if; end for;
[1,3,11,13]^N131113s;
for n in N do if [1,3,11,13]^n eq [16,4,6,17] then









/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,11,13]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 116 */
/* SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,11,13] IS 116-108=8*/
/*--------------------DCE FOR [1,3,11,13]*/
Orbits(N131113s);
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[13]*ts[8] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break;
end if;
end for; end for; end for;
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/* 5 So 3 orbits sent to 5=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[13]*ts[20] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break;
end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 7 So 3 orbits sent to 1=[1,3,11,13] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[13]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break;
end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 7 So 6 orbits sent to 1=[1,3,11,13] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[13]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break;
end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 6 orbits sent to 5=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[13]*ts[5] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break;
end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 6 orbits sent to 6=[1,3,5] */
/*---------------------DC PROOFS------------------*/
Sch:=SchreierSystem(G,sub<G|Id(G)>);
ArrayP:=[Id(G1): i in [1..#G1]];
for i in [2..#G1] do
P:=[Id(G1): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=f(x); end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1
then P[j]:=f(x^-1); end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2
then P[j]:=f(y); end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 3








/*-------------------------------------PROOF THAT t1t2 is in [1]*/
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2] eq m*(ts[1])^n
then A:=m; B:=n;
end if; end for; end for;
for i in [1..#G1] do if ArrayP[i] eq A then print Sch[i]; end if;
end for;
for i in [1..#G1] do if ArrayP[i] eq B then print Sch[i]; end if;
end for;
yy * xx^2 * yy * xx;
/*CHECK using f(A)*(ts[])^B. Here, (ts[1])^B =
(ts[1])^((2, 13)(3, 8)(4, 7)(5, 20)(9, 11)(10, 23)(12, 19)(14, 22)
(15, 24)(16, 18)(17, 21)) = ts[1] */




Magma Maximal DCE of S8 over


































/* Now we can find the Maximal subgroup of G, which is H*/





IH:=sub<G1|f(x),f(y),f(t * x^-1 * y * x * t * x^-1 * y * x * t * x)>;
CompositionFactors(IH);
IN:=sub<G1|f(x),f(y)>;












DC:=[ f( Id(G)), f( t), f( t * x * t), f( t * x * t * x * t),
f(t * x * t * y * t), f(t * x^-1 * t * x * t)];
Index(G1,IN);
/* 840 so the total number of right cosets is 840*/













[3] Order 40320 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[2] Order 20160 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---




/* true, so G1 ~ S8 */
/*---------------------Isom Type of H-----------------------*/




























[11] Order 384 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 8 9 10
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---
[10] Order 192 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 7
[ 9] Order 192 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 6 7
[ 8] Order 192 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 7
---
[ 7] Order 96 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5
[ 6] Order 64 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4 5
---
[ 5] Order 32 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
---
[ 4] Order 16 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
---
[ 3] Order 8 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[ 2] Order 2 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[ 1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
*/
for i in [1..#NL] do if IsAbelian(NL[i]) then i; end if; end for;
NL[4];
IsIsomorphic(NL[4],AbelianGroup(GrpPerm,[2,2,2,2]));
/* true, so NL[4] ~ 2^4 */
/*----------------------Finding Factor Gorup, q ~ IH/NL[4] */
q,ff:=quo<IH|NL[4]>;
nl:=NormalLattice(q);nl;
for i in [1..#nl] do if IsAbelian(nl[i]) then i; end if; end for;
nl[2];
IsIsomorphic(nl[2],AbelianGroup(GrpPerm,[2,2]));
/* true, so nl[2] ~ 2^2 */
/*----------------------Finding Factor Gorup, qq ~ q/nl[2] */
qq,fff:=quo<q|nl[2]>;
IsIsomorphic(qq,Sym(3));
/* true, so qq ~ S3 */
/*---------Determining if Semi-direct product IH ~ NL[4]:q */
Generators(NL[4]);
A:=IH!(2, 92)(3, 80)(4, 83)(6, 49)(7, 79)(8, 47)(10, 48)(11, 30)(12, 86)
(13, 27)(14, 98)(15, 77)(16, 23)(17, 33)(18, 35)(19, 99)(20, 95)(21, 42)
(22, 105)(25, 56)(26, 91)(28, 61)(29, 76)(31, 60)(32, 73)(36, 38)(37, 62)
(39, 58)(40, 63)(41, 69)(43, 70)(45, 102)(46, 100)(50, 81)(52, 88)
(53, 90)(57, 93)(59, 85)(64, 94)(66, 78)(67, 75)(71, 96)(72, 89)
(74, 84)(82, 87);
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B:=IH!(2, 102)(3, 80)(4, 71)(5, 44)(6, 28)(7, 78)(8, 86)(9, 101)
(10, 88)(11, 42)(12, 47)(13, 58)(14, 46)(15, 59)(16, 17)(18, 43)(19, 99)
(20, 76)(21, 30)(22, 105)(23, 33)(24, 68)(25, 31)(26, 91)(27, 39)(29, 95)
(34, 103)(35, 70)(36, 84)(37, 41)(38, 74)(40, 90)(45, 92)(48, 52)(49, 61)
(53, 63)(54, 55)(56, 60)(57, 64)(62, 69)(66, 79)(67, 75)(77, 85)(82, 87)
(83, 96)(93, 94)(97, 104)(98, 100);
C:=IH!(2, 45)(3, 22)(4, 79)(5, 103)(6, 21)(7, 83)(8, 35)(9, 97)(10, 23)
(11, 61)(12, 43)(13, 15)(14, 100)(16, 48)(17, 52)(18, 47)(19, 75)(20, 60)
(25, 29)(26, 91)(27, 77)(28, 30)(31, 95)(32, 89)(33, 88)(34, 44)(36, 37)
(38, 62)(39, 85)(41, 84)(42, 49)(46, 98)(50, 81)(51, 65)(54, 55)(56, 76)
(57, 64)(58, 59)(66, 71)(67, 99)(69, 74)(70, 86)(72, 73)(78, 96)(80, 105)
(92, 102)(93, 94)(101, 104);
D:=IH!(2, 14)(3, 19)(4, 7)(5, 9)(6, 77)(8, 95)(10, 84)(11, 58)(12, 76)
(13, 42)(15, 49)(16, 69)(17, 62)(18, 60)(20, 47)(21, 27)(22, 75)(23, 41)
(25, 70)(28, 85)(29, 86)(30, 39)(31, 35)(33, 37)(34, 104)(36, 88)(38, 52)
(43, 56)(44, 101)(45, 100)(46, 102)(48, 74)(59, 61)(66, 96)(67, 105)





E:=q!(1, 2, 3, 4);
F:=q!(3, 4);
G:=q!(2, 3, 4);
ff(T[2]) eq q.1; ff(T[3]) eq q.2; ff(T[4]) eq q.3;
/* true */
q.1 eq E; q.2 eq F; q.3 eq G;
/* true, so E=T[2], F=T[3], G=T[4] */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if A^T[2] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
/* a^e=a*c*d */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if A^T[3] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
/* a^f=a */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if A^T[4] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
/* a^g=a */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if B^T[2] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
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/* b^e=c*d */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if B^T[3] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
/* b^f=b*c */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if B^T[4] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
/* b^g=c*d */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if C^T[2] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
/* c^e=b */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if C^T[3] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
/* c^f=c */
for i,j,k,l in [1..2] do if C^T[4] eq A^i*B^j*C^k*D^l then i,j,k,l;
end if; end for;
/* c^g=b*c*d */



























/* c^2,d^2,d * c * e,e^-1 * d * c * e^-1 */
fff(TT[2]) eq qq.1; fff(TT[3]) eq qq.2; fff(TT[4]) eq qq.3;
/* true */
C eq qq.1; D eq qq.2; E eq qq.3;
/* true, so C=TT[2], D=TT[3], E=TT[4] */
for i,j in [1..2] do if A^TT[2] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
/* a^c=b */
for i,j in [1..2] do if A^TT[3] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
/* a^d=a */
for i,j in [1..2] do if A^TT[4] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
/* a^e=a*b */
for i,j in [1..2] do if B^TT[2] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
/* b^c=a */
for i,j in [1..2] do if B^TT[3] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
/* b^d=a*b */
for i,j in [1..2] do if B^TT[4] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
/* b^e=a */
/*------------------------------Presentation of q ~ nl[2]:qq ~ 2^2:S3 */
J<a,b,c,d,e>:=Group<a,b,c,d,e|a^2,b^2,(a,b),








/* true, so q ~ nl[2]:qq ~ 2^2:S3.
Then IH ~ NL[4]:(nl[2]:qq) ~ 2^4:(2^2:S3) */













for n in N do N!Id(N)^n, [3,7,3,7,3,7]^n; end for;











for n in N do N!Id(N)^n, [13,20,13,20,13,20]^n; end for;





for n in N do
N!(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)(7, 24, 12)
(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14)^n,[1,23]^n; end for;













for n in N do
N!(1, 10, 23)(2, 13, 6)(3, 17, 18)(4, 15, 19)(5, 22, 11)(7, 12, 24)
(8, 16, 21)(9, 14, 20)^n,[3,18,17,3,3,17,18]^n; end for;
/*--------------SECOND DOUBLE COSET [1]----------------*/
cst := [null : i in [1 .. Index(G1,IN)]] where null is [Integers() | ];
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prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
v := pt;





for i := 1 to 24 do
cst[prodim(1, ts, [i])] := [i];
end for;
/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1; end if;
end for;m;
/* 8 */
/* SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1] IS 8*/






for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IH do if ts[1]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
N1s:=N1;







for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 1 So 3 orbits sent to 1=[*] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
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end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 3 orbits sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 6 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 6 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[5] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 6 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
/* SO "3"=Nt1t3N=[1,3] IS A NEW DOUBLE COSET */







for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IH do if ts[1]*ts[3]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];














/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 56 */
/* SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3] IS 56-8=48*/
/*--------------------DCE FOR [1,3]*/
Orbits(N13s);
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 1 orbit sent to 5=[1,3,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 so 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 1 orbit sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[4] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 1 orbit sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[5] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[6] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
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/* 3 so 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit sent to 4=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[10] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 1 orbit sent to 5=[1,3,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 1 orbit sent to 6=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[12] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 so 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[13] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 so 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
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for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[14] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[15] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 1 orbit sent to 6=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[16] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 so 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[17] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 1 orbit sent to 6=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[18] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[19] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[20] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 so 1 orbit sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
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if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[21] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit sent to 4=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[22] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 1 orbit sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[23] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 1 orbit sent to 5=[1,3,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[24] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit sent to 4=[1,3,9] */
/* So "4"=[1,3,9] is a new double Coset. */
/* So "5"=[1,3,1] is a new double Coset. */
/* So "6"=[1,3,11] is a new double Coset. */







for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IH do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];




for n in N do if [1,3,9]^n eq [10,16,5] then N139s:=sub<N|N139s,n>;










/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,9]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 80 */
/* SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,9] IS 80-56=24*/
/*--------------------DCE FOR [1,3,9]*/
Orbits(N139s);
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[13] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit sent to 4=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[23] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 so 1 orbit sent to 5=[1,3,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 2 orbits sent to 5=[1,3,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 2 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 2 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
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for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[4] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 2 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[5] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[7] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 2 orbits sent to 6=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[8] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 2 orbits sent to 6=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[11] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 2 orbits sent to 6=[1,3,11] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[18] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[19] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
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if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[9]*ts[20] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 2 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,9] */







for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IH do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];




for n in N do if [1,3,1]^n eq [6,14,6] then N131s:=sub<N|N131s,n>;
end if; end for;
[1,3,1]^N131s;
for n in N do if [1,3,1]^n eq [11,7,11] then N131s:=sub<N|N131s,n>;









/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,1]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 92 */
/* SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,1] IS 92-80=12*/
/*--------------------DCE FOR [1,3,1]*/
Orbits(N131s);
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[8] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
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/* 5 So 2 orbits sent to 5=[1,3,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[9] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 so 2 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 4 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 4 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 4 orbits sent to 5=[1,3,1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[5] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 4 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1]*ts[13] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 4 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */








for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IH do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];




for n in N do if [1,3,11]^n eq [6,14,16] then N1311s:=sub<N|N1311s,n>;
end if; end for;
[1,3,11]^N1311s;
for n in N do if [1,3,11]^n eq [17,24,13] then N1311s:=sub<N|N1311s,n>;









/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,11]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 92 */
/* SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,11] IS 104-92=12*/
/*--------------------DCE FOR [1,3,11]*/
Orbits(N1311s);
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 4 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 4 orbits sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
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if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 4 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[4] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 4 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[8] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 4 orbits sent to 4=[1,3,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11]*ts[11] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;







/*When an element is in N, use Sch involving L<u,v>
When an element is in H, use Sch involving G<x,y>*/
/*------------------------------PROOF THAT t1t2 is in [1]*/
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2] eq m*(ts[1])^n
then A:=m; B:=n;
end if; end for; end for;
for i in [1..#Sch1] do if g(B) eq h(Sch1[i]) then Sch1[i]; end if;
end for;
/*v * u^2 * v * u*/
for n in IN do for g in Sch do if n*f(g) eq A then D:=n; E:=g; end if;
end for; end for;
E;
/* t * x^-1 * y * x * t * x^-1 * y * x * t */




ts[1]*ts[2] eq (f(x*y)*f(t * x^-1 * y * x * t * x^-1 * y * x * t))*





Magma Maximal DCE of 2•M12















/* Now we can find the Maximal subgroup of G, which is H*/







f(x * t * x * t * x^-2 * t * x^-1 * t * x^2 * t * x^-2 * t * y)>;
IN:=sub<G1|f(x),f(y)>;













DC:=[f(Id(G)),f(t),f(t * x * t),f(t * x^2 * t),f(t * x^2 * y * t),
f(t * y * x^-2 * t),f(t * x * y * x^-1 * t),f(t * x^-1 * y * x * t),
f(t * x^2 * t * x * t),f(t * x * t * x^-2 * t),
f(t * x * t * y * x * t),f(t * x^2 * y * t * x^2 * t)];
Index(G1,IN);
/* #G/#H = 190080/864 = 220, so the total number of right cosets is 220*/























[6] Order 432 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 5
---
[5] Order 216 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 4
---
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[4] Order 72 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 3
---
[3] Order 18 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[2] Order 9 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
*/
for i in [1..#NL] do if IsAbelian(NL[i]) then i; end if; end for;
NL[2];
IsIsomorphic(NL[2],AbelianGroup(GrpPerm,[3,3]));

















for i in [1..#nl] do if IsAbelian(nl[i]) then i; end if; end for;
nl[2];
IsIsomorphic(nl[2],AbelianGroup(GrpPerm,[2]));
/* true, so q ~ 2 */
Center(q) eq nl[2];
/* true, so q is a Central Extension */
qq,fff:=quo<q|nl[2]>;
IsIsomorphic(qq,Sym(4));
/* true, so qq ~ Sym(4) */
/* Then IH ~ 3^2:(2^(dot)S4) */









/*Presentation of q ~ 2^(dot)S4 */
FPGroup(q);






























for i,j in [1..3] do if A^T[2] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
/* a^c=b^2 */
for i,j in [1..3] do if A^T[3] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
/* a^d=b^2 */
for i,j in [1..3] do if A^T[4] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
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/* a^e=b */
for i,j in [1..3] do if B^T[2] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
/* b^c=a^2*b^2 */
for i,j in [1..3] do if B^T[3] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
/* b^d=a^2 */
for i,j in [1..3] do if B^T[4] eq A^i*B^j then i,j; end if; end for;
/* b^e=a */
K<a,b,c,d,e>:=Group<a,b,c,d,e|a^3,b^3,(a,b),d^2,e^2,







/* true so IH is the semi-direct product of 3^2:(2^(dot)S_4) */
















[3] Order 190080 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 2
---
[2] Order 2 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups: 1
---
[1] Order 1 Length 1 Maximal Subgroups:
*/
Center(G1) eq NL[2];






/* Then G1 ~ 2^(dot)M12 */








for n in N do N!(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 7)(4, 14)(5, 19)(6, 16)(8, 22)(10, 15)
(13, 20)(17, 23)(21, 24)^n, [3,3,7]^n; end for;





for n in N do N!(1, 23, 10)(2, 6, 13)(3, 18, 17)(4, 19, 15)(5, 11, 22)
(7, 24, 12)(8, 21, 16)(9, 20, 14)^n, [1,23]^n; end for;












for n in N do N!Id(N)^n, [3,18,17,3,17,18]^n; end for;
/*--------------SECOND DOUBLE COSET [1]-------------------------*/
cst := [null : i in [1 .. Index(G1,IN)]] where null is [Integers() | ];
prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
v := pt;






for i := 1 to 24 do
cst[prodim(1, ts, [i])] := [i];
end for;
/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+1; end if;
end for;m;
/* 24 SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1] IS 24*/






for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IH do if ts[1]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]
then print SSS[i];








for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 1 So 1 orbit from [1] sent to 1=[*] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[6] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 1 orbit from [1] sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
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for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 8 So 2 orbits from [1] sent to 8=[1,2] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits from [1] sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 2 orbits from [1] sent to 4=[1,4] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[5] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 2 orbits from [1] sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[9] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 7 So 2 orbits from [1] sent to 7=[1,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[10] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 2 orbits from [1] sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
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if ts[1]*ts[12] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 2 orbits from [1] sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[14] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 2 orbits from [1] sent to 6=[1,14] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[15] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 2 orbits from [1] sent to 5=[1,15] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[16] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 2 orbits from [1] sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[17] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits from [1] sent to 3=[1,3] */
/* So we have the double cosets:
1=[*], 2=[1], 3=[1,3], 4=[1,4], 5=[1,15], 6=[1,14], 7=[1,9],
8=[1,2], 9=[], 10=[], 11=[], 12=[] */







for i in [1..#SSS] do




end if; end for; end for;
N13s:=N13;
for n in N do if [1,3]^n eq [13,5] then N13s:=sub<N|N13s,n>;










/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 48 SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3] IS 48-24=24 */
/*--------------------DCE FOR [1,3]*/
Orbits(N13s);
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[12] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit from [1,3] sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[15] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 10 So 1 orbit from [1,3] sent to 10=[1,3,15] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 7 So 2 orbits from [1,3] sent to 7=[1,9] */
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for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 2 orbits from [1,3] sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 2 orbits from [1,3] sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[4] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 2 orbits from [1,3] sent to 6=[1,14] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[6] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 2 orbits from [1,3] sent to 5=[1,15] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 11 So 2 orbits from [1,3] sent to 11=[1,3,7] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 2 orbits from [1,3] sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
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for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[11] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 2 orbits from [1,3] sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[14] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 2 orbits from [1,3] sent to 6=[1,14] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[16] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 2 orbits from [1,3] sent to 5=[1,15] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[18] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 2 orbits from [1,3] sent to 4=[1,4] */
/* So we have the double cosets:
1=[*], 2=[1], 3=[1,3], 4=[1,4], 5=[1,15], 6=[1,14], 7=[1,9],
8=[1,2], 9=[1,3,8], 10=[1,3,15], 11=[1,3,7], 12=[] */








for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IH do if ts[1]*ts[4]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];





for n in N do if [1,4]^n eq [10,12] then N14s:=sub<N|N14s,n>;










/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,4]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 72 SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1,4] IS 72-48=24 */
/*--------------------DCE FOR [1,4]*/
Orbits(N14s);
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[13] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 7 So 1 orbit from [1,4] sent to 7=[1,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[23] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 11 So 1 orbit from [1,4] sent to 11=[1,3,7] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 10 So 2 orbits from [1,4] sent to 10=[1,3,15] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
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if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 2 orbits from [1,4] sent to 4=[1,4] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 2 orbits from [1,4] sent to 6=[1,14] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[4] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 2 orbits from [1,4] sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[5] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 2 orbits from [1,4] sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[7] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 2 orbits from [1,4] sent to 4=[1,4] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[8] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 2 orbits from [1,4] sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[11] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
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/* 9 So 2 orbits from [1,4] sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[18] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 2 orbits from [1,4] sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[19] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 2 orbits from [1,4] sent to 5=[1,15] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[20] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits from [1,4] sent to 3=[1,3] */








for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IH do if ts[1]*ts[15]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
N115s:=N115;
[1,15]^N115s;
for n in N do if [1,15]^n eq [23,12] then N115s:=sub<N|N115s,n>;











/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,15]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 96 SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1,15] IS 96-72=24 */
/*--------------------DCE FOR [1,15]*/
Orbits(N115s);
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[15]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 12 So 1 orbit from [1,15] sent to 12=[1,15,2] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[15]*ts[10] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 1 orbit from [1,15] sent to 5=[1,15] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[15]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits from [1,15] sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[15]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 11 So 2 orbits from [1,15] sent to 11=[1,3,7] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
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if ts[1]*ts[15]*ts[4] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 2 orbits from [1,15] sent to 5=[1,15] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[15]*ts[5] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 2 orbits from [1,15] sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[15]*ts[6] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 2 orbits from [1,15] sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[15]*ts[7] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 2 orbits from [1,15] sent to 4=[1,4] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[15]*ts[8] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 2 orbits from [1,15] sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[15]*ts[9] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 11 So 2 orbits from [1,15] sent to 11=[1,3,7] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[15]*ts[11] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
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/* 3 So 2 orbits from [1,15] sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[15]*ts[12] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 2 orbits from [1,15] sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[15]*ts[16] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 7 So 2 orbits from [1,15] sent to 7=[1,9] */
/* So we have the double cosets:
1=[*], 2=[1], 3=[1,3], 4=[1,4], 5=[1,15], 6=[1,14], 7=[1,9],
8=[1,2], 9=[1,3,8], 10=[1,3,15], 11=[1,3,7], 12=[1,15,2] */








for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IH do if ts[1]*ts[14]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
N114s:=N114;
[1,14]^N114s;
for n in N do if [1,14]^n eq [23,5] then N114s:=sub<N|N114s,n>;











/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,14]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 120 SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1,14] IS 120-96=24 */
/*--------------------DCE FOR [1,14]*/
Orbits(N114s);
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[14]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 8 So 1 orbit from [1,14] sent to 8=[1,2] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[14]*ts[10] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 1 orbit from [1,14] sent to 6=[1,14] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[14]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 10 So 2 orbits from [1,14] sent to 10=[1,3,15] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[14]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits from [1,14] sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[14]*ts[4] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 11 So 2 orbits from [1,14] sent to 11=[1,3,7] */
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for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[14]*ts[5] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 2 orbits from [1,14] sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[14]*ts[6] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 2 orbits from [1,14] sent to 6=[1,14] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[14]*ts[7] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits from [1,14] sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[14]*ts[8] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 2 orbits from [1,14] sent to 4=[1,4] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[14]*ts[9] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 2 orbits from [1,14] sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[14]*ts[11] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 2 orbits from [1,14] sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
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for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[14]*ts[12] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 11 So 2 orbits from [1,14] sent to 11=[1,3,7] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[14]*ts[16] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 2 orbits from [1,14] sent to 9=[1,3,8] */








for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IH do if ts[1]*ts[9]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
N19s:=N19;
[1,9]^N19s;
for n in N do if [1,9]^n eq [18,6] then N19s:=sub<N|N19s,n>;
end if; end for;
[1,9]^N19s;
for n in N do if [1,9]^n eq [16,18] then N19s:=sub<N|N19s,n>;










/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,9]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
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/* 128 SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1,9] IS 128-120=8 */
/*--------------------DCE FOR [1,9]*/
Orbits(N19s);
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[9]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 3 orbits from [1,9] are sent to 4=[1,4] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[9]*ts[7] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 11 So 3 orbits from [1,9] are sent to 11=[1,3,7] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[9]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 6 orbits from [1,9] are sent to 2=[1] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[9]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 6 orbits from [1,9] are sent to 5=[1,15] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[9]*ts[5] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 6 orbits from [1,9] are sent to 3=[1,3] */









for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IH do if ts[1]*ts[2]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
N12s:=N12;
#N12s;
for n in N do if [1,2]^n eq [18,21] then N12s:=sub<N|N12s,n>;
end if; end for;
#N12s;
for n in N do if [1,2]^n eq [6,10] then N12s:=sub<N|N12s,n>;
end if; end for;
#N12s;
for n in N do if [1,2]^n eq [16,17] then N12s:=sub<N|N12s,n>;










/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,2]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 132 SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1,2] IS 132-128=4 */
/*--------------------DCE FOR [1,2]*/
Orbits(N12s);
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 8 So 6 orbits from [1,2] are sent to 8=[1,2] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
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if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 6 orbits from [1,2] are sent to 6=[1,14] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[2]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 2 So 12 orbits from [1,2] are sent to 2=[1] */








for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IH do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];











/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,8]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 180 SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,8] IS 180-132=48*/
/*--------------------DCE FOR [1,3,8]*/
Orbits(N138s);
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
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for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[4] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 4=[1,4] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[5] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 11 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 11=[1,3,7] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[6] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 10 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 10=[1,3,15] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[7] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
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end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 6=[1,14] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[8] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[9] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 4=[1,4] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[10] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 12 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 12=[1,15,2] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[11] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 6=[1,14] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[12] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 4=[1,4] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[13] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 3=[1,3] */
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for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[14] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 11 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 11=[1,3,7] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[15] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[16] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[17] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 11 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 11=[1,3,7] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[18] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[19] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 6=[1,14] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
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for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[20] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 5=[1,15] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[21] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 5=[1,15] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[22] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 4=[1,4] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[23] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 5=[1,15] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[8]*ts[24] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 1 orbit from [1,3,8] is sent to 9=[1,3,8] */








for i in [1..#SSS] do




end if; end for; end for;
N1315s:=N1315;
#N1315s;
for n in N do if [1,3,15]^n eq [6,14,13] then N1315s:=sub<N|N1315s,n>;
end if; end for;
#N1315s;
for n in N do if [1,3,15]^n eq [23,21,12] then N1315s:=sub<N|N1315s,n>;
end if; end for;
#N1315s;
for n in N do if [1,3,15]^n eq [13,5,15] then N1315s:=sub<N|N1315s,n>;










/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,15]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 192 SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,15] IS 192-180=12*/
/*--------------------DCE FOR [1,3,15]*/
Orbits(N1315s);
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[15]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 10 So 2 orbits from [1,3,15] are sent to 10=[1,3,15] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[15]*ts[12] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits from [1,3,15] are sent to 3=[1,3] */
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for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[15]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 4 orbits from [1,3,15] are sent to 6=[1,14] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[15]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 10 So 4 orbits from [1,3,15] are sent to 10=[1,3,15] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[15]*ts[4] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 11 So 4 orbits from [1,3,15] are sent to 11=[1,3,7] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[15]*ts[8] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 4 orbits from [1,3,15] are sent to 4=[1,4] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[15]*ts[11] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 4 orbits from [1,3,15] are sent to 9=[1,3,8] */








for i in [1..#SSS] do
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for g in IH do if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
N137s:=N137;
#N137s;
for n in N do if [1,3,7]^n eq [9,14,22] then N137s:=sub<N|N137s,n>;










/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,7]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 216 SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1,3,7] IS 216-192=24*/
/*--------------------DCE FOR [1,3,7]*/
Orbits(N137s);
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7]*ts[11] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 4 So 1 orbit from [1,3,7] is sent to 4=[1,4] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7]*ts[16] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 7 So 1 orbit from [1,3,7] is sent to 7=[1,9] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
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/* 5 So 2 orbits from [1,3,7] are sent to 5=[1,15] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 2 orbits from [1,3,7] are sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7]*ts[3] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 2 orbits from [1,3,7] are sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7]*ts[4] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 2 orbits from [1,3,7] are sent to 6=[1,14] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7]*ts[6] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 2 orbits from [1,3,7] are sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7]*ts[7] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 3 So 2 orbits from [1,3,7] are sent to 3=[1,3] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7]*ts[10] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 2 orbits from [1,3,7] are sent to 5=[1,15] */
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for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7]*ts[12] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 11 So 2 orbits from [1,3,7] are sent to 11=[1,3,7] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7]*ts[13] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 6 So 2 orbits from [1,3,7] are sent to 6=[1,14] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7]*ts[15] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 10 So 2 orbits from [1,3,7] are sent to 10=[1,3,15] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[3]*ts[7]*ts[23] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 11 So 2 orbits from [1,3,7] are sent to 11=[1,3,7] */








for i in [1..#SSS] do
for g in IH do if ts[1]*ts[15]*ts[2]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[3]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
N1152s:=N1152;
#N1152s;
for n in N do if [1,15,2]^n eq [4,18,8] then N1152s:=sub<N|N1152s,n>;
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end if; end for;
#N1152s;
for n in N do if [1,15,2]^n eq [19,22,9] then N1152s:=sub<N|N1152s,n>;










/*-------------------RIGHT COSETS IN [1,15,2]*/
m:=0; for i in [1..Index(G1,IN)] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+1;
end if; end for;m;
/* 219 SO THE NUMBER OF RIGHT COSETS IN [1,15,2] IS 219-216=3*/
/*--------------------DCE FOR [1,15,2]*/
Orbits(N1152s);
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[15]*ts[2]*ts[2] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 5 So 8 orbits from [1,15,2] are sent to 5=[1,15] */
for i in [1..#DC] do
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[15]*ts[2]*ts[1] eq m*(DC[i])^n then i; break; break; end if;
end for; end for; end for;
/* 9 So 16 orbits from [1,15,2] are sent to 9=[1,3,8] */
/*-----------------------DC PROOFS-------------------*/
Sch:=SchreierSystem(G,sub<G|Id(G)>);
ArrayP:=[Id(G1): i in [1..#G1]];
for i in [2..#G1] do
P:=[Id(G1): l in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1 then P[j]:=f(x); end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1
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then P[j]:=f(x^-1); end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2
then P[j]:=f(y); end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 3
then P[j]:=f(t); end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(G1);




/*--------------------------------------PROOF THAT t1t6 is in [1]*/
for m in IH do
for n in IN do
if ts[1]*ts[6] eq m*(ts[1])^n
then A:=m; B:=n;
end if; end for; end for;
for i in [1..#G1] do if ArrayP[i] eq A then print Sch[i]; end if; end for;
for i in [1..#G1] do if ArrayP[i] eq B then print Sch[i]; end if; end for;
yy * xx^2 * yy * xx;
/*CHECK using f(A)*(ts[])^B. Here, (ts[1])^B =
(ts[1])^((2, 13)(3, 8)(4, 7)(5, 20)(9, 11)(10, 23)(12, 19)(14, 22)(15, 24)
(16, 18)(17, 21))= ts[1] */
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